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NOTES
CHAPTER ONP

.The first Chinese who is known to have mastered Sanskrit is the late fourth
century translator Chu Fo-nien (cf. p. 202); before that time, some Chinese monks
and laymen like Nieh Tao-chen, Nieh Ch'eng-yiian (cf. p. 68) and Po Yiian (p. 76)
appear to have acquired some linguistic training as assistants of foreign translators.
On the other hand, some foreign missionarics were well-versed in Chinese (K'ang
Seng-hui, Chih Ch'ien, Dharmarak~a,Kumirajiva). However, the most prominent
Chinese masters a n d exegetes of this period ipeople like Chih Tun, Tao-an, Chu
Fa-t'ai, Hui-yiian etc.) ignored Sanskrit altogether. Cf. R. H. van Gulik, Siddham,
an Essay on rhe History of Sanskrit Studies itt China and Japan, Nagpur 1956, esp.
p. 12-14.
At least not in the South. In the North, ruled by "barbarian" dynasties, we do
find some traces of revolutionary movements with a Buddhist tinge, cf. J. Gernet,
Les aspects Cconomiques du bo~rddhisn~e
(Paris 1956), p. 278, and below, p. 1 83.
For the terms hsiian-hsiieh and "Neo-Taoism" cf. below, p. 87 and p. 289.
Cf. E. G. Pulleyblank, "'Gentry Society'; some remarks on recent work by
W. Eberhard", BSOAS XV (1953) p. 588 sqq.
Wang I-t'ung J If' a, Wu-ch'ao men-ti a $1 P'j :t'. ("The social, political and
economic aspects ofthe influential clans of the Sortthern Dynasties"), 2 vols., published
by the Institute of Chinese Cultural Studies of the University of Nanking ( t :'>
-t; -$ 11- 14 h /;L 4,'; 'k ), Ch'engtu 1943.
Cf. H. Franke, Sinologie, p. 112-1 13 and the literature mentioned there.
On this work see below, p. 10, sub (I).
KSC VI 358.1.6.
ib. VI 364.2.27.
lo ib. VI 365.1 -9.
l1 ib. VII 367.2.1.
l2 ib. VI 362.3.15.
l3 ib. I 327.3.8.
l4 ib. VI 356.2.26.
l6 ib. IV 351.1.6.
la ib. V 356.3.8.
l7 Cf. H. Franke, "Some remarks on the interpretation of Chinese Dynastic
Histories", in Oriens I11 (Leiden, 1950) p. 113-122; about so-called "poverty" esp.
p. 121 sqq.
l8 E.g., Fa-hsien :),*
(KSC I11 337.2.21), Tao-sui & & (ib. IV 350.2.13). Tao-an
3 :E (ib. V 351.3.4), Fa-k'uang .)I !q (ib. V 356.3.7). Tao-heng 3- :ri (ib. VI 364.
2.26), Seng-ch'e && (ib. VII 370.3.3).
l8 ib. I 327.1.13 and 327.2.29.
a0 ib. IV 347.3.12.
ib. IV 350.3.12.
ib. V. 356.2.25.
'a ib. VI 363.1.29.
ib. IV 347.1.18.
ib. IV 34828.
@
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ib. V 351.3.3.
ib. VI 357.3.20.
28 For the other important aspect of the sarigha, that of "political neutrality*
which is characteristic of at least one famous Buddhist centre in the late
century, cf. below, p. 216.
09 Cf. HGhGgirin, S.V. Busshi.
30 The basic source for the Buddhist theory concerning the origin of the castesi
Aga,ifiasutta, Digha XXVII. 21 sqq.
Dialo~ues111. 77 Sqq. For the parable oi
the ocean and the rivers see peg., Tseng-i u-han ( T 125) XXI 658.3.10. Cf. also tb
fourth of the five dreams of the Buddha on the night before his Enlightenment
in which he saw that four birds of different colours, symbolizing the members oi
the four castes, came from the four quarters and, falling a t the Buddha's feet, becam
white; Angutlara 111. 240 == Gradual Sayings 111 p. 176; Mvst. 11. 136, trsl. J. J,
Jones vol. 11 p. 131.
31 KSC V 351.3.3.
32 ib. V 356.2.3; var. T'an-wei *&. There is probably some chronological mistakr
here. According to the KSC, T'an-hui lived from 323-395; when he became a novia
(according to these data in 333). Tao-an was only 21 years old and had not yet becorm
a disciple of Fo-t'u-teng.
ib. V 356.2.17.
34 ih. VI 363.2.3.
3"b.
VI 363.2.22.
36 ib. 362.2.12.
37 ib. VI 361.1.23 ; T'ang Y ung-t'ung, History, p. 359-360.
3n See P. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 266, note 2.
39 Cf. P. Pel!iot in TP XIX, 1912, p. 392 and TP XIX, 1920, p. 266 note 1.
For the theory of the survival of the soul after death see Tsuda Sayiikich
:t \g A X- 4 , "Shin-metsu fu-metsu no ronsd ni tsuite" 49 :bc;T. :pi * % P I:%-\.:,
TGyGgakuhG XXJX (1942).1 p. 1-52, 2 p. 33-80; ltano Ch6hachi 4.k Yf I
/', "Eon
no shin-fu-metsu-ron"
g&
, n ;rin T6hGgakuhG XIV. 3, T6ky6 1943,
p. 1-40; Chu Po-k'un % 40 FPL , "Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih-ch'i wu-shen-lun-cb
fan-luei fo-chiao-chung ling-hun pu-ssu hsin-yang-ti tou-cheng" 3 4 > t W V
,4 I;C a4 4+ 4L
Z
7 k, 6 49 ikj 2 4 Pei-chingta-hs iieh hsiieh-pa0
';-@
wen k'o-hsueh) 2, 1957, p. 29-60; W: Liebenthal, "Shih Hui-yuan's Buddhisma!
Set Forth in his Writings", J A O S LXX (1950) p. 243-259, the well-documented;
study by the same author "The Immortality of the Soul in Chinese Thought", Mofl,
h'ipp. Vlll (1952) p. 326-397 (list of Chinese sources on this subject ib. p. 338-340)l
and Tsukamoto Zenryo's remarks in his notes to "Wei Shou's Treatise on Buddhism
and Taoism" (trsl. Leon Hurvitz), in Yiinkang, vol. XVI, suppi. p. 33 sqq. We shall
revert to the problem of shen 4j and its role in hsiian-hsiieh and early Chin&
Buddhism later on.
" T 1856; eighteen letters of Hui-yuan with KumBrajivals answers, written between
405 and 409, collected and edited at some date between 470 and 600 under the title To.
rhmng to i-chang
+. 4i ,var. Chiu-rno-lo-shihfa-shih ta-i 44 @ Z 4 -L bf A
in 3 ch. Cf. below, p. 226 sqq.
T 1856 ch. I (second letter) p. 123.3.1.
43 KSC VI 358.1.1 1 ; ca 357 AD.
4 4 ih. 1v 347.1.18, cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 234-238.
4"b. V 355.1.25.
4e Mou-tzu section XXVI, HMC' 1 5.3.4; trsl. Pelliot TP XIX (1920) P. 316.
4' Cf. P. Pelliot in TP XIX (1920) p. 269-271.
" I n '+ 7 R d t S 1 6 h (in his # J $
LA $& -t / . % , p a r t 11) p. 11-12.
In his Shina ni okeru BukkyG to Jtiky6 D ~ k y c
4 c +~r* && k d
p. 89-100.
.,,:qh
Ze
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ERRATUM
On p. 8, first line, read eleven instead of twelve; on the same page the figures
(lo), ( I 1) and (12) should be changed into (9), (10) and (1 1).
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SSU-pu cheng-wci ch. 111, ed. by Ku Chieh-kang in
4 A W & $1, p. 46.
In ch. IV of his Chou-kuo shu-/in 33 i;;lP
kC-.
52 In his 4 -$
3 % P4. in YCHP XX, 1936, p. 1-23.
53 In his $+ ril .
kE -$&4 -5 8 , in Lurt-hsiieh chin-chu vol. I, p. 15 1-1 54.
54 In his :t4% ~1 rjF $j jt $4 44- 56 L (hereafter referred to as History), p. 76-77.
55 In "Le songe et l'ambassade de I'empereur Ming; etude critique des sources",
BEFEO X, 1901, p. 95-1 30.
68 "Meou-tseu ou 10s doutes leves", TP XIX, 1920, p. 255-286, and "Note additionelle", ib. p. 429-433 (containing a refutation of Tokiwa Daij6's opinion mentioned
above).
4 & li '& (Tdky6 1952), p. 332-436.
'5 In his DGkyG rro kisokl~teki
kenkyo it
68-This may refer to his stay on Mt. Lu in 402 AD, when he took part in the
collective "vow" before Amitabha, cf. KSC VI 358.3.19 and below, p. 218.
58 In Mon. Nipp. VIII, 1952, p. 378-394.
60 The text of the Pai-hei 11m is not included in H M C or KHMC, but it is found
in Sung-sh~c97.6b sqq.; translated by W. Liebenthal in Mon. Nipp. VIII, 1952,
p. 365-373.
In JAOS LXX, 1951, p. 243-359; revised version in Mon. Nipp. VIII, 1952,
p. 354-365.
62 In Mon. Nipp. VIII, 1952, p. 343, note 4 to his translation of this text.
C S 82.6b.
64 According to CS 82.7b, his youngest son Fang h was seven or eight years
old when Yii Liang was military governor of Ching-chou, i.e., 334-338 AD; consequently Fang had been born before 332.
8 b C S 82.7a.
66 Cf. CS 92.19a.
CS 10.6a.
CS 85.7a-b.
AS is done by T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 352. There is another important
source, frequently mentioned in our notes but not included in the list in this chapter
because of its northern origin: the series of five (or four) treatises by Seng-chao
.fB @ composed at Ch'an a n between 404 and 414, viz.:
Wu pu-eh'ien lun %;T.J 3 ("On the immutability of things", ca. 410). Pu-chen
k'ung lun $ 2 & (("On the emptiness of the unreal", ca. 410); Po-jo wu chih lun
@ @ Fy 3 ("On prajiid not having (conscious) knowledge", ca. 405), "Answer
to Liu I-min
& (preceded by the text of the letter in question, written
408 AD by Liu Ch'eng-chih $1 &*,one of Hui-yiian's lay disciples on Lu-shan),
("On the namelessness of Nirvdua" ; of doubtful
Nieh-p'an wu ming lun )g $$&$,
authenticity, but in any case first half 5th cent. ;cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, Hislory, p. 670 and
Shih Chiin A ~ k*'Tu
, Hui-ta Chao-lun-shu shu so chien" 3 9-& @ $ i & fi %,
Pel-p'ing r'u-shu-kuan r'u-shu chi-k'an, new series V. 1, 1944, who both deny its
authenticity; W. Liebenthal, The Book of Chao p. 167- 168 who regards it as an original
work with later interpolations; survey of various opinions and arguments in favour
of its authenticity by b c h 6 Enichi $S.
g.Q in JGron Kenkyrl $
! -$jLl& , Ky6to
1955, p. 190 sqq.). All authorities reject the introductory chapter entitled Tsung-pen-i
$ & ' as spurious. The treatises were put together some time during the first half
of the 6th century under the name of Chao-lun 9$6 (T 1 858). Excellent Japanese
(who dates the author 374-414) and
translation by Tsukamoto ZenryD $6 $
his ~ollaboratorsin J&on Kenkyd p. 1-109; a very free and sometimes misleading
translation has been given by W. Liebenthal in The Book of Chao (Mon. Ser. Monograph XIII, Peking 1948).
50
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CHAPTER T W O

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao in Fo-hsiieh yen-chiu shih-pa p'ien 44 4
c
t rR k -t /. X ch. 2
2 $3 0; v ) p. 1-2; cC also Hatani Rybtei '91 2 '
3 3 , Saiiki no bukkyb
a ,A n :z. jCc (Chinese translation by H o Ch'ang-ch'iin $ G S : Hsi-yu chih fo-chiao,
2nd ed., Shanghai 1933), p. 32, and Ono Gemyb, Bussho kaisetsu daijiten vol. XI1
p. 18. These scholars seem to have been influenced by Terrien de Lacouperie whom
they repeatedly quote. The story of Shih-li-fang figures as authentic history in Terrien
de Lacouperie's Western Origin of Early Chinese Civilisation (London 1894), p. 208b
( 4 231), but it had already been dismissed as a legend by S. Beal in 1882 (Buddhist
literature in China, p. 1-2).
Li-tai S P C I, T 2034 23.3 ; Fa-lin :t. rM. , P'o hsieh lun
Sf $$ in KHMC XI
166.1.4 = Fa-yuan chu-lin XII, T 2122 p. 379.1.6. All these sources refer to the
catalogues of Tao-an and Chu Shih-hsing Y --t- {T . There is no trace of Shih-li-fang
in Tao-an's work (cf. below, note 65) as far as it has been incorporated in the CSTCC.
The so-called Han catalogue of Chu Shih-hsing X -t /f? :Itl , regularly quoted in
Li-tai SPC, is a late and highly unreliable product, perhaps made to replace a lost
original of the third century. It is ncver mentioned in catalogucs earlier than the
Li-tai SPC, and since the compiler of the latter work himself declares that he did
not see it, it probably never existed as an independent work. Cf. Hayashiya TomojirG
rs 2 .-ti ;k fi , Kybroku kenkyn ti j$ ri Z., Tbkyb 1941 p. 241-281 ; Tokiwa Daijb
I
f
$ P $;- i , (Gokan yori S6 Sei ni itaru) yakky6 sbroku I [.4kI ~ L , ,Z
3 ?f 42 %, Tbkyb 1938, p. 77-86. On Shih Li-fang see also T'ang Yung-t'ung,
History p. 7-8.
Li-tai S P C XV T 2034 127.2 in the list of "lost catalogues"; cf. Ta T'ang NTL
X (T 2149) 336.2.12 ; K'ai-piiatt SCL X (T 21 54) 572.3.5 ; Chen-yuan SCML (T 21 56)
897.1.5 ; Bagchi, Canon, introd. xxxii-xxxiii ; Hayashiya, op.cit., p. 222 sqq. The work
in question is never quoted or referred to, and has probably never existed even as
a forgery.
See HS 6.1 5a, H.H. Dubs, HFHD 11. 63.
Ed. Erh-yu t'ang ts'ung-shu -- ?I :ir $2 4 p. 5b (fragments collected by Chang
Shu X .!! , 1821).
0. Fr.!n!:e, "Zur Frage dcr Einfiihrung des Buddhismus in China", MSOS
XIII, 1910, p. 295-305.
In BEFEO X, 1910, p. 629-636, esp. p. 631 sqq.
Q u o t d in Ch'u-hsiiek chi $A 9 i L VII. 12a.
KSC 1 325.1.19.
lo Ming fo lun 4 / i % , H M C I1 12.3.8.
" Wei-shu 1 14. l a ; J. R. Ware, "Wei Shou on Buddhism", TP 30, 1933, p. 110,
trsl. Hurvitz p. 28: kr;;j.ibtirC.ifL.#j .11 It g . 3 i+ $ ,# 4 4 # ;a*- & jy Z
4: %? :ri ,4 F ,% . T'ang Y ung-t'ung, History p. 9-10 ; Ono Gemyb, Bussho kaisetsu
daijiten, vol. XII, p. 18-19.
lP KHMC 11 101.1.19: X f v I ~3,&,,I A % Ct A g.3. ~ . . 4
A 2 I4 4 :-$ Id
1

(4
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l3 S C 110.18a; HS 94A.19b-20a and 55.7b; for t'u
A Yen Shih-ku (581-645)
gives the aberrant pronunciation ch'u ($3: &wo with a palatal initial instead of & :
d'uo). Hsiu-ch'u (either the name of a Hsiung-nu tribe or of a locality) is identified
with Liang-chou iO jc-l , the present-day Wu-wei J't rr'l in Kansu, by Chavannes,
MPm. Hist., I, p. Ixviii. See further Hatani Rybtei 31 :ii 5 3 , "KyOto-6 no kinjin
ni tsuile" h.C L a2 /. t- k1.c, Slririn Ill, 1918, fasc. 4, p. 31-46, and Shiratori
Kurakichi \k P;I 3 $ , ' a n the territory of the Hsiung-nu Prince Hsiu-t'u wang and
his metal statues for Heaven worship", Men?. of the Research Dept. of the Tbyb
Bunko no. 5, 1930, p. 1-79; H. H. Dubs, "The 'Golden Man' of Former Han times"
in TP 33 (1937) p. 1-41, esp. p. 10 sqq. ;postscript ib. p. 191-192; J. Ware, "Once more
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the Golden Man", TP 34, 1938, p. 174-178, and Tsukarnoto Zenryti's remarks in
Yunkang vol. XVI, supplement p. 27.
l w u o t e d in Yen Shih-ku's commentary to HS 55.7b : X
I .4-4& ;t $ A c .
1 6 Shih-shuo hsin-yu cornrn. Ib/l6b quoting Hun-wu ku-shih
:1, j', L
: # ; Wei-shu
114.la, ware, op.cit. p. 107-109, cf. Fa-yiian chu-lin XII, T 2122 p. 378.3; condensed
version in KHMC I1 101.1.16.
l6 SSHY cornrn. IB/16a.
17 In the review mentioned in note 7, p. 635.
l 8 Yen-shih chia-hsiin XVII (section 3 3 ) p. 37 (ed. Chu-tzu chi-ch'eng). In any
case the passage in question was already used by Buddhists at the beginning of the
fifth century for propagandistic purposes, cf. Tsung Ping, Ming fo lun in H M C
I 123.8:
!
i L +
. 6 ~k4 4 . In Fa-yuan chu-lin XI1 (T 2122) p. 379.1
and C, p. 1028.3 we find a more detailed explanation based upon a passage from
the Wen-shu-shih-li pan-nieh-p'an ching x. ++. tf $ 1 ti 1: 9 32 according to which
the Bodhisattva MafijuSri 450 years after the Buddha's Nirvdna preached the doctrine
to 500 rirthikas (here rendered by L ~ l i "Immortals"!) in the Himilayas 9 LLI .
Tao-shih & ~, the compiler of the Fa-yuan chu-lin, then identifies these "Snow
mountains" with the Ts'ung-ling 3 3 (the Pamir plateau) and concludes that the
"immortals" mentioned here were inhabitants of Central Asian countries East of
the Ts'ung-ling, whose fame had spread to the East in Former Han times when China
had established relations with these countries.
l9 Bagchi, Canon p. xxxiii; Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 114; P. Demieville in
BEFEO XXLV, 1924, p. 6 note I ; Hayashiya, op.cit., p. 231-232.
20 H. Maspero, "Le songe et I'ambassade de I'empereur Ming, etude critique des
sources", BEFEO X, 1910, p. 95-1 30; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History ch. 2 (p. 16-30).
21 Maspero, op.cit., p. 129-130.
22 CSTCC VI 42.3.15 sqq.
23 The Hun fa-pen nei-chuan is mentioned for the first time in the description of
a debate between Buddhists and Taoists at Loyang, held under imperial auspices
in 520 AD (Hsii KSC XXIII 624.3.26 = KHMC I 100.3.10, cf. also below, p.
273) and seems to be a product of the North. Cf. H. Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910,
p. 225-227 and ib. p. 118-120; P. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 388-389. The work
consisted of five chuan; a summary of its contents is given in Hsii chi ku-chin fo-tao
lun-heng 4 .K .: :
. & J D 4 4 r T 2105, p. 397.2-401.3, and in KHMC 198.3.1 1 sqq.;
also quoted in Fa-yuan chu-lin XVIlI 416.3, XL 600.2 and LV 700.2. At the end of
his summary the compiler of the KHMC remarks that some critics regard the Hun
fa-pen nei-chuan as a recent product without any historical base, and he defends
its authenticity by pointing to the Wu-shu k ;B which also contains the story of the
Buddho-Taoist contest in 69 AD. Nothing could be less surprising, for the so-called
Wu-shu (also quoted in T 2105 and in KHMC 1) is another, still later, Buddhist forgery
concocted from passages from KSC and Hun-fa-pen rrei-chrtan (cf. below, note 150).
24 KSC I 324.2.27.
25 CSTCC VII 49.1.23 and XI11 97.2.14.
28 KSC I 326.3.3.
" CSTCC XI11 98.2.11.
28 CSTCC XI11 96.1.20.
" ib. 96.2.1 ; KSC I 325.1.13.
Colonies of foreigners, named after their place of origin, existed already on
Chinese territory in Former Han times. Thus the chapter on geography of the Hun-shu
mentions a Yueh-chih tao tj li $ , one of the twenty-one prefectures (hsien)
of An-ting i ,Icommandery, in present-day Kansu (HS 28 B.5a), and a Ch'iu-tzu
& 0. hsien in Shang L commandery (Shensi) (ib. 6a). According to all commentators, these were settlements of Yueh-chih and Kuchean immigrants (although
these Yueh-chih may have belonged to the "Small Yueh-chih" of Western Kansu
1 -

A
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rather than to the "Great Yiieh-chih" who after their trek around the middle of the
-nd
century BC had settled in Bactria). See also P. A. Boodberg, "Two notes
on the History of the Chinese Frontier", H J A S I (1936), p. 283-307, osp. p. 286-291
for Ch'iu-tzu hsien in Kansu and an "Aqsu" in Shensi, and H. H. Dubs, A Roman
city in A,icicnt Chinu (The China Soziety, London 1957) for a possible "Alexandria"
( Q l i ) in central Kansu (cf. Hall-shu pu-chri, large edition, 28 BI.16a). It is no doubt
due to the presence of such early Western immigrants that some faint but unmistakable
traces of Buddhist influence are to be found in early Han literature and art. Chavannes
(Cinq cents corrtes et upologrres vol. I, p. xiv-xv) has already called the attention to
the occurrence of Buddhist themes in Huai-nun rzu; another remarkable example in
the field of art is the representation of two six-tusked elephants on a bas-relief from
T'eng-hsien rlf # (,S. Shantung) which probably dates from the middle of the tirst
century (cf. Lao Kan W , "Six-tusked elephants on a Han bas-relief", HJAS XVII,
1954, p. 366-369; picture of the relief ib. and in Corpus des pierres sculptkes Hun,
Peking 1950, vol. I, pl. 113). Of course the influence may have been very indirect,
and the occurrence of such themes does not imply any knowledge about their
Buddhist provenance and original significance.
CSTCC XlIl 97.3.8; cf. KSC 1 325.1.27.
s2 SKC Comm., Wei-chih 30.3668 quoting the Hsi-jung chuan of the Wei-liieh.
Cf. S. Levi in J.As. 1897, 1, p. 14-20 and 1900, I, p. 447-468; Ed. Chavannes in TP
VI, 1905, p. 541, 543, 547, notes; 0. Franke, "Beitrage aus chinesischen Quellen zur
Kenntnis der Tiirkvolker und Skythen in Zentral-Asien" in Abh. der konigl. preuss.
Akad. der Wiss., Berlin 1904, p. 91 sqq.; Pelliot in BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 361-400;
Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 98, note 2; Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 390, note
298 ; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 49-5 1 ; L. de la Vallk-Poussin, L'lnde arix fenrps
des Mauryas et drs Barbares, Grecs, Scythes, Parthes et Yue-tchi, Paris 1930, p. 346-347.
33 Ed. Chavannes "Les Pays d'occident d'apres le Wei-lio", TP VI (1 905), p. 519576, esp. p. 380 sqq. Emendation proposed by Pelliot in BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 376:
* + d. 3 jb: ,.$ if k d A.Z- ,9 Z, * jjt ;$ 45%
34 T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 51.
35 H H S 77.1 I b sqq. Translation of Pan Yung's biography by Chavannes in
TP VII, 1906, p. 245-255; cf. also Chavannes in TP VIII, 1907, p. 218.
36 H H S 77 (biogr. of Pan Ch'ao), p. 9b.
37 Tung-kuan Hun-chi L !@
! :fi.Zquoted in comm. to HHS 77.9b.
: & I P+ &;1~.\rrl4L
:).#It 5 l b fi fi
HHS 118.18a:3i$ 5kj.l #
A.
4+ d;again quoted or paraphrased by Fan Yeh ib. p. 10a: 44 :P /#'Id 7
39 The whole section on the Western Region of Fan Yeh's Hou-Hun shu (ch. 118)
was indeed mainly based upon a report written by Pan Yung in 125 AD, cf. ib. p. 4b;
Chavannes in TP VIII 1907, p. 145.
40 About ~ O U in
~ Han
S
times see Sun Yii-t'ang -34 Z , "Han-tai ti chiao-t'ung"
$. A 43 2 i& in Chung-kuo she-hui ching-chi shih chi-k'an 9 ig #L $ $2 iB Z- & i.1
VII.1, 1944; Lao Kan Sk f?, "Lun Han-tai chih lu-yiln yu shui-yiin" 3 ::1, .k r I':: 3
W A d in CYYY XV, 1947, p. 69-91 ; Utsunomiya Kiyoyoshi S f l ? A 9 , Kandai
shokai-keizai-shi kenkyic :t $A Q rc, if r ;i *$, T6ky6 1955, esp. ch. 111 ( a16rk

+

+

+

+,

4\*.($*

).

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, op.cit., p. 7-10.
AS Maspero has pointed out (J.As. 1934, p. 90 note I), it is better to take the
term Huang-lao #,*, when it occurs in Han texts, as referring to Huang-lao (chiin)
,
, the main deity of the early Taoist pantheon who was especially venerated
by the Yellow Turbans, and not as denoting two persons, the Yellow Emperor and
Lao-tzu, which seems to be a later scholarly interpretation of the term.
HHS 72.4b.
C4 T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 54.
45 ib. p. 55 and p. 100-101.
42
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46 KSC IX 385.3.4. = CS 95.12b (memorial of Wang Tu I 'i and Wang Po
i 1 to the Hun iuler Shih Hu, ca. 335 AD). When Buddhism was persecuted by
Sun Lin J 4 M around the middle of the third century (cf. p. 52) this happened in
the course of a campaign against "heterodox cults" in general. In the same way
we find how in the &ct of 446 ordering the extermination of Buddhism under the
Wei the Buddhist cult is qualified as "worshipping the malign demon of the barbarians" -)-W & h (Wei-shii 114.6a; J. Ware, "Wei Shou on Buddhism" in TP
XXX, 1933, p. 140; trel. Leon Hurvitz p. 66-67).
4 7 HHS 72.5a; Hou-Hun chi 10.4b;. Turrg-kimn Hun-chi 7.6a; TCTC 45.5268
jreading ,;L4 instead of iC? ). Chavannes in TP Vl 1905, p. 450 sqq.; Pelliot in
BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 388, note 2 ; Maspero, "Les origines de la communaute boudhiste
de Loyang", J.As. 1934, p. 87-107, esp. p. 88-89; T'ang Yung-t'ung, op.cit., p. 53-55;
Fukui K6jun ?4i R Y , Diikvb no kisokuteki kenkyA
3Ln $ A& ej A4 % ,
p. 99-106; Maspero, Essay sur le Taoisrne, ch. 111, "Le Taoi'sme et les debuts du
Bouddhisme en Chine", in Mklanges pos/hutrrss vol. 11, 1950, p. 185 sqq.
4"KC,
Wu-chih 4.515b; HHS 103.1 l a ; Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 103-105.
49 :Y ii 49 ; here ssu &! clearly means "temple". Cf. p. 39 below.
60 Wu-chih .O 4P1 % L 4 . T 4, F d
;L; the more polished HHS version
reads L & & Q .1. 4 B A . Otani Seishin i .* .it i; (in "Shina ni okeru butsuliz6ritsu no kigen ni tsuite" i AS!: 3'. ~ i 44tr
b 4 4 ..t ,ii ,S 1: ~ w . 7yiigokuhb XI,
1921,
p. 69-101, esp. p. 90) proposes to read & instead of a , but this emendation
would make the syntactical structure of the phrase rather unclear; .r seems to
occupy the verbal position. The p'an, $! , 3 (often called "dew-receivers", ;I +; % )
are the flanges fixed to a central vertical shaft on the top of a sropa, the Indian prototype of which we find e.g., in the Mahlbodhi temple at Bodhgayi. Here the discs
are apparently thought as "hanging" ( 4 ) on the central staff.
51 3 :F. :i! &
' $4 . This and the following phrases down to "Whenever there was . . ."
are lacking in HHS.
52
i +
i . i ;
,I; must be a mistake for :
,.- (Fukui, op.cit., p. 93).
53 This is the first mention made in Chinese sources of the annual festival of
3 ) held on the traditional date of the Buddha's
,f
"bathing the Buddha" ( . $
birthday, i.e. on the eighth day of the fourth month of the lunar calendar. On this
occasion a statue of the Buddha-preferably
one showing Siddhirtha as a babe
taking his first steps and uttering the famous stanzas of his first ''lion's roar"is washed with water perfumed with the "five kinds of incense" ( 6. $ < - ) under the
singing of hymns. The ceremony is held in commemoration of the washing of the
Buddha by gods and ntfgos immediately after his birth (cf. e.g. the late second or
early third century Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching ch. I, Kyoto ed. XIV. 3 p. 226 B 1).
The liturgy is described in several canonical works which still figure in the Chinese
tripitaka: T 695 Kuan-hsi fo-hsing-hsiang ching :a .t& 3.; 6 . ? k (1 ch., ascribed to
Fa-chii it. t i , ca. 300 AD), T 696 Mo-ho-ch'a-t'ou ching ,9 3 i . 1 fi! ?t ( 1 ch., trsl.
by Sheng-chien !k 9 var. Fa-chien ,L C ,ca. 400 AD), and especially the two versions
of the Yii hsiang (orjb) kung-re ching, ,a4& (or #) 1.5 45 ?k T 697 and 698, translated
in the early eighth century by Ratnacinta ( ,fi \f. ? t )and by Iching respectively.
It is puzzling that our text seems to imply that this (annual) ceremony was held more
3 "i i t b ; "whenever there was . . ., always
than one time by Chai Jung ( 4 ;a ,$
. . ."), whereas according to his biography he cannot have bwn living in that region
longer than one year. This may simply be due to the historian's lack of accuracy, or
to his desire to stress Chai Jung's prodigality. On the other hand, it may be that at
the end of the second century the ceremony of "bathing the Buddha" had not yet
become an annual religious festival only to be held on the eighth day of the fourth
month. In T 698 it is &scribed as a part of the daily cult, and this agrees with the
Indian custom of which I-ching gives a detailed account in the fourth chapter of
his Nan-hi chi-kucl c h w ; ~ 3
i $ tir .A IV, T 2125 p. 123.3.1 ; trsl. Takakusu p. 147.
A#,
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5 j For the Chinese sources see note 48; the earliest source (mentioned by Li
Hsien -4- (651-684) in his HHS commentary 1oc.cit.) is the Hsierr-ti ch'un-ch'iu
k i. ?- .c, compiled by Yuan Yeh $. !i in the early third century. Cf. Pelliot in
BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 394-395; Otani Seizhin on p. 85-91 of the article mentioned
in note 50; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 71-73; Fukui K6!un, op.cit. p. 93-99;
Maspero in J.As. 1934, p. 92.
55 Maspero, loc. cit.; Fukui ib, p. 95-96.
5 (first half fourth century ), H M C I 8.3.13. The Buddhist
56 Cltetlg wu lirn il :;t :
author of the Cheng wu lrrn hastens to declare that Chai Jung violated the four most
basic Buddhist commandments (not kiiling, not lying, not stealing and not drinking
wine) and therefore was a wretched sinner. A Buddhist treatise by Hui--iui 2.G
which probably was written about 428 AD, the Yii i llrn 4 ik 3 (trsl. by W. Liebenthal: "A Clarification (Yu-i Lun)", Sino-Indian Studies V. 2, 1956, p. 88-99) seems
to allude to Chai Jung's Buddhism where it says (CSTCC V 41.2.10): "At the end of
the Han and the beginning of the Wei, the chancellor of Kuang-ling and the chancellor
of P'eng-ch'eng ioined the Order, and were both able to maintain the great light
(of the Doctrine)" .I -i;tfi ?a.A K !;, t6i 2 4 .1, .&, L ;jt ii H ~tY., "The chancellor
of Kuang-ling" must refer to Chai Jung, although, strictly speaking, a t that moment
this function was filled by another magistrate, Chao Yii fi 1 (cf. Fukui, op. cit.,
p. 98-99, who thinks that this person is actually meant here). The chancellor of
P'eng-ch'eng in 194 AD was Hsieh Li 8 a? who indeed appears to have entertained
relations with Chai Jung; about his alleged Buddhist sympathies nothing whatsoever
is known (cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 73).
57 H. Maspero. "Les origines de la communaute bouddhiste de Loyang", J.As.
1934, p 87-107; cf. Melanges posthirtnes vol. I1 p. 188-189. Maspero's theory is
based on the single fact that in a colophon of 208 AD (CSTCC VII 48.3.9: 112 4 I ak
)% ;, for the date see Maspero, ib. p. 95 note 2) we find the name of a Hsu-ch'ang
monastery li :4 3 at Loyang, the name of which is identical with that of the grandson
of a maternal uncle of Liu Ying, viz. the marquis Hsu Ch'ang -i'i 3 , who in 58 AD
became head of the Hsu family. According to Maspero, the Hsu-ch'ang ssu originally
was Hsu Ch'ang's mansion at the capital, which after Liu Ying's fall and the abolition
of the kingdom of Ch'u he had given to the former clients of his uncle, some Jran~anas
from P'eng-ch'eng who together with him had moved to Loyang, and to which in
commemoration of this gesture had been given the name of its donor. Maspero's
construction is ingenuous and convincing: we may safely assume that the identity
of the name of the Buddhist monastery with that of the nephew of the first known
Chinese Buddhist devotee is not a matter of coincidence. T'ang Yung-t'ung, op-cit.
p. 68, who seems to be unacquainted with Maspero's article, still envisages the
possibility that HsiJ-ch'ang here refers to the city of that name in central Honan,
but all early sources agree in saying that the name of this place was changed from
Hsu(-hsien) <: -4%; into Hsu-ch'ang only in 221 AD, and there is no reason to assume
that the colophon in question was antedated. But Maspero goes certainly too far
when he derives the rise of Buddhism at Loyang in toto from the establishment
of a single and no doubt very insignificant monastery or chapel (the name of which
is never mentioned elsewhere) by a nobleman and some monks from the East of
China, thus neglecting the two most important factors: the geographical situation
and the existence of foreigners at the capital. Maspero is certainly wrong when he
uses the close resemblance between the "Bouddhisme taoisant" of P'eng-ch'eng and
that of the later Church of Loyang as an additional proof.for his theory (" . . ie ne
p e ~ ~croire
x
que ce soit par hasard que cette confusion bizarre se montre a un siecle
de distance dans deux endroits, . . . un melange aussi itrange, et reposant sur une
serie d'erreurs et d'incomprchensions monstrueuses", ih. p. 106). It would indeed
be very surprising if this "Bouddhisme tao'isant" would show m a ~ k e dregional
differences. The formation of sarly Chinese Buddhism was an almost nation-wide
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process, the ideas and beliefs of the cultured part of the population were rather
homogeneous, and everywhere, at P'eng-ch'eng, at Loyang, (but, as we shall see,
also at Tunhuang and in the extreme South of the empire) the same ingredients
combined to form the same characteristic mixture.
58 A % , also called Chan Huo 2 fi, and commonly known as Liu-hsia Hui
-F 4- , a "magistrate" from the state of Lu -i , seventh and sixth century BC,
famous for his high moral standards and virtuous conduct; cf. Lun-yii XV. 13 and
XVIII. 2 and 8 ; Mencius 11. B 9.2.
Wen-hsiian 11 (ed. Wan-yu wen-k'u p. 45): ,& 5 $ ?";.:"1~
7. 't ; trsl. E.
von Zach, ~bersefzungenaus dem Wen-hsiian, Batavia 1935, p. 5: "Selbst Chan Huo
oder ein Asket (sramana) rnussen von ihnen bezaubert werdcn".
60 H H S 89.la.
Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, op.cit., vol. I, p. 5-7; Tokiwa Daijd % $4 +. x in "Kan-rnei
kyQht3-setsu no kenkyQW it N
i1. :
:* A ? ,2 , T6y6gakuh6 X, 1920, p. 25-41 and
in Yakky6 sdroku, p. 481-485; Mochizuki Shinkt3 9 4 li. 7 in Bukky6 daijiten
p. 18 1 1.1 ; Sakaino in Shina bukky6 seishi p. 57.
The resemblance between the "SQtra in Forty-two Sections" and the Hsiaoching was noticed already by the anonymous author of the Li-rai S P C (T 2034
ch. IV p. 49.3); Liang Ch'i-ch'ao (1oc.cit.) draws a parallel between it and the Tao
re ching. We could also think of the Lun-yii.to which this "sQtra" with its short
independent paragraphs (mostly introduced by "The Buddha said. . .") shows a
certain similarity from a stylistic point of view. The work has none of the characteristics of a sQtra, but, as Tang Yung-t'ung has pointed out (op.cit. p. 3 I), the earliest
sources (the "Preface" in CSTCC VI 42.3.22, third century?, and the Chiu-lu 4 i4.
quoted ib. I1 5.3.17, probably the catalogue of Chih Min-tu 1 5$ /i , mid. fourth
century) merely refer to it as "the forty-two sections of ( = extracted from?) Buddhist
sQtrasl' ;3. ?% $9 + -- 6 and as "the forty-two sections of emperor Hsiao-ming"
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8 tlfl :. ,$
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s3 T 784; trsl. by L. Feer. Le Sutra en Quarante-deux arficles, Textes Chittois,
Tibetain et Mongol, 1878; S. Beal, Catena of Buddhist Scripflrres, London 187 1 ,
p. 188-203; de Harlez, Les qrrarante-deux legons de Bouddha, 011 le King des X L l l
sections, Brussels 1899. Translation with critical notes by H. Hackmann, "Die Tekstgestalt des SCitra der 42 Abschnitte", Acfa Orienfalia V, 1927, p. 197-237. Translation
of the "Preface" from CSTCC VI by Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 99-100. Cf.
furthermore Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 258 sqq. and p. 293 note 302; T'ang Yungt'ung, History ch. 111 (p. 31-46); T'ang Yung-t'ung, "The Editions of the Ssu-shiherh-chang-ching", HJAS 1, 1936, p. 147-1 55.
84 See T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 38-39.
65 The most extensive study on Tao-an's catalogue is Ky6roku-kenkyli ??. ilF c d I('.
by Hayashiya Tomojir6 M.k %, ;k #: (Tbkyd 1941, 1343 pp.) in which the author
traces the earliest development of Buddhist bibliography in China, giving a reconstruction of Tao-an's catalogue and discussing the form and contents of this work
in great detail. Tao-an completed his Tsuttg-li chung-ching ntu-lu in 374 (cf. Pelliot
in TP XlI, 191 1, p. 675), but there are several indications which show.that he added
some information after that date (Hayashiya, p. 351-362). There probably were
two versions of the catalogue, the final version in one chapter and a kind of preliminary copy in two chiion, generally referred to as (An-kurtg) chill-lrr ! c .
4
; both
versions were still in existence at the beginning of the sixth century (ib., p. 363-381).
However, Tokiwa Daijd ( Yakky6 siiroku p. 90) regards this "old catalogue of Tao-an"
as another name for the same work. The Tsiing-li chung-ching nlrr-lu comprised
about six hundred titles, beginning with the translations ascribed to Lokaksema
and An Shih-kao, and ending with the translators of the late third century. No
titles of scriptures translated after ca. 300 are listed. Tao-an does not appear to have
made a distinction between "archaic" and more "modern" translations; the first

known attempt to make such a classification was made by Seng-yu (CSTCC I 4.3-5.2).
Cf. Hayashiya, op.cit., part I1 (p. 21 3-330).
87 The following are the earliest documents containing information about translators and translations of Later Han times:
(1) CSTCC X 69.3.19 i.9 Q + % $ Q if- by E L:* (var. 44 ) 9, second half second
century; the earliest known mention of An Shih-kao and his activities as a preacher
and as a translator at Loyang.
(2) ib. VII 47.3.4 4 d j M tk ti'Sr. (anon.); colophon dated November 24, 179 AD,
copied in "second year cheng-kuang" 3 X.
4 , probably a mistake for L it 9
= 255 AD, cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung p. 67. Describes the circumstances of the translation
of the A$tusdhasrikd prajn'ipdrumitd by Chu Shuo-fo and Lokak~emaand their
Chinese assistants; contains the names of Chinese donors.
(3) ib. VII 48.3.9 41 4 r st tt A , colophon of 208 AD (cf. Maspero in J.As.
1934, p. 95 note 2) reproducing the original colophon which describes the translation
of this scripture by Lokakvema and Chu Shuo-fo, also dated November 24, 179 AD
(it ji.
4 t O 1 %EI , cf. no. 2), which is somewhat puzzling. It may be that the
translation of both stitras was carried on during the same period, so that the completion of both texts was celebrated on the same day. In both colophons we find
indeed the names of the same assistants ( 2 %$ s iL 4 and ad $ J). ri ).
(4) ib. VII 50.1.6 rk ';I 3 t R (first half third century, cf. below, p. 47 sqq.),
probably written by Chih Ch'ien k*. Mentions two Han translators unknown
elsewhere
24 and 1 k ), furthermore An Shih-kao, An Hsiian and Yen Fou-t'iao
(here written 4 :# ).
(5) ib. VI 42.3.29 I;l .I& 3' k 4% fi by K'ang Seng-hui B *P
i T (mid. third century),
esp. p. 43.2.17 sqq.: eulogy on An Shih-kao.
(6) ib. VI 46.2.20 I!. 41- ?% R by K'ang Seng-hui, esp. p. 46.3.3 sqq. : a description
of the activities of An Hsiian and Yen Fou-t'iao.
(7) T 1694 it d4 A $5 IL , preface (p. 9) to this commentary by a certain . . . Mi
(cf. below, p. 54), second half third century: eulogy on An Shih-kao.
(8) CSTCC VII 49.1.17 6 B B k +5 Z by Chih Min-tu $ 3 111 (ca. 300 AD):
an account of the translation of this sDtra by Lokakvema and its transmission by
Chih Liang.
68 T 602, An-pan shou-i ching
$ %. 6.t.
69 A very early exegetical work of this type, ascribed to An Shih-kao or An Hsiian,
has been preserved: T 1508, A-han k'ou-chieh (shih-erh yin-yiian ching) R 4- t 44
[4
14 & <.%I . For this little work and its curious doctrine of the twelve "inner" and
the twelve "outer" niddnas see Bussho kaisetsu daijiten, vol, I p. 4 (article by Akanuma
Chizen). For the recital and oral explanation of scriptures and the earliest Buddhist
commentaries based upon such explanations see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 1 14-1 19.
The donors Sun Ho A4 L and Chou T'i-li )rl A$ 9. are mentioned in the anonymous ;L 45 4k 4& P t , CSTCC VII 47.3.7.
Colophons in CSTCC VII 5 1.2.12 (May 14, 289 AD) and ib. 50.2.8 (December
30 of the same year). But already in 266 there was another Pai-ma ssu, at Ch'angan
(colophon in CSTCC VII 48.2.23: &- A F,
fl
4 4 ----), and it seems that
around the same date still another monastery of that name had been founded at
Ching-ch'eng 4.1 A (S.W. of Chung-hsiang 4444 in central Hupei) by a third
century An Shih-kao (KSC 1 324.1.18 quoting the fourth century Ching-chou chi
by Yu Chung-yung fi .f) 6 ) whose biography seems to have become mixed
4.1 4
up with that of his illustrious namesake of the second century (cf.Otani Seiohin, p.
78-80 of the artic le mentioned in note 50). In view of the localisation of the "ancient"
Pai-ma ssu (outside the Yung gate fi t l , West of the city wall) it may be important
to- note that under the Wei (probably in 255 AD, cf. above, note 67 sub 2) we hear
. of a "P'u-sa ssu" $ 4 at Loyang, West of the city wall (CSTCC VII 47.3.7).
CSTCC VII 48.3.14.
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Cf. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 344-346 (n. 64).
Bagchi, Canon p. 8 note 1.
CSTCC VI 43.2.17 (K'ang Seng-hui's q-41 9 9. 1t f i ) : 4 $
3 4 I1 S 4 &
713 CSTCC X 69.3.25 (Yen Fou-t'iao's
1.4 U t 2 ) ? fi): 4 8
S, 4 $
1-$ d . . . So also in T 1694.2 and CSTCC VII 50.1 :6.
7 7 T 1694, i b . : 9 % d $I
a d % & k . l l i , f k 2 $$,-.2
3 3113 . So also
K'ang Seng-hui in CSTCC VI 43.1.1: 'i2. i 4 G 4
<X 141 & &.
L.
73

74
75

*

+.

+

This could be inferred from K'ang Seng-hui's words (ib.) : & d $- A .
CSTCC XI11 95.1.28 sqq., KSC I 323.2.13 sqq.; Otani Seishin, op.cir., p. 78
sqq. ; Bagchi, Carton p. 9-10, note I . Cf also below, p. 208.
80 An attempt is made by Lkon Wieger in Hisroire des croyances religieuses . . .,
1922, p. 351.
Maspero in "Essay sur le Taoisme", Me'l. posth., vol. 11, p. 189.
ez T 13, 14, 31,36,48, 57,98, 105, 109, 112, 15Oa, 150b, 397,602,603,605,607,
792, 1557. One of the scriptures which Tao-an hesitatingly ascribes to An Shih-kao
has also been preserved (T 32). It must be remarked that according t o K'ai-yiian
SCL XI11 616.2.26 the two versions of the An-pan shou-i ching listed by Tao-an and
Seng-yu actually belonged to the same text, one consisting of the first chapter of
the other one (cf. dtani Seishin, "An Seikd no yakkyd ni tsuire" Q d
f f 4 ~ ,,
. ~
T8ydgakichd XIII, 1924, p. 546-583).
83 T 14 Jen pen yu sheng ching A
&k Y k t (Mahdnidcinasfitra); T 602 Ta an-pan
shou-i ching 7t 9 42 9 3. 4 f (? AndPdnasmrrisijtra); T 603 Yin-ch'ih-ju ching # U
A 4% (? Skandha-dhdrv-dyatana-sarra);
T 607 Tao-ri ching d ?cA (Yogdcdrabhfirni).
&P Cf. P. Demieville, "La
Yogdcdrabhami de Sangharak~a", BEFEO XLIV,
1954, p. 340.
85 First occurrence: CSTCC VII 50.1.5 ( i). 3 A # , early third century): 4 4A
4 A .U. a.3 44 & it---and CSTCC VI 46.3.3 (K'ang Seng-hui's i L 9k 4% p ,
mid. third century): ic(f 44 .iZ t.---- Biographical note about An Hsiian in CSTCC
XI11 96.1.8 sqq., KSC I 324.2.25 sqq. It is not clear why Liang Ch'i-ch'ao (op.cit.,
vol. I, p. 9, note 2) questions the historicity of An Hsiian whom he regards a s identical
with An Shih-kao.
86 First mentioned as a translator in CSTCC VII 50.1.6 ( i.t 'd If if , early third
cent.); biographical notes in CSTCC XI11 96.1.16; KSC 1 324.3.4; see furthermore
Maspero in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 228-229; Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 344-345 note 64.
The custom of adopting the ~rhnikonof one's master by way of a "religious surname"
(see below, p. 189 and p. 281) dit not yet exist; even as a monk Yen Fou-t'iao is
known under his normal surname. But his ming (or tzu?) Fou-t'iao = Buddhadeva
is obviously a Buddhist appellation, which he may have assumed at his ordination.
87 CSTCC VI 46.2.19.
The title of Yen Fou-t'iao's work is not clear. The "ten (kinds or stages of)
understanding" (hui) probably refer to what in the An-pan shou-i cliing is called the
ten hsia" 4 .*, viz., the six acts which constitute the cinipdnasmrti ( Dr 1 ganand,
W !i anrrgama, d sthdna, Q& icpalaksand, J vivartand, i9 pariSuddhi), and the
Four Truths the realisation of which results from these practices. The word hsia
which occurs in archaic Buddhist terminology is indeed given in the early first century
dialect-vocabulary Fang-yen I. la as an equivalent of hui ( 9.: *g'ar >i yal; Y. :
'g'iwad > yiwei), current in the region "East of the Passes" and in Chao
and
Wei ah, i.e., in Shansi and Northern Honan. But the sha-nii P U (+sa.miZr >
$a.mjie Srdnranera, probably via Kuchean sumdne or sanrnir, or via Khotanese
ssadana) in the title is puzzling, and I wonder whether this "commented exposition
of the novice's ten (points of) understanding" (about which the author's preface
says nothing specific) was not simply an enumeration of the "Ten Rules for the
Novice" ( io a .+ ,&. ) with explanatory notes.
7u
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Cf. CSTCC VI 46.3.3 (K'ang Seng-hui's ij. ,it ?.tI?): .$ 4 d i &, 2. % $. ,
but this refers to both An Hsuan and Yen Fou-t'iao.
00 Nan-chi h!t ; first occurrence as applied to An Shih-kao, An Hsilan and
Yen Fou-t'iao in CSTCC VII 50.1.6 ( if. ,-I 4% 5 , early third century). Cf. CSTCC
VIII 52.3.12 (Tao-an's 3 55 4lr 4i 4; L!Z t; ,,$
.W 2 ) where L o k a k ~ e m aand An
Shih-kao are qualified as nun-chi k V; (sic!).
81 T'ang Yung-t'ung (History p. 69-70) quotes the lateral text ( #I ;
i) of the SanI
2
.rj.
of
181
A
D
as
follows:
L
+
h
-t
2
L
I
ilil.
A
-f133 L1 R, -t ,
kung stela
The colophon to the Pan-chou sun-mei ching (208 AD, CSTCC VII 48.3.12) mentions
a ;4 ;h i& A 2 & $ k -t who also figures in the contemporary colophon to the
Too-hsing ching (ib. 47.3.9, and T'ang Yung-t'ung consequently proposes to restore
the second phrase quoted above t o A t ; 5 $I 3 L +. Most collections of ancient
inscriptions contain the main text of the San-kung stela, but a reproduction or transcription of the lateral text is seldom given. According to the Shih-k'o t'i-pa so-yin
,. I ! !
! &! # 4 1 compiled by Yang Tien-hsiin %# Pi I $ (Shanghai 1941), p. 584,
the lateral text is to be found in the first chapter of the Ch'ang-shun chen shih chih
:
6 L . by Shen T'ao iX i& (1 842). which I have not been able to consult;
it is, however, reproduced together with some of the comments of the Ch'ang-shun
in the Pa-ch'iung-shih Chin-shih pu-cheng / \ 4 '5 3 .i: M J- by Lu Tseng-hsiang
1; 'I$ :c , 5.26a and 32b.
The second text quoted by T'ang Yung-t'ung is the reverse ( ?In ) of the Pai-shih
shen-chiin stela .j A
R a (183 AD) which is reproduced i.a., in the Liang-Hun
chin-shih chi 4 it L" .A 2c by Weng Fang-kang ti 3 ? 4 , ch. 11.16a. Here we find
"the libationer Kuo Chih, (rzu) Tzu-pi Y id dS $t :d 2 , who in all probability was
the same person as the "Tzu-pi from Nan-hai" i~
ii <- 2 mentioned in the colophon
on the Too-hsing ching (CSTCC VII 47.3.7). On the Taoist title chi-chiu ("libationer")
cf. below, ch. VI note 34, but the early date of the inscription makes it very improbable that this title here refers to a high dignitary of the Yellow Turban hierarchy.
In Han times the honorary title of chi-chiu was given to members of the local gentry,
mostly "learned" (i.e., cultured) individuals, who were used by the local government
for consultation; they held no official post, and the title mainly served "to honour
excellent people". See Yen Keng-wang C A4 F , Hun-rai ti-fang hsing-cheng chih-tu
!I. 4, 3c d 47 JL %$.; L , CYYY X X V (1554) p. 135-236, esp. p. 154 and 177.
O2 CSTCC 11 6.2.10; anonymous colophon ib. VII 47.3.4 sqq. (cf. note 67 sub 2);
preface by Tao-an to his commentary on the Tao-hsing ching, ib. VII 47.1.12. According to Tao-an, the translation was based on a mariuscript which Chu Shuo-fo had
brought to Loyang (ib. 47.2.16; $ k: P bP ; the use of chi $I seems to imply that
it was a material manuscript and not a memorized text). The title Tau-hsing, "the
Practice of the Way", is a free translation of the original name of the first chapter
(Sarvrfkarajrlatcicaryi).The earliest catalogues mention another Han time version
of the A,vfasohasrikrf (or of part of it) in one chiiatt, ascribed to Chu Shuo-fo
or to Lokak~ema,a fact which among students of Buddhist bibliography has given
rise to the wildest speculations (cf. e.g., Sakaino K6y6 ?C :?? I ;i
, paraphrased by
Matsumoto Tokumyo, Die Prajiirfprfraniitci-literatur,1932, p. 1 8- 19).
93 CSTCC 11 6.2.12; anonymous colophon ib. VII 48.3.9 sqq. (cf. note 67 sub 3).
94 First mentioned in the preface to a synoptic edition of four versions of this
sGtra by Chih Min-tu (cf. note 67 sub 8), ca. 300 AD. CSTCC I 1 6.1 1 and VII 49.1.14
:- 4'
indicate January 16, 186 ( .i 4 2 Y
IJ ) as the date of completion. The
work had already been lost at the beginning of the sixth century.
e 5 The textual history of the first Chinese versions of this scripture is very complicated; the various Japanese scholars who have studied this subject have reached
widely divergent conclusions. Hayashiya Tomojir6 (Ky6roku-kenkya, p. 544-5781
discusses the opinions of former specialists (notably Sakaino K6y6 and Mochizuki
Shink6) and after a careful comparison of the two versions comes to the conclusion
ae
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that the version in three chiian (T 418) is the original translation by Lokak~ema,
the one in one chiian (T 417) being an abstract made from the earlier more extensive
text. Beside these there is still another short and archaic version of this sQtra (T 419,
jk
6 !?) which probably also dates from Han times. The Pan-chou san-mei
ching, which is mainly devoted to the cult of Amitibha and the means to effect the
mental concentration during which the Buddhas are made to appear before one's
eyes ( ~ k6 ,i+ d -k 51 5 -- &#- praty~tpanna-b~dd~~a-sat.nn~ukhivasthita-samidhi),
was
to play a very important role in the late fourth and early fifth century among the
adepts of the buddhdnusmyti in Hui-yiian's Buddhist community on the Lu-shan;
cf. Demieville, BEFEO XLIV,- 1954, p. 353 note 4, and below, p. 220 sqq.
O6 CSTCC 111 18.1.1. Seng-yu (ib. I1 6.2.13) mentions it as a work of Lokakwma
but adds the remark "now lost". Before Tao-an's time the translation was already
ascribed to Lokak~emaby Chih Min-tu (ib. 49.1.22). As to the authenticity of the
present text (T 624) the opinions vary. Sakaino Kay6 (Shina-bukky8shi k6wa i aP
&$'q
T6ky6 1927, vol. I p. 44-45) rejects the attribution to Lokak~ema;
Hayashiya (Ky6roku kenkya p. 625-627) argues in favour of it.
g7 KSC 324.3.7.
Chih Min-tu in CSTCC VII 49.1.24; ib. XI11 97.2.23
KSC 325.1.19. Cf.
Tao-an's praising remark about him reported in KSC, 1oc.cit.
99 KSC I 324.3.10. The Indian original of the Chung pen-ch'i ching had been
brought from Kapilavastu 2 ?P % #I by T'an-kuo .* f (this transcription Chiawei-lo-we;, AC ka.jwi.lI.j~wai,is no doubt based on a Prikrit form; cf. Pelliot in
J.As. 1914, p. 383, who suggests *kavilawai). On the problem of the earliest Chinese
Buddha biography cf. Pelliot, TP 1920 p. 263-264, but his hypothesis about a very
early, now lost life of the Buddha in Chinese is created pour besoin de la cause, c.q.,
to support the authenticity of the (in our view spurious) Mou-tzu as a late second
century work. The present Chirng pen-ch'i ching shows some traces of later redaction
M ;
in the inserted translations of Indian proper names (e.g., p. 149.1.15 jfcj LC 2 i
p. 156.1.9: [!ti!]& f / I X
; p . 157.1.15 [ 1 k $ ] x $ A $
(read k % ) . T h e s e
could be merely later additions, but it must be noted that in the last two cases the
text itself goes on using the Chinese equivalents 4 i i and R 4 after their first
occurence in the glosses. The Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching is not mentioned by Seng-yu
either on his own authority or on that of Tao-an, but this is very probably a mistake,
since all later catalogues refer to Tao-an's bibliography for this siitra.
l o o CSTCC VI 43.2.27 (K'ang Seng-hui's preface to the An-pan shou-i ching).
lo' HHS 7.13b-14a; Hou-Hun chi 22.1 2a; Tung-kuan Han-chi 3.8b.
' O a See below, ch. VI, note 31.
laa HHS 7.15a, in the historiographer's "judgment'* ( S ) on emperor Huan:
'it# & ~;.-i'l
i+ I4l ~+,andib.l18.lOa(Hsi-yiichuan)&fi ii- 40 trr* I% In t % .
lo' On this Taoist technical expression which in archaic Buddhist translations is
sometimes used to render sumidhi, cf. Maspero, Essai sur le Taoisme, Mhl. posth.,
vol. 11, p. 141 sqq. and p. 196; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History p. 1 10-1 11.
lo5 HHS 60B.18b. Cf. Pelliot in BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 387-389; T'ang Yung-t'ung,
History p. 55-57.
' 0 6 Cf. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 407, note 366. T'ang Yung-t'ung (History
p. 57-61 and 104-114, and his "Tu T'ai-p'ir~g ching shu so chien" it f. 3- +% % 4 rL
in Kuo-hsiieh chi-k'an V, 1935), has found in this Taoist scripture a great number of
passages which testify of Buddhist influence. However, Taoist scriptures in general
form a very unstable and unreliable material for this kind of research. As appears
from Fukui K6jun1s very detailed study on the different versions of the T'ui-p'ing
ching (Diiky6 no kisokuteki kenkyd, p. 214-255). the T'ai-p'ing ching, like so many
Taoist works, was subjected century after century to alteration and interpolation
till the eventual fixation of the texts of the various versions by their inclusion in the
Taoist canon. W s h a v e no guarantee that the passages mentioned by T'ang Yungt'ung figured in the original text of the second century AD.
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NOTES

lo7 H H S 35.7b-8a. Much later, in T'ang times, the office partly functioned as a
government inquiry ofice where information of various kinds concerning foreign
countries was assembled and maps were made (cf. des Rotours, Trait6 des forrctionnaires p. 110 and 199 note 2). At that time the close relation between the Hung-lu ssu
and the Buddhist church is well-attested: until 842 all Buddhist and Taoist monasteries
and temples fell under its jurisdiction (ib., p. 348-385, 388, 390). From another source
we hear about a Chinese official of this bureau who knew Sanskrit and who in the
period 676-678 took part in the translation of Buddhist scriptures (a certain Tu
Hsing-i k 11 I@., cf. T 2 152 p. 368.3.20 and T 2 154 p. 564.1.27).
l o n Maspero in J.As. 1934 p. 97-98.
l o g Otani Seishin in the article mentioned above (note 50), esp. p. 70-73; cf. also
Mochizuki Shinkd in BukkyG daijiren, p. 171 1.1.
11° CSTCC VII 48.3.9.
111 T 32 [4+ 31
. $9 $: ?1 p. 814.3.3.
l l Z H S 19A.8a mentions among the officials of the Hung-lu ssu a n i-kuan ling
3 -t 4 and an i-kuan rh'eng fl 's" & . In this connection it is significant to note
that the traditional explanation of the strange name of this ofice, Ilurrg-111 i~$dA,
is "transmitting the sounds", hung being explained as sheng # and 111 as ch'rran 4
(cf. gloss by Ying Shao fi.3 (mid. second century) in Yen Shih-ku's comm. to
HS 10c.cit.).
113 HS 96A (Hsi-yii chuan) p. 4a, 6b, 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, 16b, 2Ob; 968 p. 8b, 9a, 9b,
14a, 14b, 15a, 1 5b, 16a, 16b, 17a. I have been unable to find any information about
the official status of such interpreters in Han times. In H S 96 they only occur in
countries under the jurisdiction of the Chinese governor-general in Central Asia.
"4 KSC 1 325.1.20.
115 CSTCC XI11 96.2.4 = KSC I 325.1.17.
116 CSTCC XI11 96.1.25; KSC I 326.2.24. The reading Lu-yen is found for the
first time in KSC. Chiang-yen must be correct; it is confirmed by the contemporary
preface to the Dharniapada (CSTCC VII 50.1.10 and 50.1.25) and by Tao-an's catalogue (reproduced ib. 11 6.3.12).
11' KSC I 326.2.14.
u8 Cf. S. G v i , "LIApramida-varga; etude sur les recensions des Dharmapadas",
J.As. 1912, p. 203-204, esp. p. 207-123.
l l B CSTCC VII 49.3.20 sqq. ; the preface has been translated by S. Levi, op.cit.
p. 205-207, and partially by S. Beal in Dhan~nrapada(London 1878), p. 29. In T 210
it has for inexplicable reasons been inserted between section 21 and 22 (T 210 p.
566.2), but here the preface shows traces of a fourth or early fifth century redaction,
reading ;I It 4 9 (p. 566.3.2) where the CSTCC version has d A 4 ;A. About
the identity of the "master KO" mentioned here nothing is known. Another unknown
name figures in the following phrase from this preface: "But formerly Lan-t'iao
fi id , An Shih-kao the marquis, the commander (An Hsiian) and (Yen) Fu-t'iao in
translating the Hu language into Han (= Chinese) all had mastered the (right)
method . . ." 4 4 6 Swl 'F 4. d ,?. ,# H.PF. M. 3 44 9, IJ_ 4 4.t $
(ib. 50.1.6).
T'ang Yung-t'ung (p. 65) regards the words fan-r'iao as a corruption of the text, but
there is no reason to do so. The two characters are both regularly used in Buddhist
transcriptions, and it is quite likely that they stand for the name of an early translator who, like the "master KO" mentioned above, does not figure in any other source.
120 Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, op.cit. p. 130-131.
l 8 1 Cf. tun-yii V1.16: 3 13. 'II # L d l fi.L # ;# d.1 t . R
&i gi.?& d 3
For an analogous dictum about the right method of translating Buddhist texts set
CSTCC VII 49.2.28.
I* Tao te ehing ch. 81: L 3 T 31.4 -!7. X .
'* I-ching, Hsi-tz'u part I (chu-shu ed. 7.30b): $ a.$ ,T $ i.f IT. 5; C. R 1'1
!€AttK+q R +
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CSTCC VII 50-1-12, trsl. S. Levi /.As. 1912 p. 206-207. S. LCvi translates
k 4 &.* i). %
as follows: "Le Bouddha a dklare que si
on s'appuie sur le sens, il n'est pas besoin d'ornements; si on prend sa loi, ce n'est
pas pour la parure". I do not know whether such a saying has ever been attributed to
the Buddha. The traditional meaning of,fo-yen as well as the force of ch'i X make
it preferable to translate as I have done: "As to the buddhavacana . . . .".
I z 5 Biography in CSTCC XIII 97.2.13, much shorter in KSC 1 325.1.18 (in the
biography of K'ang Seng-hui); earliest biographical information in Chih Min-tu's
+ # $1h $2 Z in CSTCC VII 49.1.22. The two personal names Ch'ien a and
Yiieh & form a little problem. Earliest nomenclature: Chih Min-tu in CSTCC
49.1.22: 2
$
4 4: id. in VllI 58.2.21 : .4 4 t ? ; Tao-an ib. VI 45.2.20:
j, + i 3 ;ZI I.
4 ; Tao-an ib. VllI 52.3.13: k &! ; as author's name in the title of
a preface ih. VII 5 1.3.17 : i tu3 ; letter to the monks by Sun Liang (of doubtful
authenticity) CSTCC XIII 97.3.17: A a] . "Chih Ch'ien" figures in Seng-yu's
bibliographical chapters (ib. 11 7.1.25 and V 37.3.3) and in his biography in XI11
97.2.13 : C II IF le d .- A ,A5 . In accordance with current usage we have here still
used the name Chih Ch'ien, although the earliest sources without exception refer
to him as Chih Yueh or Chih Kung-ming.
'" CSTCC XI11 97.2.22 = KSC 1 325.1.22.
l Z 7 Chih Min-tu in CSTCC VII 49.1.24; CSTCC XI11 and KSC I 1oc.cir.
lee CSTCC VI 46.2.8.
12@ ib. XI11 97.3.5. According to a late tradition, the reigning family of Wu was
already interested in Buddhism before the capital was moved to Chienyeh: the
Fo-tsu t'ung-chi XXXV (compiled 1258-1269; T 2035 p. 331.3.9) reports that in 229
Sun Ch'uan's principal consort nie P'an ;4 +tA founded the Hui-pao monastery
9. "t 4 at Wu-ch'ang, but our sources for the period are silent on this point.
KSC I 325.1.27.
San-kuo chih, Wu-chih 14.593A. It is not impossible that he had come into
contact with Chih Ch'ien before 242, when he was already active at the capital as
a shang-shu lung 4 4 tP (SKC, Wu-chih 20.633b).
WU-chih 20.6338 and 14.595A.
CSTCC Xlll 97.3.17: not in KSC.
lM CSTCC 97.3.14; not in KSC. Cf. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 393, note 302.
Yu Fa-Ian's dates are not known. According to his biography (KSC IV 349.3.22
sqq.) he came from Kao-yang & $(, in Northern Hopei where he soon became
famous. Like the Chu Fa-Ian mentioned in Chih Ch'ien's biography, he lived in the
mountains a s a hermit. "Later" he went to the South and settled in the mountains
in Western Chekiang; this most probably happened in the
of Shan-hsien > I #
second decade of the fourth century when so many prominent monks fled from the
North. The people of his time used to compare him to Yu Yuan-kuei f i iL C , i.e.,
Yii Liang R % (289-340) who must have been one of his contemporaries. He and his
pupil Yu Tao-sui i P ii died at Hsiang-lin in Indo-China during an unsuccessful
attempt to reach India via the southern route. Since Yii Tao-sui at the age of fifteen
became his disciple in the North, before Yii Fa-Ian had moved to Shan-hsien, (cf.
his biography in KSC IV 350.2.13 sqq.). and died together with his master at Hsianglin at the age of thirty, it follows that less than fifteen years separate Yu Fa-Ian's
crossing the Yangtze (310:'320) from his death, so that we may conclude that Yu
Fa-Ian's activities in the South fell in the period 310j320-325j335. Cf. also the late fifth
century Ming-hsiang chi quoted in Fa-yiiar~chu-/in (T 2122) XXVIll 492.1 and LIV
694.3, according to which Yu Fa-Ian was still active in the North (Chung-shun, cf.
below, note 204) at a "clandestine" villdra in the period 280-290 AD, but the story
seems to be apocryphal.
lS6 Chih Ch'ien's period of activity as a translator is indicated by Chih Min-tu
(a.
300 AD, CSTCC VII 49.1.29) as "from the huang-ch'u $ i d era (220-226) to the
184
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chien-hsing & .g! era (252-253)" ; Seng-yu (ib. XI1 97.3.10) specifies "from the first
year hucurg-ch'u (220) onward". In the earliest sources the number of translations is
variously given as 27 (Seng-yu ib.) and 49 (KSC 1 325.2.2). Chih Min-tu seems to
have had access to an ancient list of Chih Ch'ien's translations (cf. CSTCC VII
49.2.1 where he says d 4 3.1 4! ii 4L a. 2. X jt ?:), but he vaguely speaks about
"several tens of works" ti + + or, according to the Korean edition, "several tens
of scrolls" h t E .
lS7 T 54, 68, 76, 87, 169, 185, 198, 225, 281, 362, 474, 493, 532, 533, 556, 557
559, 581, 632, 708, 735, 790, 1011. One of these (T 68) is not mentioned by Tao-an.
la8 Judgment on Chih Ch'ien's way of translating: Chih Min-tu in his 4 ti A &
?%&
,CSTCCVII49.1.26: 12 i04 h ia3 4.F iY) & . i k 3: C i QQ & ;c X , ? ri 4 $i
;j J'L K ,'v 3 ,p.45 A ,f 3 ; Tao-an in his 41 Z tf. k'r 4 , ib. VII 52.3.13 : r5 d,l !3 8 .
fl 6 A \r;! ;E. ic !+ i ; Sengchao Qb 4! in his iit R 2 tf R , ib. VIII 58.2.9: Q i
[ E [ i 1 fi 5 . j ?
i, I X :
3A
. Most severe is Hui-jui 3.
in his 2. & 458 (403 AD, CSTCC VIII 58.1.4): "In the earlier translation (of
this scripture), Kung-ming (Chih Ch'ien) has much embellished the wordings of
the text, thereby muddling its meaning, so that the Grand Model was preverted by
a faulty text, and its excellent flavour was diluted by frivolous adornment" $ 4 6 %.'
,&4 g j$ &,J? & $ % ,itI?F 37 5 i d.- 3 A , . % d. :;< ,j? -? '2,
13' Chih Min-tu in CSTCC VII 49.2.1 ; cf. T a n g Tung-t'ung p. 134.
, CSTCC 11 7.1.8. On the
140 (Ta) ming-tu (wu-chi) ching [ ~j eH ril !3 I%]
?.f
glosses to its first chapter see p. 54. The use of tu
(for i i "to cross") as a translation of pdramitd ("mastery, supremacy, perfection", derived from parama) is based
on a false etymology which derives the word from pdrarn ("the other shore", "the
opposite side") and ita' ("gone", fern.), cf. Chavannes, Cinq cents contes et apologues
vol. I, p. 2. Tu-wu-chi 152-A is actually a double translation. But the interpretation
of pa'rarnitd as "gone to the other shore" is certainly of Indian origin, cf. Abh. K o ~ a
IV p. 231 and Larnotte, TraitC p. 701 ; it has also given rise to the Tibetan standard
equivalent of pdramitd, pha.ro1.t~phyin.pa. A still more fantastic etymology, no
doubt based on the half-understood explanations of his Indian informants, is given
.s, CSTCC VIII 52.3.25:
by Tao-an in the last phrase of his 4 :.T :j ;4; :C 5 'i' t: t ! ~
R 5;;. -I, 4 .,It 4i Z . t L . :k ;I.d 6 .'Q. ? i,Maha', i.e., "great", prajfid i.e., wisdom,
p&a i.e. "to go beyond", miti "without limit". It seems that here the term was
analyzed into pdra
amita, "the further shore" and "immeasurable", neglecting
the fusion of the two short a which would furnish *pa'rdmitd.
141 If Chih Ch'ien ever made such a version this does not prove that the "Sara
in 42 sections" is based on an Indian original; he may simply have made a polished
redaction of the existing Chinese text. But the tradition which ascribes such a version
to Chih Ch'ien is highly suspect, cf. Pelliot, TP XIX, 1920, p. 393.
CSTCC XI11 97.3.12 = KSC 1 325.2.3.
CSTCC XI1 97.2.2.
lUCf. HHS 118.8b (s.v. Ta-Ch'in) and 10a (s.v. T'ien-chu); Liang-shu 54 (introduction to the section on the "Southern barbarians") la.
14= Cf. Chavannes in TP X, 1909, p. 202 note 2.
lCdChavannes, ib. and in BEFEO 111, 1903, p. 430, note.
Pelliot in BEFEO 111, 1903, p. 271, 275-279, 303 and 430, and Chavannes,
ib. p. 430. note.
Sun-kuo chih, Wu-chih 4 p. 518a. Cf. Hu Shih -1.1 4 , "Yii Chou Shu-chia lun
Mou-tzu shu" ?: :-:#I k- ~k
5, --'r 4 in Lun hsueh chin-chu vol. I, p. 151-154 ; Fukui
Kcjun, op.cit. p. 109-110 and 391-395; Lao Kan # +? , "Lun Han-tai chih lu-yun
yiJ shui-yun" W i j , it z % % s 7lc;f , C Y Y Y XV, 1947, p. 69-91, esp. p. 90-91.
Hu Shih and Fukui are probably right in regarding these incense-burning Hu-@n
as Indian or Central Asian Buddhist monks employed by the governor-the use
of the word hu 4 points in that direction, the aborigines of the southern countries
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being generally designated by the term nzatr %?.We can hardly go as far as Fukui
who, on account of a certain similarity with Buddhist ceremonies described by
Fa-hsien and other pilgrims, recognizes in this passage the description of a Buddhist
procession. For Chang Chin cf. SKC cornrn. to Wu-chi11 1.4828.
148 Cf. K'ang Seng-hui's preface to the An-pan shou-i ching
'3" a. ?f. ft
in CSTCC VI, esp. p. 43.2.24, and his preface to the Fa-ching chirig ;A /jt !.% f i , ih.,
esp. p. 46.3.9. It is not impossible that K'ang Seng-hui had been living or roaming
around in China for some time before he came to Chienyeh. According to T'ang
Yung-t'ung (History, p. 136), his preface to the An-pun shou-i ching was written
before 229, i.e., at least fifty-one years before his death in 280. Since K'ang Seng-hui,
as T'ang himself observes (ib.) must have been in the middle years of his life when he
wrote this preface, he should in that case have been at least some ninety years old
when he died. This is by no means impossible, but the fact-apt to be recorded in
Chinese biographical literature-is nowhere mentioned. However, T'ang Yungt'ung's argument, viz. that K'ang Seng-hui when speaking about the activities of
An Shih-kao calls Loyang "the capital" $ 9 9 , whereas after 229 (the year in which
Sun Ch'uan declared himself emperor of the state of Wu) "the capital" was no
longer Loyang but Chienyeh, is not valid. In connection with the same events Loyang
is in retrospect called "the capital" in an anonymous preface to a commentary to
the Yin-ch'ih-ju ching # 413 A QLi i i (T 1694, cf. below, p. 54) which dates from the
middle of the third century and which is certainly of southern provenance. Even
more clear is the case of the anonymous Cheng wu lun (cf. above, p. 15) where
the term ching-lo f. i3, "the capital Lo(yang)" is used, although internal evidence
proves that the polemic treatise in question was written in southern China at some
date after 324, at least seven years after the transfer of the Chinese capital to Chienk'ang, and at least thirteen years after Loyang had fallen into the hands of the Hsiungnu invaders.
150 CSTCC XI Il 96.2.1 ; somewhat more extensive in KSC I 325.1.13, translated
by Ed. Chavannes, "Seng-houei", TP X, 1909. p. 199-212. Even more legendary is
the account of K'ang Seng-hui's missionary activities at the Wu court given in the
late Buddhist forgery entitled Wic-shu R 4 , which probably dates from the second
half of the sixth century, after the loss of the original WU-shu (compiled by Wei Yao
? J!' and others in the third quarter of the third century); cf. Maspero in BEFEO
X, 1910, p. 108-109. The (Buddhist) Wu-shu is extensively quoted in the Hsii chi
ku-chin fo-tao lun-hengba $ % @ 8 $3 k , T 2100 p. 402.1.9 sqq. (trsl. by Maspero
in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 109-1 10) and in Fa-yuan chu-lin LV 700.3; extract in KHMC
1 99.3.1 3 sqq. It is not improbable that the Wu-shu was chosen as the base for this
Buddhist forgery precisely because of Wei Yao's alleged connection with Chih Chien
(cf. above, p. 49). The important role played in the pseudo- Wu-shu by Sun Ch'iian's
i$ (died 243, Wu-chih 8.543b) who there
director of the palace writers K'an Tse
is made to extol the excellence of the Buddhist doctrine is perhaps connected with
another late (13th cent.) tradition according to which this magistrate had founded
sd (Chekiang) in 242 (El-tsu
the Te-jun monastery & i f l 3 at Mt. Ssu-ming
t'ung-chi LIII, T 2035 p. 463.2.25); a tradition which may have originated from the
fact that the name of this monastery, Te-jun, was also the tzu of K'an Tse.
, Sun-kuo chill chi-chielr 1 9 5. 5k 4 (Peking,
15' For this shrine cf. Lu Pi &
1957) 64.28b.
lS2 Wu-chih 19.629a, cf. Liang-shrr 54.5b.
15'
Wu-chih 34.593b: &#b.ie~~.%k&'%
'"Wu-chih 2.497a-b.
lS5 CSTCC XI11 97.1.1 1 = KSC I 326.1.18.
lS8 Translated by Chavannes, Cinq cents contes er apologues, vol. I, p. 1-347.
15' For the firsttime mentioned in his biography in KSC I 326.1.21; translated
by Chavannes, op.cit. p. 347-428.
Ziircher
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NOTES

CSTCC I1 7.1.28; in his biography ib. XI11 97.1.14 called Tao-p'in $ ;
,
and Hsiao-p'in d . in KSC I 326.1.20.
lS9
K'ang Seng-hui's commentary to this scripture is mentioned by Seng-yu in
his biography (CSTCC Xlll 97.1.13) together with several other works, of which-.
only the Liu-tu chi-ching and the Wu-p'in are mentioned in his biographical chapters
(ib. I1 7.1 1.
lBO
Of these introductory sections, Chavanncs (Cinq cents contes . . ., vol. I) has
only translated no. I (ddna, p. 2-3), no. 2 (Sila, p. 97) and no. 4 (virya, p. 213-214):
Section 3 (ksdnti) and' 5 (dhycina) have not been translated (vf. ib. p. 154, note 1
and p. 267, note 1). The section on dhydna, which should te studied together with
K'ang Seng-hui's preface to the An-pan shoic-i ching in CSTCC VI, is one of the most
important documents of third century Chinese Buddhism.
lB1
Quotations from the Ta ming-tu ching in T 1694: p. 10.2.13; 13.2.22; 21.2.19;
quotation from the Vimalakirti-nirdeh p. 15.1.18.
le2
It is not improbable, as T'ang Yung-t'ung suggests (History p. 134), that these
glosses were added by Chih Ch'ien himself. Chih Ch'ien was also active as a commentator: a commentary by him on the Liao-pen sheng-ssu ching 7 O 2 FL 'tk is mentioned by Tao-an and by Seng-yu in CSTCC VI 45.2.21 and XI11 97.3.13 = KSC I
325.2.4.
la Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung p. 138.
le4
None of these translators is mentioned by Tao-an or by Seng-yu; with the
exception of An Fa-hsien who does not occur in sources earlier than the Li-rai SPC
(597 AD), they all figure for the first time in KSC I 324.3.15 sqq. Since all later
bibliographies refer to the (lost) Wei-shih lu 4% & & (compiled by Shih Tao-liu
I 419 AD, cf. Pelliot in
around
if & if; and completed by Chu Tao-tsu Z d %
TP XXII, 1923, p. 102) wc may assume that this was the source on which the account
of the KSC was based. Seng-yu nowhere quotes or refers to the four catalogues
3 4 [#I& and
(Wei-shih lu 4% d & , Wid-shih lu R -4 , Chin-shih (rsa-)lu
Hq-hsi lu i 4 -16 4% ) of Tao-liu and Tao-tsu, and seems t o have been ignorant of their
existence.
le5
Masper0 in BEFEO X, 1910, p. 225 sqq.; cf. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 344
note 64.
lb6
3 4% 2 A ;fu . 4 % seems to be a deformation of she $1 (the cursive forms of
the two characters being almost iclcntical) which has crept into the text.
le7
KSC I 324.3.28: 4. 4 $ 4$ # $ H A . 3 12. bi $ j# 4 4.?1 fi CL ii 9
158
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The Karmavdcand (the Skt. equivalent of Plli Kammavdcd, cf. Mahdvyutpatti
866.3.6). the formulary of "acts" (karman) in question-and-answer form, to be
recited in the ~cpasarnpad(d)ceremony, is the basic text for the ordination of monks.
For the versions in various languages see H. W. Bailey, "The Tumshuq Karmaviicanl",
B S O A S XIII, 1949,1950, p. 549 sqq. The transcription T'an-wu-re .* +! ;(Q. (AC.
'd'drn.mjiu.tak) for dhart~laguptaka probably represents a Prlkrit form *dhammaurraka, cf. Bagchi, Canon p. 79. The works translated by K'ang Seng-k'ai and T'an-ti
mark the beginning of the introduction into China of the canonical scriptures of the
Dharmaguptaka sect, a branch of the MahiSIsaka, founded by Dharmagupta, but
traditionally even traced back to the Buddha's disciple Maudgalylyana. In later
times the greater part of their canon was translated into Chinese: certainly their
whole vitruya (T 1428 Ssu-fen lii Irn 'n' & -the division in four parts is characteristic
of this vinaya--trsl. early fifth century by DharmayaSas), whereas the Chinese
Dirghuguma (T I k +4 $ 42 , trsl. DharmayaSas) and the Abhidharma treatise called
the SbriputrdbhidharmaSdstra (T 1548, trsl. DharmayaSas and Dharmagupta) probably also belong to this school. Cf. A. Bareau, Lcs secres Bouddhiques du Petit
Vihicule, 1955, p. 190 sqq.
ldB
Mentioned in the Fa-lun mu-lu i). $$ d Ifh by Lv Ch'eng r"l (ca. 465 AD),
lB8
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CSTCC XI1 83.1.2 and 85. I. 12, cf. HMC XIV 96.1.3; T'ang Yung-t'ung p, 125-126;
K. p. K. Whitaker, "Tsaur Jyr and the Introduction of Fannbay "a+ into China",
m O A S XX, 1957, p. 585-597, esp. p. 589.
170 K. P. K. Whitaker (see preceding note); furthermore T'ang Yung-t'ung p. 133134; H6hGgirin S.V. Bon~baip. 95-96; KSC Xlll 41 5.1.13, Fa-yuan chu-/in T 2122
p. 576. I .
171 Pao-p'u tzu I1 ( 5S.L ), ed. Chu-tzu chi-ch'erlg p. 4.
172 KHMC V 1 18.3.21 sqq. ; critical edition by Ting Yen
C in Ts'ao-cl~ich'iianp'ing d $ 52 ii- (1865), reprint Peking, 1957, p. 155-159.
173 Wei-shu 114.3a; Ware, "Wei Shou on Buddhism", TP XXX, 1933, p. 121-122;
trsl. L o n Hurvitz p. 46.
174 C S 26 (Shih-huo chih) p. 8a, cf. Lien-sheng Yang, "Notes on the Economic
History of the Chin dynasty", HJAS IX, 1945-'47, p. 107-185, esp. p. 1 15-1 16 and
168-169.
175 Comm. to Wei-cliih 13.176a quoting the Wei-liirh ; Suttg-shu 14.17b sqq.
C S 3.9a and 24.8b-9a.
177 C S 3.5b, 6b, 12b, 13a, 13b, 14b.
C S 97 (section on Ferghana, +. %) p. 8a; cf. Chavannes in M. Aurel Stein,
Ancient Khoton, Oxford 1907, Appendix A, p. 545.
179 See document N. xv. 93 a.b., fragment of an official letter found at the Niya
site, text and translation by Chavannes in Stein, op.cit., Appendix A, p. 537. Chavannes' interpretation (acc. to which the titles enumerated in this document belonged
to one person, viz. Lung-hui I E 9 ,king of QaraSPhr) is not correct; since Wang
Kuo-wei (Liic-sha chui-chien, pic-i k'ao-shih p. 2b-3b) has joined to this fragment
another one which contains the rest of the opening words of this official letter, it
appears to be either a proclamation jointly issued by "The kings of Shan-shan,
Qarashr, Kuchl, Kashgar and Khotan, who are provisionally appointed by the
Chin as Palace attendants and Grand Commandants, (invested as) Grand Marquises
,3j i 4
3 ::, 42
Who Uphold-the-Chin (dynasty), allied to the Chin" Q $2 d+ P
j& 3
4 .5, 4 4 n E #n i g i---,
or a Chinese imperial edict transmitted to
these rulers. Another interesting fact, not mentioned by the Chinese annals. but
referred to in some fragments of official correspondence found by Stein in Central
Asia, is that in 268 AD the Chinese government held a military expedition against
Kao-ch'ang (Turfan), cf. Maspero, Les docwnenrs chitlois de la troisieme espkiition
de Sir Aurel Stein en Asie centrale, London 1953, p. 60.
For text and translation of documents of the Western Chin period found at
Niya and Lou-Ian found by Aurel Stein and Sven Hedin see Chavannes in Ancient
Khotan (cf. note 149) p. 537-545; Chavannes, Documents chinois ciPcorcverts par
Aurel Stein, Oxford 1913, p. 155-200; A. Conrady, Die Chinesischen Hundschrifienund Kleinfunde Sven Hedins in Lou-Ian, Stockholm 1920; Maspero, np.cir., (cf. note
186t and Lo Chen-yii
i in Liu-sha chui150) p. 52-78; Wang Kuo-wei
chien i t i-!I @ ~, second revised edition (shortly before 1935; no date).
18' C S 26 (Shih-ltuo chih) p. 4b; L. S. Yang, "Notes on the Economic History
of the Chin dynasty", HJAS IX, 1945-'47, p. 154-155. The reforms in question are
attributed to the energetic prefect of Tunhuang, Huang-fu Lung f di rY (appointed
ca. 251).
lB2In the fourth century several Chinese versions of the Prajiidpdranrird in 8.000
and in 25.000 lines had already been made, and the bewildering variety of what was
rightly regarded as more or less expanded versions of one and the same basic scripture
was enhanced by the vague rumors about the existence of still other versions in India.
The Chinese (clerical) literati, inveterate bibliographers, tried to elucidate the filiation
of these texts by means of various theories. The earliest explanation was that the
A~{asdhasrikdp'p' Gas an abstract made from the Paiicnvi~Satisdhusrikd.Chih Tun
f i
!
(314-366): "I have heard all previous scholars transmit (the theory) that, after
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the Buddha's decease, the small version (,J. , in 8.000 lines) was made as a summary
, in 25.000 lines)" ( A
M tt $ f i f l , CSTCC V ~ I I
of the large version (
55.2.16). In the same way, Tao-an: "After the Buddha's Nirvcina, an eminent scholar
abroad ( j t d 4 4 ) summarized the ninety sections (of the 25.000 p'p') into the
Tao-hsing p'in it 17
(- 8.000 p'p')" ( d! 47 49. if , CSTCC VII 47.2.15). 1 do
not know of any Indian counterpart of this theory. On the other hand, it is only
natural that the Chinese, at a time when the making of such "abstracts" of Buddhist
scriptures was much en vogue, came to conclude--contrary to the opinion of modern
scholarship-that the smaller version was a secondary product based upon the more
comprehensive one. However, Chih Tun also mentions another explanation (ib.
56.1.23): "But formerly 1 have heard (the following theory). The large as well as the
). The text of the basic
small version are both derived from the basic version (
version comprises 600.000 words; a t present it circulates in India and has not yet
reached China. Now these two abstracts (the 8.000 and 25.000 p'p') also come from
the large text; the way of derivation is not the same, but the small version is the
earlier product (of the two). Although these two scriptures both derive from the
basic version, yet from time to time there are differences, as the small version contains
passages which are lacking in the largc one, and vice versa. . .". There can be little
doubt as to the identity of this "basic text" mentioned by Chih Tun: he must somehow
have heard of the existence of the most exuberant product of Mahiyina literature,
the PrajricSp~raniitain 100.000 lines. The number of 600.000 words (tzu 4 ) is certainly
a mistake; elsewhere this number is given to denote the extent of the Indian text of
the 25.000 p'p' (cf. above, p. 63). The (perhaps much later) tradition that the largest
Prajiiaparamira was found by Nigirjuna in the realm of Nigas (Tiranitha's Rgya-gar
chos-'hyrtri paraphrased by M. Walleser, "The life of Nigirjuna from Tibetan and
Chinese sources", As. Maj., Hirth Anniversary volume p. 1-37, esp. p. 10, cf. also
Et. Lamotte, TrairP p. 941) was probably not yet known in China at that date; it
tkH4 $ d 44
is for the first time mentioned in the "biography" of Nigirjuna
( T 2047 p. 184.3) wrongly ascribed to Kumirajiva. Chi-tsang 8 &I (549-623) in his
Ta-p'in ching yu i It &
S (T 1696 p. 67.3.29) identifies the largest version of
the p'p' with the original text of the Kuang-tsan ching %:#?I*
(T 222, trsl. by
Dharmzrak$i), but this is certainly wrong. The Kuarig-tsan is nothing but an incomplete v e r s i o ~of the 25.000p'p1 (which, moreover, in Chih Tun's time was still unknown,
cf. p. 70), and Chi-tsang's theory is probably based on a n equally incomprehensible
passage in Ta rhih-fu lun 67 ( T 1509 p. 529.2.23): "(in the p'p' scriptures) there
are some with many and some with few chapters, there are the higher (the larger, L),
the middle and the lower (the smaller, T ) version), (viz.) the Kuang-tsan, the Fangkltang and the Tao-hsing" % 1
4 +. 4 1-.$, T . jt 18. M L . a 4s
. If the Ta
chih-trr lrrn is really based on an Indian original, the translator may here simply have
substituted the names of three well-known Chinese p'p versions, but the last words
may as well be an interpolated gloss by KumBrajiva. In any case it is important to
note that in Chih Tun's words we have an allusion to the existence of theSarasc~hasrikd
p'p' in the first half of the fourth century, more than three centuries before its
translation by Hsiian-tsang in 660-663.
l n a According to Chu Shih-hsing's biography in CSTCC, KSC and all later sources,
he went to Khotan in 260 AD. However, our earliest document (CSTCC VII 47.3.1 1,
an anonymous colophon to the Fang-krrang ching) mentions 260 as the year of his
ordination. In that case his journey to Khotan took place some time after 260. This
may be correct; it would explain why Chu Shih-hsing sent his copy of the 25.000
p'p' as late as 282, twenty-two years after his departure.
l a Pu,icavimiat(isahasri)kcS Prajiidpciramitd, hereafter abbreviated as 25.000 P'P'.
'13' According to the Tibetan tradition, which in some essential points agrees
with the account of Hsiian-tsang, Buddhism was introduced into Khotan by a monk
from Kashmir named Vairocana under the reign of the (almost certainly legendary)
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king Vijayasambhava of Khotan. Cf. W. W. Rockhill, The lge ofthe Burhfiia, London
1884, p. 230 sqq.; Babu Sarat Chandra Das, "Buddhist and other legends about
Khotan" in Journal of the Asiatic Society of' Bengal, 1886, 1, p. 193-203: S. Lkvi,
'bNotes chinoises sur I'Inde", V. BEFEO V, 1905, p. 256 sqq.; Stein, Atrc.icnr k'horun
p. 151 sqq. ; ib. Appendix E (p. 581 sqq.): "Extracts from Tibetan Accounts of
Khotan" by F. W. Thomas; Hatani Ry6tei M LC 'i 3 (Chin. trsl.; Hsi-yii chih
lo-chiao .% 4. 44- 1i) p. 202 sqq.
lee For the history of its discovery and for bibliographical information concerning
the Ms. Dutreuil de Rhins see S. G v i in J.As. 1912, p. 213-21 5 and H. W. Bailey,
"The Khotan Dharmapada", BSOAS XI, 1943-'46, p. 488 sqq.
l e 7.HHS 1 18.5b.
1 8 W H S 77 (biography of Pan Ch'ao) p. 3a and 7b.
lee H H S 118.15b sqq.
leOSKC. CV~J~-c-ltih
30. 366b cornrrl. quoting the Hsi-jung chlran .?I 6, 3 of the
Wei-lueh. The Chinese and kharosfhi documents found at Niya, half-way between
Khotan and the Lop-nor region, clearly show how this was a meeting-place of influences from East and West; cf. Maspero, Docrrnlents rhinois p. 53. On the one hand
the flourishing of Buddhism is attested by the numerous remains of stupas and the
occurrence of typically Buddhist names of monks and laymen (Budhamitra, Dhamtiapila, Pumiiadeva. Anamdasena) in the kharosthi documents, on the other hand
we find, besides the early Prikrit idiom which at this period functioned as a lingua
frunca in Central Asia, the Chinese language used in edicts of indigenous ru:crs
(cf. note 179) and even in the private correspondence between members of the royal
family at Niya (Chavannes, Docunrenrs chinois, 940-947).
lgl Anon. h i L. ?k iL , CSTCC V I I 47.3.1 1. Biography of Chu Shih-hsing (mainly
based upon this colophon) in CSTCC XI11 97. I. 18 and KSC IV 346.2.10.
lg2 CSTCC 11 11.3.9; ib. IX 61.1.1 and XIV 104.1.19.
lg3 Kao-seng Fa-hsien chltan 4 4% i). 4 $4, T 2085 p. 857.2, trsl. Beal xxv-xxvii,
trsl. Giles p. 4-7.
lg4This is indeed the opinion of Hatani (op.rir., p. 312) and Mochizuki (Bukkyd
daijiren, p. 222.3).
195 KSC X 389.2.16 (cf. Fa-yiian chu-lin XVllI 417.2.12 quoting the late fifth
century Ming-hsiang chi :$4+ k,).
le6 Ming-hsiang chi quoted in Fa-yuan chu-/in, ib.
l o 7 Ming-hsiang chi quoted ib.
l e e KSC IV 346.3.12. We find the story about Chu Shih-hsing's conflict with the
Hinaygnists and the ordeal at Khotan for the first time in the Yii i lirn -*bU % , a
polemic treatise written by Hui-jui 2 2 around 428 (CSTCC 41.3.26, trsl. Liebenthal
in Sino-Indian Studies V. 2, 1956, p. 94-95). The wording of this passage is almost
identical with that of the KSC; both accounts are obviously based on one common
source (the story as told or written down by Fa-i?). if the compiler of the KSC did
not directly copy the Yu i tun. The tradition concerning Chu Shih-hsing's cremation
at Khotan reported by Fa-i is already alluded to by Sun Ch'o i f ?.P in his Chenghsiang lun 3
, a fragment of which is quoted in KSC 1V 346.3.13. The story
of the ordeal and of Chu Shih-hsing's cremation figured also in the late fifth century
Ming-hsiang chi, cf. Fa-yuan chu-lin XXVIII 491 . I .
CSTCC VII 47.3.13.
'0° KSC IV 346.3.6.
The name is variously transcribed as 3.4- 42 *pjitat(-S).~-itiwo.d'dtt
(colophon
CSTCC VII 47.3.14), ;T. 4- H *pust(8).hijwo.d'cin (biogr. CSTCC), and, with assimilation of the t(8), % 4. # *pjusn.nijwo.d1dn (Tao-an in CSTCC V1148.1.4). Sakaino's
restitution Puvatcira (op.ci!. p. 102) is highly improbable. We may hesitate between
Puuyadhana and PArwdharma; in the latter case the final -t (8) renders, as often, a
foreign r (cf. Karlgren in TP XIX, 1920, p. 108-109). The reading Purnadharma is
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nearer in meaning to the Chinese translation of the name, Fu-jao 1 ) fP., but -dharmo
is normally rendered by ). 'd'cim.
20e CSTCC XI11 97.1.29.
003 ih. V I I 48.1.15.
ZW The Chinese master K'ang Fa-lang ~d ~tDl (second half third century) came
from Chung-shan; after having travelled to the Western Region he returned to China
and settled again at Chung-shan with several hundreds of disciples (KSC IV 347.1.28
sqq. ; for his journey to the West see also Mittg-hsiung chi quoted in Fa-yiian chu-/in
XCV 988.1). Chung-shan was also the place of origin of the psalmodist Po Fach'iao
.i! rf. d , born ca. 260 (KSC' XI I I 4 13.2.25). According to KSC I X 387.1.8, Fo-t'uteng's famous disciple Chu Fa-ya ? ,i. g was also a native of Chung-shan, but
elsewhere ( I V 347.1.18) he is said to have come from Ho-chien i5 Pdl (Hopei), some
hundred miles more to the East (cf. A. F. Wright. "Fo-t'u-teng", HJAS X I , 1948,
p. 367 and p. 349 note 52). Cf. also the probably apocryphal story about a secret
vihira at Chung-shan in the period 280-290 A D in Fa-yiian chu-lin X X V I I I 492.1
and LIV 694.3 (quoting the late fifth century Ming-hsiarog chi).
Sakaino (op.cir: vol. I p. 107) proposes to identify this "master Chih" with
Chih Hsiao-lung L Li. , who according to the KSC studied the Fang-kuang ching
together with Chu Shu-Ian during its revision in 303-304 (cf. p. 64). This is improb
able: according to the KSC (IV 346.3.7 and 23) Chih Hsiao-lung personally took
part in the work of revision at Ts'ang-yuan, whereas Tao-an expressly states that
"master Chih from Chung-shan" sent people to Ts'ang-yuan to have copies made.
206 At the end of the third and in the first decades of the fourth century several
persons were enfeoffed as king of Chung-shan. In 31 1, when Liu Yuan's successor,
the Hun emperor Liu Ts'ung 1(~1!R , usurped the throne of the still expanding Hsiung-nu
empire, he conferred this title upon his nephew Liu Yao %I (CS 102.2a.); in 323
the same title was given to the Hun general Liu Yiieh .TI t (CS 103.8b.), but little
more than one year later he was vanquished and probably killed by his rival, the Hun
warlord Shih Lo % fi (CS 103.10a. For this battle cf. KSC IX, biography of Fo-t'uteng, p. 384.1.28 sqq., trsl. Wright p. 343.). When Shih Lo had overthrown the Liu
and ascended the throne of the "Later Chao", he made his nephew Shih Hu A
king of Chung-shan in 331 (CS 105.7a). But hardly anyone of these three can have
been the king to whom Tao-an refers. Shih Hu, whose dealing with the Buddhist
master Fo-t'u-teng are well-known, must be ruled out-it is highly improbable that
the ceremonial entrance of a newly translated sOtra as described by Tao-an took
place some forty years after its publication. Before Fo-t'u-teng went to Shih Lo
(31 1 AD) he had stayed at Loyang, where the Fang kuang ching was already much
en vogue, and the fact that the copyists were sent to Ts'ang-yilan proves that this
event took place when the translators had just finished their task. As to Liu Yao,
no member of the Hsiung-nu house of Liu seems to have had any connection with
Buddhism, whereas Liu Yueh spent the few months during which he bore this title
in campaigns against Shih Lo, and probably never lived at Chung-shan.
207 C S 3.9b.
20R CS 4.2a.
208 CSTCC V I I 47.3.16.
*lo
According to CSTCC V I I 47.3.23, Chu Shu-Ian revised the Fang-kuang thing
together with a (further unknown) monk named Chu Fa-ch'i "; iL P . In KSC I V
346.3.7 Chih Hsiao-lung k B 4k is said to have taken part in the revision, whereas
Chu Fa-ch'i is not mentioned (cf. T a n g Yung-t'ung, History p. 166). This may
well be a copyist's mistake, but Chih Hsiao-lung seems actually to have been at
Ts'ang-yiian at this time. In his biography (ib. 1V 346.3.23) it is said that he investigated
the text of the Fang-kuang immediately after its publication during more than ten
days, after which he was able to explain its meaning. Cf. note 205.
211 KSC V11 47.3.16.
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212 KSC I 327.3.13, cf. Bagchi, Canon p. 83 note 2. The term kao-tso "elevated
m t " (of the expounder of the dharma) occurs already in this sense in the late second
century Chung pc*rz-ch'i chit~g 9 9 & CP , T 196 ch. 11, p. 157.3.7 and 8.
Z l 3 The mysterious mid. third century Chu Fa-Ian "- ~r Jb
(above, p. 49; a
Chinese?) and Chu Fa-hu are the first known examples. Chinese monks like Yen
Fou-t'iao 1L Zrl (aboke, p. 34) and even Dharmarak~a's contemporary Chu
Shih-hsing k i.tl retained their normal surnames after their ordination.
014 Anonymous colophons CSTCC VII 50.2.6, VIll 56.3.16, IX 63.2.14; Chih
Min-tu in CSTCC' VII 49.2.8.
215 CSTCC XllI 97.3.23; cf. KSC I 326.3.6.
H S 96A. l a ; comm. to SKC, Wei-clrih 7.97a quoting the Hun-shrr (read: HouHun shu) by Hsieh Ch'eng 34-(first half third century).
217 CSTCC VII 50.3.27, VIlI 57.3.20, IX 63.2.14; cf. KSC 1 327.1.12.
*l"STCC
11 7.2.7-9.3.4; biogr. CSTCC Xlll 98.1.2; KSC 1 326.3.13.
It is doubtful whether the so-called (Chlc) Fa-hu (chrmg-chirtg) mu-lu [ r);L 21
[1: ?fl IJ 4& , mentioned in Li-tai S P C and later sources, ever existed; it is never
quoted. In CSTCC IX 63.2.1 1 Seng-yu mentions in passing a H u - k u n ~lu 51 ;: 42,
but no work of this kind is listed among Dharmarak~a'sworks in CSTCC. and this
Hu-kung lu may as well refer to the list of translations of Dharmaraksa in Tao-an's
or Seng-yu's own catalogue.
220 On this catalogue see Hayashiya, op.cit., p. 296 sqq.
(1) Anon. 3 j; A $- t%I L , 266 AD, Ch'angan; CSTCC Vlll 48.2.22.
(2) Tao-an,
& L L jLI
& fi , about the translation and transmission
of the Kuang-ts'an ching (trsl. 286 AD, Ch'angan) CSTCC V1148.1.1;
id. in Tao-an's i?
f 4 4 t f€ S ;A ;P* % ?f 4 8 I ? , ih. Vlll 52.2.8 sqq.
(3) Anon. 4 $ +tZ , 308 AD, Ch'angan; ih. VII 48.2.27.
(4) Anon. V L? ?tit , 300 AD, Ch'angan?; ih. 48.3.2.
(5) Chih Min-tu, 6 1 -U E !t j;, quoting colophon on 8 4~ ;Z tt
(= Sliranlgamasamddhis~ra), trsl. 291 AD, Ch'angan; ih. 49.1.22.
(6) Wang Seng-ju i fl
(465-522), .Y. ill ..-. ~lt.H. :. - 9 ; 1'
?5 i! 3 ,
reproduces colophon on i8 B % :f t i , date unknown, Chiu-ch'uan?;
ih. 50.3.27.
(7) Anon. kj ?it & f i 2 4.' L .L,
?- , 284 AD, Tunhuang ; ib. 50.2.1.
(8) Anon. jR 2 ?t ie , 289 AD, Loyang; ib. 50.2.6.
(9) Anon. 3 1). ;? *"r< ~ c , 294 AD, Chiu-ch'uan; ih. 50.2.4 and 51 .I .27.
(10) Anon. ir H Cf. 4.1IY 4 '2 li, 289 AD, Loyang; ih. 51.2.8.
(1 1) Anon. 9 IL @ LL SL , trsl. 286, Ch'angan; revised 288 (?, reading, with
T'ang Yung-t'ung, t4 inst. of rL 4 ) at Ch'angan; CSTCC Vlll 56.3.16.
(12) Anon. 1 ;L 3 $P & <St (describes the copying and oral explanation of
this scripture at Loyang in 290 AD); ih. 56.3.25.
I , 286 AD, Ch'angan; ih. 57.3.19.
(13) Anon. 34 mu?!ii
(14) Anon. iN 4 4% -t 4~ 4 2 7r ;F r2 (probably by Tao-an), quoting colophon
on iC;r 4 - 48 % 4. $9.. 297 AD, Ch'angan; CSTCC IX 62.2.5.
(IS) Anon. 4. A. A X ?L:L , 291 AD, Ch'angan; ih. 63.2.13.
(16) Anon. colophon on the 4+ 4.r 2 4, *,F, 284 AD. Tunhuang; T 606 ch.
VII p. 230.2 (not in CSTCC). Trsl. by P. Demilville in BEFEO XLIV,
1954, p. 348-349.
Earliest biographies (mainly based on the colophons) in CSTCC Xlll 97.3.20
and KSC I 326.3.2.
4 tii L $ 3 . 3 i .I 4 .
"a CSTCC XI11 98.1.3
KSC 1 326.3.45: tf ;L trr
T 606 ch. VII p. 230 (cf. note 221 nr. 16). Hou 44 is perhaps a title and not a
Part of the name; cf. Demieville in BEFEO XLIV, 1954, p. 348 note I .
~ 2 ' CSTCC 50.2.3 (cf. note 221 nr. 7).
Tao-an in CSTCC VI148.1.2 and IX 62.3.1 (note 221 MS. 2 and 14). The latter
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document figures in CSTCC as "anonymous", but its contents prove that it was
written by Tao-an; cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 198.
228 CSTCC VII 51.2.8 (cf., note 221, nr. 10).
827 ih. 48.3.2 (note 221, nr. 4).
228 Cf. note 221, nrs. 7 and 16.
2" Cf. note 221, nrs. 10 (May 14, 289), 8 (December 30, 289) and 12 (November
3, 290).
Z3O Cf. note 221 nr. 9.
231 Cf. Fa-ch'eng's biography in KSC IV 347.3.5 sqq.
232 Fifty-nine works enumerated by Tao-an in the section of his catalogue entitled
:t.F %
, reproduced by Seng-yu in CSTCC 111 18.3.3 sqq.; in his time (early
sixth century) only six of these had been preserved. Cf. Hayashiya, op.cit., p. 1038 sqq.
233 Note 221, nr. 3. The Lalitavisrara was probably translated at Ch'angan, for
the colophon names as Dharmarakqa's assistant ( X b ) the Srarnana Po Fa-chu
: I. k
who also figures in the colophon on Dharmarakqa's version of the DaSabhamikasatra ih 441 - cn % &. tf. in CSTCC VII 48.2.27, translated at Ch'angan in
297 AD (note 221, nr. 14).
234 KSC X 388.1.25.
235 Fa-lin's Pierr clreng lun fil 5 3l (626 AD), T 21 10, ch. 111 p. 502.3.1 1.
KSC IX 383.2.18; trsl. Wright, H J A S XI, 1948, p. 337.
237 Tao-an in CSTCC VII 48.1.19 (note 221 nr. 2) and IX 62.2.25 (note 221, ib.).
Mentioned by Tao-an and Seng-yu in CSTCC I1 9.3.5 and in his biography,
ib. Xlll 98.1.23 = KSC I 327.1.3. Dharmarak~a'soriginal, more extensive, version
(CSTCC 11 8.3.1 5) counted also two chiian; Nieh Ch'eng-yuan seems to have only
reduced the number of reptitions and to have added some stylistic improvement.
His version has been preserved (T 638).
KSC I 327.1.1.
250 Cf. Hayashiya, op.cit., p. 285-290.
21
.'
Indians: Chu Li 2 4 at Ch'angan, Cheng-jo b Z at Tun-huang; Kuchean:
Po Yuan-hsin $ iL 4 at Ch'angan, perhaps also Po Fa-chu
i k (although
this person was active as a pi-shou 3 2 noting down the Chinese text ; if he was a
foreigner he must have been thoroughly sinicized); Yiieh-chih: Chih Fa-pao i ~ t $,
at Tunhuang; Khotanese: Gitam~tra;Sogdian: K'ang Shu dfiS. (again active as
a pi-shou).
Cf. Dernidville in BEFEO XLIV, 1954, p. 348-349, and above, note 221 nr. 16.
I see no way to separate the names and to define their number; T'ang Yung-t'ung
6 4.1-14 y, f i , L 9, i #
(p. 158) punctuates as follows: # A d d 9..F

!%a

.# '8

2 4

*

A--.-

243 CSTCC VlII 56.3.21 (note 221, nr. 11). Their role as donors is indicated by
the formula
B $
$ i
.
""iogr.
CSTCC XI11 98.1 .I 1 ; KSC IV (biogr. Fa-ch'eng) 347. 2.25.
245 Kumirajiva on the fundamental difference between the doctrine of the b t u s
slitra and other MahlyHna scriptures in his correspondence with Hui-yiian, Tasheng ra i-chaw A i k 4k $ , T 1856, ch. I p. 126.3.5 and ch. I1 p. 133.2.19. For
the relation between the doctrine of the Prajiicipdrarnitd and the Lotus and on the
ekaycina see Seng-jui's (or rather Hui-jui's) preface to the Astasihasrikd p'p' ( # &,
)J. f f fl ), CSTCC IX 54.3.22, his colophon on the Lotus slitra ( I ) , $ 45 4k fi )
ib. 57.2.24, and Hui-kuan's ? $% "Essentials of the Sadc/harmapimdarika" ;L $ fi. %
(ib. 57.1.4). It appears very clearly that KumHrajiva and these members of his school
were well aware of the special character of the Lotus satra, the contents of which they
regarded, in accordance with Ta chih-ru lun ch. 100 (T 1509 754.2.20) as a "secret
doctrine" (guhyndharma), different from and even conflicting with other scriptures.
248 Before Dharmarak~a'stime there was, as far as we know, only the still extant
very incomplete anonymous translation entitled Sa-t'an-fen-r'o-li ching
% 11
. $9

+
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(T 265, 1 ch.) which corresponds to sections 10-1 2 of Dharmarak~a'sand Kumirajiva's
versions, i.e., the I l th parivarra of the present Sanskrit text. In view of the inserted
translator's glosses it seems to date from late Han or San-kuo times,
u7 Documents mentioned in note 221, nrs. 1 1 and 12.
248 Cf. the preface to Jfiinagupta's translation of the Lorus siitra, .? A yh : I . R
!%,
T 264 p. 134.3.
2d8 Cf. above note 229.
250 CSTCC VIII 57.1.1.
261 Tao-an in CSTCC VII 48.1.2 and IX 62.3.1 ( k\ 5 % ); Seng-yu in CSTCC
I 2 1 . 9: I 3 +
(here by mistake placed among the translators of the Eastern
Chin). Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, p. 159.
Documents mentioned in note 221, sub 2.
263 CSTCC VII 48.1.11.
254 CSTCC I1 9.3.19-10.1.3.
266 CSTCC XI11 98.1.27.
a5e T 2034 V1 66.3-68.1; T 2154 I1 499.2.2 sqq. Cf. Bagchi, Canon p. 136-147.
267 CSTCC 1V 30.2.26 ( = T 2146 I 121.2.12; T 2147 I 153.1.4; T 2148 I 184.3.8;
T 2149 IX 319.3.18).
25e For Chih Chiang-liang-chieh see T 2034 V 56.3; T 2149 11 227.1.23 T 2151
I 352.2.23; T 2154 I1 491.2.24; T 2157 111 788.3.22; Ono Gemy6, op.cir. vol. XI1
p. 47. According to T 2151 and T 2154, his Fa-hua san-mei ching was mentioned
in the (apocryphal) catalogue of Chu Shih-hsing and in the early fifth century Weishih lu 4% +! .Pi by Chu Tao-tsu ^;f d %
The
I..erhnikon Chih i points to an Indoscythian origin of the translator. The transcription of his name is not clear; it is
translated as (Cheng) wu-wei 1215 R . Bagchi (Canon p. 308) suggests KilaSiva
(+k!ang.liang.ts'jip), the first two syllables being a nasalised "Southern" transcription
of kdla, such as we also find in the name of the early fifth century translator Kilayasas
9 &[a$Jj;,$(trsl. a4;riC,KSCIII343.3.11;T2149IV260.1.15).S.Levi(J.As.
1934, p. 16) points out that in the name of Chiang-liang-lou-chih
2 ? f this
same element is translated as chen % , and proposes to read this part of the name
as Kalyina-. For Chiang-liang-lou-chih (*kjang.ljang.lau.lSi: Pelliot and Bagchi:
Kdlaruci; S. Levi : Kalydnaruci, trsl. as A 8 ) see T 2034 VI 65.1 ; T 2 149 11 236.1.8
and 243.2.6; T 2151 11 354.1.26; T 2154 I1 497.2.18; T 2157 IV 794.3.6; Pelliot,
"La thkorie des Quatre Fils du ciel", TP XXII, 1923, p. 97-126, esp. p. 100 sqq. ;
Bagchi, Canon p. 1 14-1 16 ; S. Levi, 1oc.cir. ; Ono Gemy6, op.cir., vol. XI1 p. 58.
It may be that Chih Chiang-liang-chieh and Chiang-liang-lou-chih stand for the
same Indian name; chieh f i , which very rarely figures in Buddhist transcriptions,
could be a mistake for IOU (written 4 ). However, as Bagchi remarks, only one
of these men is given the erhnikon Chih, and the translation of the names is quite
different.
258 Seeming exceptions are the MOU-ttu ii $. (cf. ch. I p. 13 sqq.) and the no
doubt spurious "letter of Ts'ao Ts'ao" for which see above, p. 56.
"O
H M C XI1 81.2.7.
281
4 i , either meaning "enfeoffed relatives of the emperor" or "rulers of the
outlying territories", as in the translation. Here the term probably refers to nonChinese rulers like Shih Lo, Shih Hu and Fu Chien.
H M C XI1 76.3.23.
Biography of Po Yilan in CSTCC XV 107.1.24 and KSC 1 327.1.12 ; biography
of Po Fa-tso in KSC 1 327.2.29. The whole of the latter part of this section of the
Korean edition of the CSTCC, comprising the story of Po Yiian's discussion with
Wang Fou, the life of Po Fa-tso and that of Wei Shih-tu 4b + 1 % . has been copied
from the KSC. The other editions, which no doubt represent the original text, only
contain a few concluding phrases about the erection of stapas over Po Yuan's remains
and about the translations made by him. See also below, ch. VI note 33.
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CSTCC XV 107.2.3 = KSC I 327.1.18.
CSTCC VII 48.2.1 (note 221 nr. 3).
Chih Min-tu in CSTCC VII 49.1.24; ib. XI11 97.2.23 = KSC I 325.1.19.
CSTCC XV 107 note 37 (read Q A% & inst. of # j%
X ) ; KSC I 327.2.28.
CSTCC XV 107.2.5 KSC 1 327.1.20.
x ---.,
CSTCC has the correct reading 4% L Ifi % ; KSC Korean edition has
all other editions ,iP x . - - - .
270 CSTCC and KSC, loc.cit.
271 CSTCC XV 107.2.9; KSC 1 327.2.6.
272 KSC I 327.3.4. In CSTCC his name is always written i L 4 ; ; in view of the
use of the character $A (with radical 1 13) in the religious name of his elder brother,
the reading K seems preferable. Maspero (BEFEO X p. 224 note 3), who misspells
the name as it. $C , proposes to identify Po Yuan's brother with the Fa-tso it.% who
occurs once in Fo-t'u-teng's biography as one of the latter's disciples (KSC IX
384.3.9; trsl. Wright p. 348). But a monk named Fa-tso i L i i also occurs twice in
this same biography (384.2.2 and 386.3.7; trsl. Wright p. 343 and 364). However,
this monk can hardly have k e n identical with Po Yuan's younger brother: the scene
in which he figures here took place only a few days before Fo-t'u-teng's death (January
13, 349), more than forty years after the date at which Po Yuan's brother was killed
according to his biography.
273 KSC 1327.3.5; Fa-ching's iL4.t Chung-ching mu-lu J: t t 8 & ch. VI, T 2146
148.2.12.
274 KSC IV 347.3.14.
P75 ib. 348.1.12.
07s Wei-shu 114.6b; trsl. Ware p. 141, where his explanation of the names Liu
Yuan-chen and Lii Po-ch'iang ("i.e., our Jack Robinson and John Doe") is absurd;
trsl. Hurvitz p. 67.
277 CSTCC VII 51.2.13; note 221 nr. 10.
278 CSTCC I1 10.1.19; KSC 1 327.3.7.
278 Biography of Chu Shu-Ian in CSTCC XI11 98.2.3; less extensive in KSC IV
346.3.1. The original form of his Indian name is not known; hypothetical reconstructions like Suklaratna (Bagchi, Canon, p. 121, note I), or even Sangharak~a
(Matsumoto, Prajiiipiramitti-Lireratur p. 23) are not convincing. CSTCC goes
into great detail about Chu Shu-Ian's grandfather and about his father and uncles,
but various elements in this history are organically connected with the obviously
legendary account of Chu Shu-Ian's own descent into Hell when he was seemingly
dead for a short time, a common theme in Chinese Buddhist hagiography which is
also set forth in great detail in Chu Shu-Ian's biography. Seng-yu may have taken
this story from a collection of edifying tales such as the Ming-hsiang chi; its late date
is betrayed by the fact that the name of Chu Shu-Ian's father, DharmaSiras, is followed
by the explanation "in the language of Ch'i, Fa-shou"
? ;,
di, Ch'i being the
name of the dynasty that reigned from 479 to 501 AD. In the other biographies in
CSTCC such glosses are generally introduced by tz'u yiin J L s , "here called . . . 2e0 Cf. Yiieh Kuang's biography in C S 43.12a-13b.
CSTCC Xlll 98.2.19.
282 CSTCC 11 9.3.12. Chu Shu-Ian's translation of the Siirarpgarnasamidhi~lifra
was not mentioned by Tao-an in his catalogue. The attribution probably goes back
to the catalogue bf Chih Min-tu (first half fourth century), who also mentions it in
his 8 t 4; It
% , CSTCC VII 49.2.8.
SBa KSC 1V 346.3.13:
1.1 4 % K. i . b . -(L ++ i i + ? . & :r"&
4.
*" Biography in CS 49.3a-4a.
Biography in CS 50.4a-5a.
CS 49.14b-15a.
2&d
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Hsi jung lun $!- fE 3 by Chiang T'ung .lfk (died 310), C S 56. l a sqq.
C S 97.10a. For the very complicated early history of these immigrated groups,
their spread and their routes of infiltration see e.g., the two excellent studies by T'ang
Ch'ang-ju fi
: "Wei Chin tsa-hu k'ao " &% Zk-4.j 4 and ''Chin-tai pithing ko-tsu 'pien-1uan'-ti hsing-chih chi wu-hu cheng-ch'iian tsai Chung-kuo-ti
t'ung-chih" # .(iljt jL -$- dkr2 IL' d'1 15 8 ZL d $4 JX if& 6 9 a-49jk i$ in his Wei
Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih lun-ts'ung & 3 $Jjt $1 & z,$j , Peking 1955, p. 127-I42
and 382-450.
For Liu Yuan's ancestral lineage see Peter A. Boodberg, "Two Notes on the
History of the Chinese Frontier", HJAS I (1936), p. 283-307, esp. p. 291-294.
described in C S 100.2b sqq.
A typical case is the revolt of Chang Ch'ang
In 303 the harvest had been abundant in the region of Chiang-hsia ;IB(the modern
An-lu $ in Hupei), and, as a result, thousands of vagebonds had flocked there
together. A local adventurer, Chang Ch'ang, established a revolutionary movement,
changed his name into Li Ch'en 3 A (presumably in order to pose as a descendant of
Lao-tzu?), defeated all government troops and made Chiang-hsia his headquarters.
He announced that "a Saint will appear to be the Lord of the people", and used to
this end a magistrate whose name he changed into Liu Ni %I k and whom he introduced as the expected Saint and as a descendant of the Han imperial family. His
success was overwhelming; he built up an elite army of 30.000 "immortal" soldiers
who wore red caps and false beards. Within a few months the revolution spread over
five provinces. However, in the same year (303) the Chin general T'ao K'an 151#~
routed the armies of Chang Ch'ang and exterminated all leaders, and the whole
movement collapsed as suddenly as it had started.
Translation by W. B. Henning, in "The date of the Sogdian ancient letters",
BSOAS XII, 1948, p. 605-606.
Most handbooks give 267-330 as the dates of Wang Tao's life; these are based
on C S 65.5b (biography of Wang Tao) where he is said to have died in the fifth year
hsien-ho
(330) at the age of 64 (Chinese way of reckoning, i.e., 63 real yelrs).
However, in the Annals (CS 7) he is mentioned several times after 330 (p. 5a sub 335,
6a sub 338), whereas his death is mentioned (ib. 6a) under the year 339 with the exact
date (seventh month, day keng-shen, i.e., September 8) and with a detailed description
of his burial and posthumous honours. The hsien-ho & & in the biography is obviously
a mistake for hsien-k'ang h i & , the fifth year of which corresponds to 339 AD.
whose biographies
People like Ku Jung @ 9,
Chi Chan I,; @ and Ho Hsiin 4 ,
are all in C S 68.
TCTC 90.1065b. This entry -apparently refers to the whole official hierarchy
established in that year, down to the clerks and scribes; otherwise the enormous
number would remain inexplicable. I have found no corresponding passage in C S 6
(annals of emperor Yiian) or 24 (section on officials).
Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung j$, IF, %, " Yen-i chih pien" 2 8. a.l # , in his Wei-Chin
Z ?$ <$@ , Peking 1957, p. 26-47, esp. p. 34.
hsiian-hsiieh lun-kao &+J
lo Among the founders of hsiion-hsiieh, Chung Hui and Ho Yen (cf. below) were
high magistrates and politicians; Wang Pi died too early to reach a high post, but
he had already begun his official career. Ho Yen was, moreover, an expert ritualist.
For the more practical, i.e. political and social, aspects of their theories see ch. XI
@ J&
of Hsiao Kung-ch'iian 4 ';#L Chung-kuo cheng-chih sslr-hsiang shih
i$ 2.3 fl (reedition T'ai-pei 1954). and the extremely biased pamphlet by T'ang
Yung-t'ung and Jen Chi-yii
, Wei-Chin hsiian-hsiieh-chung ti she-hui chengShanghai 1956.
chih ssu-hsiang liieh-lun &# X $ .P d9 4~ Jki$ 3.3
l1 Cf. Pao-p'u rzu, wai-p'ien, section 25 ( k S ,p. 146-150) and 27 ( $1
p. 15I- 1 54).
For KO Hung's position in medieval Chinese thought see T'ang Ch'ang-ju, Tu Pao-p'u
1
2
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)a

t ~ ut'ui-lun nun-pei hsiieh-feng ti i-t'ung
.rC Ab F ifi 3 I$ jt $- B> ;(: (q, in
Wpi-Chin ~Vart-pei-ch'aoshih lun-ts'ung, p. 35 1-381, and Hou Wai-lu 4; 9).& and
others, Chug-kuo ssu-hsiang t'ung-shih 9 16J Sk vol. 111, p. 263-306. By
his curious mixture of Taoist religion and Confucian traditionalism, KO Hung
stands outside the main current of medieval Chinese thought. In the two sections of
his Pao-p'u rzu mentioned above he inveighs against the high-class idlers who disregard
the rules of decorum and moral behaviour and who waste their time in noisy gatherings "falsely quoting Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu". He uses the term ch'ing-;'an ;* %
in its old sense of "social criticism".
l2 On the early history of hsiiun-hsiirh in general see t..g., the nine articles by T'ang
Yung-t'ung published or reprinted in his Wei-Chir~ hsiian-hsiieh lun-kao (Peking
1957); Fung Yu-Ian (trsl. Derk Bodde), History of Chinese Philosophy (Princeton
1953), vol. I1 p. 168-236;T'ang Ch'ang-ju, op.cit., p. 31 1-350 (
L i$ i 43 A d
-li: &); Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 38-62 and 95-122; H o Ch'ang-ch'iin 8 f! %# , WeiChin ch'ing-t'.an ssir-hsiang ch'u-lrrn
d
iS 3 X. 3.?A 3 (2nd ed., Shanghai 1947).
As we are mainly concerned with the development of hsiian-hsiieh in the late third
and early fourth century, we shall not speak here about the first beginnings of this
trend of thought, which can be traced back to the late Han period. There is no doubt an
historical connection between the earliest phase of hsiian-hsiieh and the late second and
early third century centre of ku-wen studies at Ching-chou, the residence of Liu Piao
%I A , cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, Wang Pi chih Chou-i Lm-yii hsin-i ibi i 8 >A
a >sJ- & k
in T'u-shu chi-k'an IV (1943) p. 28-40, reprinted in Wei-Chin hsiian-hsiieh Iun-kao
p. 84-102, translation by W. Liebenthal in HJAS X (1947) p. 124-161, and Wang
;
3 (vol. I of his Chung-ku
Yao 11% in Chut~g-kuwen-hsiieh ssu-hsiang 3 '
wen-hsiieh shih-lun $ .S %
A
6th ed., Peking 1953) p. 44-79, esp. p. 51 sqq.
The characteristic combination of I-ching and Loo-tzu studies dates also from Later
Han times: the famous scholar Ma Jung
(79-166 AD) was the first Confucian
exegete known to have written a (no doubt Confucian) commentary on the Too-te
ching; cf. H o Ch'ang-ch'iin, op.cit., p. 14 sqq.
l3 I-ching ch. I, wen-yen to hexagram 1 (%); trsl. Legge p. 417.
l4 I-ching, Hsi-tz'u appendix I (chu-shu ed. p. 28b) : 8 4 h &..%
3 41
trsl.
Legge p. 373.
l 5 Wang Pi as quoted by Han Po # fSh (died ca. 385) in his commentary to Hsi-tz'u
4 A), cf. T'ang Yung1 (chu-shu ed. p. 20a, to the text k {if L % ZL -t.& fi
t'ung, "Wang Pi Ta-yen i liieh-shih "f # h $t,:i & s$in Wei-Chin hsiian-hsiiuh
lun-kao, p. 62-71 and Fung Yu-lan/Bodde vol. I1 p. 182 sqq.
l6 I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I (chu-shu ed. p. 26b): frij 19 & # ; trsl. Legge p. 371.
l7 C S 43.8a (biogr. of Wang Yen 14,i').
t i4dCommentary to I-ching, Hsi-tt'u I (chu-shu ed. p. I 1a):
&
cf. Fung Yu-lan/Bodde vol. 11 p. 183.
Wang Pi's comment to I-ching, hexagram 24
chu-shu ed. 3.19b.
20 Ming 2 (darkened, latent, obscured, obliterated) is one of the basic terms of
hsiian-hsiieh. It denotes the "nameless" source of all phenomena versus the phenomena
themselves, the "substance" versus the "function", and, as applied to the mind of
the Sage, his inner state of non-activity and intuitive unity with the process of Nature.
Cf. the many examples given by Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 232-233.
9 >
I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I (chu-shu ed. p. 30b): 3 a.$ 3
:ii 4 3 &.* 8.1 9
h i 3 . 4 5 a * ; trsl. Legge p. 376.
ib. 31a. For the argumentation of both parties see the treatise Yen chin i I u ~
$ & & & (as quoted in I-wen lei-chii 19.7b and SSH Y comm. IB115b) by Ou-yang
Chien
(died 300 AD).
Cf. Wang Pi's well-known words ( % A &.&
4 9 2.-3lc 4 it A)
reported in the biography of Wang Pi by Ho Shao 45 3 (died 301 AD), which is
quoted in the commentary to SKC, Wei-chih 28.337b, and Kuo Hsiang in the preface
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to his Chuang-tzu commentary : &. 5
6 L.2 81 k . For the problem of
the relation between words and ideas in medieval Chinese thought see the article
by T'ang Yung-t'ung mentioned in note 9.
84 ~ . g . the
,
passage which says that "the Master's words about (human) Nature
and the Way of Heaven cannot be heard" (LY V. 12), Confucius' words "I would
prefer not to speak" and "does Heaven speak?" in L Y XV11.19, and his statement
66Mydoctrine has one (principle) which goes through it"
g $ L in L y
IV. 15.1 and XV.2.3. In the same way, the "expedient" character of Confucius'
teachings could be inferred from passage like L Y 1. 5-8 where the master g i v e each
time a quite different definition of "filial piety" to different persons, L Y X1.21 where
he gives two contradictory answers to Tzu-lu and Jan Yu, motivating this by saying
''Ch'iu (i.e., Tzu-lu) is reserved, so 1 urged him on; Yu has (the energy) of more than
one man, so 1 held him back", and finally his dictum that "the highest subjects
may be announced to those whose talents are above mediocrity" and not to less
gifted persons (L Y V1.19).
25 Cf. the treatise Ch'ung yu lun $-? 3 by P'ei Wei *,d#
(267-300) quoted in
his biography, C S 35.5b sqq.
26 On the philosophy of Hsiang Hsiu and Kuo Hsiang, and on the complicated
problem of the real authorship of the Chuang-tzu commentary, see Fung Yu-Ian,
"Some characteristics of the philosophy of Kuo Hsiang" in the appendix to his
Chuung-tzu, a new selected translation (Shanghai 1933). p. 145-157; Fung Yu-Ian/
Bodde vol. 11 p. 205-236, and esp. Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 208-262.
2 7 CC the Ta-Chuang lun & j&. 3 by Juan Chi (CSK W 45.9a), and the way in
which Hsi K'ang contrasts the teachings of Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu with each
other in hisPu-i b B :$ b A W i 14 iQMbb.3-irdE- -F.Uq+ &M 2
.G;.ilS& ;Ti7 j~;&$ (Hsi K'ang chi
, ch. 111 p. 2a in Lu Hsiin's edition,
photolithographic reproduction of the manuscript, Peking 1956). Cf. also the controversy between Hsi K'ang and Hsiang Hsiu, the actual author of the Chuang-tzu
commentary, documents translated by D. Holzman, La vie el la pensie de Hi K'ang,
Leiden 1957, p. 92 sqq.).
2e This particular use of the wordjen occurs already occasionally in the Chuang-rzu
text itself, e.g., V. la: t~ 3 f i 5~. ,TJ $ &
& a. Cf. P. Demieville in Annuaire
du Coll2ge de France, 48me annke, p. 159, and the many examples listed in Hou
Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 244 sqq.
29 E.g., cornm. 1.5a ( & &
j& L 5. 2 - - - - -ib.
) ; 3a (
L-&,-----);
ib. 19a:
the Sage is $99 I1.L 'n' 2 A. All references are t o the Ssu-pu pei-yao edition of the
Chuang-tzu commentary. For critical notes on the various editions see Wang Shu-min
i & , Kuo Hsiang Chuang-tzu chu chiao-chi fi & $. -7- i i & $5 , Academia
Sirlica monograph nr. 33, Shanghai 1950.
30 Comm. 1.15a.
31
. P & A L ,;t f
cf. Tao te ching 48: j a ~ ~ M % &
a @&.
32 Comm. 1 18a.
33 Comm. I 6a.
This use of so-i fi ,;( , and especially that of chi and so-i chi is extensively discussed
by Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 230 sqq. Like fen, the terms chi and so-i chi occur already
i.n the text of Chuang-tzu: V.26b.
36 Comm. I I l b (&&gkfll)
% f & * i i l - - - - - ) ; ib. 25a (<&Mk & d 9 jit 4 4?
& %$ ----- ); VII. 29a ( d l $ & T & lr, fi .I, Cl & - ). Reasoning of this type must
have paved the way for the works of Miidhyamika scholastic which were so enthusiastically received and studied by later Chinese clerical literati.
38 Comm. 111 6b.
37 Comm. VlI.27a:
954 $
19.i The term wu-wu *IS is again borrowed
from Chuang-tz+ IV. 2 16.
Comm. 1. 5a:
3 t;~$S,&&.kjt.1;(
cf. ib. I l b : & A
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Cornni. I. 12a-b ( 13 8- 6 S - - - -,-cf
) . ib. 3a (A,@ i f i
g-----).
E.g. Cornni. I. 6a, I-21b and IV.1 l b ; several examples given in Hou Wai-lu,
op.cir., p. 232-233.
4 1 E.g. Cotntri. I. 5b, 6a, 6b, 8a; 1I.15a; 1II.IIb; IV.15b; V.l2b; 1X.17a.
0 Corr~t~i.
11.3b.
43 Comm. 1.13a.
44 Comm. II.2la. Cf. V111.29b(hj?~4& j#j ;$ 3 %----.)and111.1 b ( q @$&dl FL h - - - - )
4 5 Comrn. 11.7b ( 2% d 4tc L &.--1. The course of Nature, which is Fate,
works completely arbitrarily. Cf, the theme for debate posed by Yin Hao UjA,
(?-356) at a ch'irig-r'an meeting: "Nature, when endowing (us with our inborn qualities) does so without any conscious intention-why then are there just so few good
people and so many wicked ones?" (SSH Y IBj22b). Tai K'uei )tiE (?-396) says in
$A<$, in which he questions the reality of karmic retribution, that
his Si~ihi Iim
"wisdom and foolishness, good and evil, excellencies and defects, success and failure
are all destiny 5 G , and are not the result of accumulated deeds (in the past)"
(KHMC XVlIl p. 222.1.21).
4 6 Here again we shall not speak about the earliest history of ch'ing-t'an, its relation
to the "pure judgments" of Later Han times etc., and a s far as possible restrict
ourselves to a very summary discussion of ch'ing-t'an as it was practised during the
period under consideration, i.e., the fourth century AD. General studies on the
subject: Liu Ta-chieh $,I k , Wei-Chin ssu-hsiang lun &% .% 5-3 (Shanghai
1939), esp. p. 167-220; Ch'en Yin-k'o I%'$
6 , T'ao Yuan-ming chih ssu-hsiang yii
ch'ing-!'an chih kuan-hsi $O il 4 i !!!d &! i4 5& .t I'H] 4% (Peking 1945); Et. Balazs,
"Entre revolte nihiliste et evasion mystique", in Etudes Asiatiqites (1948), p. 27-55;
the studies by Ho Ch'ang-ch'iin and Wang Yao mentioned above, note 12; T'ang
Ch'ang-ju, op.cir., p. 289-298 ( i & if $4
-&);Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., vol. 111, p. 26-45
and 74-94.
4 7 Shih-S~UO
hsin-yu, by Liu I-ch'ing qJ
(403-444); commentary by Liu
Chun $1 4 (better known as Liu Hsiao-piao $'I dk? , 462-521). The original title
of the work was Shih-shuo &-If,or Shih-shuo hsin-shu nl /&$!I;f ; it was anciently
divided in 8 or 10 chuan. The present-day title seems to date from the Sung period.
It is a collection of more than 950 anecdotes grouped together under 36 headings;
nowadays (probably since Tung Fen's % edition of 1138) divided in three chuan,
each of which consists of two parts, in our references indicated as IA, IB etc. We have
used the Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an photolithographic reproduction of YiSan Chiung's Xfc3:
edition of 1535. For further bibliographical information cf. W. Hung's preface to
the Haward-Yenching index to the Shih-shuo hsin-yu (Index Series no. 12, Peking
1933) and V.T. Yang, "About Shih-shuo hsin-yii", in Journal of Oriental Studies
11 (1955), p. 309-315. On the historical background of the work see Utsunomiya
Kiyoyoshi '$ '$ iC 3 in Kandai shukai keizaishi kenkyP I& 4< 4% 6 35 ifi
d,
T6ky6 1955, ch. XI1 (p. 473 sqq.), W. Eichhorn, "Zur chinesischen Kulturgeschichte
des 3. und 4. Jahrhunderts", ZDMG XCI (1937) p. 452-483, the study of Et. Balazs
mentioned above (note 46) and Yoshikawa K6jir6, "Shih-shuo hsin-yu and its style",
Tijhagakuhij X ( 1939) p. 86- 1 10. The text of the SSH Y has been very imperfectly
transmitted and many passages have been altered or re-phrased in later times, as
clearly appears from a comparison of the present text with an incomplete copy of
a T'ang manuscript of the SSHY (reproduced in the second volume of the A 9
$
4-1 43 *L , Peking 1956) and with quotations preserved in early works (cf. Yiian
Chiung's preface to his edition of 1535, and the examples given by W. Hung, 1oc.cit.).
In spite of this, the S S H Y and its commentary remain sources of primary importance
for the cultural history of medieval China. Unfortunately, a considerable number
of anecdotes-mainly hons mots, short and intentionally cryptic sayings and fragments
of conversation alluding to contemporary personalities and happenings-are extremely difficult to understand and to interpret, and this difficulty is enhanced by the use
39
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of rare vernacular expressions and syntactic structures. It is only fair to admit that
to the Western sinologue at least one third of the book is more or less ununderstandable, and a new extensive commentary on the SSH Y, compiled by Chinese scholars
with their immense historical and lexicographical knowledge, would be a very important contribution to the study of medieval Chinese history.
48 For the role of "characterization" in ch'ing-;'an see T'ang Ch'ang-ju, op.cir.,
p. 289-297 and Hou Wai-lu, op.cit., vol. 111 p. 86 sqq. It remained important as a
means to influence the "public" ( i . ~ . ,gentry-)opinion. For the primary importance
of this "public opinion" for the official career in medieval times cf. the many examples
cdlected by Chao I
in Nien-~rhshih cha-chi 4 J- Z $i $5 VIlI (section .h,", 9 2 )
p. 6a sqq. (ed. Kuutrg-ya rs'ut~g-shu).
4 9 SSHY IIB/3a.
50 ib. 11B/4b.
61 ib. IIBj6a.
62 ih. IIBI16b.
53 ib. IJB/16b.
ih. IIBj36b.
5 5 ib. IAi44b.
5s ib IAi45a.
5 7 3%.-5 $9 AH. 111 3 f l ik. These two lines d o not occur in any of Kuo P'u's poems
collected in the Hun- Wei liu-ch'ao po-sun mitlg-chia chi.
58 SSHY IB/32a.
ih. I IIB/l l b.
was, as the instrument which dispels "impurity",
The deer's tail fly-whisk
the attribute of the ch'ing-r'un adept; cf. Wang I-t'ung, op.cit., vol. I, p. 93-95; Hou
Wai-lu, op.cit., p. 66 sqq.
61 SSHY IB/15b-16a.
ib. IB/25b-26a.
83 CS 98. l b (biogr. of Wang Tun).
CS 73.2b (biogr. of Yu Liang), cf. TCTC 93.1097b.
O5 CS 73.4b (biogr. of Yu Liang).
" C S 77.4a (biogr. of H o Ch'ung).
So called in ordel to distinguish it from the Wang clan from T'ai-yiian f i g
(Shansi), which was also one of the most powerful clans in medieval history; cf. the
special study devoted to the vicissitudes of the Wang from T'ai-yiian from Later
Han to T'ang times by Moriya Mitsuo '-$-&. 3-, A?%&, Rikuchb mombutsu no ichi
kenkyfi A $EJ r 1M -A4 $ (Takya 1951).
KSC IV 350.3.11.
" His name is given as Chu Tao-ch'ien in all editions of the KSC except the
Korean edition which writes Chu Ch'ien 2 I#; the SSH Y passages mentioned
and
below refer to him as "the monk Fa-shen" 48 it.IX, Chu Fa-shen 2 i$.
Master Shen j X Z . The main source for his life is KSC IV 347.3.14; furthermore
SSHY Comm. IAllOb (no source mentioned, but very probably the Kao-i sho-men
chuan %i& iJr f'l .C1) (cf, notes 288-290 below) which is also quoted in connection
with Chu Tao-ch'ien in SSHY Comnr. IA!34b and IIA/18b). According to KSC he
lived from 286-374, and consequently reached the age of 88 (89. according to the
Chinese way of counting). The SSHY Conml, 1A;'lOb gives 79 as the age at which
he died, but this can hardly be correct. According to the KSC (IV 348.1.9). emperor
Hsiao-wu (373-397) contributed 100.000 cash to his funeral, and the text of the imperial
decree is quoted here. so that it is certain that Chu Tao-ch'ien died in or shortly
after 373. On the other hand he is said to have explained Buddhist scriptures at the
age of 24 when still living in the North (i.e., not later than ca. 307-310, the early
Years of the yunpchio period), which points t o the years 284-287 as the date of his
birth. All this perfectly agrees with the dates 286-374 given in the KSC biography.
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KSC IV 347.3.17.
Cf. SSHY IA/lOb, where Huan I speaks about the friendship betwan his
father (Huan Ying) and Chu Tao-ch'ien. The name of Huan 1's father, about whom
practically nothing is known, is in C S 74. l a given as Huan Hao 44 #.
72 KSC IV 347.3.22.
73 SSHY IIAjl8b.
74 KSC IV 350.3.17; cf. MeisCdenshC 7b-8a. In the period 363-365 he left
the capital and settled with more than a hundred disciples on the Pao-shan &sl
at Shih-ning & $ (South of the modern Shang-yii L,& in N.E.Chekiang), from
where he was again summoned to the capital in 375 by emperor Hsiao-wu (cf.
below, p. 151).
75 KSC IV 347.1.2.
SSHY IA/35b-36a.
77 Quoted in SSHY Comm. 1A/36a and IB/36a-b, both times as Jen-wu lrtn A 1tj &;
in the s e z n d passage the author's name is given a s Yii k Fa-ch'ang, where
is
obviously a copyist's mistake for 8 . The work is not mentioned by Lu Ch'eng,
but it still figures in the Ta-Tang NTL of 664 A D (T 2149 ch. 111 p. 248.3.21 and
ib. ch. X p. 330.1.13). Another work of the same title and probably of the same genre
is mentioned in KSC V 354.2.26 as a work by the northern monk Chih T'an-tun
L *%k who lived at the T'ai-shan (Shantung) in the second half of the fourth
century.
78 The KSC devotes only a few words to him (IV 347.1.6); there is furthermore
one passage in SSHY of doubtful historicity: 111B,'27b1cf. note 88. The comnl. (ibid.)
quotes some laudatory phrases from the Ming-te sha-men t'i-mu % @ i d ~P q % U
and the Min-tu tsan
Jbx 8 , both by Sun Ch'o
$$ (cf. below, note 262). and from
a third unspecified source. For his catalogue and his teachings see below, notes 79 and
85. The name is variously written as && (KSC and CSTCC), ,% (SSH Y) and
3 k (Korean ed. of CSTCC VII 49.1.17). The character is preferable , ik and
3 being substitute forms for the T'ang taboo .%, see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History,
p. 266.
79 Cf. Hayashiya Tomojir6, KyCroku kenkyfi p. 305-325, and, by the same author,
the article "Shimindo-roku"
ijkB & in Ono Gemy6, Bussho kaisetsu daijiten,
vol. IV, p. 168.
CSTCC VlI 49.1.16:
# Ij;i$ ,& 4f <L and VIII 58.2.21 : 4 ?$ .a L >'SL .
His synoptic editions of these scriptures ale also mentioned by Seng-yu in CSTCC
I1 10.1.1 1, where he specifies that they comprised eight and five chiian respectively.
According to Chih Min-tu's own words, the synoptic edition of the VimalakirtinirdeSa was based on three versions (those of Chih Ch'ien, Dharmarakva and Chu
Shu-Ian), and that of the Sliramgamasamddhisarra on four (those of Lokaksma,
Chih Ch'ien-actually a revised and "polished" edition of the first one-Dharmar a k ~ aand Chu Shu-Ian).
The first known case is Chih Ch'ien's combined edition of three dhdrani texts,
the preface of which has been preserved in CSTCC VII 5 1.3.18 sqq. ( $ $it$ &
@ /Z 45- f i 2 $- ), cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 132.
# V h i h Min-tu in his colophon on the synoptic edition of the S~rarp~arnasarnddhisutra: '2 V. & (i.e., Chih Ch'ien) ?$ ;?
:&,#,'g (i.e. Dharmarak~a) fi fi .%
(Chu Shu-Ian) jci if.%9 L ,etc. (CSTCC VII 49.2.10).
83 Other fourth century examples are Tao-an's :C i~k #.
*& (preface in
CSTCC VII 49.1.1) and Chih Tun's X 4 %& Yt 1 t A+ (preface in CSTCC VIII
55.1.13).
er On t h e e different versions see Edward Conze, Literary History of the PrajEdpriramirri (typed copy privately distributed, London 1954) of which the part dealing
with Chinese translations and commentaries (p. 109-115) is rather inaccurate and
much too short; the same holds good for Matsumoto Tokumyo, Die ~rajiidpc~ramiti7O
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fiteratur (Bonner Orientalistische Studien, Heft 1, Stuttgart 1932). Sce also the
excellent survey o f the Prajfihpiramirrs literature and its evolution by Hikata Ryusho
in the introduction to his edition of the Su~ikrrSntavikrGtr~i-pnripr~-chd-~rnjrici~~rarni~d
sgtra (Fokuoka, 1958). p. XI 11-LI. AS usual, studcnts of Buddhism have beon interested
mainly in the Chinese transla tiorls as secondary material serving to establish the
textual history and evolution of the Indian texts; up to now, nobody has attempted
to study the e ~ r l i x tChinese versions as documents of the highest importance for
the doctrinal history of early Chinese Buddhism.
85 Ch'en Yin-k'o ?%'E%
"Chih Min-tu hsueh-shuo k'ao" 2. .$ 2
iL& ,
in Academia Sinira, Ts'ui Yiicm-pei Menrorial I'olume (Peking 1933). part I ; T'ang
Yung-t'ung, History, p. 266-272; W. Liebenthal, The Book cf Chao (Peking 1948),
p. 149-152; Fung Yu-1an;Bodde vol. 11, p. 252-256; T'ang Yung-t'ung in Wci-Chin
hsiian-hsiieh lun-kao. p. 48-61 esp. p. 57-58.
Fang-kuang thing (T 221) ch. I (section 2) p. 4.3.18.
8 7 It must be remarked that Chih Min-tu's theory has nothing to d o with the
He does
Buddhist dogma of the non-existence of a permanent ego (@:j<, utrurtr~~va).
not deny the existence o f a "soul" o r "spirit" #, but only that of "conscious thought"
~r;.in the mind of thc Sage which is "tranquil" X(i and "vast like empty space"
'3;i- k ,& . Chih Min-tu's idea comes nearer to Suntarha than to unhtrya: there
is some confusion o n this point in T'ang Yung-t'ung's discussion in Wei-Chin hsiianhsiieh lun-kao, p. 58.
According to S S H Y IllB,'27b and comm., ih: "When the monk Min-tu was
about to cross the Yangtze, he had as his companion a monk from the North ( it).
Together they made a plan, saying, "If we go 'to the South with nothing to (expound)
but the old exegesis 4 k , we shall perhaps not manage to make a living". Then
together they created the theory of non-existence of (conscious) thought .w A ".
Later, when both priests were living comfortably, the other monk sent a messenger
to Chih Min-tu t o tell him that they had now both enough to eat and that it would
be indecent and even blasphemous to go on with this trick, but Chih Min-tu continued
to propagate his new theory. It is of course very probable that this story has n o
historical base whatsoever, and that it originated in the ranks of the opponents of
Chih Min-tu's theory. For other forms of opposition cf. the heated debate between
T'an-i .P a n d the hsitr-wu adherent Tao-hen5 d.42 at Ching-chou (ca. 365 AD:KSC V 354.3.13)' and the correspondence between Liu I-min TI& 6- (i.e., Liu
and Seng-chao in 409 AD, which forms part of the present
Ch'eng-chih
Chao-lun (cf. W. Liebenthal. The Book of Chao, p. 90 sqq.; Tsukamoto Zenryii
j% fiL
k! and others, JGron kenky0 )Z
!k, p. 36 sqq.).
Biographical note in K S C IV 346.3.28; furthermore SSH Y IB '?3a, IIIA.'17a
and IIIBj6b.
S S H Y IB1'23a, where only the debate is mentioned, and not the "Buddhist and
secular scriptures" a s in KSC IV 347.1.9.
" S S H Y IIIBi6b
KSC IV 347.1.1 1 .
O2 Probably Yli Yiian-chih
k h i or Yii Fang-chih k 2 who were banished
to Yii-chang in 345 (below, p. 110); cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, Hi.sror.v, p. 170.
93 S S H Y IlIA/l7a, cf. KSC IV 347.1.13.
2 iL.
alias Chu Fa-wen 2 it ia, cf. below p. 139.
@4 Chu Fa-yiin
Biography in KSC 1 327.3.12 and CSTCC XI l l 98.3.1 7 ; furthermore Kuo-tso
chuan 5 k # quoted in cWomm.S S H Y I IB/Sa and I1 IA, Sob, and Kao-tso picvh-chrran
quoted ib. IA/32a; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 171. The name is
k $,I#
written in various ways: $ 7 $.! f$ 3 f9 in KSC, j $ % in CSTCC, 7 % #
in KSC: in the text of the S S H Y
in Kao-lso pieh-chuan; translated as Chi-yu $
&
r
[ah]
.
The T'a-ssu chi j $ + i L (quoted
always called (the monk) Kao-tso
in comm. S S H Y IA/32a) says that Kao-tso was (also?) the name given t o Srimitra's
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g a v e ; it is certainly wrong in saying that this grave had been adorned with a coilyo
by emperor Yiian and not. as in KSC, by emperor Ch'eng.
g6 "Biography of $rimitraw quoted in TPYL 653.3a, probably the same work as
the Kao-tso chuan quoted in SSH Y comm. (cf. note 95), and as the "biography" 44
referred to in KSC I 327.3.14.
9 7 Cf. S S H Y IA,'32a: "The monk Kao-tso did not speak Chinese. When somebody
asked why, (the future emperor) Chien-wen $aid: "(He does so) in order to reduce
the trouble of answering".
9e KSC I 328.1.1 1. Cf. the curious passage in KSC 1 328.1.3 where it is told how
at the death of Srimitra's admirer Chou I
$6. ((i.e., in 322 AD) the master himself
went t o visit the orphans, chantai three pieces of "hymns in a foreign language"
44 4 X , then recited several thousands of words of "spells" in a loud voice,
and finally wiped his tears and went away. Identical story in CSTCC Xlli 99.1.5;
shorter version in Kao-tso pieh-chuan quoted in comm. S S H Y IA/32a.
90 According to CSTCC 11 10.1.16 he translated two versions of the Mahirniyfirividyd-rijiii entitled Ta k'ung-ch'iieh-wang shen-chu A 4L & i$+ d and K'ungch'ueh-wang tsa shen-chu ?L $
3-i
$O 4f . Both works were lost at an early date,
cf. KYSCL 111, T 2154, p. 503.1.5. The Mahimiyiiri-vidya-rijiii,
which later became
one of the basic texts of Tantrism (cf. Mochizuki, BukkyG Daijiten, p. 688, S.V.
Kiijaklc myGGgyG no h6 iL
4- i 5% iL) was very popular in Chinese Buddhism
long before the development of Tantrism in China. In the Taishd-daizGkyG we find
no less than seven translations of this work (T 982-988) executed between the fourth
and the eighth century. The earliest non-anonymous and approximately datable
version is that made by Kumirajiva (T 988), but it must be noted that this scripture
does not figure among Kumlrajiva's thirty-five translations listed in CSTCC I1
10.3-11.1. In later catalogues (LTSPC, KYSCL etc.) the translation of a third still
existing collection of spells, the Kuan-ring ching ;% 5fi 35 (T 1331, ?MahibhiSekamantra) is attributed to him. This attribution is almost certainly wrong, cf. below,
p. 316-317.
loo KSC I 328.1.12.
lo' Cf. CSTCC XI 81.2.27 (anonymous colophon); Mi-li's spurious vinaya-text
a 5% of 594 AD:
is still mentioned in Fa-ching's it 4k Chung-ching mu-lu
T 2146 ch. V p. 141.1.5.
lo2 SSHY IBl5a. Cf. also the story of Wang Tao and the clerical Methusalem
reported in Fa-yuan chu-lin XXXVlII 585.3 (source not indicated).
lo3 CSTCC XI11 99.1.8: (Wang Tao) ;I Ifl 1 *$4 R - X
2 4 , (Srimitra)
f i 4- 3 xA.
4- .3 g 44 -4 .TrL Somewhat shortened and stylized in KSC I 328.1.6
44 6 $I..
(here translated): (Wang Tao);t 16l Si ;I: A \kl Z , ($rimitra)& + .
IjZ
Another slightly different version in To-T'ang NTL (T 2149) 111 244.3.8.
lo* KSC 1 328.1 .I5 sqq. (not in CSTCC).
lo5 Pien-cheng lun (T 21 10) 111 502.3.1 5. Fa-lin (ib. p. 504.2.8) also enumerates
eight kings (enfeoffed near relatives of the emperor) who according t o him sponsored
Buddhism. Six of these cannot be identified, since Fa-lin simply refers to them as
"the king o f . . ." without indicating their personal names. The remaining two are
Ssu-ma Yu 9 .$I b (248-283 AD, biogr. in C S 38.6b-9b) and Ssu-ma Chien
(262-291 AD, biogr. C S W l a ) , but neither their biographies nor those of other
early Ssu-ma kings contain anything which might corroborate Fa-lin's statement.
lo6 KSC' V 354.3.25, cf. ib. XI11 410.1.18.
lo' Pien-cheng lun (T 2110) 111 502.3.16.
log CSTCC 11 11.3.9 and KSC 11 335.2.29.
log CSTCC 11 113.26.
'lo PCNC 1 936.2.13.
Fa-yuan chu-lin (T 21'22) XLlI 616.2.5; in XXXI 526.2 virtually the same story
is given as a quotatior! from the Nan-ching ssu-chi
$- 4
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~ l l u s i o n ' t oChuang-tzu I1 (Ch'i wu-lun) p. 6.
H M C XI1 76.3.23, cf. KSC V (biogr. Tao-an) 352.2.24.
11-u-hua
p'in-lu, ed. Mei-shu ts'ung-shu 111/6 p. 109, trsl. W. Acker, Sorne T'ang
Pre-Tang Texrs on Chinese Painting (Leiden 1954), p. 29.
115 Chang Yen-yuan
%. fi& , Li-tai ming-hua chi 8 dL 2 ?7 :It (completed
847 AD), ch. V (not in Acker's trsl.), ed. Ts'ung-shu chi-ch'eng p. 173.
Ire P'ei Hsiao-yuan
3k id! , Chen-kuan kung-ssu hua-silih A tf-'L L: 4 R
(mainly a description of the paintings in the former Sui imperial collect~on,preface
dated 639), ed. Mei-shu ts'ung-shu 1113 p. 7.
117 C S 77.7b-8a.
118 I-wcn lei-chii
L #! & 63; CCW 38.6b.
According to Fa-lin, emperor Ch'eng also founded two monasteries at the
and Lu-yeh ssu /k R+) where he assembled
capital (Chung-hsing ssu .P 9
a hundred (var. a thousand) monks specialized in translation and exegesis (Piencheng lun, T 21 10, 111 502.3.18). This Chung-hsing monastery may have been the one
at which the dhycina-master Dharmamitra (347-443) stayed during his first visit to
the southern capital (ca. 425 AD; KSC 111 343.1.1). On the other hand we find that
(another?) Chung-hsing ssu was completed under emperor Hsiao-wu of the Liu-Sung
dynasty (454-465 A D ; CSTCC XIV 106.1.22, cf. KYSCL, T 21 54, ch. V p. 529.3.4).
A Lu-yeh monastery is, as far as I know, not mentioned before the year 457 (CSTCC
V 39.1.23, cf. Ta-T'ang NTL, T 2 149, ch. IV p. 261.1.20, and Chung-ching mu-lu,
T 2146, ch. IV p. 138.3.25).
le0 KSC IV 347.3.24.
12' ib. 348.2.24, cf. below, p. 1 17.
122 Preserved in H M C XI1 79.2.12 sqq., and in Chi sha-men pu-ying pai-SII teng-shih
$ t1 -T f i $44 5 4 (T 2108) 1 443.3.18 sqq. They consist of a short introduction
by an unknown compiler, the first memorial sent in by Ho Ch'ung and his partisans,
a decree promulgated by Yu Ping (on behalf of the emperor) in answer to this memorial, Ho Ch'ung's second memorial, a second edict issued by Yu Ping, and a third
memorial of H o Ch'ung, altogether six pieces.
123 Biography of Ts'ai Mo, C S 77.7a-9b.
'" KHMC VI 126.3.7 (section j] 1 It i? .& & ).
las The reading Hsia # is the correct one; H M C has everywhere % .
lZ8Tzu Mou-yiian %&, biogr. C S 77.5b-6b. He was an uncle of Ho Ch'r~ng's
partisan Ch'u P'ou & O, (cf. p. 109).
A , biogr. C S 77.iia-12a; cf. SSHY IIAi39a and IIB!5a.
Tzu Tao-ming
la' SSHY 1B119a.
la@
C S 77.5a (biogr. H o Ch'ung).
laOComm. S S H Y IIIB/12b.
Is' An anachronism, cf. p. 150.
SSHY IIIB/6b,
lm ib. IIIB/12b. Cf. also the story about H o Ch'ung's devotion and his frequent
visits to Buddhist temples, in the biography of Ku Chung Afi % (274-346 AD),
CS 76.11a.
C S 93.Sb.
PCNC I 935.3.16.
la' PCNC I 936.1.6.
13' PCNC I 935.3.28.
lS' KSC IV 350.1.19. In 361 emperor Mu was dying, and Fa-k'ai was summoned
to cure him, but "as soon as (Yii Fa-)k'ai had observed his pulse. he knew that
(the emperor) would not rise any more, and he did not want to go in again" (in
axmiance with the general practice to abandon incurable patients. cf. HdMgirin
S.V. by6 A p. 232.1 and P. Demieville in BEFEO XLIV, 1954, p. 401, note 3).
The enraged empress issued an edict, saying "As soon as the emperor was slightly
112
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unwell, we have called master Yu to investigate his pulse, but he went only as far
as the door a n d did not proceed, with all kinds of cowardly excuses; he shall be
arrested and delivered t o the commander of the police". Then the emperor died
indeed, and Yu Fa-k'ai escaped with a whole skin; he retired t o the Shih-chVeng
shan .i; hi+\-li in the Shan mountains (Chekiang).
13Y P C N C 1 936.1 2 3 . According to his biography, Seng-chi lived from 330 to 397
AD. but we can hardly assume that the monzstery was founded for a fifteen years
old novice. There must be a mistake some;slhcre: either Seng-chi was born earlier,
or the monastery was founded later than 345, o r it was not founded for this nun.
KSC VII 366.3.6.
14'
KSC V I I 367.1.1. However, the change of the name may have happened some
time before 430. According to CSTCC 111 21.1.28 (= Ta-T'ang NTL, T 2149, IV
257.3.16). Buddhajiva translated the (?) Mahiidsakavinaya ( T 1421) "at the Lungkuang monastery" in 423 424 AD.
"? Pi~tt-(.Itottg111tr ( T 2 1 10) 11 1 502.3.18.
'.I3 C S 32.3b
TCTC 103.1215; TPYL 99.4b quoting the Hsu Chirt yattg-ch'iu.
' 4 4 Clrien-k'ang shih-lu quoted by T'ang Yung-t'ung, Hi.~tory,p. 349.
The Huan camc from Lung-k'ang !k. k,the modern Huai-yuan @& in Anhui.
The Fimily claimed to dcscend from Huan Jung AG $?, a magistrate of the Later
Han ( C S 74.la. biogr. of Huan 1 B ) , but this tradition seems very unreliable. In
Fiict, nothing is known about the cight generations between this Huan Jung and
Huxn Ying $4 (or H a o # , cf. a b o ~ c .note 71). the father of Huan I. When Huan
Hsuan in 402 had usurped the throne, he was unable to fill his imperial ancestral
temple with the rcquired number of tablets for the manes "because the names and
ranks o f those (ancestors) from before his great-grandfather were not illustrious"
( C S 99.83, biogr. of Huan Hsuan).
'-'"S
73.12b (biogr. of Yii I 9 ). cf. TCTC 97.1 146A.
'I7 In 371, and agzin in 372 after an attempt of the Yu t o regain their power,
C S 73.9b (biogr. Yu Hsi 4 ).
'IH
C S 98.1 l a (biogr. of Huan Wen).
1 4 V Sih. ; TCTC 99.1 175 A.
? , Fci-shui
I"" For n dqtailcd account of this famous battle see Li Chi-p'ing
c.lrilr c,l~a!r irjf & t R Shsnghai 1955.
h'SC IV (biogr. of Chih Tun) 348.2.10: Chih Tun characterized by Wang Meng
as 2 .'aL ;?I 7 :A $4 #d (i.e., Wang Pi); id. in S S H Y IIB '1 2a-b; contnr. ih. quoting
Clrilr Tir,r piclr-chrratr 2 i& 3'1 # (cf. note 154): i 4+ ?B (i.e., Wang Meng) # $ &.
i t t t ?; .X X 2 ;bS . In the same way the monks in the audience of Chih Tun are
qualificd by Wang Meng as "Wang Pi and H o Yen behind the alms-bowls" &47 dk
L , S S H Y cotntn. 1I B 1 3b- 14a quoting Kao-i sha-men chuan (cf. note 289) ;
fi
somewhat different version in K S C IV 349.1.4.
15* COI)I~II.
S S H Y lllB 22a quoting
4
KSC IV 348.2.16. But according
to S S H Y lllB ZZa, Hsieh An himself absolutely denied ever t o have spoken such
words. and declared that P'ei Ch'i X p (the author of the Yii-lin <8 IL, a now lost
collection of anecdotes like the SSHY, completed in 362 A D ) had invented the StoryThe ideal of a cursory way of reading the classics without detailed philological
studies ( 3 ) was much en vogue in the fourth century; it agreed with the prevailing
hsiicrti-hsiieh opinion that the written text is only an imperfect and expedient expression
of the hidden wisdom of the Sage, and that the student must try to grasp the general
principles tY underlying the words rather than indulge in a careful and painstaking
study of the letter of the text. For this custom cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, Wci-Chin hsiianhsiich Irrn-kao, p. 30-3 1.
l5"hus
among the persons mentioned here as friends during his first stay at
the capital (ca. 340 A D ) we find Hsi Ch'ao +S,G(born 336) and Wang an-chlh
i t B 2 (born 330), which is obviously impossible. In the same way it is said in
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c h u Tao-ch'ien's biography (KSC IV 348.1.6) that Ho Ch'ung conversed with
c h u ~ao-ch'ienduring the reign of emperor Ai (362-366), i.e., at least seventeen years
after Ho Ch'ung's death.
154 In the case of Chih Tun, the SSHY is at least as important as the KSC as a
source of biographical information. Among the 28 short episodes in which his biography in KSC (IV 348.2.8-349.3.20) can be divided, there are only eight which do
not figure in the S S H Y or in the works quoted in the SSHY commentary. On the
other hand, the SSHY contains no less than 82 passages desling with or mentioning
Chih Tun, and most of these have no counterpart in the KSC biography. Sources
quoted in the SSH Y conrnz. are Chih Ttin pieh-chuan k $ 8.1 # (cornm. IIB/ l l a ;
IIBi12a-b); Chih Ttm chiran
d j* (IIB!33a; 1IIA:'l la-b; ih. 1 2a; ib. 22a) and
Chih Fa-shih clruan L 2 Y
(1B,i20a); one of these works is probably identical
with the biography of Chih Tun written by Hsi Ch'ao after the master's death (cf.
KSC. IV 349.3.7). Furthermore we find quotations from the Kao-i sha-men chuan
7
(IAi38b-39a; IB/2la-8b; ih. 2lb; ib. 22a; IIA'32a-b; 11B,13b-I4a;
IIlB:'8a), from the Yii-lilt i C #- (IB/22a; IIIAi5b-6a; 1IIB:'2lb), and some fragments
of Chih Tun's own writings (IA142h; IB,'18b-19a; ib. 19b). T'ang Yung-t'ung,
History, p. 177-181.
155 KHMC XXX 350.1.17.
158 Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 178.
15' First in the Wo-chou ;i-Hi mountains (E. of Hsin-ch'ang # l z , Chekiang),
where he wrote an "Inscription to the Right of (the Teacher's) Seat" k $ /fb in
order to admonish and stimulate his hundreds of disciples (text in KSC IV 348.3.10
sqq.); later at the Shih-ch'eng shan X i& LLI where he founded the Ch'i-kuang ssu
# L 2~ . According to his biography it was here that he wrote his most important
works (ih. 348.3.21).
1 5 ~The Chien-k'ang shih-lu & 6L % 4% as quoted in TP YL 653.7a says that Hsu
Hsiin had changed his two mansions at Shan-yin and at Yung-hsing & 3into
monasteries; both were large and splendid buildings (a fact which strangely contrasts
with Hsu Hsun's "poverty" as a recluse, reported elsewhere!). When the re-building
had been finished, he officially reported this feat to emperor Hsiao-wu (reigned
373-397). I have not been able to consult the still existing but rare Chien-k'ang shih-lu
(by Hsii Sung 3+ %, in 30 ch.) itself.
15'
S S H Y IIB/15b: i & A
% # A . For the expression ch'ao-wli cf. the words
spoken to Kumirajiva by the Tibetan ruler Yao Hsing (KSC I1 332.2.1 I ) : ik &@.4 -#.A -i; 2 . - - - - Wang Hsiu was the son of Wang Meng, an able calligrapher
and ch'ing-t'an specialist in spite of his youth; he died at the age of 23. (CS 93.6b).
Connections with Buddhism: SSHY IB,'20b-21a where he holds a heated debate
with Hsii Hsiin at the "Western Monastery" .f, q at K'uai-chi, Chih Tun acting
as a host, and S S H Y IBI26a-b where he discusses the well-known hsiian-hsiieh problem
4 with a certain monk Seng-i
whether "the Saint has emotions or not" 9 A h
?- (elsewhere unknown) at the Wa-kuan ssu at Chienk'ang.
leOSSHY IIB116b.
lel ib. 32a.
le2 ib. 1 1a.
'" S S H Y IA138b-39a; KSC IV 348.2.23.
SSHY IA/42b; KSC IV 348.2.25.
at Tung-yang $-.ain a few words
le6 Chih Tun describes the Ch'ang-shan
( S H Y IA/45a); characterizes the essential difference between Northern and Southern
scholarship by means of a clever metaphor (1B/17a); funny remark about his endless
fi (IB/21 b) ; id. about playing chess (I11A134a); ridicules
conversation with Hsieh I
Wang T'an-chih 3 jB z- (IIIB/2 I b) ; pungent remark about Wang Hui-chih and
Wang Hsien-chih
a ,
(11IB/23b); puts Wang Meng in his place
(IB/Zl b, cf. IIB/l 1b and KSC IV 349.1.2).
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For the term tu-chiang cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 117.
SSHY IB'Zla-b; KSC IV 348.3.25.
1138 SSHY lB:20a-b; cf. KSC lor..cit. where this passage has become mixed up
with the one translated above. The unknown disciple of Chih Tun who wrote the
preface to the commentary on the Siiramgarnasamadhis~ra(cf. below, p. 140) speaks
also about "the Three Vehicles" l # as one of the basic subjects of Chih Tun's
teachings. Perhaps something more can be known about it. The S S H Y comm. ;bid.
gives a rather long discussion about the difference between the three ydna, quoted,
as the Comm. says, from the "Lotus stitraw ii. 3 45 . This is, however, certainly
not the source of the question; it is obviously a fragment of some early treatise or
commentary written by a Chinese, and the fact that it figures here might indicate
that it was written by Chih Tun himself. The first words jA d t% could of course
3 l2 . Now we find in the table of
easily be a mistake for ij. f ;i1 3 or
;2. %
contents of Lu Ch'eng's Fa-lun (CSTCC XI1 83.1.4 sqq.) a list of works of Chih
Tun (cf. below. note 213), and among these a "Discussion of the Three Vehicles"
( ~ h 83.3.12).
.
Moreover, this work is immediately preceded by a Fa-hua
ching lun, without author's name, but followed by a continuous series of five works
by Chih Tun. It seems probable that the fragment quoted in the S S H Y comnr, was
part of one of these treatises. Doctrinally, the fragment is not very interesting; it is
mainly an attempt to define the meaning of the terms # fdl (Srivaka), ?kx (pratyekabuddha) and 3 @ (hodhisattva). A somewhat more detailed and interesting description
of the Three Vehicles can be found in the preface to a commentary on the An-pan
shou-i ching by the contemporary Buddhist scholar Hsieh Fu at & who also belonged
to the circle of Chih Tun (cf. below, p. 136 and note 283): CSTCC VI 44.1.14 sqq.
For the speculations about the Three Vehicles and the stages of the Bodhisattva
career in early Chinese Buddhism see Ochd Enichi j? & % 5- in JGron Kenkyi,
p. 184-186.
le8
The relation between "talents" 4 and "(human) Nature" +t., about which
four different views ( w + ) existed, was one of the most important themes of discussion and speculation in the third century; in the fourth century it still formed,
in a more abstract and theoretical way, one of the most fashionable topics of ch'ingt'an (cf. SSHY IB119b; ib. 23b-24a; ib. 27a). See T'ang Ch'ang-ju, op.cit., p. 298-310
and D. Holzman, La vie et la penske de Hi K'ang, p. 8-9.
170 SSH Y IB123b-24a.
1 7 1 The title of ch. XXXI of the Chuang-fzu.
17* SSHY IB 25a-b.
173 ib. IB/ZOb-21a.
17' S S H Y IB/22a-b and I IIB112b- 13a.
175 Yii-lin 5: fi quoted in comm. SSHY IIIAiSb-6a.
1713 & R i & , lit. "(my) body of seven feet" (in Han times the foot was only
ca. 23 cm.); the expression occurs for the first time in Hsiin-tzu ch. I p. 7-8.
SSH Y IIIB/l la.
ib. 23b.
17' ?& $
A ; I have not been able to find the meaning of the character &
!
in any dictionary.
& B , i.e., the famous Confucian scholar and exegete Cheng Hsiian fi %
(127-200 AD).
SSH Y IIIB,'2Ib, and comm. ib. quoting the Yii-lin $4fi ; here the words
mentioned in note 179 do not occur.
lg2 SSHY lIIBi22b.
lR3SSHY IIB132b.
, lsr Fei Chuang lun
%, quoted in his biography, C S 75.4a-5a.
la5
SSHY IB118b-19a.
1813 SSH Y 1 ~ ) 2 0 a KSC
;
1V 348.3.4.
le6
167
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188

CS 80.4a.
CS ib.

l e e The Lon-t'ing chi hsii, a typical hsuan-hsiieh product with the transitoriness
of all feelings and emotions as its central theme, has h e n reproduced in Wang
Hsi-chih's biography (CS 80.h-b); a condensed and somewhat different version
is quoted in the S S H Y comm. (lIIAi8b) under the title Lin-ho hsii C i 3 A . The
CS version is the one which is found in all ku-wm collections. Translations: Zottoli,
Cursus litteraturatpSinirue (Shanghai 1880), vol. lV, p. 295-297 ; W. Grube. Ge.rchichre
der chinesischen Literutur, p. 253-254; G. Margoulies, Le kou-wen chinois (Paris
1926), p. 126-1 28.
lDO
KSC IV 349.1.2.
lD1
KSC IV 349.1.12 sqq.
lP2 As a priest, Chih Tun has or claims t'o have the privilege to use his personal
name (niing) when addressing the emperor. instead of saying "your subject" h ,
as all other people with very rare exceptions were obliged to do. This habit of "not
calling oneself 'subject"'
;T. 44 2 symbolizes the independent and un-worldly
position of the monk in his relation with the temporal authorities.
le3
$,j jt "to carve purity" (i.e., to make ornaments, to adorn what is originally
pure and simple?) does not make sense, especially not as a parallel to the following
k d t "to revert to simplicity". The text is probably corrupt.
lD4
41 k 3b i "Saintliness within and kingliness without", the ideal of the ruler
who, whilst inwardly endowed with the highest wisdom of the Sage, at the same
time exerts the "transforming influence" of perfect government in the outside world.
Cf. Chuang-tzu ch. XXXIII ( X T ), p. 216, and Kuo Hsiang in his preface to the
Chuang-tzu comnr. ; cf. Fung Yu-lan/Bodde, vol. 11, p. 172-173.
lD5
KSC IV 348.2.25 (quoting a letter by Hsieh An in which he tries to persuade
Chih Tun not to leave him and to go to the Shan region) ih. 349.3.1 (at the end of
his life Chih Tun cherishes the memory of their friendship); SSHY IB.'25a-b (they
are together present at a ch'ing-t'an meeting at Wang Meng's home); SSHY IIB/
32b-33a cf. KSC IV 349.1.6, SSHY- IIB,'33b, 34b, 36a (Hsieh An "characterizes"
Chih Tun).
ID'
Apparently an illusion to Tso-chuan, 27th year of duke Hsiang (chu-shu ed.
38:12a): % P- 3. j:- :L T+ 5;TL &(Couvreur vol. I1 p. 488). According to K'ung
Ying-ta's commentary, this phrase must be interpreted as "His (i.cJ., Fan Wu's)
liturgists explain the truth (in their eulogies about his conduct) to the spirits. and
(in their prayers) there are no words for which he (Fan Wu) must be ashamed".
Chih Tun writes z, 11 6 L 4Gi,-'4 , which as far as I can see only can be translated
as "to remove the evil imprecations of Ch'en Hsin". I t follows that Chih Tun regarded
M'G as a proper name, and that he interpreted the Tso-chuan passage as "(but)
his liturgist Ch'en Hsin (speaks) shameless words to the spirits". This nlay be an
example of Chih Tun's "cursory way of studying the scruptures" (above. note 152)!
Cf. Lun-yii VII.34:
n. .ii
$& k 4 .
& f$
'2. .4 < .I' 4..
Cf. TOO re ching 39: & ;$ - 'A
-lee
lfl b , var. I f l t % , was the round altar on which the emperor performed the
sacrifice to Heaven at the time of the winter solstice, cf. Kuang-yo, section if
.k..
7 cf. the first words of the I-ching (hexagram ch'ien) : .ti ib 7 5.1 6 . Ch'ien,
the pure yang hexagram which stands for power and supreme authority is here used
as a symbol for the renewed glory of the Chin dynasty.
'01 KSC IX 385.1.16; trsl. A. F. Wright, HJAS XI. (1948)' p. 351.
KSC IX 385.2.13; the translation given here is that of A. F. Wright, p. 352.
'Oa KSC 111 431.1.1 sqq. See also P. Demieville, "Le Bouddhisme et la Guerre"
in Mblanges publiPs par I'lnstitut des Haures Etudes Chinoises 1 (19571, p. 347-3850
&
PM Cf. Tao-re ching ch. 35 : N A %. A
'OS Lun-yii XVII.19: k44 $ %.94 ii 6 .
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KSC IV 349.2.20 has &; SSHY has i& "saw him off").
For this pavillion see comm. SSHY 11~,'32a-b.
ZOe SSHY 1oc.cit.; KSC IV 349.2.19.
KSC IV 349.2.22.
210 For the problem of the place of his death see below, note 212.
KSC IV 349.3.8.
212 SSHY 1IIA!12a
KSC IV 349.3.12. Analogous words in the "Preface to a
P m m written at the Grave of the Master of thc Doctrine" ij. %
T <4 8 by
Wang Hsiin i1BJ (a grandson of Wang Tao, lived 350-401) who visited Chih Tun's
grave in 374 (quoted in the conlm. SSH Y, 1oc.cit.). According to the KSC, there were
different traditions concerning the place where Chih Tun had died. Hui-chiao himself
agreed with those who located his grave at the Wu-shan f.4 LLI near Yu-yao &&It
in K'uai-chi; according to others he died at Shan 5.1, which is also the opinion of
the "Biography of Chih Tun" quoted in cotrrm. S S H Y IIIA,!I 2a. The latter opinion
is corroborated by Wang Hsun's words in his prefaoe (written only eight years after
Chih Tun's death): "I went to Mt. Shih-ch'eng in Shan; here is the grave-mound of
the Master of the Doctrine . . .".
213 KSC 1V 349.3.18 mentions the "Collected Works of Chih TunW.inten chiian;
the (Sha-rnen) Chih Tun chi still figures in the bibliographical sections of the Sui-shu
and both T'arlg-shu. Sui-shu 35.5b: "in eight chiian", with the remark; "according
to the Liang (catalogue, probably that of Juan Hsiao-hsu !fuB a , 523 AD) in
thirteen chiian". Both T'ang-shrc bibliographies have 10 as the number of chiian,
like KSC ( & f li
A
-S. p. 337). Chih Tun's collected works no doubt contained
all those treatises. poems and fragments which we now find in collections like HMC
and KHMC or as quotations dispersed in KSC, the SSHY cornm. and other works.
All existing fragments have been collected by Yen K'o-chun (CCW 157.3b-15a).
Hsu Kan's 42s edition of the surviving fragments in his Hsii-shih ts'rtng-shu 4$ k
$ , published in 1886 and 1888 (mentioned by A. F. Wright in HJAS XI, 1948,
p. 326 note 16) was not accessible to me. An anonymous Ming manuscript copy of
"collected works of Chih Tun", formerly in the National Library, Peking (Library
of Congress microfilm 500,'592-618) is incomplete and very inaccurate. When in the
third quarter of the fifth century Lu Ch'eng compiled his huge collection of Buddhist
Chinese literature, the Fa-lun 32. Sk, he included eighteen treatises and letters of a
doctrinal nature selected from Chih Tun's works. The titles are as follows (CSTCC
XI1 83.1.4 sqq.) :
(1) "On wandering in the Mystery (by realizing) the identity (of Emptiness)
Z. 3 (followed by a letter of Wang Ch'ia, cf.
with Matter " ti,
below, p. 134, and an answer by Chih Tun). The "Essay on Mysterious
Contemplation, from Chih Tao-lin's Collected Works"
& f i $49 & $
quoted in comm. SSHY IBil9b seems not to have been the same work
(cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 259).
(2) "A discussion of the Fetters"
;d" 2%.
(3) "An explanation of the Theory of Fundamental Non-being being
identical with Matter" 4$ ir? C Q .sL k (followed by a letter by a certain
Wang Yu-kung 1 $ and Chih Tun's reply. I have not been able to
trace Wang Yu-kung's identity; perhaps it is a mistake for Wang Kung
5 e , a grandson of Wang Meng, who died in 398 and who acc. to SSHY
IIB:'34b and 36a knew Chih Tun personally).
(4) Letter to Chih Tun by Hsi (Ch'ao) jJ R
JL t+%, and
(5) Letter to Hsi Ch'ao by Chih Tun i 3 9 4i5 & % .
( 6 ) "Guide to the Tao-h.virrg (thing)" ;L4i.l&$4 with questions by "Ho
Ching" 43 &, and answer by Chih Tun. Ho Ching seems to be an error
for Ching-ho 6t k ,i.e., Wang Ch'ia, who in his letter (cf. below, p. 134)
indeed speaks about this treatise and the master's elucidations.
208
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(7) "On the Lotus Siitra" i t % b f % (no author's name, but probably
also by Chih Tun, cf. above, note 168).
2
%,
(8) "A discussion of the Three Vehicles"
(9) "(Exhortative) Inscription to the Right of the (Teacher's) Seat"
A#
cf. above, note 157; text preserved in KSC IV 348.3.10 sqq.
(10) "An exhortation to study the Way" $ .# jrl: .
(I 1) "Essay on (?) the Urgency of Understanding " WJ
written ca. 365
a t the death of his friend Fa-ch'ien i2)@, cf. below, p. 140.
(12) Answer by Chih Tun to Hsieh Ch'ang-hsia <&Xi!& (identity unknown).
(13) "Preface to the Collected Discussions held by the Monks of the Prajfil
Terrace (Monastery?) concerning the (monastic) Rules and Regulations"
4
6I I
(subject matter unknown; apparently some
documents relating to a discussion of the Vinaya rules attended or presided
by Chih Tun).
(14) "Preface and commentary on the F w r (stages of) Trance (as described in)
AG \m 4q )? 4 ii. Probably an explanation of
the Pen-ch'i (ching)"
the passage dealing with the four dhyina stages either of the Hsiu-hsing
pen-ch'i ching 48 ti $ & Cf. (T 184 ch. 11, Kyato ed. XIV. 3 p. 231. AI)
or of the T'ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching X $ A% h. f ;t;tt (T 185 ch. I,
Kyat0 ed. ib. p. 237. A.I), the same passage(s) which formed the source
of Chih Tun's summary description of h i p i n u in his description of
Slkyamuni's life, cf. Appendix 111 p. 178 and ib. note 151.
(15) "Outline of and examples (drawn from) the Pen-yeh (chirrg)"
X 441
Note that the title of this treatise is strikingly similar to Wang Pi's famous
Chou-i liieh-li M % &!+I.
The scripture in question may have been
(T 281), or else the
Chih Ch'ien's P'u-sa pen-yeh ching $ & X
somewhat later version by Nieh Tao-chen, Chu p'u-sa ch'iu fo pen-yeh
ching
$ @ j f i 44 $ t ?% (T 282).
5 ;$1 2Tf .
(16) "Preface to a commentary on the Pen-yeh ching
(17) "Eulogy on a portrait of Dharmarak~a" k (sic!) :L ..I ; K .? . Some lines
of this eulogy are quoted in KSC I 326.3.21 (bio r. Dharmarak~a).
(18) "Letter to a Korean Monk*' Yc xplla&h$ (quoted in KSC and
SSHY comnr., cf. below, note' 301).
Chih Tun's biography in KSC mentions furthermore:
(19) "On the Saint not having Discursive Knowledge*' -% Y- :.i *
3 rr,
a ,also
mentioned in T 2149 (Ta-T'ang NTL) I11 244.3.25 ( % here written 2);
(20) "To solve what is obscure" #$ L* ;$, also mentioned in T 2149 ib.
(21) "Commentary on the An-pan (shou-i) ching ;*. 42 %- i. .
(22) Chih Tun's memorial of 365 AD, cf. above, p. 120 sqq.
Of these works only two have been completely preserved (nr. 9 and 22);
of five more some fragments are known (the two treatises mentioned sub I ;
furthermore nrs. 7 or 8, 17 and 18). In addition, we have fragments or
the complete text of the following works, not listed by Lu Ch'eng or in
Chih Tun's biography:
(23) Eulogy on a Portrait of Yu Fa-Ian -f 2.@ (quoted in Yu Fa-Ian's
biography, KSC IV 350.1.8).
(24) Inscription i 2 on a portrait of Yu Tao-sui -!
ig 6-<
(quoted ib. 350.2.22).
(25) "On the meaning of (the chapter of Chuang-tzu entitled) Hsiao-yao (.vrr)"
&- (quoted in S S H Y contm. IB:!19a).
(26) "Preface to a synoptic extract of the Larger and Smaller Versions (of
the PrajfirSpc3ramiti)" ,f .J. ,", f j t t .f- f.ls 13. (preserved in CSTCC V l l l
55.1-56.3, cf. below, p. 124 sqq.).
I$
(27) "Eulogy on an image of the Buddha Sikyamuni, with preface" ?f
,
id.
on
an
image
of
Arnitlbha,
and
eulogies
on
MafijuSri,
i%
I

*,

+

+

+ ?r

*
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Maitreya, Vimalakirti and other Bodhisattvas; in total thirteen poems,
in KHMC XV 195.3-196.2.
(28) Several groups of miscellaneous poems on the Buddha's birth-day, on
fasting, on living in the mountains, on a painting of a dhyina-master in
trance etc., in total seventeen poems, in KHMC XXX 349.2-35 1.2.
(29) "Inscription on the T'ien-t'ai mountain"
f; i h 3 & , short fragment of
its preface quoted in Li Shan's 5 4 commentary on Sun Ch'o's J$?.$
Yu T'ien-t'ai shun fu & k $ CLI k!& in Wen-hsiian XI (ed. Wan-yu wen-k'u
p. 224).
The so-called "Letter of Chih Tao-lin to Huan Hsiian about the provincial registration of the clergy" in HMC XI1 85.3 is dated 399 AD and consequently cannot have
been written by Chih Tun, cf. above, p. 16 nr. 14, and ch. IV, note 177.
Finally we may mention the fact that in some minor Buddhist bibliographies the
translation of two scriptures (f4 iy 44- 4 l 3 :L % ,Y- l l i z u and jj $
! ;). -ft f ) is
attributed to Chih Tao-lin (Chih Tun): T 2151 ( < GL :$ ?"Fai ~ 11) 356.1.7, and all
editions except the Korean one of T 2153 ( tc 14 1.1 $ $!:r il 4% ) I1 385.3.1 and
IV 392.2.14. Here Chih Tao-lin L & ;CjC is clearly a mistake for Chih Tao-ken i $. kc,
a further unknown monk who according to T 2149 (Ta-T'ang NTL) I11 244.3.13
translated these works in the period 326-343. Both scriptures had already been lost
at the time of the compilation of T 21 54 (K'ai-yiian SCL, 730 AD), cf. ib. XIV 626.3.19
and 628.3.27.
214 Miao-kuan chang rJi$
;c !:- (cf. previous note, nr. (1) quoted in comm. SSHY
1Bil9b. For Chih Tun's theory see in more detail T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 254-263;
W. Liebenthal, The Book of Chao p. 152-157; Fung Yu-IanlBodde vol. 11, p. 248-252.
215 P J ,; a
,..dl L l,.A:';. This is a paraphrase of a passage of the VimalakirtinirdeSa (version of Chih Ch'ien, T 474 ch. I 1 p. 53 1.2.7) "The Bodhisattva Priyadarsana
2): 'The
said (to Vimalakirti. when asked to define the nature of non-duality
world is just (identical with) emptiness; (consciously) to make it so forms a duality.
Matter is emptiness: it is not so that matter (must be) destroyed (to reach) emptiness,
but the very nature of matter is emptiness. (The same may be said of the other
skandhas; thus) knowing (.A, vijiidna, Consciousness) is emptiness: it is not so that
knowing (must) be destroyed (to reach) emptiness, but the very nature of knowing
is emptiness. This realization of the (true) nature of the five dark(ening) elements
( i X f , skandha) constitutes the way leading to ( A "entrance" = dhaamamukha)
non-duality". The words used here for "matter is emptiness . . ." etc. are &. 2 ;T- &
9~ . It is interesting to note that in the corresponding passage in KumPrajiva's
version (T 475 11 551.1.1 ) this phrase runs as follows: 2 2? 1 2.4F & $
'ifi, which
is practically identical with Chih Tun's own formulation. Kumgrajiva's Chinese
collaborators and redactors of his translations-people who, like Seng-chao, must
have been fully conversant with the writings of the Chinese Buddhist exegetes of their
times-may have been responsible for this rendering.
216
& ;T il & : 1 follow T'ang Yung-t'ung's reading (History, p. 259) who adds
the three characters
6 & in accordance with the first sentence of the first fragment
translated above.
Miao-kuan chang
quoted in Hui-ta's T.& Chao-lun shu $! & j : ~
(second half sixth century), Suppl. Ky6t0 11.1. I p. 53 B2.
' l q h e standpoint of the adherents of this theory as formulated by Seng-chao
in Chao-lun 9 3 (section
T. $: '< 3 ), T 1858 p. 152.1 ; Liebenthal, The Book
of Chao, p. 58-59; J6ron Kenkyu, p. 15.
Chuang-IZUcomm. VII 27a; cf. above, p. 92.
2"
Chao-lun, 1oc.cit.: )t !A i5 (read, with Yiian-k'ang's comm., %) & 5
s
46 . & t 65
, and Yiian-k'ang's remarks to this passage (Chao-lun shu ch. 1,
T 1859. D. 171.3).
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Cf. Tao te ching ch. I: f.
$..$CS L rl.
CSTCC VIII 55.1.14.
The text has -t 4 i f i d! h; k X X. I&
;c' .
L.
'5i&
5
#i& L A ; in view
of the parallelism, ;^t is obviously a mistake for L.
za5 21 9,- j:tk , lit. "that one", "the other" as opposed to "this one" %
, or "1"
&, the subject. Cf. Chuang-tzu ch. I1 ( i6
), p. 8:
4~ ?z
.& ?: ;3 $ ,
and ib. p. 10: ,a 4 .Cb &.& 4. $ &--.--;X A f l d i t X 3 &.% j1 3 & 1 3 ~ . 4 A
a
2

9 s

L9.9L&X.<4iS&

+

.

Cf. Chuang-tzu, ib. p. 10: 19 IZl 4 ?J? .%. '19:il 4 ff! 3.3 ;/la ;r. $,.;
ijb ;T, 5
CSTCC VIII 55.1.24.
ib. 55.1.29.
ib. 55.2.3.
For the evolution of this term cf. P. Demieville, "La pknetration du Bouddhisme
dans la tradition philosophique chinoise", in Cahiers d'Histoire Mondiale, vol. 111,
no. 1 (Neuchatel 1956), esp. p. 28 sqq.
CSTCC VIII 55.2.22.
232 ib. 56.1 -2.
233 ib. 55.3.20.
234 ib. 55.2.9.
In his & E-$ <a, KHMC XV 197.1.29.
Yii TOO lun $lk%, H M C I11 16.2.18.
237 Wang Pi in his commentary ad TTC XIV and 7TC VI, translated above, p. 89.
238 Biography to Chih Tun, KSC IV 348.3.22 (not mentioned elsewhere).
239 H M C XI11 89.1.21, cf. below, Appendix B p. 175).
wo KHMC XV 197.2.1 ( 4 2- 3 $ '.f ).
241 ib. 196.2.28.
242 Most editions have 2 ;)r, which makes no sense to me. I read, with the Palace
edition, 3~3- "the five tastes", to be interpreted not in the Buddhist sense (paficarasa,
cf. Mochizuki, Bukky5 daijiren, p. 1299b), but rather as in Tao re ching XI1 ( ii ..4
4 A 4 ), standing for sensual pleasure.
probably Chih Ch'ien's version of the SukhtivativyOha, T 362.
a43 k3 %
KHMC XV 196.3.9.
$
i L by Wang Yen
"5 According to the very unreliable Ming-hsiang chi $ i
(late fifth century), quoted in Fa-yiian chu-lin (T 2122) ch. XLII, p. 616.2.15,
Wei Shih-tu, his master Chiieh Kung-tse 1)4 'i W.1 (elsewhere unknown) and his
mother should all have been AmitPbha devotees. The KSC (1 327.3.7) does not
mention this. In any case, scriptures wholly or partially devoted to the cult and the
"visualization" of AmitAbha and his paradise existed in China since the late second
Fntury (cf. Tsukamoto Zenryn +& j & , Shina bukky5shi kenkya i a? #R ri % , Hoku-Gi hen jt & ii, , T6ky6 1942, p. 619 sqq.).
KSC VI 358.3.21, wrongly described as taking place at Ch'angan, cf. T'ang
Yung-t'ung, History, p. 21 7-218.
247 CSTCC XV 109.3.16; KSC VI 358.2.12.
KSC IV 348.2.21. The gist of Chih Tun's exegesis of the Hsiao-yao chapter
may be found in the long quotation from his Hsiao-yao lun preserved in the commentary of SSH Y IB/18b-19a; this exposition of his ideas may have been one by which
he won Wang Hsi-chih's friendship and admiration (ib. 20a). It is not identical with
his ''cornmentW to the Hsiao-yao chapter", for which see next note. It was on account
of Chih Tun's mastery in explaining Chuang-rzu that Sun Ch'o in his Tao-hsierr lun
d % compared him with Hsiang Hsiu (quoted in comm. SSH Y IB'ZOa and KSC
IV 349.3.8). For Chih Tun's exegesis of this chapter and his relation to Hsiang Hsiu
and Kuo Hsiang see Ch'en Yin-k'o !j! '$ $$, "Hsiao-yao yu Hsiang-KUO i chi
1/1 &, a 1 & M J , in Ch'ing-hua hsiieh-pao
Chih Tun i t*an-y"an" 3- 2 i~
XII1.2 (1937), and Hou Wai-lu and others, op. cir., vol. 111, p. 260-262.
ZZ7
e2e
a2e

S ~ u - p ~ p e i - y aed.
o 1.224 ( A & .t.<l $ #h j k i 5 E ~): 2b ( R $ L . * . ' % L
);
3 a ( k , & s ; , F . f 4 ~); 3b ( i $ f i . - A 9 %.SY 2. % % ) ; 4b ( X . i & , & L );
5a ( i ir.k i t \ w qr.
); 9b ( A e.dY&.%&
). T o judge from these little
fragments, Chih Tun's commentary was not only philosophical, but also philological,
explaining the meaning of individual words and expressions.
250 SSHY IB/22a. A tentative translation of this passage: "According to the
Buddhist scriptures, Saintliness can be effected by spiritual purification. (On account
of this) Chien-wen said: '(Only) those who are free from (conscious) knowledge may
reach the highest summits, but in (all) other cases the work of self-cultivation still
cannot be regarded as devoid (of reality)'."
251 KHMC X V 195.3.1 1-196.2.3.
452 F ~ n section
t
of the Mou-tzu, H M C I 1.3.2-2.1.1 (trsl. Pelliot, TP XIX, 1920,
p. 289 sqq.); last section of Sun Ch'o's Yii Tao lun, H M C TI1 17.2.24-17.3.13.
253 Huan Wen once "characterized" Srirnitra (SSHY I1 B,/5a, cf. KSC I 327.3.15).
According to a probably apocryphal story in Ming-hsiang chi (quoted in Fa-yuan
chu-lin XXXIII 545.1.22; much shorter version in his biography C S 98.14a), he
k a m e a devout Buddhist in the last years of his life and entertained a nun who by
means of a miraculous sign warned him to abandon his plans to rebel and to usurp
the throne.
254 SSHY IB1'22a, which adds that the copy of the Astasdhasrikd used by Yin
Hao still existed at Liu I-ch'ing's time, in the first half of the fifth century. The story
as told in the comm. SSHY ib., quoting the Kao-i sha-men chuan (for which see
p. 138) is substantially the same: Yin Hao wanted t o discuss the obscure passages
with Chih Tun, but he (Yin Hao) hesitated and lingered and never realized his design.
"Such was the way in which he (Chih Tun) was esteemed by (gentlemen of) fame and
knowledge". But in the Yu-lin
hk by P'ei Ch'i % (completed 362 AD, quoted
ib.; for the date cf. comm. SSHY IIIB'22b) the story is quite different, and much
less flattering for Chih Tun. According to this version, Yin Hao had sent an invitation
to Chih Tun to come and explain the passages in question. Chih Tun wanted to go,
but was held back by Wang Hsi-chih who said: "Yiian-yiian's (i.e., Yin Hao's) ideas
are profound and abundant; in this, he is not likely t o be matched. Moreover, if
he does not understand something, this does not necessarily mean that Your Reverence
is able to explain it. Even if you could still overpower him (by your arguments), it
would not add to your fame. But if you would lose your temper and come to disagree
(with him), then you would lose (the fame? or the friendship?) which you have preserved
for ten years. You should not go!' Master Lin (Chih Tun) agreed, and consequentl~
remained where he was".
255 SSHY IBi26b.
258 S S H Y IBI16a : 8 fi @. fi 4 L . The binome a-tu Fj ;
i is a typical vernacular
expression which occasionally appears in medieval Literary texts. It seems to be
roughly equivalent to pi & "that one, yonder", and is often used, like pi, in a pejorative sense. Cf. P e i Hsileh-hai & -92 , Ku-shu hsii-tzu chi-shih $ $ E $
(Shanghai 1934), ch. IX, p. 764, who regards S;j as a protheticum and 4 iis a variant
of X (in the sense of St "this one"); Chu Ch'i-feng V &
Tz'u-t'ung # A
(Shanghai 1934), p. 2060.3 (who regards it as equivalent to 414); Tz'u-hai p. 1416.5
where this phrase from SSHY is misquoted as if 5. 6 15 $3 I., which would mean
exactly the opposite: "Truth must be comprised therein".
SSHY 1B!23b. For the important role played by the Vimalakirti-nirdeia in
early gentry Buddhism see also Tsukamoto ZenryO, Shina bukky6shi kenkyri ch. VI
(p. 35-42).
E.g., Kumilrajiva himself in the early fifth century commentary to the Vimolakirti-nirdeia (combined glosses of Sengchao, Ku-rajiva and Tao-sheng)
*hl@ 4%
fl 1775)ch. X, section 13, p. 414.1.1: j t r f u & @ ' d ; ? t P & . q R 8 j.
Comm. SSHY IB 21a-b, quoting Koo-i sha-men chum.
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sSHY IB/19b, in a conversation between Chih Tun and Wang T'an-chih.
Cf. Chang Yen-yilan, Li-tui ming-hua chi V. 180 and 183 S.V. Ku K'ai-chih,
who gives also a highly improbable story about its original function (viz. to raise
money by the admittance fees of visitors who came to see the picture), quoted from
the Ching-shih ssu-chi /% t$' 4 <i cf. also 0.Sirdn, Chinese Painting (London 1956),
vol. I, p. 28. It was a mural painting executed in a small hall north of the Wa-kuan SSU.
202 On Sun Ch'o and his oeuvre see M. H. Wilhelm in Liebenthal Festschri/t,
~ino-Indian.rturlie.s vol. V (Visvabharati, Santiniketan (1957), p. 261-271, and A. F.
Wright in Silver Jubikce Volume of the Zinbun- Kngaku-Kenkyrrsyo, Kyat0 1954,
p. 428, note 6. Surviving fragments of his works collected in CCW 62.1a.lOb. According to the Hsii Chin yang-ch'iu ?,# % %@- by T'an Tao-luan AIL &
! (mid. fifth
were the first to
century), quoted in comm. S S H Y IB/34a, he and Hsu Hsiin <%I$
introduce Buddhist themes and expressions into their poems, just as somewhat
earlier Kuo P'u jfi JX had been the first to use the hsuan-hsueh terminology in poetry.
Cf. Wang Yao I.~f , "Hsuan-yen. shan-shui, t'ien-yiian-lun
Tung-Chin shih"
& , k , I I -- 3 . 3 , in his Chung-ku wen-hsiieh feng-mao
3; ir -9 2
(vol. 111 of Chung-ku wen-hsueh shih-lun, sixth impr., Peking 1953), p. 47-83.
263 HMC 11I 16.2- 17.3 ; contents summarized by M. H. Wilhelm, op.cit., p. 269-271.
The present text seems to be incomplete, as it does not contain a passage quoted in
KSC IV 350.2.26.
'v "within the world", or, strictly
H M C 111 16.2.12. Most editions have
speaking, "within the imperial domain". The Korean edition reads $ 9 "in the
dark", which makes better sense. I take ' f 9 to be a mistake for jf+,cf. Chuangtzu 11 ( A
P. 10:
\A
3 ~ .
2e5
X. 3. l! quoted in Ch'u-hsiieh chi ch. 23.3b.
KHMC XXVIII 323.1. According to SSHY IlB/14b and KSC V 355.1.6 he
was one of the admirers of Chu Fa-t'ai 2 iL ik (320-387)- the famous preacher of
northern origin who had studied with Tao-an and who shortly after 365 arrived at
Chienk'ang. This must be a mistake. According to C S 65.6b (biogr. of Wang Ch'ia)
he died in 358 at the age of 35, whereas according to the Chung-hsing-shu 9 $ 4
(a fifth century history of the Eastern Chin by Hsi Shao +P 33, quoted comm. SSHY
IIBil4b) he was 25 years old when he died. The latter figure is less probable, in view
of the many official posts he had successively filled according to his C S biography.
Moreover, his eldest son Wang Hsiin i JQ had been born in 350 AD (CS 65.7b),
and it is improbable, though not impossible, that Wang Ch'ia was at that time 17
years old instead of 27.
287 NO biography in CS; some biographical information in Hsii Chin yang-ch'iu
quoted in comm. S S H Y IA!40a.
SSHY IBl33b-34a, and comm. ib.
In SSHY IIIAjl7b we read how he lived in a mountain cave, and there freely
accepted the gifts of the regional aristocracy. Hsi Ch'ao had several "reclux-protegees": whenever he heard about someone who wanted to become a "retired gentleman", he sustained him with large sums of money and built a house for him; he did
so among others for the painter-recluse Tai K'uei fi & (SSHY lIIA.'17b-l8a).
His father Hsi Yin was the patron of the Buddhist hermit-scholar Hsieh Fu (cf.
below, p. 136). About this arcadic "recluse life", which became a fashion among the
fourth century gentry, see Wang Yao, "Lun hsi-ch'i yin-i chih feng" S % 3- r% A.
':ri
+
:
n
A.
<t
I
:
(sixth
impr.,
Peking
1953L
p.
77-109.
in Chung-ku wen-jen sheng-huo
Gentry-monks like Chih Tun who were patronized in the same way by prominent
members of the gentry no doubt profited by this prevailing custom. Even in the
North, under the foreign rulers, this curious fashion existed. When Shih Hu (333-349)
was irritated by the repeated refusal of the e m n t r i c hermit and I-ching specialist
Yang K'o 14,$=i to take office, the monk Tao-chin :d_ ,:L- (one of Fo-t'u-teng's disciples)
is said to have justified Yang K'o's behaviour by saying to Shih Hu: "How could YOU
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(Shanghai 1947), p. 2-4. Chih Tun himself seems also to have been interested
in medicine. In a letter to Chih Tun (quoted KSC IV 348.2.291, Hsieh An praises
the medicinal herbs which can be found in the mountains of Wu, and Chih Tun
himself says in a preface describing a fasting ceremony at Wu ( kil @ 18 fi ,
KHMC XXX 350.1.20): "At the morning of the fourth day, all worthies went away.
~ u since
t I enjoyed the stillness of the solitary dwelling-place, and also because I had
the intention to dig out (some) medicinal herbs, I remained there alone . . .". According to the Kao-i sha-men chuan (quoted comm. S S H Y IB,'22b) there was in Chih
Tun's medicinal activities even an element of rivalry with the school of Yu Fa-k'ai:
"Later, (Yu Fa-k'ai) used t o wrangle with Chih Tun, and that is why Chih Tun
when he was living at Shan-hsien took up the study of medicine". It may furthermore
be significant that Yin Hao, one of the first serious lay students of Buddhism from
the highest gentry (cf. p. 130 sqq.), was also known for his medicinal skill, although
he did not practise it in the latw years of his life (SSHY IIIA132a).
308 SSHY IIIA13lb; comm. ib. quoting Chin-shu (without specifying which of
the several works of that title is meant); KSC IV 350.1.1 5.
KSC IV 350.2.9.
310 KSC IX 388.1.16. The source of Jivaka's "biography" in KSC was no doubt
the Ming-hsiang chi, cf. Fa-yiian chu-lin XXVIII p. 491.2.
Quoted by Chi-tsang, Chung-kuan lun shu (T 1824) 11B.29; cf. T'ang Yungt'ung, History, p. 263-265; Liebenthal p. 162-165; Fung Yu-lan/Bodde vol. 11, p. 256.
The last phrase is a quotation from Dharmarak~a's version of the Lalitavistara,
P'u-yao ching % $?% (Ky6to ed. I. 8, ch. IV, section 13, p. 725A2).
=la These are the terms as listed in Mokvala's version of the 25.000 p'p' (T 221,
ch. I p, 1.l. 17); the Chinese terms enumerated here d o not correspond to the list
in the first chapter of the present PaficavitpSatisdhasrikd p'p'. Their Sanskrit equivalents would be rndyd, svapna, pratisrutkd, pratibhdsa, chdyd, nirma'na, budbuda,
pratibimba, marici, (u)dakacandra. Other lists of upamdna, of varying length, include
terms like khapuspu (flowers in the air), gandharvanagara (Gandharva-city), dkdfa
(the void), etc.
Chuang-tiu I1 ( k Ah& ), p. 16. In the commentary of ~ s i a n g l K u oto this
passage (I. 23b) the Saint is also called the "great awakened one" A %
314 The term shih-han <&* "stored impressions", which in later times was used
t o denote Yil Fa-k'ai's theory, seems also to be based on a passage of Tsung Ping's
Ming fo lun: H M C 11 10.2.1 1, cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 265.
315 H M C 11 10.3.9: Si 4 ,h, $ i+.
;$ 4 i 9 c .
318 SSHY IB122.a-b; KSC IV 350.1.22. Chih Tun seems also t o have had some
contact with Yu Fa-lan; acc. to KSC IV 350.1.8 he wrote a posthumous eulogy
(quoted ib.) on a portrait of Yu Fa-Ian which he had ordered. Chih Tun wrote also
a commemorative inscription on a portrait of Yu Tao-sui which had been made by
Hsi Ch'ao (quoted ib. 350.2.21).
317 SSH Y IB/22a-b; KSC IV 360.1.25.
CSTCC XI1 83.1.10.
KSC IV 350.2.29.
320 Biogr. in Sung-shu 93.5b ; Nan-shih 75.5b.
301 KSC 1V 350.3.11 ; not mentioned in bibliographical sources.
KSC V 357.1.8.
am The KSC text has "a thousand images" i &: perhaps a mistake for -t "ten"?
32' Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 265-266; Liebenthal, p. 165-166; Fung
Yu-lan!Bodde vol. 11, p. 257.
305 KSC XI11 413.3.5.
KSC ib. See also above, p. 56 (Ts'ao Chih).
Biogr. in KSC V 356.3.7.
KSC V 357.1.29 sqq. (in the biogr. of Chu Tao-i).
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329 KSC V 357.2.5. The last words of my translation "people from primeval
times" render the Chinese 1 f & : "people of the era of the highest (first) E r n p r ~ ~ ' ~ ,
of the times of primordial simplicity and unspoilt happiness under the mythical
emperor Fu Hsi (traditionally placed at the beginning of the third millennium BC).
~ 3 0KSC XI 395.3.5 ; also called T'an-kuang .% k .
351 KSC XI 385.2.27. According to another tradition, also recorded by Hui-chiao,
the evil star had been exorcised by Po Seng-kuang and not by Chu T'an-yu. Perhaps
the same person as the Chu Tao-yu or Po Tao-yu mentioned in Fa-yiicm chi,-!in
XXXIX 594.3?
a2 KSC XI 396.3.10.
333 KSC V 355.2.5.
334 ib. 355.2.17.
mi ib. 355.2.21 : $ n\
4 g.t. 6 Zk kI! 6 Zej+$t!i, 54 &-ik b 5 i i t .$
. This
opposition of the spiritual principle versus the ever-changing and limited entities
is in keeping with hsiian-hsiieh thought. Cf. the commentary of Han Po 3 41
ad I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I, to the text & 4 3e:I 2 $4 @ (chu-shu ed. 7.13b), an important
passage where shen is explained as the immaterial and everlasting principle of order
and spontaneity in nature.
ib. 355.2.25.
337 KSC V 355.3.1. Chu Seng-fu's own treatise Shen wu hsing lun does not occur
in the list of contents of Lu Ch'eng's Fa-lun (CSTCC XI1 82.3 sqq.), but it is still
mentioned in T 2149 (Ta-T'ang NTL, 664 AD) 111 248.3.2 and X 330.1.1 1.
338 Biography KSC V 354.2.29 ; ib. (biogr. Tao-an) 351.3.26; in $ il, & 4# quoted
in comm: S S H Y IB/24b-25a; mentioned as R% t1.I Z X 2 it. ;A in the ifi 4jl 49 +
& ii % & (CSTCC IX 62.3.9) in connection with the sending of a copy of the
di
DaSabhfimikasfitra from Hsiang-yang to Chien-k'ang in 376 AD.
KSC V (biogr. Tao-an) 352.1.13; slightly different version in comm. SSH Y
IIB/14b, quoting the Ch'in-shu 5
by Chii P'in $ #. (a history of the "Tibetan"
empire of the Former Ch'in, completed in 451 AD by Chii Pin and based on an
unfinished history by Chao Cheng M 9 ; cf. Wu Shih-chien R + & , Pu Chin-shu
ching-chi chih
4 tf ,$# 2 ,in Erh-shih-npu shih pu-pien, vol. 111, p. 3862~).
"O
The KSC text has "the governor of Ching-chou, Huan Wen $5 ;I$"; as demonstrated by T'ang Yung-t'ung (History, p. 204), this must be a mistake for Huan Huo,
who had this function in 365.
KSC V 354.3.13.
The table of contents of Lu Ch'eng's Fa-fun (CSTCC XI1 83.1.1 1) mentions
an essay about
% k by Huan Hsiian, together with objections by Wang Mi
f.% (360-407) and an answer by Huan Hsiian.
"3 Correspondence mentioned in KSC V 355.1.15. We have only one short text
which treats some aspect of Chu Fa-t'ai's teachings: SSHY IBj'24b-25a, where he
states that the six abhon'ci and the three vidyd are merely different expressions for the
same thing. However, this isolated utterance d m s not give us a clue to his other
ideas, and does not seem to have any relation with the "theory" attributed to himthe subject is purely scholastic. Chu Fa-t'ai means to say that the six abhgiid, like
the three vidyci, symbolize the acquisition of perfect knowledge in the three times
(present, past, future): divyajrotra, divyacaksus, yddhi, paracittajfidna and dsravaksa-va
are connected with the present and correspond to the vidyd of cisravaksaya; divyacaksw
is also connected with the future, since it implies the power to see future events,
whereas the sixth abhofici and the third vidyci, viz. that of pfirvanivcisanusrnrri, refer
to the past. The source of Chu Fa-t'ai's theory is unknown to me; in Abh. KoSa VII
108 the three vidya' are said to be identical with the last three abhorid, viz. those of
P~rvanivtiscSnusmyti,cyutyuP&p~dajficina (i.e., clivyacaksus) and cisravak~ayajlfdna,
since these make an end to erroneous thought in the past, the future and the present.
respectively.
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344 CSTCC XI 80.1.7 (in the anonymous
It n & & 2. ;Sir X
X f i ) , and ib.
81-2.13 (in Dharmaratna's J t b k A 2 3 1 3 , dated 38 1 AD).
345 KSC V 355.1.2.
as KSC V 355.1.13.
34' KSC V11 366.2.24 = CSTCC XV 110.3.13.
as KSC IV 349.2.19.
SBKSC IV 347.3.28. I t was probably at this time, during Chu Tao-ch'ien's second
stay at the capital, that he was reproached for his relations with the upper ten by the
courtier Liu T'an $1 6 ((n son-in-law of emperor Ming), who asked him: "Why
do you, a priest, frequent the (noble mansions with their) vermillion doors?", whereupon Tao-ch'ien gave the famous reply: "You yourself see their vermillion doors;
to me, poor priest, they are hut the grass curtains (of humble huts)" (SSHY IA134b
= KSC IV 348.1.4). SSHY (ib.) mentions another tradition according to which
Chu Tao-ch'ien's opponent would not have been Liu T'an, but Pien Hu t; .$,
but this is impossible, as Pien Hu. a high magistrate and close collaborator of
Wang Tao, had died already in 328, when the king of K'uai-chi Ssu-ma Yil (in
whose presence this conversation is said to have taken place) was only eight years old.
350 KSC IV 350.3.5.
351 KSC V 357.1.17.
352 KSC V 354.3.25 and XI11 410.1.18. The KSC must be wrong in saying that
Chu Seng-fu (cf. p. 147) lived at the Wa-kuan ssu "at the end of the Western Chin",
i.e.. ca 315 AD (KSC V 355.2.16). This may be the origin of Fa-lin's statement (cf.
above, p. 104) that this monastery had already been founded by emperor Yiian.
363 KSC XI11 (biography of Hui-shou) 410.2.1 1.
354 KSC V 354.3.21.
355 C S 13 (T'ien-wen chih) p. 12a.
356 S S H Y IA, 37b, cf. TCTC 103.1217a. For the imperial request forwarded to
Fa-k'uang see KSC V 356.3.29. This Ch'ii An-yiian, prefect of T'ang-i, seems to have
been an expert in matters of portents and exorcism, for when-also under Chien-wen
- c r o w s had come to nestle on the T'ai-chi Hall A f4Pi. he was again consulted
to explain the meaning of this sign (PCNC I 936.2.22).
357 For emperor Ai's Taoist inclinations cf. C S 8 (Annals) 8a. Before his accession
to the throne, emperor Chien-wen served a famous "pure water master" ;is & +
who was called at the capital Wang P'u-yang I ,($. 8 , and lodged him in a room in
his own mansion at K'uai-chi (PCNC I 936.2.12). He also made use of the advice
of a famous Taoist master named Hsii Mai 3&.(CS 3 1.6b, biogr. of empress Li $1,
who likewise had close contacts with Wang Hsi-chih with whom he used to collect
herbs and to take drugs (CS 80.5b, biogr. of Wang Hsi-chih, and ib. 8a, biog. of
Hsii Mai).
a" CS 9 (Annals) la, TCTC 103.1217a, and passinr in SSHY,where many ch'ingt a n meetings are described as taking place in his mansion at K'uai-chi.
a5e Pien-cheng lun (T 21 10) 111 502.3.19.
360 KHMC C V 202.2.13.
361 KSC XI11 409.2.17.
was
36' CS 32.7a. According to PCNC I1 938.1.9, the nun Tao-ch'iung
highly esteemed by "the empress during the t'ai-yuan era (376-396)"; this may also
refer to empress Wang.
C S 84.3a. The practice of chanting Buddhist siitras just before the execution is
already attested in 324 AD at the execution of Chou Sung 14 % (CS 61.3b). It does
not appear from the texts whether this was done as a prayer for help by repeating
the Buddha's name or the triiarana formula, or as a mental preparation for death.
Text of the decree in KSC IV 348.1.19.
KSC IV 350.3.28.
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366 KSC V 355.1.9. Cf. the edict deploring Chu Fa-t'ai's death in the "Court
Diaries of the t'ai-yiian era'' as quoted in cornrrf. SSH Y IIB!!14b.
8137 KSC IV 350.3.26.
388 Letter to Tao-an KSC V 352.3.20, written before 379 when Hsiang-yang was
captured and Tao-an was brought to Ch'angan; letter to Ling-bung in PCNC 1
936.3.10.
369 KSC XI11 409.2.27.
370 CS 9.6b. According to TCTC 104.1233, the Second Supervisor of the Masters
of Writing Wang Ya r. %L remonstrated in vain against the establishment of the
vihdra.
371 KSC XI11 413.3.3.
372 KSC V 357.1.5.
373 KHMC 111 110.1.7 sqq.
374 Var. T'an-mo-ts'o 1%(*ts'wrir), Pien-cheng lun (T 21 10) 111 502.3.21.
375 KSC XI11 410.2.3 (biogr. of Hui-li !*.
fi where it is said that the statue was
placed in the Wa-kuan monastery at Chien-k'ang; Liang-shu 54.1 la (section of the
Southern Barbarians)
Nan-shih 78-1 l a ; S. Levi, "Les missions de Wang Hiuen-ts'e
dans I'Inde", J.As. 1900, p. 316 sqq., p. 41 1 (where the name of the Singhalese monk
is wrongly given as Tan-mo I-yuen $IJ&; yuan here obviously belongs to the next
sentence &
., !kj&:e ). p. 414 where the passage in Liang-shu is wrongly referred to
as "section de Ou ti") and p. 422-423; Fa-lin's Pien-cheng lun (T 21 10) 111 502.3.21.
The earliest (now lost) source for the story of the Singhalese mission may have been
the anonymous "Account of the white jade statue presented by (the king of) Ceylon
at the time of the Chin emperor Hsiao-wu" $$ 3 jt "_ $+ -Fig dk 3 .k 4& i;,
mentioned in the table of contents of Seng-yu's Fa-viiun rsa-yiian yuan-shih chi
.I.ii$fi*kd*$ % in CSTCC XI1 92.3.2. Since this title figures in the section
"Miscellaneous portraits and images", this work must have been am illustrated
description or a painting with accompanying text representing the presentation of
the jade statue or the statue itself.
"13 Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan (T 2085) 865.3.24; CSTCC IV 21.1.14.
Fa-hsien did the journey in less than a year, of which he spent more than
five months on Java. The normal duration of the journey from Java to Canton in
the first half of the fifth century was fifty days ( T 2085 p. 866.1.29; trsl. Beal, Records
vol. I p. LXXX; Giles p. 79).
It is remarkable that the Annals of the Chin-shrr do not mention any "tribute"
from the "Southern Barbarians" under the first years of the i-hsi era. Howevcr,
under the year 413 we find the following entry:
In this year Korea, Japan, as well as the South-western barbarians. T'ungt'ou 44 3 and Ta-shih /, ?+ all sent tribute of regional products" (CS 10.7b).
AS far as I know, the name Ta-shih does not occur elsewhere, but it seems not
unreasonable to suppose that it stands for Ta Shih (-tzu-kuo) == Ceylon, and that
the "tribute" of 413 A D may refer to the arrival of the Sramaoa T'an-mo-i. In that
case, his departure from Ceylon must have taken place long after 400. This hypothesis
1s corroborated by the fact that in the oldest account (KSC XIII) the envoy is said
to have arrived during the i-hsi period and not. as the Liang-shu puts it, at its beginning.
It is consequently impossible to define the Singhalese king who sent the image.
S. G v i (op.cir., p. 423) takes him to be Upatissa 11, but this ruler (who according
to Geiger's chronology, preface trsl. Glilavamsa p. XI, reigned 522-524) lived in any
case later than the Mahansma who is certainly to be identified with the Ch'a-li
Mo-ho-nan $1 iC.1 @ $S a ("K~atriya Mahangma") who in 428 sent an envoy with
a letter to emperor Wen of the Liu-Sung dynasty (Sung-shu 97.4b). If we k-p to
Geigers chronology, which is primarily based on some scanty data from Chinese
Sources ( M a h h i m a ' s Letter mentioned above, and the hsing-chuan of Wang Hsiiants'e quoted in Fa-y&n &-/in XXIX), and q iintain the traditional dates 362-389
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for Meghavanna's reign, then any of his three successors: Jetthatissa 11,
and Upatissa I (who together are said to have reigned from 389 till 409) could be
the king in question.
379 Ch'ien-mu 44 48, a rare binome for which the meaning "old lady" is given
(Tz'u-r'ing, p. 1321 ; Tz'u-hai, p. 383.2). These influential females at the court, also
mentioned (in the same connection) in C S 27 (Wu-hsing chih part I) p. 5b, are no
doubt identical with the "wet-nurses" who, according t o the memorial of Hsu Yung
(quoted below) "entered into cliques and parties" together with monks and nuns.
The influence of wet-nurses at the imperial court is not without precedent: according
to HHS 5.19b and 10B.l b-2a (cf. Hulsewe, Hun Law, p. 165, nr. 9) the wet-nurse
Wang Sheng 5 !L was banished in 125 A D for having taken part in the actions of
rival cliques on account of which she was found guilty of "great impiety" X &.
I have been unable to trace the name(s) of the wet-nurse(s) in question, nor have I
found other accounts of their activities.
CS 64.8a. Ssu-ma Tao-tzu founded the Chih-ch'eng iL, A monastery for the
dhcirani specialist Chu Seng-fa 2 48 ib (KSC XI1 406.3.19), and the Chien-ching
nunnery for Miao-yin, cf. below. Already in 380 A D he had founded the Chung-ssu
+ 3 (i.e., "Palace monastery"?) at Chienk'ang, cf. the memorial inscription by
.$ (465-522) quoted in IWLC 77.4b.
Wang Seng-ju 2 -1-8
3a Cf. note 279. Here the normal word for wet-nurse, ju-mu ?L 3 , is used.
382 CS 64.8b.
383 PCNC I 936.3.20.
'* ib. 936.3.24.
ib. 936.3.27. The last phrase may be a cliche'; it is also said of the monk Hui-lin
%?.ffH,
"the black-robed minister" (so called on account of his enormous influence
at the court in the period 424-453, cf. TCTC 120.1418a under yiian-chia 3 = 426 AD)
in his biography in Sung-shu 97.8b. The phrase occurs already frequently as a clichd
in the Hun-shu, where it is always used to suggest great fame and influence.
PCNC I 936.3.27.
"'C S 64.8b.
H M C VI 35.1 sqq. In view of the date, the author of the Shih po lun can hardly
be identical with the person of this name mentioned above, p. 148. According to
his biography (KSC VI 364.2.23 sqq.) he lived 346-417 AD, so that he in 365 AD
was nineteen years old. According to the same source, this was exactly the year in
which he became a monk (after the death of his mother), probably in the North.
389 KSC VII 367.2.22.
380 KSC VII 371.2.3.
Nan-shih 1.13a.
392 C S 10.10a.
"
'Sung-shu 52.8b. Cf. Sung-shu 68.5b, where Liu I-k'ang %I &&, king of
P'eng-ch'eng (409-451), is said to have refused to drink poison for the same reason,
and with the same alternative solution.
APPENDIX CHAPTER THREE

H M C has 5 , which is a mistake for ~ 4 .
Tu-hsiang-hou Air 8 4 4 , an aristocratic title without apanage, introduced in
later Han times. For such titles, which grow very numerous in the third and fourth
century, cf. Maspero-Escarra, Institutions de la Chine, p. 78-79 and Ch'in Hsi-t'ien
k 41 \a , Pu Chin i-hsing feng-chiieh piao
% S -& 39 A in Erh-shih-wu shih
pu-pien
t 5 k jfg ?& vol. 111, p. 3355-3372, and introd., p. 3355.
No doubt referring to emperor Ming's interest in Buddhism, cf. above, p. 105.
; or: ''Is it not true that at that time the monks did
j @$ ?l/ f9 T X ,G
abstain from ( % = neglect?) the custom of bending their knees?" Tentative translation.
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Reading, with most editions of the HMC, j4 in stead of M.
For the expression p'an-pi % f i cf. A. Waley, Analects, Textual Notes XVI. 4.
7 g a : the "correct" (legitimate) dynasty? The Palace edition reads iM "at
the court".
8 Reading, with T 2108, 4
; in stead of ;L.
8
Reading, with T 2108, @ in stead of $- or 4 .
10 Reading, with most editions of the HMC, 4 in stead of '#.
11 The rare sheng-t'irtg %&,
which means "the emperor's hearing (power)",
is probably a mistake for sheng-ts'ung !!Zag.
18 Reading, with T 2108, fi in stead of k .
l3 Reading, with T 2108, & % in stead of ?k2 .
14 Reading, with T 2108, 4- in stead of $ .
l5 Here both H M C and T 2108 are corrupted.
T 2108: 1 & 0 0 0 0 0 0 dL
H M C : 5 &;T.
;T.
;€
9.1k.
The two readings must apparently be combined as follows: 5 & W-I k.3 4
5

6

-

jT.
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e PI 6L.

Reading, with 2108, 4 1 %@~4 t in stead of 41
2& #. In the next phrase
I also adopt the reading of T 2108: 46
3) 41) t
ii k in stead of 44 r- 7X-j 17.
(var. R).
l7 I follow the reading &I &r "to practise both (Confucianism and Buddhism?)"
of the HMC; T 2108 has ih A "to guide one's steps"? (cf. expressions like i b ;h ).
l0 Reading, with most editions of HMC, 4% in stead of 43 .
\h) Z 2. Tentative translation; T 2108
'
'2 ;,J/ ('1i.t,& "% 4 8 .C TL % 3
has # * in stead of 8 4 .% .
k !Xl ~kfk T5 \'k, il: st , cf. TTC 73, trsl. Duyvendak p. 151. The meaning here
is that the ideal ruler can afford to be liberal and to allow his subjects to follow their
own inclinations.
la

-

The first section describes the formal declaration by which one becomes an
updsaka, according to the more complicated procedure of the Sarvistiviidins, which
consisted of pronouncing the formula of the Triple Refuge (trisarana) and accepting
the Five Commandments or Prohibitive Rules (paiicaSila). In this, the ceremony
differed from the one attested in the Pili canon, according to which one becomes
an updsaka by merely pronouncing the trisarana formula. This became a point of
controversy, discussed by the scholiasts of various sects, cf. Abh. KoSa IV 71-76;
Lamotre, Traiti, p. 829 note 3. The classical form of the trisarana(-gamana. I j$) is:
(1) Buddharp Sara~arpgacchdmi (dvipidindm agryam) #$ c? # [I& ,X #]
(2) dharmam sar.g. (virdgindm agryam) j+ :It [&C41
(3) sanghaw iar.g. (gapindm agryam) jq 4 [a9 $1
Hsi Ch'ao gives a MahayHna version of this formula, as appears from the "plural.& + $ ,#, and renders dharma in this formula by
J- # %
.! ,
ism" of his
the "twelve classes of scriptures" in which the dharma is contained.
Kuei-ming Jqi& means no doubt "to surrender one's life", or "one's fate"
to a higher authority. In Buddhist Chinese literature it is sometimes explained as "(to
turn towards =) to comply with ( j$) the orders (or authority, '2)". sc. of the Buddha
f 3&d i % #i , T 1846, ch. 1
(Fa-tsang
Ta-sheng ch'i-hsin lun i-chi
P. 246.3.27).
ifi %, (A.C. *ndm.rnju) = namas (with dative: "homage t o . . .. salutation
t o . . ."), or rather name. . ., the form used before voiced consonants, which is far
more frequent. For a fancy explanation of i%~
%. ("in the South there is none") in
a Chinese apocryphal work, see below, p. 301.
Cf. Sun Ch'o in his Yii rao lun (above p. 133) and Yii Fa-k'ai (above, p. 142).
The Five Rules together with the Triple Refuge form the religion of the layman
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(updsaka-paficaiika-.~amvara).
They are the following: to abstain from (I) destruction
of life, prdoitipitrr ii3-; (2) taking what not is given, adattiddna hi &; (3) unchastity,
k&,ramithyicira 8fl;;
(4) falsehood, mrscivada, $ i s ; (5) intoxicating liquors,
surcimaire.vapramdda f i 21.
z6 For thc thirty-six evils of drunkenness see Ta-chih-tu lun X 'CP 3
(T 1509)
13.158.2, Lamotte, TrairP, p. 817-819, and the sources mentioned there. In China,
abstinence from alcoholic drinks originated not before the early third century in
Taoist circles, no doubt under Buddhist influence (cf. Fukui K6jun, D6kyd no kisokuteki kenkyu, p. 91 and 130).
2 7 Chai $, an ancient term denoting the ritual purification which the celebrant
had to undergo before offering, and the period of self-purification during which he
"prevents (contact with) nefarious things, suppresses his desires, and does not (allow)
his elrs to listen to music" (Li-chi XXII, chapter Chi-t'ung 3: 3$, chic-shu ed. 49.4b;
trsl. Couvreur 11.324). Hence used in Buddhist works as a translation of uposatha
(upavasurho, (u)posadha) denoting, for the layman, the six fast-days of each month
(viz. the 8th, the 14th, the 15th, the 23rd, the 29th and the 30th day of each month)
and, in addition, the three months of fasting each year ( X 81), originally the first
months of the three Indian seasons, viz. the first, the fifth and the ninth month of
the year. Cf. Abh. Kosa IV 65-69. On the uposatha-days the layman keeps eight
instead of the usual five rules ( 1 . 4 ,a~!angasila). A curious motivation why these
six days of the month are chosen is given in the T'ien-ti pen-ch'i chirtg k +& % &?5
quoted in Ta chiit-rrc lun (T 1509) 13.160.1 (not in one of the existing versions of this
s~itra),trsl. Lamotte, Traite p. 835 sqq.: these are said to be the days on which the
demons are particularly malicious. For the term (u)posadha etc. see S. Levi, "Observations sur une langue precanonique du Bouddhisme", J.As. 1912.2 p. 501 sqq.
2e
5; ,c= , mostly called \w S 2,the four apramdpa (or brahmavihdra) "infinitudes", cf. below, note 76.
Reading, with most versions, L ?!?. 6 % .
The Six Remembrances or Six kinds of Mindfulness 5 .% 2 (anusmrti), which
especially belong to the religion of the layman (Mochizuki, BukkyG daijiten p. 5073.3
sqq.), are (1) remembrance of the Buddha, buddhdnusmyti. (2) of the Doctrine,
dharmcinusnlrti, (3) of the Community, sarighinusmyti; (4) of the Rules, Sikinusmrti,
(5) of Charity, tycigdnusmrti, (6) of the Gods, devdnusmrti or devatdnusmrfi. Cf.
Mvy. 1148-1154; for other lists of eight and ten anusmrti cf. Mochizuki p. 4223.1
and 2346.2. A very detailed explanation of each term in To chih-tu lun ch. XXI,
where the whole of section 36 is devoted to the anusmrti (here a list of eight, as in
the first section of the 25.000 p'p'). Hsi Ch'ao here again renders dharma by "scripture(~)",cf. note 21.
31 The devatdnusmrri is a mental concentration on the glory of the gods, and the
possibility of being reborn in their abode by observing the Rules of the rsligious
life, cf. To chih-tu lun, ib. For the uninitiated Chinese reader t'ien must have been
ambiguous: "gods" and "heaven" as the dwelling-place of the gods, but also Heaven
as an impersonal principle, Nature.
The Ten Good Works (kusala-karmipi), negative rules prohibiting the sins of
body, speech and mind, are the following (in the usual order, and with the Chinese
equivalents used by KumZirajiva): T o avoid the bodily acts of (I) killing living (kings),
prdmitighdta 4; !
I
(2)
,taking what is not given, a d a t t d h a 462, (3) unchastity,
kdmamithydcdra j)+& ;
the vocal acts of (4) falsehood, rnr$civcSdo 4 <a, (5) harsh language, pcfrusya :g-e*
( 6 ) calumny, paiiunya 1% 4 , (7) idle talk, satpbhinna-praldp % ia;
the mental acts of (8) covetousness, abhidhyd $AX, (9) malice, vydpdda @ .&*
(10) false views, mirhyddrqti 90 %. Of course Hsi Ch'do did not know the Sanskrit
equivalents of the terms he uses here; I have tran'slated them in my text as they would
probably have been interpreted by the Chinese reading public of his days. Hsi Ch'ao
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hasplaced the mental acts before the vocal acts : bj. = $& , 5. = a$, 2 , & = up .
The meaning of this statement is not clear. Kintarnithyicdra comprises all sinful
of a sexual nature (Abh. KoSa 1V.146 sqq.; four kinds defined ib. 157).
fl- 4 4 5 2 !!- ; for the expression $ 5 cf. Hui-yiian in Sha-men pu-,-hing
wang-chel~ni'1/?9 5 *IX -'r 5
section2(HMCV30.3.1):~;f i 5 ,q $.
.:7 -c, :,-.
35 Z
G , trailokya, consisting of the Realm of Desire (k&nadh&tu
8 , i.e.,
the six heavens of desire, the human world and the hells), the Realm of Visible Form
(rripadhdtu & $ ) and the Formless Realm (dropyadhatu 9, 2.$ ).
34 & & = preta.
3' For the problem of a partial observation of the Rules cf. Mochizuki, p. 11 18.3
sqq.; Lamotte, TraitP, p. 821 ; Abh. Kosa IV.73 sqq. (different kinds of laymen, those
observing only one vow, two vows etc., rejected by Sautrlntikas, advocated by
Valbhl$ikas).
38 'Reading, with the Ming edition, 45 instead of P$ .
LS
, durgati, viz. animals, pretas and inhabitants of the hells.
Yin
is an archaic translation of skandha, the five elements of the pseudopersonality. It is not clear why yin was used to render skandha ("bulk, quantity,
agglomeration"); in Chinese Buddhist texts it is never used in opposition to yang.
Probably yin t
k (= A ) "darkness, shade, the dark(ening) element" which covers
man's spirit? Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 139, and the early third century
commentary on the Yin-ch'ih-ju ching (T 1694) ch. I p. 9.3.8, where the tcrm yin, here
especially applied to vijiidna, is explained as "invisible".
The five skandhas are ( I ) visible matter, ropa & , (2) feeling, vedanci 2,(3)
conceptions, samjiid %., (4) predispositions or actions of the will, sawskdra (plur.)
2 ,(5) consciousness, vijiidna 43 (the English terms are of course only approximative
and rather unsatisfactory translations). The Chinese equivalents are those used by
Kumlrajiva; those given by Hsi Chao are the ones which occur already in Lokak~ema's
Tao-hsing ching (As!astlhasriki p'p'; T 224), and which had probably been popularized
in the early fourth century by this very influential scripture.
4e It goes without saying that this splitting up of the Chinese equivalents of vedatri
and samjfid and the interpretation of each part of these terms is a purely Chir?ese
invention; in fancy explanations like these we have probably an echo of Chih Tun's
exegesis of the Tao-hsing ching and other scriptures.
43 The five Hindrances (nivarana) are (I) desire for lusts, kdtrlacchanda $ 2 k , (2)
malice, vydpdda @ k., (3) torpor and drowsiness, stydnarniddha I:: ih d$ Oit, (4)
the sin of frivolity, alrddhdyakaukytya (auddhatya in this sense, not as n o r n ~ ~ l l y
in Skt. "haughtiness, disdain", cf. Edgerton, p. 161b) $$ /%,:@)b,
(5) doubt, vicikitsd
fi ct; cf. Abh. Kosa V.98. Hsi Ch'ao has $42 for rdga, places ( 5 ) before (4), and
nnders stydnamiddha and vicikitsd very inadequately by .&4& "ignorance" and
$1 IL "wrong views".
44 I have not found the source of this quotation. According to the ~ u d d h i s doctrine
t
of acts (karman), it is indeed the good, sinful or morally indifferent intention which
is all-important. Every corporal sinful deed (kGyakarman) or vocal deed (vdkkar.n~an)
as well as (according to the SautrHntikas) the material state of sinfulness (called
avilfiapti, "non-informationv) are both the result of a primary mental act (manaskarman) which thus forms the base of all activity. Cf. Abh. Kosa IV.2. Sqq.. et Et.
Lamotte, "Le Trait= de I'Acte do Vasubandhu, ~armasiddhiprakarana",M C B I V.
P- 151-288, for the opinions of different sects on the act and the process of karmic
retribution; for the SarvPstiva& doctrine on this subject esp. p. 154-160. Already
in "pre-Buddhist" t i m a Chinese Confucian literati had diferent opinions about
the important problem what should be punished: the (corporal) act or the intention.
The latter standpoint-f
course without the religious justifiFation later provided
by Buddhism-is clearly voiced e.g., in Yen-t'ieh lun 55 (ch. 4'I E.1 SPPYed. 10.3a;
~ f Hulsewe,
.
Remnants of Hun L o w I p. 25 1 sqq.
zC
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a5 The six (or twelve) dyatana comprise the five sense-organs with their respective
objects (the eye and visible forms, r G p ; the ear and sound, Sabda; the nose and
odour, gandha; the tongue and savour, rasa; the body and tangible thing, spardo or
spra~?av-va),and a sixth sense-organ manas ("mind", here translated by ~ c with
)
the mental phenomena (dharma) as its object.
46 Hsi Ch'ao is led astray by the Chinese translation: shih ili "knowing" (or
"remembering") as the sixth of the sense-organs stands actually for manas, whereas
as the fifth of the skundhas it renders vijiicina.
A quotation from the anonymous Pan-ni-huan ching
ik i$ 4$, T 6 ch. I
p. 181.1.26: 4 ~ 4 $k . 1 ~ 1 $ X . , ~ %
dF
$ ~ & . 1 i 3 C h L . % ~ ~ ? % ;. %
cf.~ a l s o T 5,
another version of this (?) MahLfp6rinirv&zaslitra ascribad to Po Yiian (late third
cent.), ch. I p. 165.3.10: I L . ; ' L % ~ # . . \ L k~ . ~ ~ k X . ~ u$ %Y & . d . & , & . a u j a
j&
j: & %.4; 4; K 4 . $j
fi $--4 8 Allusion to Chung-yung 1.2: & X 3$$
A.
4 s Cf. I-ching, Hsi-tz'u J (Chu-shu ed. 7.17b): k %%g$ $&$$
-i-~1~9\&2.
Cf. Chung-yung 1.2 : 2 9! f&. 3!. % 3 fk
51 Tao-an mentions in his catalogue two versions of the Shih-erh men ching, a
smaller and a larger one, both in one chapter and ascribed to An Shih-kao (CSTCC
I1 5.3.26-27); he wrote commentaries on both versions, which still existed in the
early sixth century (CSTCC V 39.3.8). The two versions are already listed among
the "lost scriptures" in the Chung-ching mu-lu of 602 AD (T 2147 V 178.1.12). Taoan's preface to his commentary on the larger version has been preserved (CSTCC
VI 45.2.26 sqq., annotated Japanese translation in Ui Hakuju 7 $ 46 8 , Shaku
D6an kenkyu
e
i
r
j
l R , T6ky6 1956, p. 94 sqq.); to judge from this preface,
it was a scripture mainly devoted to dhydna. Elsewhere (below, p. 170) Hsi-ch'ao
quotes the "Shih-erh met1 ching", without specifying whether he means the larger or
the smaller one; that he here mentions a "separate version" of this scripture proves
that he knew two redactions of this text, very probably the same as those mentioned
by Tao-an.
ja AllusiontoLun-yulV.10: 3 a . d 3 - e X - i ; a,+&+ k g ~ . R ~ * r. t
The meaning of this phrase is not clear. In the foregoing lines the author has
said that according to the Buddhist doctrine we must be constantly aware of the
treacherous movements of our minds, and that we must try to control its dangerous
activity. This would mean that the Buddhist devotee, contrary to the Confucian ideal
exemplified by Confucius, indeed consciously "sets his mind for some (good) things"
and "against other (evil) things". As I have interpreted the last phrase, Hsi Ch'ao
then seems to conclude that the Buddhist mental discipline, as a lower preparatory
stage of self-cultivation, is inferior to the mental freedom and unconscious "natural"
morality of the Confucian Sage, the chun-tzu.
:la.
lit. "to stop (what is worthless) and to encourage (people of talents).
s5 A 2 f: ?. 38 k
4 - A . This looks like a quotation, but 1 have been unable
to trace it.
Reading, with the Korean edition, ,y: instead of
5 7 Reading, with the Korean edition,
instead of 3.
.
Cf. Chuanptzu XXIlI ( J& $ & ) p. 150: .37 ;T;
3 8. 4 $1 i- 3.A #
;T: 4
L
s.% .;t,X,~&C.
59 There were various sutras named Cheng-chai ching. Tht one quoted here may
hnve been the one attributed to An Shih-kao in Ta T'ang NTL (T 2149) I 222.3.28
and later catalogues (listed as "lost" in K'ai-yuan SCL, T 2154 I 480.3.12). On the
other hand, there were two versions of a P'u-sa chai ching or P'u-sa chai-fa (thing)
Sdfi*[j:]j$2] , translated by Dharmarakp, one of the many variant titles of
whlc was 'u-sa) cheng-chai ching. The textual history of these two works is far
from ckar. Seng-yu (CSTCC 11 8.3.3 and 9.2.26) mentions both a P'u-so chai-/o
L d 4%
and a P'u-sa chai ching, giving for the first one the variant titles of B
t
e

a a

*.

sa m +
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3% , and for the second one )t 6 8 @ ?f, and adding that the latter
and
work had already been lost. But both works are mentioned without comment as to
their being preserved or not in Fa-ching's Chung-ching mu-lu, T 2146, V 139.2.12.
~ 0 t hworks are mentioned as "lost" in Ching-t'ai's
Chung-ching
of
666 AD, T 2148, V 2 14.3.16, occur again as extant works in Ta-T'ang NTL, T 2149,
11 234.1.12 and 235.2.19 and in Ku-chin i-ching t'u-chi T 21 51, 11 353.3.16 and 354.1.6,
to be finally definitively listed as "lost" in Ta-chou k'an-ring chung-ching mu-lu,
T 2153, XI1 443.2.24. In the third place the catalogues from Fa-ching's Chung-chingmu-lu, T 2146, onward mention an apocryphal work named Fo-shuo cheng-chai
ching & <i5. 8 ?f : T 2146, IV 138.3.9; T 2147, LV 174.2.15 etc. ; the last catalogue
in which it is mentioned is the Chen-yuan hsin-ling shih-chiao mu-lu of 799-800 AD,
T 2157, XXVIII 1020.3.25.
This looks like a quotation, but I have been unable to trace its source.
a Ch'en P'ing (died 178 BC), general and counsellor of the first Han emperor,
a strategist famous for his "tricks" (biography in Shih-chi 56.Ia and H S 40.12a).
Hsi Ch'ao summarizes Ch'en P'ing's words reported in Shih-chi 56.8b.
OZ Yen Hui #! 113(traditional dates 514-483 BC), Confucius' favourite disciple,
died young (Lun-yii V1.2, IX.20; IX.2 1 ; X1.6,8,9, 10; Shih-chi 67.2a). Jan Keng &43 ,
another of his disciples, died prematurely of a terrible disease (Lun-yu VI.8; Shih-chi
67.3a). For the Confucian disapproval of the "hegemons" of Ch'i and Chin cf. e.g.,
Lun-yii XIV. 16 and Mencius IB.7.1.
Cf. Shu-ching I.ii. 12 ( 5 9 ): J& ji 3 44 LLJ (Chu-shu ed. 3.14b) and ib. 11.17:
(Chu-shu ed. 3.21a); Shu-ching IV.iv.3
d ~ . & . $ d ~ .?i tIfc ;L.$f 8.5- $!'! & - - - (Chu-shu ed. 20.2b) ; Shih-chi 2. l b.
( % ) : 4 .@
3 4
* ~ o s t c d i t i o n have
s
9 ,a rare variant of hsii C.The Korean ed. has 05 instead
of 43, which does not make sense here.
Ob SSU-tsui
3 : the four punishments inflicted by Shun upon the four great
criminals, cf. Shu-ching I.ii. 12.
" The creation of the "punishment of arresting the wife and children of the
criminal" is traditionally ascribed to Shang Yang, the originator of the School of
Law, when he was chief-minister in the feudal state of Ch'in in the middle of the fourth
century BC, cf. "The Origins and Nature of Chattel Slavery in China" by E. G.
Pulleyblank, in Journal of Economic and Social History of the Orient, I (19581,
P. 185-220.
Quotation from the anonymous Pan-ni-huan ching & .I;,L i f , T 6, ch. I
p. 181.2.1.
a Allusion to Shu-ching 1.111.5 ( -); 4 ;R ): "Accordance with what is right is
(followed by) good fortune, and compliance with refractoriness (is followed by)
misfortune, like (body and voice are followed by) shadow and echo"
2.
&ka.'kt(r;tt
(chu-shued. 4.3b).
i +fl fi t%.JL 3-1;T- % The "net of Heaven",
Allusion to Tao re ching 73:
from which nothing can escape, here symbolizes the universal and ineluctable process
of karmic retribution.
'O For this (lost) scripture cf. above, note 5 1. The subject dealt with in this fragment
is the (usually ninefold) meditation on the repulsive nature of the body, the "contemplation of the impure" (afubhabhcSvatrd, T .3 k).
j$ 9% Y (T 533, ? ~~emamkdraparipycchci),
var.
" The Ch'a-mo-chieh ching
P'u-sa sheng-ti thing $ & !L i b ! f . , is a short sQtra devoted to the virtue of k ~ i n f i .
It was translated by Chihch'ien, and already mentioned as such by Tao-an (CSTCC
11 7.1 2). The phrases quoted here occur in T 533 814.1.17 sqq., but there the text
has % 4 A ), (instead of k ).
73
Quotation from Fa-chii chinn (Dharmapada. Udrinavarga) T 210, ch. 11, section
(var. ih ). Hsi Ch'ao has
36 ( iL 18 .& ), p. 573.3.8: sg.#- ~w+ j ~ dj-, 9 4..
k'un lkl instead of yil H, both words meaning "treshold". No corresponding verse

"
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in the Tibetan Uddnavarga (verse 2 of the section "Nirvdva", trsl. W. W. Rockhill,
Udznavarga p. 116, deals also with Patience, but runs quite differently); the Japanese
editors of T 2 I0 refer to Dhatnmapada 95 (ed. Fausboll p. 18 : Pathavisamo no virujjhati!
in&khilopamo tddi subbato . . .), where the same similes are used, but about the
pious monk and not about khanti.
73 The Ch'eng-chii ching is the Ch'eng-chii kuang-ming ling-i (var. sun-me;) thing
A P, pL ufl 5 3. (var. r %) ?:$, translated around the beginning of the third century
by Chih Yao A.
(T 630). The scripture is mentioned by Tao-an (CSTCC I1 6.3.1),
and seems to have been very popular in the fourth century; according to Tao-an's
biography (CSTCC XV 108.1.8 = KSC V 351.3.12) it was one of the first siitras which
Tao-an as a Sramanera had to memorize. Beside this translation there seems to have
been a second version, ascribed to Lokak~ema(CSTCC I1 6.2.15, not mentioned
by Tao-an; ib. 15.1.8; mentioned as "lost" in T 2148 V 213.2.15). For the passage
quoted by Hsi-Ch'ao see T 630 453.1.12.
7" The Hsien che te ching in one ch. is mentioned among the translations of Chih
Ch'ien in CSTCC I1 7.1.13, and in later catalogues (T 2149, Ta-T'ang NTL I1 228.2.7;
T 2151, Ku-chin Cchirog t'u-chi I 351.3.6); mentioned as "lost" in T 2154 (K'ai-yiian
SCL) I1 489.1.14. The words quoted here from this siitra are surprisingly similar to
Confucius' own definition of the virtue of "consideration" or "reciprocity*' k-,
attributed to him in Lun-yu XV, 13.1 : b fh 7.XL. 9 & I? .
7 5 C f . Lun-yii IV.15: k % c 3 . ? - % &C.k .
76 The four "Infinitudes" (apramdna ii& lc) or brahmavihira are four forms
of meditation (bhcivand) which serve as antidotes against the evils of enmity, lack of
compassion, dissatisfaction and attachment: (1) love, maitri g., (2) compassion,
karuvd %. , (3) joy, ntuditi %, (4) indifference, upekqd &. I do not know the source
of Hsi Ch'ao's curious description of the fourth apramdna.
77 For this use of shu %r cf. above, p. 147 and note 335.
7e Quotation from Chih Ch'ien's T'oi-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching k $ 3% 6. $ % %.,
Kyato ed. ch. 1 p. 236. A.1. Cf. also Fa-chii ching i L ';7 4i T 210 ch. 1 p. 566.2.3:
d !$ Q C . 1 ?. :"- $.3 r; *.i,$
-X. 4. &(no corresponding verse in the Lokavagga
of the Dhammapada).
79 T 630 (cf. note 73) p. 457.1.4: ?
. ;f% 3 %
6 2 $ i %k~?
Y 'd? $ f k
80 Paraphrase of T 6, ch. I1 p. 189.2.21, Mahlkiiyapa's words after the Buddha's
..
decease: $ 'L $% F L . . Y:~l 6 5.5 $ 3 %. =k
; :1
% . All editions have 5 4 5k 5L;
the reading in Hsi Ch'ao's quotation is obviously the correct one. The last words in
the quotation ( i E instead of $!) may be explained by the fact that Hsi Ch'ao confused
the passage quoted above with another phraSe from the same siitra (T 6 ch. I1 187.122) :
& 5 7- L . X T. >\*k L.2
Quotation from the 7"ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching (cf. note 78), Kyat0 ed.
ch. I p. 236 A2.
82 3!
3 rb G , or, with the Korean ed.,
3 5 bc"in the expectation (or:
with the final aim) to forget (all conscious) thought"?
Cf. what Hsiang Hsiu (or Kuo Hsiang) says, in almost identical terms, about
the spontaneity of all operations in Nature without any substrate or creative power
(above, p. 92). This is one of the clearest examples in early Chinese Buddhist literature
of the identification of karman with the Chinese concept of the inexorable "course
of nature".
3 % x . 4. 3- k , a paraphrase of a passage from the preface to the
Odes, chu-shu ed. 1.i p. 5a.
The classical formula of the first of the Four Noble Truths (irya-satydni),
that of Suffering.
The term yuan-rui ikfj does, as far as I know, not belong to the normal Buddhist
vocabulary as used in translated scriptures. My translation is tentative; here it seems
to i n d i c a ~the karmic p r o m s of cause and effect. Yuan-tui does occur in Tao-an's
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preface to the Shih-fa chii-i (thing) -t it ';1 & 4f If in CSTCC X 70.1.1 3 ; there the
author says that the Buddha "Adapted himself to the world, and therefore administered the medicine (of the Doctrine) in accordance with the therapy (lit. "the antidote")"
& & ?&j j \a j$ $ , but this is obviously quite another application of the term.
87 Allusion to the well-known metaphor in Chuang-tzu XXIX (ch. f I&) p. 198:
a
a: jiL 2 #! .$# 2 .Qd.i% A (said of the short duration of human life in comparison
,-. ..'.
to that of Heaven and Earth).
88 Cf. Lieh-tzu VII (ch. # ?k)p. 78:
% 8'1 &, 9 .I't @,I # 9.L! WbI @ 44.C @,I 4
$.#, 4- - ; . s t k 4t $
Re Tentative translation, 41.
& 'f , kai in the sense of 4 , ?# , a ; shu-r'u
probably for
which expression is regularly used to denote that several
differentways may lead to the same goal (cf. I-ching, Hsi-tz'u II.3b: i-; T
)+ .h, 9k& ),
the "common goal" in this case being death and decay.
Probably a paraphrase of T'ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching, Kyoto ed. ch. I p.
2 3 6 ~ 1 : &rG Fi.4 s t 4 Ox.WII ;zi 15. 44fl~I3 ; - . . $ ~ a ? s j & . ~ $ $ f q ~
Or, perhaps: "by investigating (its nature) to find rest in it jk ,5 $ 2 ?
82 Quotation from Chih Ch'ien's version of the Vimalakirti-nirdeia, T 474, ch. I,
p. 523.1.25 : - tn iL. ;T 2 ?- W 47 Ilc J:1 115. - ill 58 i$. 42. &. 5 A:; cf. Kumarajiva's
version T 475, ch. I, p. 541.2.26; somewhat more extensive translation (or a more
"developed" text?) in Hsiian-tsang's version, T 476. I 563.3.9.
g3
4i ;F' ;$ is certainly a mistake ("we shall be impeded wherever we go").
The meaning must be parallel to that of the preceding $Zj & \fh P, , and the mistake
may be caused by confusion with the foregoing 2 AL 5 & . Pu 4 may be wrong
for \6.
g4 .#, lit. "causes of' dissension; offense".
e5 Viz.,in Virnalakirti-nirdeSa, version of Chih Ch'ien, T 474 I1 528.3.1 : !
i! 4- A
L
A
4 , ; identical in the Kumirajiva version, T 475 I1 548.1.3
and the Hsiian-tsang version, T 476 IV 573.3.8. -It h is the standard equivalent of
ki~znara.
" d l ?' is in early Buddhist texts sometimes interchanged with @ -$ for anitya.
The term
d k .$ does not belong to the normal ancient Buddhist vocabulary;
it occurs, however, in K'ang Seng-hui's Liu-tu chi-ching +. ::f % jf (T 152). The
"four aspects of what is not permanent" here enumerated are, in fact, the four
aspects of the duhkhasatya, viz., anitya, duhkha, Sonya and andtmaka, cf. e.g., Abh.
KoSa LVP VII.31.
-?!- L) )ct.
07 9 %,cf. I-ching, explanation of the first hexagram (&):
9
% d .
" $+? &, cf. Tao te ching 26, where this term must probably be interpreted as
"in his camp with watch-towers" ( 54 = 9 , cf. Kao Heng $ J , Lao-tzu cheng-ku
(2nd ed., Shanghai 1948) p. 62-63; Duyvendak trsl. p. 65). But, to judge
from the context here, the medieval Chinese interpretation seems to have been as
given in the translation. The pseudo Ho-shang Kung commentary paraphrases it as
palace" I$ a ; Wang Pi gives no comment.
d '+ 5 Robably T*ai-tiujui-ying pm-chli ching, Kyoto ed. ch. I p. 234 B I :

.

46

''

&q*a

i- ?a1
loo Cf. the expression 4+
lo' Hypothetical translation of

in Lun-yii IV 5.3.
.c- 4 Bk . The meaning of 1L here is obscure.
It may be a mistake for & (both Arch. *pCg > AC *pciu); hence "(even a single)
exhalation (can)not be preserved".
lea This passage is no doubt a quotation from, or a paraphrase of, a chapter of
the "SQtra in Forty-two Sections", probably the first Buddhist scripture in Chinese
(see above, p. 29). It substantially agrees with ch. 38 of the present text (trsl. HackmaM p. 234; T 784 p. 724.1). but there are considerable differences in the wording
of this passage: (Hsi Ch'ao's quotation) ,;lb r'.9 'ti $ 3.44 i1@$. - h e.

5

JL

(the present version in the Korean edition): & I'm1 I+ f 9. A & 4 %e.
fi t 9 . a e
Paq.*i.ik42%d..&r-l - 3 r l . ~ c ; - a
R m . t 4 ~ . & * Y ~ J . 4 4 2 . - 3 - 7 )!$a.
;4~
PJ.
A
4
.k
flt,
fd.f.1
m.*3*A
M,ff
i
4
h.35
If
3
3
&.
r-7 1°3 Jk $ 6 k ; translation very uncertain.
l w Allusion to Lun-yii IX. 18 : ? -6c $ f& 3f.t ?%
% .&. b Zi L
.h7 k
lo5 Allusion to Huai-nun tzu I (/z&) p. 5: 2 h ;T. A X i108 For the term tu 3 as a translation of pdramitd see ch. 11, note 140.
107 Jk d , allusion to Chuang-tzu XIV (ch. J, X ) p. 88 : 4k 5. ?\ T- % .& A T k

-

5. & jh .

.

* -.

lo8 The stereotyped number of ninety-six classes of heretical teachers, consisting
of the six founders of heretical doctrines, each of them with fifteen schools of disciples.
'OD
.t$ 5 $ ; the text of the Pen-ch'i ching (cf. next note) has !if# (Y: A R .
11° Quotation from T'ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching, Ky6to ed. ch. I1 p. 239 B 1.
ll1 Allusion to Chuang-tzu I1 ( S d?~3 ) p. 16: 7 2.3 2 ,E- 2 A l G5 $4 k
f+ A 43.
lie Mark the Chinese conclusion: the cessation of birth is a means to attain
immortality!
45 , Kyat0
113 See Dharmarak$a3sversion of the Lulitavistara, P'u-yao ching 3$
ed. (1x3) ch. IV, section 13, p. 725 A2, in a passage which is lacking in the Sanskrit
and Tibetan texts of the Lalitavistara: ;T; ik Y k.T 4i i i ig. 42 ;I: # $ ft :A.
2 $1 4 2 . 8 rLfi 7. 3 . F 3 ?J? 9- 2- k !L . To the Chinese Buddhists these
phrases seem to have constituted an almost proverbial description of the Bodhisattva ideal: ws find it also quoted (implicitly) by Yu Fa-k'ai's Huo-shih erh-ti
lun 5 Saf: 2 $ % (cf. above, p. 142), and by Hui-yiian in his preface to the Yogdcdrabhdmi, ("The dhydna-siitra of Dharmatrita", & # .'p
if4tfi), CSTCC
1X 66.1.9.
114 Cf. T 6 ch. I p. 181.1.21: n:<ikitk &I % E. 4 42 !L.
116 ;iS. t
+ i f P.*J$ L
! 2 % ; the second 4 is to be deleted.
,9 I,+ **
lie , .? Or
are thc last and highest four of the twelve dhydna-states
( t
f'l ), corresponding to the four immaterial spheres (drupyadhdtu): (1) the state
of boundless space, dkdfdnantydyatana ~23 & ; (2) the state of boundless consciousness, vijn'6nrinantydyatana <&
,&; (3) the state of nothingness, cikitncanydyatana
?V $ ,&; (4) the state of neither perception nor non-perception,
1%

-

-

a&

Ab d % 11 k 8 )& .
.f : the eighteen heavens of form (rdpadhdtu).

naivasayjn'dndsamjtidyatana
117

4-

/ \

G .$, a Taoist term, in Buddhist texts regularly used for samskrta. It is not
clear whether here it should be interpreted in the "Taoist" or in the "Buddhist"
sense. 1 have chosen the first alternative, in the first place because the author of the
Feng fa yao does not seem to have been well-versed in Buddhist technical terminology,
and secondly because he probably would never have made a distinction of this kind
at all, merely interpreting yu-wei as the opposite of wu-wei I!. = Nirvdua.
11' Cf. Chih Ch'ien's version of the Vimalakirti-nirdeia, T 474 I 522.2.12 :
bp.'.t*.il,A-.--..dB:* i! *
.
$ J & $ 9 T {i ~ i . 45
$k !t R t& . A slightly more extensive translation in Kumirajiva's version, T 475,
I, 540.3.4, and in that of Hsuan-tsang, T 476, I, 562.2.17.
"O Also a quotation from Chih Ch'ien's version of the Vimalakirti-nirdeSa. T 474
I 520.1.14: ~ + WC::
g
2
g ; ~4 .~ 1 5 f ~ . i ~ g~ w
*+
z qA
More detailed 'translation in K d k %
! & H.d$% & 191 A 1k ;3? 2
rajfva's version, T 475 I 538.1.26, and in that of HsUan-tsang, T 476 I 559.1.23.
T b practice of the first four pdramitds is "purified" by prajn'ii, which make

.
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ane realize, at the level of absolute truth, the utter unreality of all actions, including
the practice of the religious virtues of ddna, Silo etc., thus emancipating the devotee
from clinging to the merit of his actions and to the objects of his devotion.
122 5 9 , lit. "that which is (as small as) a square inch".
I* p
d + "The worthy who opens up (the truth)", an archaic translation of Bodhisattva.
1" Allusion to Lun-yii IV. 15. I : 9 2
!A $ 2 .
125 \a& and 5 4;i are obviously stylistic variations of \m
(mahibhfita, the
Four Great Elements) and $3 & (nairdtmya, the absence of a permanent ego).
126
# , perhaps a variation of
= bhiitako!i?
5 , vaipulya (siitras), more specifically used to denote the prajn'dpciramitd
scriptures.
lP8 The purport of this last sentence is not clear to me. Does the author mean
to say that in the Prajiiipdrarnitd scriptures the "present" is said to be as illusory
as the future and the past?
120 i A , allusion to Lun-yii V1.28.2: R 4: iQ Z Pk A \7n A A.Z K 9 1% A
here ingeniously applied to the ideal of Bodhisattvahood.
130 dd 4 , lit. "The Chou of the (ruling family named) Chi". Chi being, according
to tradition, the name adopted by the first ancestor of this family, the legendary
"Prince Millet", Hou-chi G K ; cf. Shih-chi 4.lb. Chih Tun does not specify the
date, but "the end of the Chou" no doubt refers to the end of the Western Chou
(traditional dates 1122-771 BC). For Chinese speculations about the date of the
Buddha's birth cf. below, p. 271 sqq.
13' M l y l belonged to the Slkya clan (Oldenberg, Buddha, p. 118), and Gautama
was the common name of this gotra, given to all members descended from the same
supposed ancestor (cf. E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 22). Hence Chih Tun is wrong
in deriving the Buddha's name from that of his mother; moreover, the appellation
Gautami mostly refers not to Msyl, but the Buddha's aunt, Mahlprajlpati.
fb
132 Z & , cf. Shu-ching IV. 16.18 (ch. Chiin-shih Z 4 ) : ~ t l tL 5 @. 2 & & %
4 ): 2 ~b%
(Couvreur p. 305: "magnopere suscipias"); ib. IV. 25.6 (ch. Chun-yo
& f f.:! (Couvreur p. 371 : "late subsecuta sunt Ou regis opera").
6
?R'P du L 2L4~;
cf. Chung-yungI.4: $ 5
$ k jf <Ej L +.@ h .tB.
4 2 k.AS applied to India = MadhyadeSa ( + a),cf. Mou-tzu I (HMC I 1.3.26), trsl.
Pelliot p. 291 and p. 343, note 55; see also below, p. 266. This and the next phrase
form a barely recognizable description of the "four great surveys" (catvdri mahdvilokitdni) made by the Bodhisattva in the Tu$ita heaven before descending into his
mother's womb, as to the time (kdla), the continent (dvba), the country (deia) and
the family (kula) to be chosen for his last birth.
5 . The i$ in the Korean edition is obviously
Reading, with most editions,
a mistake caused by the variant form @ .
136 7
44 \h) at, 2 , said about the Yellow Emperor in Shih-chi 1 . h (cf. also below,
P 270, where Tsung Ping uses the same Shih-chi passage to prove that the Yellow
Emperor and other culture-heroes of the dawn of history were in reality ~odhisattvas).
Here this is of course an allusion t o the first words of the Buddha, the "lion's roar"
he uttered immediately after his birth.
Cf. Mencius VI A. 16.1.
13' Cf. above, note 98.
lS8 2 jk, an ancient term for a hostel or inn, cf. TSO-chuan, Duke Hsi 2 (chu-shu
5+ 2 .
ed- 12.6b, ~ o u v r e u r vol.
,
I, p. 235) :
in
f i # , section 'I6 25: :L (1 !$ \$
lS'
$f K, cf. Chvu-tzyu,Chiu-&ng
Wang 1's i& commentary explained as "bent down" k, and "distres~d" 140 & )b , lit, "outside the district", probably a stylistic variation of the expression
3 fb , as in Chuang-tzu VI, ch.
Q $+ , p. 44: & & 5 2 Ib A & : "outside all
worldly limitations", "beyond this world".
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141 1
8 A usually means "poet"; I do not see what "bard" may be meant here.
Doe: it refer to the devu who according to T'ai-rzu yung-ying pen-ch'i ching I1 (Kyat6
ed. p. 235.R2), at that time the most popular source for the Buddha's early life, came
to urge Siddhartha to leave to palace?
142 A & , cf. Shih-chirrg, Ode 198 (II.V.4.4, 1'1-2,): i ~ k h & . % / , X i..
143 +7 d. , lit. "those who possessed the Way".
144 Allusion to the Buddha's stay with the ascetics Xrida (PBli: A!ira) Kilama
and Udraka Rimaputra (Piili: Uddaka Rimaputta) before his solitary practice of
austerities during six years.
4 @ , cf. Shih-ching, Ode 196 (II.V.2.1, 4 - 3 1 ) : d @ ;T. 4 2 A
148 $+ & , cf. Chuang-rzu I (
& ?ll ) p. 3 : 5 A 44 A A . Ch'ing-chii SL ,
"to rise lightly", is commonly said of Taoist immortals; for another case in which
it is used in a Buddhist sense, cf. above, p. 149 (letter of Tao-i).
14' fiSiL Ak A , cf. Shih-ching, Ode 26 (1.111.1.3,
& 4 ): it scd A . 4 4 96.
148 Allusion to two Lun-yu passages: 1V. 2,
41 % :;i4:. 2 3 $.I 4: , and VI.23,

a

2

L **.4:,4

a.

P

$?~:LLI

ld9 The

vow not to leave the seat before having attained Enlightenment. In the
narrative we have already reached the "place of Enlightenment" (bodhimanda,
Yun % is redundant and
150 Reading, with the Yuan and Ming editions, 44 ----.
breaks the parallelism.
lS1 This passage is obviously a description of the dnt5pdnusrnyli, but the details
are far from clear. The \w% may refer to the four "operations" of this respiratory
technique a s described in Saligharak~a'sYogdcarabh1imi (cf. P. Demieville in BEFEO
XLIV, 1954, p. 414; these are actually five out of a series of six operations mentioned
elsewhere (e.g., T 6 18 1 306.1.26 sqq. ; Abh. Kosa V1 1 54- 1 55), viz. nrs. 1, 2, 4 and a
combination of 5 and 6 of the six operations (1) "counting", gaaand l k ; (2) "following", anuganla @; (3) "staying", sthcina .d; (4) "observing", upaluksand &;
(5) "turning", vivartanci # ; (6) "purification", parisuddhi i$).In the early and very
popular Buddha-biographies, the Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching (Kydto ed. ch. 11, p.
23 1 AI) and the T'ai-tzlc jui-ying pen-ch'i ching (Kydto ed. ch. I, p. 237A I) we also
find the series of six:+ L, \\o @ ji & ?. I $ . This may be the source of
Chih Tun's 1 a. I d etc. in the following phrases. But from the way in which
these terms are used and from the fact that in this parallel style they are made to
match expressions like \a g. 3i i%.:'. i4 and 3i \kl, it would appear that Chih Tun
believed these to mean "the two ilh". "the three" d , "the four @ ", as in the translation. Hence Z&, parallel with ; : "speeding (the exhalation) and welcoming
(the inhalation)"? "Easily tracing its circuit": tentative translation of the obscure
m i 5 ; the anirganla operation consists of "following" the breath as far as possible
inside and outside the body. I do not know what is meant by the j k ? i .
lS2
3 & . For the use of the word yin to render skandha cf. above, note 40.
$6 , "sent back to the (magistrate's) office", apparently a metaphor borrowed
from official life.
lS4
>. 4% , cf. above, note 46.
155 klq seems to be a variant of L # , the five faculties (pailcendriycizri), the
material bases of sensory perception : eye, ear, nose, tongue and body (as the "organ"
of touch). "The five intestines", which is the common meaning of k 19, seems hardly
appropriate here.
lS6
f; 6 , cf. the cosmogony described in Lieh-rzu I (ch.
4 ) p. 2: R $fl a . %
A a $ ~ . f ~ d f ; X . a : 2 .4 t ? & . h ) i i b , $ L * a ,
15'
dk , the seventh stage (bhurni) of the Bodhisattva career, which according
to some sources is the "critical" stage during which the Bodhisattva obtains the
"equanimity towards the non-origination of dharmas" ( A Y i l , anurpartikadharmakscinri) and is released from the material body ( \h 4 , mcimsakciya), instead
of which he is endowed with a "body born from the dharmadha'tu" iL. 4f k! 4 P
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dhormadhdtujakdya). This is in accordance with the doctrine of the Prajfirip~romi~~
( ~ f e.g.,
.
Fang-kuang ching, T 221 ch. XIV p. 27.3.9; Kumirajiva's version of the
25.000 p'p', T 223 ch. VI p. 257.2.14; Ta-chih-ru lun, T IW ch. X p. 132.1.25
Lamotte, TrairP p. 588; ib. ch. XXIX, p. 373.2.17; Seng-chao's commentary on the
vimalakirti-nirdeh, ii IfL.8 <f
T 1775 ch. VI p. 382.2.15). This was ertainly
also the opinion of Chih Tun. According to him the actual Enlightenment took
place at the seventh stage, as appears from a phrase in an eulogistic "biographyM
of Chih Tun ( iik 4-i' @ , probably by Hsi Ch'ao. quoted in S S H Y cornm. I Bi20a);
it is highly interesting to note .hat the author in this connection uses the term "Sudden
Enlightenmentv: ik t.f. Ln -t +& 8'1 k7 d 4% -tr. k. $ -$, rd djJ $ /. L d. .
From the parallelism it would appear as if thc -t 4i refers to the title of a scripture,
but this is not necessary. The DoSahh~inlikacan certainly not be melnt, not only
because as far as we know it was not accessible to the Chinex of the time of Chih
Tun, but also because in this scripture the "critical stage" is placcd in the 8th bhiirni,
called Acali ,T @ --- (cf. Dasubhiin~ikaVIll B p. 64, trsl. Kumirajiva T 286 ch. 111
p. 521.2-522.1 ; Bodhisartvobh~imip. 348.18 ; L. de la Vallee Poussin, "Carriltre du
Bodhisattva" (app. Siddhi), p. 736; S. Levi, Sllrrcjlamkira vol. 11, p. 123, note).
158 The
:-& seems to refer to the six piramiti.
Is9 Allusion to the famous metaphor in Chuang-rzu XXVI (ch. 31-&) p. 181,
often used in Chinese Buddhist literature to elucidate the expedient nature of the
doctrine:
k b L G . % .Zq:fr.\%SS.----Z fi
),.4,$0,.3,22.
laO & g ~ k, : an allusion to Lun-yii 11.4.2 : i t 31 3 ; hence literally: "when in
years he had arrived at the age when his mind had been 'firmly set"', i.e., at the age
of thirty.
16'
%!.
as a Buddhist technical term
visani.
lea !f- k ,allusion to Lun-yii XV1.9: % \I;, 2 i. -,& L A .
5 i g , the five kasriya "sediments", impurities, always referring to the evils of
a kalpa in its phase of decay: (short) duration of human life (ciyuh-kasiya G i8 );
(wrong) views (drsti-k., & ) ; depravities (klesa-k.,
l!Q ); (misery of) beings (s~trvok., K T ) ;(degeneration of) the eon (kalpa-k., a); cf. Mv.v 2335-2340.
la The first six of the standard list of seven Buddhas, of which hkyamuni is the
last one: VipaSyin, Sikhin, ViSvabhii, Krakuzchanda, Kanakamuni, KaSyapa.
The first three do not belong to the present cosmic period (bhadrakalpa) but lived in
the preceding eon ( Vyiihakalpa) ; cf. HGbGgirin S.V.Butsu, p. 195-196.
ls5 Or, reading &t instead of !$&, "in order to prove their tradition".
leO
: the normal height of the Buddha in his nirminakciya.
16'
3 \)r ; tentative translation. In view of the context we ~ h o u l dexpect
something which refers to the body of the Buddha. The meaning "yellow inner
(garments)", as in the I-ching, second hexagram, R 3. $. 4" 3 R ,makes no sense
here, nor does the variant reading 'f 3. . We might suppose that 3, is a mistake
for ?jk which is said to have been the basic measure from which all other measures
were derived, cf. e.g., HS 2 1 A. 1%: "The measures of length . . . arose originally
from the length of the huang-chung . . . ; The measures of capyity . . . arose originally
from (the contents of) the huang-chung . . .; the weights . . . arose originally from the
weight of the huong-chung (trsl. H.H. Dubs, HFHD I p. 276-277). If this would be
true, then the phrase might be translated as "h? displayed the proportions (of the
Buddilakriya which was in accordance with) the huang-chung". But this is, after all,
not very likely in view of the considerable difference in pronunciation of the characters 4' and 4@ in Ancient Chinese (
*ilung versus 4b = *d!woflg).
la' The "golden colour" (srtvarna-varna) of the Buddha is one of his 32 characteristics (lak sana) .
leg S ~ U - h u# 3., cf. Ch'u-rz'u, T'ien-wen : 4 3. .% li , explained by Wang I
as "lightning" (actually "the fast one"?). Cf. also Ch'rr-tz'u, Chiu-ko k K ,section
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5 .2..% d5 In Chuang-tw VII (ch. &. .P 2 ) p. 5 1, s h u
ssu-ming : d j
"the fast one" and Hu "the quick one" figure as two imaginary rulers.
170
% , the eight qualities of the Buddha's voice (beautiful, flexible, harmonious,
not effeminate etc.). Various lists, cf. H8bGgirin S.V.Bonnon, p. 133-135, and Mochizuki, Bukky6 Daijiten p. 4204. "Being endowed with a brahma-voice" ( @ d , brahmasvarah) is, moreover, one of the thirty-two Iakga~raof the Buddha.
171 Allusion to the Buddha's "halo of one fathom" ( A A , vydmaprabhi) which
always surrounds his body and which is one of the thirty-two lak$a!~a, or to the dazzling light which is manifested by the Buddha at important occasions in his life (his
birth, his enlightenment, the revelation of various satras etc.) and which spreads
through the whole universe.
k%,cf. Tao te ching 20: jfc 48 44 3 X 5k jL.
17a Cf. I-ching, hexagram 1 : ?. 04 $545.
dL
.
174 il) ntl , cf. I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I, p. 3a: Q & $ A$
; comm. by Han Po:
4
\"

J%

tvr&

A.

175

5

dl

-

.+J

j L @ b2,&.!&.% 4$
23 4 A .
L & ;abbreviation of L 9, 3i , the legendary rulers of the most distant past.
as in Chuang-tzu XXII (ch. $2 jta) p. 143: $- b~ T
Z $.
; cf. Sun Ch'o Ah *$, Yu Tien-t'ai fu
k $ A R$. (Wen-hsiian
P

+

ha,

.

XI.224): h&&6$\$FLM, comrn. by Li Shan: - h _ d . k ~
actually denoting yin and yang.
% (C3j , cf. I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I p. Ib: )i a k'.
M% .
17' h ;lP , cf. I-ching hex. 1, t'uan: 4% O 7t & J3 4Al. b. .
a Q @I
laOCf.I-ching, hexagram 26, t'uan : u $+I $4 SS, and Ta-hsiieh 11.1 4 a #I.
Here in a different application, referring to the momentariness of all existence.
181
"His excellence being (by itself) already like (the refined,
& a& # ,h, 4
true) blue, he (refined and) made (true) blue the (inferior nature of men which might
be compared to coarse) indigo"; based on the well-known proverb
4 t, jA4
( ,h) # d?P ) "blue comes from indigo (but it excels indigo)", mostly referring to
a disciple who surpasses his master. Here rather "to improve one's nature by study",
as in the Hsiin-tzu assage which is the source of the proverb, Hsiin-rzu I p. 1 : 4 k
$ & A , H. H. Dubs' translation p. 31.
~ 6 ) . 6 4 H3!.?kik.$e\$
18Vrobably the same misunderstanding a s in Mou-ttu who speaks about the
i S %, where 4. must
"840 millions of chiian" of the Buddhist canon /.I t
be interpreted as "a hundred million", cf. Pelliot, TP XIX (1920) p. 343 note 56.
In both cases the number is based on the tradition of the 84.000 articles or sections
of the doctrine (caturaiiti-dharmaskandha-sahmrini)of the Tripitaka, cf. H. Kern
in his translation of the Saddharmapundarika (Oxford, 1909), p. 241, note.
lM L 3 . I have been unable to find this expression in the Tao-hsing (ching) (T 224).
I suppose that Chih Tun alludes to the emptiness (ti) of all dharmas in the three
times (present, past, future), the basic message of the PrajiicSpiramiti, repeated in
endless variations throughout this kind of literature.
8 . , being usad for $9.
l"
a4 6,cf. Shu-ching, Yao-tien :'ll' G k R 'L 4 45 0 3 5.
lE6The first notes of the ancient pentatonic scale of Chinese music.
lw64C
isanallusion to Taoteching 1 4 : e i e c T
& . f i ~ ~ah.
Fu Hsi is here mentioned as the reputed inventor of the eight trigrams on which
the symbols of the I-ching are said to be based.
2 )f , i.e., Hsien Yiian $+$A, the name of the Yellow Emperor.
lee &I.*- : Mencius and Confucius, who were born in these states.
lS0 4% ac: ,an expression meaning seventy years of age; derived from Lun-yu 11.4.6:
& Ti' 2: 4 Jfi ti.
,?L- % , translation of sahd-lokadha'tu, "the realm of endurarice", the name of
the world-system in which we live.
le2 For the transcription wei-wei = Kapilavastu cf. below, p. 301.
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probably an allusion to the last words of the Buddha in which he declared that
conditioned things are perishable".
I W *(six ferries" : the six "fords" symbolizing the pdramiti in this metaphorical
passage.
195 Hinayfina, Pratyekabuddhayiina, Mahiiylna.
198 This series of metaphors about the Buddha's death seem un-Chinese in spirit
and style. On the other hand they do not correspond to the stereotyped Indian images
symbolizing this event: the lamp of the doctrine (dliarmapradipa) which has gone
out, the eye of the world (lokacaksus) which has been closed, the tree of the doctrine
(dhorrnavyksa) which has fallen down etc.
1g7 jt. 2 J, T &.&J; 7 jlt Sjfi , cf. above, note 107. This is virtually the end
of Chih Tun's sketch of the Buddha's life. In the last lines of his preface, not transla red
here, Chih Tun expresses his grief at not being able to meet the Buddha, and declares
to have written an eulogy on Sitkyamuni in order to show his feelings of reverence.
Then follows the eulogy itself, which is both uninformative and unreadable.
193

CHAPTER FOUR

A. F. Wright, "Fo-t'u-teng, a Biography", in HJAS XI, 1948, p. 321-371.
History, p. 187-228 and 242-25 1.
%, Tdkyd 1956; a
Ui Hakuju !?# 49 6 , Shaku Dban kenkyu
special study on several aspects of Tao-an's career by Arthur E. Link (University o r
Michigan) has been announced by the author (TP XLVI, 1958, p. 2); a critical translation of Tao-an's biography in KSC V 351.3 sqq.-the main source for history of
his life-has been published in TP XLVI, 1958, p. 1-48. For a comparison between
Tao-an's biographies in KSC and CSTCC see A. E. Link, "Remarks on Shih Sengyu's Ch'u sun-rsang chi chi a s a source for Hui-chiao's Kao-seng chuan as evidenced
in two versions of the biography of Tao-an", Oriens X (1957), p. 292-295.
Cf. below, note 121.
KSC IX 384.2; trsl. Wright p. 346.
Apart from Tao-an and Chu Fa-ya who have their own biographies in CSTCC
and KSC, the following Chinese disciples are mentioned in Fo-t'u-teng's biography:
Fa-shou Jk fi (trsl. Wright p. 341 : "otherwise unknown", but cf. below, p. 183).
Fa-tso jL& and
(cf. ch. 11, note 272). Fa-ch'ang 3L $ and Seng-hui
.
(not mentioned elsewhere). Fo-t'iao 443 ("Buddhadeva") and Hsii-p'u-t'i jf! $g
("Subh~ti") are mentioned as monks who came "from India and Sogdiana"; Chu
2 Fo-t'iao has a short biography in KSC IX 387.3, but there nothing is said about
his alleged non-Chinese origin. Cf. below, p. 182.
KSC IX 384.2.25; trsl. Wright p. 346. Here and in other quotations from Fo-t'uteng's biography I follow the excellent translation by A. F. Wright.
Fo-t'u-teng's biography mentions the Kuan-ssu % ("official" or "government"
temple? cf. Wright, p. 343 note 21) and the Chung-ssu +%. After 335 Fo-t'u-teng
stayed with his disciples at the Chung-ssu at Yeh (HSC IX 384.3.8; Wright p. 347
note 43), and in Tao-an's biography (KSC V 351.3.15) Tao-an is also stated to have
joined Fo-t'u-teng at the Chung-ssu. A. E. Link, in his "Biography of Shih Tao-an",
TP XLVI, 1958, p. 7, renders Chung-ssu as "Central Temple", but it is preferable
to interpret it as "The temple (or monastery) i n ~ i d e " , ~ i ~the
e . . Palace Monasten.
We might even go farther and suppose that kuan-ssu FI q , the name of one of the
monasteries at Yeh, is a corruption of kung-ssu 'f 4 , 'g and $ being of COurse
easily confused with each other. A "Palace Temple" especially sponsored by the
members of the ruling Chioh family is, in view of all we know about Buddhism at
Hsiang-kuo and Yeh, much more probable than an "Official Temple" with its "bureaucratic" associations. It is true that the Fa-yiion chu-/in (ch. XIV, T 1222 p. 388.1.14)
mentions a bronze statue of the time of Shih Hu, which t o r e the inscription "Made
Zlircher

25

by the monks of the kuan-ssu Fa-hsin and Tao-hsing in the sixth year chien-wu
(340 AD), the year (with the cyclical signs) keng-tzu", but the author does not appear
to have seen the statue which miraculously manifested itself in 437 AD, and, in
general, the reports of early Buddhist authors about inscribed statues etc. are very
unreliable.
See for Shih Hu's megalomaniac building projects and his display of luxury
Yeh-chung chi, p. 10a; for a curious description of a Buddha statue surrounded by
moving puppets representing Srarnwas see ib., p. IOa of the Wen-ying-tien chii-then
pan ts'ung-shu edition.
lo Biography in KSC IX 387.2 and C S 97, translated by M. Soymie, "Biographie
de Chan Tao-k'ai", in Me'langes publiks par l'lnstitut des Hautes Etudes Chinoises,
I (1957), p. 414-422.
l1 Cf. above, note 6.
l W n the "dissolution of the body" of the Taoist immortal ( ? & ) see e.g., Paop'u tzu I1 p. 6, and H. Maspero, "Les p r k d e s de 'nourrir le principe vital' dans la
religion taoiste ancienne", J.As. 1937, p. 177-152 and 353-430, esp. p. 178 sqq.,
and LP Taoismr, p. 84, 85, 196, 218.
* A /,I p
l3 C S 107.lb: + l ~ j F + ~ x , % $ ' @ R , ? J
A-~; ir; 4%~&~% . .
l w f . A. F. Wright, op.cit., p. 325: ". . . and, had he reached there a t a less disturbed
time, he would no doubt have become a great translator and exegete"; Arthur E.
Link, op.cir., p. 7 note 6: "Judging from the studies pursued by the disciples of Fo-t'uteng, it would seem that the latter's specialization lay in the Prajfiti-ptiramiti literature".
l6 C S 106.4 a-b.
lo Cf. Tao-an's kkr X 3 , CSTCC XI 80.2.1, in which, when speaking about
the incompleteness of the monastic rules in China i r irlier times, he says : f j$ & 1
(i.e., Fo-t'u-teng) 3 fi Z. &,k4 G '
./P $ $
and An Ling-shou $ 4 g ,
l7 Cf. the biographies of the nuns Ching-chien
PCNC 1 934.3-935.1 ; A. F. Wright, "Biography of the Nun An Ling-shou", HJAS
XV (1952) p. 193-197.
l8 KSC V 351.3.3.
lg Colophon on the % .i(11?% , CSTCC VII 50.2.4 and 51.1.27. In C S 107.9a
(biography of Jan Min $ f g) it is told how a certain monk Fa-jao ;A#, made a
false prediction as to the issue of Jan Min's decisive battle with Yen (precisely the
kind of prognostication practised before by Fo-t'u-teng) at Yeh in 352 AD. This
name is identical with the Chinese translation given for Fu-ju-t'an 4-47AZ, the
name of the disciple who in 282 AD brought the Sanskrit text of the 25.000 P'P'
from Khotan to Loyang (cf. ch. 11, note 201 ), but in view of the dates it is highly improbable that the same monk is meant, although the name Fa-jao is unusual. For the
-in our view untenable-hypothesis of Maspero which identifies Fo-t'u-teng's
disciple Fa-tso with Po Fa-tso ;Q, J t T f , the brother of Po Yiian, cf. above, ch. 11
note 272.
20 In Fo-t'u-teng's biography, KSC IX 387.1 (Wright p. 367), he is said to have
come from Chung-shan \D LLI , the modem Ting Z hsien, Hopei.
*l From Chung-shan; biography in KSC IV 347.1, cf. also above, ch. I1 note 204.
22 KSC IV (biography of Chu Fa-ya), p. 347.1. Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History,
p. 235 sqq. and Tsukamoto Zenryii j'ij $ ;Q & , Shina bukkycshi kenkya k 193 4
,'E(Tdky6 1942) p. 25 sqq.
KSC V (biography of Shih Seng-kuang
48 L , var. f, ) 355.1.25 ; t d .
A. E. Link in TP XLVI (1958), p. 43.
In his Yii i fun
!&%
' , CSTCC V. 41.2.12, trsl. Liebenthal p. 90. The reading
& dk occurs only in the Ming edition; the other versions have li;S &.
CSTCC XIV (biogr. of Kumiirajiva) 101.2.15 ( k E ?fi If; & Iq X &k 1,
cf. T a n g Yung-t'ung, History, p. 237-238.
Seng-lang is not said to have studied under Fo-t'u-teng in his biography
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v 354.2 or in that of Fo-t'u-teng, but he is stated to have been one of the latter's
disciples in Shui-ching rhu, ed. Wang Hsiench'ien V111.13a-b; cf. also Miyagawa
Hisayuki '.$ 141 13& "Shin no Taizan Jiku S6r6 no jiseki"
& J, 2 @ n # $b ,
~@GshikenkylS 111, p. 184-209; cf. also next note.
a7 The only date given in his biography is 35 1 AD, the year in which he settled at
the T'ai-shan. However, other documents pertaining to Seng-lang allow us approximately to define his dates. In KHMC XXXV we find a series of ten complimentary
letters which, judging from their contents, accompanied the presents sent to Senglang by some contemporary rulers of the various Northern and Southern states,
together with Seng-lang's very diplomatic answers. If these letters are authentic
(their remarkable uniformity in style and wordings seems somewhat suspect) they
form a highly interesting example of the way in which this famous priest was courted
by several rulers, all of whom apparently tried to win his favour and to employ him
(a fact which is confirmed by his biography). The letters bear the names of the followJkK ,since 386 king of Wei, emperor since 398,
ing monarchs: (1) T'o-pa Kuei
died 409 AD; (2) Ssu-ma Ch'ang-ming a] .4 Z q j , i.e., the Chin emperor Hsiao-wu,
reigned 376-396 (the fact that he is referred to by his personal name may indicate that
these letters were actually compiled and published in the North, where the Eastern
Chin rulers were considered "illegitimate") ; (3) Fu Chien 6 !t ,emperor of the Former
'3 emperor of the Southern Yen,
Ch'in, reigned 357-384; (4) Mu-jung Ch'ui
emperor of the later Ch'in, reigned 394-416.
reigned 400-405;(6) Yao Hsing
The letter of Mu-jung Te with Seng-lang's reply obviously constitutes a terminus
post quem for Seng-lang's death which must have taken place after 400 AD, at which
date he was still living at the T'ai-shan, some fifty years after his first arrival there.
On the other hand he is stated to have died at the age of 84, so that the dates of his
life may approximately be fixed at 315-400 AD, perhaps a few years later.
Biography of Shih Fa-ho in KSC V p. 354.1 ; that of Chu Seng-fu ib. p. 355.2;
Chih T'an-chiang mentioned in Tao-an's preface to the & & A 4f (CSTCC VI
45.1.8)
and in Tao-an's biography in KSC V 351.3 ( 3 here a copyists' mistake for
> >
a common type of error, not necessarily a misunderstanding on the part oC
Huichiao; cf. A. E. Link, up. cir., p. 11 note 4.)
The KSC places Tao-an's activities at Huo-tse, Fei-lung shan, Heng-shan
and Wu-i after the fall of Shih Hu and before Shih Tsun's X & request to enter the
which was enlarged by him and probably changed into a
Hua-lin yiian 3
monastery. This would mean that all these peregrinations took place in less than one
Year (349 AD), which is obviously impossible, as has been clearly demonstrated by
Tang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 194. Ui (op.cir., p. 6) proposes to place the whole
H~o-tseperiod before Tao-an became Fo-t'u-teng's disciple, i.e., between his ordination (ca. 331 acc. to Ui) and his arrival at Yeh (in or shortly after 335). The KSC
biography does say that Tao-an's first (unknown) master "Gave him the full ordination
(u~asarflpudi)and allowed him to travel for study", and since the full ordination
was generally obtained at the age of ca. 19 years, there may have been a period of
some five years of which nothing is reported in Tao-an's biographios. However, we
no reason to fill this blank by transposing the Huo-tse period from ca. 349 to
ca. 330. In fact, we do not know anything definite about Tao-an's youth except the
usual biographical data (original surname, family, place of origin) given in the
Opening line of his biography; the anecdotes about his extraordinary ability in memorizing texts are, of course, of very doubtful historicity. On the other hand, it
remains obscure why Shih Tsun had to invite Tao-an to come to the newly constructtd
monastery in the Hua-lin yaan at Yeh-this seems to imply that Tao-an was not
living at Yeh in 349 AD but had retired to some safer place before, unless the text
merely means to say that Tao-an was invited to come over from one monastery at
Yah to the other one built or enlarged by the emperor. Nothing is further known
about Shih Tsun's building activities in this field; the Hua-lin park itself had been
KSC
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the result of one of Shih Hu's enormous construction projects. It had been laid out
shortly after 347, when 160.000 people were commandeered to transport the earth
needed for it (Yeh-chung chi p. 5a, C S 107.1b). In this summary account of
early years we follow the chronology proposed by T'ang Yung-t'ung (History, p. 195
and 197-200) which is still the most satisfactory.
3iJKSC V 351.3.28 (Link, op.cit., p. 12-13): $? k ddi 42 JJ 41)A
("changed their garments", i.e., "became monks") $Z/L;$ .P if : ' q j C .
KSC V (biography of Chu Fa-t'ai) 354.3.5; in Tao-an's biography in KSC and
in the Ch'in-shu
by Chii P'in $* (ca. 440 AD, quoted in SSHY comm.
IIB!14b) the n u m b r of Fa-t'ai's disciples is not indicated.
32 According to his biography in KSC V 354.1.19, he went with his disciples to
Shu "during the troubles of the Shih clan", i.r., already in 349 AD, but cf. the biography of Tao-an, KSC V p. 352.1.14 (trsl. Link p. 15).
33 Tao-an's commentary to An Shih-kao's Jen-pen-yii-sheng ching A
i$L ? 4f
hxs been preserved. (T 1693, in one chiian, preface ib. and in CSTCC VI 4.5.1).
CSTCC contains furthermore the following prefaces to his early commentaries:
$
8 (CSTCC X 69.1); @j+ A !T,f, ib. VI 44.2; + & ; i i f , ib. 43.3;
7
K.%)?, rb. 45.2; + - . r ' j ! b f i , ib. 45.2; -t\+Lt')?f3,ib. 46.1;
:& q' k [ t l ] f f , ib. X 70.1. For Tao-an's literary works in general see Ui, op.cit.,
p. 52-63 ; Ui does not include the ;#I 4 5% & % 2 4 $ fi , indicated in CSTCC
1X 6.2.1 as "anonymous", but in view its of contents no doubt written by Tao-an
during his Hsiang-yang period, cf. below, p. 196.
CSTCC X 70.1.20 sqq. On this work cf. Ui, op.cit., p. 102.
35 Lit. "the throat and bosom".
36 For a specimen of Tao-an's style see Arthur E. Link, "Shy Daw-an's Preface
to the YogcZccZrabhdmi-sdtra and the Problem of Buddho-Taoist Terminology in
Early Chinese Buddhism", JAOS 77 (1957) p. 1-14. A good example of rhetorical
juggling with the "numbers'' is furnished by his preface to the Jen-pen yii-sheng
ching, CSTCC VI 45.1.
37 History, p. 247-249.
38 An example from his preface to the An-pan shou-i ching (CSTCC VI 43.3.8 sqq.):
"By the different steps (= the six operations of inipina) one 'diminishes and diminishes again until one reaches the point of non-activity' (Tao-te ching 48); by the
various degrees (= the four stages of dhyina) one forgets and forgets again until
one reaches the point of 'having no desire' (Too te ching 1). Because of (this state of)
'non-activity' there will be no circumstances that do not suit (one's purpose); because
of (this state of) 'having no desire' there will be no matters which do not succeed.
As there are no circumstances which do not suit (one's purpose), one is able 'to open
up (the understanding of) beings' (I-ching, Hsi-tz'u I, p. 26b); as there are no matters
which do not succeed, one is able 'to complete the task' (of Enlightenment) (I-thing,
ib). From him who has 'completed the task' the myriad (phenomena of) Being
naturally become separated ( d &), and one who has 'opened up the beings' causes
'the whole world to forget himself' (Chuangtzu, XIV, p. 88)". See also Tao-an's
hsiian-hsiieh-like description of nirodha-samiparri in his commentary on the Jenpen-yu-sheng ching, T 1693 p. 9.1.20.
Tao-an himself says in his
3& ;(_. It <g 66 fi (CSTCC VII 48.1.19) that
he had formerly obtained one section of Dharmarak$a9sversion of the 25.000 P'P'
when he lived "in Chao
and Wei 8"(roughly: Shansi and N. Honan). Hui-yiian
is said to have been converted to Buddhism by listening to Tao-an's explanation of
the Prajdipdrarniti at Mt. Heng in 354 AD (KSC VI, biography of Hui-yiian, P358.1.2).
'O See e.g., his
A+ 2 P T f % f ? , CSTCC VI 46.2.8.
See his prefaces to the /,
H X 4% (CSTCC VI 45.1) and to the -t5 137!k
(ib. 45,2).
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42 see the [ & .f:fl 6k $f .fiL 13 3$ i? by Tao-an (T 1464, preface, p. 8 15.1.9) :
$$;k&k.tj b 95 %.ak ? :J7rd9
& $ , p +2 %
Ithe
**twelveclasses" of B2ddhist scriptures) %
; \g fi (vaipulya, c.q. the Prajiidparamitd)
# & $ . ~ , # % 4 j / . )k&&47.*5% (vaipulya) ~ $ & ~ & ~ ~ . ~ I
sJ cf,T'ang Yung-t'ung's emendation of the passage from the Meiso'demhb which
states that Tao-an founded the T'an-ch'i ssu at the age of 52 (Chinese counting, i.c.,
in 364 AD); T'ang reads "fifty-three" (i.e., in 365 AD), the very year of Tao-an's
arrival at Hsiang-yang (,History, p. 196).
44 Cf. MSCC 5.5a. For r'an
-:= "rosewood" cf. A. E. Link, TP XLVl (1958)
p. 19 note 4. However, Mr. E. H. Schafer, quoted in this note, is wrong in supposing
that the name chan-tan ' f i j g only appears in literature with the meaning "sandalwood" in 454 AD: it occurs in this sense already in SSHY IBjl8b in a bon nrot
pronounced by Chih Tun to Chu Tao-ch'ien at Chienk'ang, during the latter's stay
at the capital, i.c., shortly after 362 A D (cf. above, p. 149). In translated scriptures
the term occurs much earlier, e . g . , already in the late second century Pan-chou sun-mei
ching, T 417 p. 900.1.19
T 418 p. 907.1.19.
K K S V 352.2.8; Link, op.cir., p. 20. "Sixteen feet" k k , cf. above, ch. Ill,
note 166 of the Appendix.
KHMC X V 198.2. For this miraculous statue cf. also KHMC XV 202.2.27
and Fa-yiian chu-lin. T 2122, XI11 384.2. According to the latter (much legendarized)
account, the image represented Ami tibha.
As Mr. Link remarks (op.cit., p. 21, note 4), this ?k5 444# very probably
refers to what is commonly called $\#, i.e., a representation of the Buddha's purinirvapa. As far as I know this is the second mention of such a statue in Chinese
literature, the earliest one being found in SSHY IA/32b reporting the words spoken
by Yii Liang 2 % (died 340 AD) when he saw a "reclining Buddha" t/-# in a
temple: "This man is exhausted by being a ford and a bridge (for mankind)" it -T-'
& a5 :%a
. For another mid. 4th century representation of the parinirvdna (a mural
painting?) cf. SSHY IA135b.
Cf. the letter of Hsi Ts'o-ch'ih, quoted below: "Teachers and pupils number
several hundred . . ." and Tao-an's )$I 4 $5 ti ?& A 4 4 &, CSTCC IX
62.3.8:
#, B# # $ I 3 /.-----.
KSC V 352.3.22, Link op.cit., p. 27.
For a discussion of the contents of these rules see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History,
p. 213-217 and Ui, op.cit., p. 24-27.
Shih Fa-yii 41;it.&, who in 379 settled at Chiang-ling and who because of his
negligence in maintaining the monastic discipline among his pupils received from
Tao-an-then living at Ch'angan-a tube filled with a branch of toms as a token
that he deserved punishment, which Fa-yu is said respectfully to have undergone.
See his biography in KSC V 356.1, translated by A. E. Link, op.cit., (Appendix B),
P. 4547.
k % "(the arts of) yin and yang" comprise several branches of pseudo-science;
the translation "soothsaying" (Link, op.cit., p. 26) is too specific.
53 Most editions have :F M . If the reading It I@ of the Korean edition (corroborated by CSTCC X V 108.2) is correct, this Fa-Ian no doubt refers to Yu Fa-Ian
(above, p. IN), not to the probably legendary Chu 2 Fa-Ian of the first century
AD (cf. A. E. Link, op.cit., p. 26 note 2).
Not known from other sources. CSTCC, loc.cit., gives Fa-tsu ,La,which
(tzu Fa-tsu), for whom see above, p. 76.
Probably refers to PO Yuan
KSC V 352.3.10 sqq. ; CSTCC X V 108.2.12; trsl. Link, op.cit., p. 25-26.
F,d+ &J ,r$. :k ; variant reading in Chu P'in's $
KSC V 352.1.14: .&-8
Ch'in-sku
quoted in SSH Y comm. IIB114b: .fB 3 -3.1 3 fi .
67
Quoted in Tao-an's biography, KSC V 352.2-3 (trsl. Link p. 22-24); complet4
text reproduced in HMC XI I 76.3.

jfjj+$X$r.&,%
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58 KSC V 352.3.5 ; CSTCC XV 108.2.8 : "As soon as they were seated, (Hsi) said :
'Hsi Ts'o-ch'ih of (the whole realm) within the Four Seas!' \a 3 ?# &, to which
Tao-an replied 'Shih Tao-an who fills Heaven!' % k
4 ". T'ang Y ~ n g - t * ~ ~
regards this story as apocryphal (History, p. 206), but his argument (viz., that the
term "filling Heaven"
01 occurs in the letter of Hsi Ts'o-ch'ih, cf. previous note,
and therefore the whole anecdote would be an elaboration of this theme) is not
convincing. In the first place Tao-an had just received Hsi Ts'o-ch'ih's letter, and
his repartee may have been intended as an allusion t o this letter. In the second place,
the curious way of introducing oneself by an exchange of bons mots was practised in
ch'ing-t'an circles as early as the end of the third century. We read e.g., in Shih-shuo
hsin-yii I11 B/4b how the famous ch'ing-t'an adept Lu Yun 8 'g (tzu Shih-lung =tjL,
"scholar-dragon", 262-303 AD) met the young Hsun Yin
1% (tzu Ming-hao ~b@,
,
"singing crane") a t the home of Chang Hua
(232-300 AD). "Lu raised his
hand and said: 'Lu Shih-lung from among the clouds!' 'P t'el e)& -t- i t . Hsun retorted:
'Hsun Ming-hao from under the sun!' U 7 8 $,94 ", after which the two debaters
go on exchanging puns on each other's names. The same story occurs also in Lu
Yiin's biography in C S 54.9a in identical words.
SB Cf. KSC VI, biography of Hui-yuan, p. 358.1.17: i& $ .$ k ,? jfl
T $1 4% k .
60 KSC V 352.2.4 (trsl. Link p. 18-19). In KSC Huan Huo is mentioned as General
Chastiser of the West 4d.Q R $ , a title which he obtained in 373 AD (CS 9.4a);
he died in 377 (CS 9.5b).
KSC V, biography of Shih T'an-i
3 , p. 355.3.8; cf. also below, p. 199.
For the different ways in which the name of the prefect is written in various sources
and editions see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 203. We give the form T'eng Han,
which is that occurring in C S 57.2b, in the Korean edition of the KSC and in Fa-yiian
chu-lin XI11 385.1.15. In the latter work the event is dated "second year yung-how
,k,& (346 AD), but this is no doubt a mistake for "second year t'ai-ho R$7 (367
AD).
$ 2 ii !$7'
@"STCC V 40.1 among the works of Tao-an: ?$;/Jr (sic!) ;A 2
fi tk , where :Jj is obviously a mistake for i L . In the table of contents of LU
Ch'eng's Fa-lun (CSTCC XI1 83.2. and 84.3) we find furthermore the titles of three
letters written to Tao-an by Chu Fa-t'ai (inquiring after the meaning of the Three
Vehicles 2- k ,the six abhijn'd k A , and "the spirit" 44, respectively). The same
source mentions a letter to Tao-an by F u Hsiian-tu /K f , 2 , i.e., Fu T'ao dk ;!j,
a well-known magistrate and historian, who in the t'ai-y&n era (376-396) was active
in various functions at the court at Ch'ienkang. But his contact with Tao-an dates
probably from the period 373-377 AD, when he was in the personal service of Huan
Huo at Chiang-ling (cf. note 60), see his biography in C S 92.18b.
See his
i,5.4+. 2 ;;"k E $.$ ~ J17
J
(written at Ch'angan in 382 AD,
CSTCC VIII 52.2.10) : 4 4 ;$. Sff: (here referring to Hsiang-yana) -t
fi.
.&.;
<aJk?a<$.&,,$ 1 4 9 & h f . S $+ ((Ch'angan) ; f i l a & ke$ 4$ k=-..-fLi<@
paraphrased in KSC V 352.3.18 (Link p. 26): '2xi
33 -t Z fi.4 & :? & i$& k

a

&
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The earliest list is the one drawn up by Tao-an himself, and reproduced in
CSTCC V 39.2 sqq. ; it contains the titles of nine commentaries and exegetical treatises
and of five other works on different subjects: a list of dews ( L. & S +-/%1, his
famous catalogue of translated scriptures ( 4% jr & $2 a & ), some letters (cf.
above, note 63) and a geographical work on the Western Region ( \ % jh,&1. The
list mentions no less than six commentaries on the various versions of the p'p': two
on Dharmarak~a's Kuang-tsan ching, three on Mokvala's Fang-kuang ching, and
one on Lokak~ema'sTao-hsing ching. It is interesting t o note that Tao-an places
these commentaries on Prajiidpiramiti texts at the beginning of the list, before his
much earlier commentaries on dhyina texts like the 4 -- f q (,$ etc.; since the works
are obviously arranged according to thcir relative doctrinary importance in Tao-an's
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view, this proves the reorientation of his interest from dhyGna to prajhGpdramitd
during his Hsiang-yang period when this list was compiled. Later lists comprise
more works than enumerated here; cf. Ui, op.cit., p. 52-63, and T'ang Yung-tVung,
History, p. 242-243.
6s See T~o-an's & k k. yd :$!
@&R (CSTCC VII 48.1 sqq.; written in or
after 376 AD) and his ;%I 4% -k di
4 % & (CSTCC IX 62.1 sqq. ;
written around the same time, cf. below, p. 196 sqq. )
88 On Tao-an's "theory" or "school" of + B , see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History,
p. 242-251 ; W. Liebenthal, The Book of Chao, p. 157-161 ; Fung Yu-lanlBodde,
History of Chinese Philosophy, vol. 11, p. 244-246.
67 It forms the title of the 14th section (,%, parivarta) of Lokak~ema'sTao-hsing
ching (T 224) and of the I 1 th section of Mok~ala'sFang-kuang ching (T 221) as a
translation of tathatti; with the same meaning it occurs e.g., in the early third century
\#+,Zt%, T I 9 6 1 155.2.14: + L , \ * 5 . - 3 & 3 % @ - .
About the origin and the early use of the term pen-wu see T a n g Yung-t'ung,
\F #& 2 $ % ("Notes on the History of Chinese Buddhism"), YCHP , 1937,
p, 8 sqq., & 3 i .$ ifL 6<$j(in his & % 5 '-ft <i% ), p. 50-52, and his History,
p. 240-241.
8g E.g., Too te ching25 ( % 321 ilvt,&.L?..tCr
etc.);ib.42( 2%
5;.
; t 1.19 X L etc.);Lieh-tzuI(ch. k & ) , p . t ( $ ~ $ . A4 $ l . * k + $
L
&.
etc.), and esp. Chuang-tzu XI1 (ch. k jC ) p. 73 ( &#I 4 &. & 4 3 A.
$
3~k 3: , etc.).
mentioned
70 In a passage from some treatise by Hui-yiian (probably his ;i!. J t
in his biography, cf. below p. 249), quoted by Hui-ta 2.2 (second half sixth century)
i?L,
Suppt. Kydto I1 B/23.4.
in his Chao-fun shu 9 I$
71 CSTCC VII 48.1 sqq.
5 .% as a Buddhist "technical" term = sarpskrta, but here rather in its original
in the previous sentence.
Chinese sense of "activity", the counterpart of
73 KSC V 353.1 (trsl. Link p. 35). P i ~ d o l awas regarded as one of the Arhats
who had voluntarily remained in the world to protect the Doctrine until the coming
of Maitreya. On this belief which seems to foreshadow the development of the
Bodhisattva doctrine, and of which this is one of the earliest traces in Chinese Buddhist
literature, cf. Sylvain G v i and Ed. Chavannes, "Les Seize Arhat protecteurs de la
Lei", J.As., 1916,II, p. 205-275, and P. Demieville in BEFEO XLIV, 1954, p. 373 sqq.
For this belief, which very probably developed at Kashmir in Hinayinist circles,
see P. Demieville, "La Yogdcdrabhfimi de Sangharakva", in BEFEO XLIV, 1954,
P. 339-436, esp. p. 376 sqq.
76 Cf. the titles given by T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 218. However, It6 Giken
k ! in his Shina bukkyd seishi jC .il?4 4~ L K (T6kyb 1923), p. 192-193,
comes to the conclusion that the base of Tao-an's belief in Maitreya must not be
sought in these scriptures but rather in oral traditions current at this time in China.
For a survey of literature on Maitreya in general cf. Et. Lamotte, TraitP, p. 4 note 3.
70 KSC V (biogr. of Tao-an), p. 353.1.27 (trsl. Link, p. 36); cf. MeiscdenshG P. 5a;
KSC V (biogr. of T'an-chieh .% & ), p. 356.3.3 ;T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 21 7-219;
P. Demieville in BEFEO XLIV, 1954, p. 377.
l7 KSC V 353.2 (trsl. Link, p. 36-37); P. Demieville (op.cit., p. 379-380) gives
several examples which show that sumidhi was considered the means to come into
contact with the Tuvita heaven.
1.1,cf. note 76.
Biography of Tan-chieh
78
H S 30, based on the "Seven Summaries" .t; 6 ,a classified catalogue of the
books in the imperial library, compiled by the archivist Liu Hsiang
3 (died 8 BC)
and after his death completed by his son Liu Hsin $11 & (died 23 AD). The idea of
compiling a bibliography of scriptures was certainly of Chinese and not of Indian
Or Central Asian origin-it is one of the by-products of the penetration of Buddhism
$ 0 1
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in a bureaucratic country. In secular bibliography we cannot find any motivation of
an ideological nature. It was a purely practical attempt to assemble, arrange and
classify books and documents of lasting value, of all types, all times and all schools of
thought. The practical nature of Chinese bibliography at its very beginning is also
demonstrated by the fact that one of the first known catalogues before Liu Hsiang
was one devoted to works on military strategy; cf. Yao Ming-ta -blC % A Chung-kuo
,
mu-lu-hsiieh shih \P 1fl 6 4% -$
d
,
second
series,
Shanghai
( \# Ifl -i 4.t~ X
1938), p. 23 sqq.
Cf. Tang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 208-210.
CCSCC IX 62.1 sqq. Indications that it was Tao-an who wrote this letter are
the following: the author says to have formerly been at Yeh ( # JS
33 4% J3l &--.);
the great emphasis on bibliographical and historical details concerning the translation of certain scriptures; the author has also lived in the North ( %& & ?j jt
JiL i$
.) and is now obviously living at Hsiang-yang; his insistence on the
cf. Tao-an's
importance of the monastic rules, especially the phrase 3 t (I
words in his preface to the t'g - j.5 $ OE (CSTCC 1 x 2 2 5 ) about the Vinaya:
S t fi Jt$$ L -&,;.;Q A ; the author's relation with Shih Hui-ch'ang $12. iF at
Liang-chou, corroborated by Tao-an's !? ijk k k iLif 6 B , CSTCC VII 48.1.21
sqq
82 Hui-ch'ang
3 .?, Chin-hsing &k and Hui-pien 'C-W were three monks,
probably disciples of Tao-an (Hui-ch'ang bears here the religious surname Shih
which, although not quite unknown before, was made popular by Tao-an at Hsiangyang only a few years before), who according to Tao-an's & t X k ;it & 4; ff
(CSTCC VII 48.1.21) had departed for India and who in 373 A D copied for him
the Kuang-tsan ching at Liang-chou, a place they had to pass on their way to Central
Asia. It seems that Hui-ch'ang never went to India. as he is mentioned as a member
of the translation team which in 379 A D at Ch'angan made a Chinese version of
the Bhiksrmi-prcjtimoksa (CSTCC XI 8 1.2.24). Hui-ch'ang and Tao-chin figure also
in a colophon on the Sriramgarnasamidhis~atranslated by the Kuchean Po Yen
$ & in 373 A D at Liang-chou (CSTCC VII 49.2.27), which text they sent to Tao-an
at Hsiang-yang, as is shown by this letter, immediately after its completion.
a KSC VI (biography of Hui-yiian) 358.1.17, cf. below, p. 241.
Biography in KSC V 355.3.2; cf. also below, p. 240.
Biography in KSC V 355.2.5 sqq.
A letter to Hui-yiian extolling the virtues of Tao-an is quoted at the end of
his biography in KSC.
" Biography in KSC V 356.2.3 sqq.
Cf. above, Ch. J note 32.
[ 1 ] C? ) [ 5 1, Ratnamudrcihasta, the name of a Bodhisattva who is mentioned e.g., at the beginning of the Vinralakirtinirdeia (version of KumBrajiva, T 475
ch. I p. 537.2.5, version of Chih Ch'ien, T 474 ch. I p. 519.2.8). Tao-an is said to
have had a loose piece of skin attached to his left forearm which could be moved UP
and down, and on account of this characteristic (not a "rnalformity", but one of
those bodily peculiarities which Chinese historians often ascribe t o exceptional
people, d.Fo-t'u-teng, above p. 182!) he was called "The Bodhisattva with the Sealed
Hand" (1'
3 $ . Mudri here naturally does not mean "(impression of) a seal";
the name must probably be interpreted as "The Bodhisattva with the hands making
the gesture of (producing) jewels", the first of the two explanations given by Kumgrajiva in his gloss to this passage of the Vimalakirti-nirdeia in T 1775. 1L ?fiBj*
ch. I p. 330.3.5, where i? is explained by M l a k ~ a ~ a;? : A &IA. 4- 4 Z 'ff
a.
-j- \f 4 @ i? a, . K u d r a j i v a himself is reported to have called Tao-an
"the Saint of the East" (KSC V 354.1.2), cf. also Tsukamoto ZenryO in his note to
Shih-fao chih, trsl. L. Hurvitz, in Yiin-kang vol. XVT, suppl. p. 50 ( 5 36).
*O KsC V 356.2.1 5 :
L $- $ h 3. ::.i& 8 j+ + 2 6 These treatises are not
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by Lu Ch'eng, nor by any bibliographical work mapt To TVangNTL
(T 2149) 11 248.3.26 and X 330.2.8.
91 Biography in KSC VI 362.1.11.
92 Biography in KSC V 356.2.17.
93 Cf. CS 64.7b.
Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 346.
96 KSC V 352.3.26 (trsl. Link p. 27-28).
08 CS 114.3b.
97 The more extensive version of this story may have figured in some early separate
biography of Tao-an, such as the
& h # or the ?i ii. kF # quoted in the SSHY
comnr. l ~ / 2 4 band IIA/32b, the KSC account being an abridgement of this, and the
full text being reproduced in the CS. We may as well suppose that it occurred as
such in the annals of the Former Ch'in which furnished the materials for this part
of the Chin-shu.
9B KSC V 353.1 (trsl. Link p. 32 sqq.); CS 114.3b.
ge CS 114.5a.
lo0 CS 114.4a; KSC V 253.1. (trsl. Link p. 34). The CS version reads: 3 % $ ,&
M.412%&.&3h& -f Pt i%
$.
i f%
k L~ %.by$l
T- &.&i
3~
lo' CS 113.9b. The prohibition of the t'u-ch'an was no doubt inspired by political
motives, as this kind of apocryphal texts was often consulted and even produced
by seditious elements.
lo2 KSC V 353.1.5 (trsl. Link p. 29).
I" KSC V 353.1.14 (trsl. Link p. 31).
'* KSC V 353.1.6 (trsl. Link p. 30).
lo5 For the restitution of 48 4b
to Sanghabhadra see P. Demieville in BEFEO
XLIV, 1954, p. 364, note 8.
Biography in CSTCC XI11 99.2 and KSC I 329.1.
lo7 Cf. below, p. 296.
'g <gk!!f i , CSTCC VIII 52.2.23 sqq. ; the
lo8 See Tao-an's @ $34q
Z
anonymous colophon on the Yog&firabhUrni, ib. X 71.3.2; Chao Cheng's words
reported in Tao-an's fi & J'!JI?, ib. X 73.3.15; those of Hui-ch'ang reported in
Tao-an's lt b k 8 , ib. XI 80.2.10 sqq. ; Chu Fo-nien's words in his 1 -3- J i
8 6' @ ?$-ti$, ib VII 51.3.12.
lo@ See the first documents mentioned in note 108.
'lo CSTCC X 71.3.2: (Tao-an)
i%&
5 k # $.& ~ L ~ A ; I - . E ~2 . Cf.
#$.$na#a,in InOch6 Enichi ;f).?&2. Q , "Shaku D6an no hanron"
d o g a k u - B ~ k k ~ 5 ~ akenkyu
ku
V. 2 (March 1957)' p. 120-130.
A 4% fi , CSTCC VIII 53.1.29. For the problem of the
"l Cf. Hui-jui in his
name of the author cf. A. F. Wright, "Seng-jui alias Hui-jui: a biographical bisection
in the Kao-seng chuan", Sino-Indian Studies, Liebenthal Festschrifr p. 272-291, and
Och6 Enichi .# 2.Q , ' S k i to E'ei wa d6nin nari" 4 % k !!- ulq A , Tdh6gakuhd XI11 (1942) p. 203-231.
KSC V 352.3.26 (trsl. Link p. 28).
'Is T 1547, a n abridgement of the Mahdvibhd~a.attributed to a still unidentified
dbhidharmika called in Chinese Shih-t'o-p'an-ni ? $6.
T 1550, an extract from the Abhidharma of the Sarviistiviidins attributed to
(?)Dharmottara or (?)DharmaSri ;'k# .
'I5 T 1543, in 30 chian, also recited by Sahghadeva; attributed to the patriarch
Kityayana or Kltyiiyaniputra.
'la T 26, in 60 rhiian; T 125, in 51 chiian.
117 CSTCc IX 64.3.17: & 18
-R, 2 $ 45 3 jt $3 ; cf. ib. X 73.3.25: dg " .h
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188 ~ ~ o t in
e dSSHY 11 B.44b (here called _d! & sL ), TPYL 41.3b and 41.6a,
sh~i-chingchu, ed. Wang Hsien-ch'ien, 39.19a ; Ch'en Shun-y U's B 2 f j
chi (T 2095) I 1027.3 and 1031.6; CCW 162.6b; IWLC 7.20b; W e n - h s b comm,
12.256; 22.480; 26.583.
130 KSC I 323.2.26 sqq.
140 KSC (1oc.cir.) has 3; d .W @ which seems to be the correct reading, cf. the
fragment of the Lu-shun fu !h A d f i by Chih T'an-ti i B :$ (died 41 1 AD, quoted
in I-wen lei-chu 7.22a) : 3 $I f fc ?' 9'
.
1" A certain Chieh Chih
& , the husband of Hui-yoan's paternal aunt who
cf. PCNC I 937.1.9 and below, p. 210.
later became the nun Tao-i 4
1" CS 81 (biogr. of Huan I) 6b.
Viz., T 2095 (Lu-shari chi, I1 th cent.), I 1027.3.19.
lu Cf. Liu I-min's $I
(i.e., Liu Ch'eng-ch~h's $ 1 $; 3 ) letter to Seng-chao
8 9 and the latter's answer to Liu I-min, both written in 409 AD (Chao-lun part IV,
J6ron kenkyli, p. 36 sqq., trsl. Liebenthal, p. 87 sqq.), and the letter of Lei Tz'u-tsung
8.L ? for which see below, p. 218.
Cf. KSC V1 (biogr. of Tao-tsu &$it), 363.1.26: j:3 .ia,& 4f.d ,& $ 3 $j
&A ; ib. (biogr. of Hui-yung V +): & 4 6 & The 123 persons who took
part in the "vow" in 402 A D (cf. p. 219) probably constituted the whole number
of Hul-Nan's clerical and lay followers then present at Mt. Lu; according to the
L. (CSTCC X 72.2.23)
anonymous colophon on the ?Abhidharmahrdaya b7 X
only eighty monks were gathered when Sanghadeva translated this scripture in 391 AD.
14'
Cf. KSC VI (biogr. of Hui-ch'ih) 361 -2.21.
14' B~ographyin KSC VII 370.1.19.
Biogr. in KSC VI 361.2.14 and Meis6dertshb p. I 1 b.
KSC VI (biography of Fa-an) p. 362.2.
lS0 PCNC I 937.1.10 and KSC VI (biography of Huith'ih) 361 -2.21.
16' Wang Hstin (350-401 AD, biogr. in CS 65.7a), one of the grandsons of Wang
Tao, belonged to the intimi of Huan Wen and of emperor Hsiao-wu. According to
CS 65.8b (biography of Wang Min i iL), his "junior style"
'$ was the Buddhist
name .I 3 ("Dharmarak~a"). Among the monks sponsored by him we find Tao-i
4 d (cf. KSC V 357.1.10; also mentioned in Wang Hsiin's & & & .X ;+if. quoted
in SSHY cornm. IA/46a), Chu Fa-t'ai Z , A ,X (cf. KSC V 355.1.6), Saghadeva
and Sairgharak~a(CSTCC IX 64.1 -7, KSC I 329.1. I5 and VI 361.2.24) and Huich'ih (KSC VI 361.2.24). Together with h ~ sbrother Wang Mln ifk he attended
Sahghadeva's exposition of Abhidharma (SSHY 1B128a, KSC I 329.1.19, CS 65.
7b-8a); two letters written by him to Fan Nlng
$ (337-401) about he qualitis
of
Hui-yiian
and
Hui-ch'ih
are
quoted
in
KSC
VI
361.2.28; see furthermore his
*I
Preface to poems written at the grave of Master Lin ( i . ~ . ,Chih Tun)" quoted in
SSHY comm. IIIA/12a (he visited Chih Tun's grave in 374 AD), and the Buddhist
of 397 AD, quoted in lWLC 13.20b.
terminology in his &
KSC VI 361.2.25 and Tao-tz'u's 9%.
"Preface to the Madhyamcigama",
CSTcC IX 64.1.9.
TWOletters from Wang Hsiin to Fan Ning and one reply by Fan Ning, see
above note 1 5 1;a letter from Wang Kung f $- (?-398 AD) to the monk Seng-chien
dab? quoted KSC VI 361.3.2.
Before 399 Tao-an's associate Fa-ho ,k P had propagated Buddhism in Shu
(present-day Ssuch'uan) during the years 365-379 AD (KSC V 354.1.20). but
httle is known about his activities there. Hui-ch'ih's biography shows that ca. 400
Buddhism was already flourishing in 'this outlyin territory, and this appears st111
more clearly from the biography of Tao-wang
.I, a d~scipleof Hui-4.Cim who
around the same time settled at Ch'eng-tu and there entertained close relations with
the highest magistracy (KSC VII 371.3).
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Cf. Hui-yOan's biography, trsl. below p. 249 and p. 252.
5 Pb 2 '& , cf. ?Cj jT, & J ,& ii$ section 11, HMC V 30.2.6.
KSC VII 370.3.3.
KSC VII 372.2.28.
Cf. Hui-yuan's biography, trsl. below p. 246.
160 Cf. below, App. p. 249. A nephew of Yao Hsing became a monk after the
downfall of the Later Ch'in, cf. CSTCC IX 68.2.1 ( @ jh & $5E).
161 Wang Hsiin ff @ (350-401, cf. note 151) and his younger brother Wang Min
iE (351-398, biogr. CS 65.7b; "junior style" (9 , wrote an essay about Srimitra,
KSC I 328.1.15; admirer of Tao-i
KSC V 357.1.10; had great knowledge of
the Abhidharma and follows Sanghadeva's explications, SSHY IB/28a-b, KSC
I 329.1.19; CS 65.7b-8a); Wang Mi L2& (360-407; cf. below, p. 21 3); Wang Mo
3 %(biogr. CS 65.8b; for his contact with Hui-yiian cf. KSC VI 359.2.1 = CSTCC
XV 110.1.9); Wang Mu 18 (biographical note C S 65.8b; according to Fo-tsu
t'ung-chi XXVI (T 2035) 261.2.26, he visited Hui-yiian on Mt. Lu ca. 402, where he
wrote poems on buddhinusmrti 2 # k ).
Beside Hui-ch'ih who visited the capital in 3971398 AD, the KSC mentions
Hui-yiian's disciple Tao-tsu
who at the beginning of the fifth century went to
live at the famous Wa-kuan a'$' monastery at Chienk'ang (KSC VI 363.1), and
Tao-wang 3 ii,
who had lived at the capital and who from there went to the Lu-shan
to become Hui-yiian's pupil, probably around the same time (KSC VII 371.3).
la KSC VI 361.3.11 sqq.
la Cf. note 161 above.
la5 Cf. Hui-yuan's biography trsl. below, p. 246.
le6 SSH Y IB/27b-28a.
l d 7 SSHY JB/27a.
lo8 Cf. KHMC XVI 21 1.1.22 ( A # # 44 f 3 j?.(61 3
'i: f ; it by Shen Yiieh
IX.1% dated 488 AD). According to this source, the monastery was founded by Wang
Shao and enlarged in 488 by Wang Shao's great-grandson Wang Huan k . However,
both KSC 111 339.2.22 and CSTCC XV 112.3.17 (cf. K'ai-yuan SCL V, T 21 54, p. 525.
2.2) state that it was built shortly after 420 by Wang Shao's youngest son (and Wang
Mi's younger brother) Wang Hui Ji 'k in the eastern outskirts of the capital for the
dhydna-master Chih-yen k,o&.
Biography of Wang Hui (military career) in CS
65.8b.
16@ Cf. notes 151 and 161 above.
170 CSTCC XI1 83.1-84.3.
171 The following titles are found in the table of contents of the Fa-lun:
(I) "On the true Nature (of all dharmas) kl
8 &I; (2) "Does the Spirit exist in
Nirvdna? f4 sy 9 @ ;i. (3) "Does the Nirvdna belong to expediency (,#, upd~a)
or to Truth?" I'oq :At,,X ;#L ?)P (4) "On the Pure Realm (of the Buddha)" fn'] 14 i? ffl ;
(5) "By means of what does the Buddha realize the Way?" t#j4 J. B+ 45 Kl ;
(6) "About the method (or: 'doctrine') of Prajiid" flq @ 2 ;L ; (7) "About the
appellation 'Prajiid"'
& fi ; (8) "About the knowing of Prajiid" P*? & 2 k X";
(9) "Is Prajjid the wisdom (which realizes) the true nature (of dharmas)?" f-7 & 2 $
I$ ;tO 8 ; (10) "What is the difference between prajiid and sarvajfiatd (omnlscience)?" flf&
# 2 )9 # (1 I) "What is the difference between equanimity
towards the non-origination of dharmas (anutpattika-dharma-kpinti) and ~rajfid?"
M k !k ;'i2. & Z d 4 ;(12) "About matters of Ritual and Prajiid(?)" r4 'j;m $42 ji;) ;
(13) "About the Buddha-wisdom"
#.ql; (14) "What is the difference between
Expedience and Wisdom?"
,$& $ 1;7 5 ; (15) "About the decision of the Bodhisattva to realize Buddhahood" 57 :) @ # & #; (16) "About the ~ h a r m a k d ~ a "
I4 It. 4 ;(17) "What fetters are broken at the moment of the realization of Buddhahood? f,) & .(rt @l&
$ ;(1 8) "About grasping (?) the Three Vehicles" ld) 45 ;
(1 9) "About the triJaraga" rd 2 f+ ; (20) "About the Pratyekabuddha" r-4 i$
& ;
166
158
157
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(21) "About the Bodhisattva being born in the five spheres of existence ($. = goti)*'
r,4 8 # d '& \\). ; (22) "About the seveni Buddhas" f1Jj -t; #; (23) bout not

perceiving Maitreya and not perceiving a thousand Buddhas (in buddhdnusmrtisumidhi?)"
fq J E! & 5 %
!
4 (24) "About the Buddha-dharmo(s) not
being subjected to old age(?)"
fl 44 iL 6 ; (25) "About the mind, thought and
cognition of the Spirit" Ib'l# (var. $1 ,# .\;.
i&; (26) "About the ten numerical
dharmas (?)" 74 t & i?. ; (27) "About the (faculty of) cognition (or consciousness)
of the Spirit" f? 7$ i& .
172 In two, var. three chiian; cf. Wen T'ing-shih
k k A , Pu Chin-shu i-wen chih
j,$# 4 @ A 5. , in Erh-shih-wu shih pu-pien, vol. 111, p. 3705.1, and the works
of the same title by Ch'in Jung-kuang
@ jr, (ib., p. 3802.1), by Wu Shih-chien
& +& (ib., 3852.1) and by Huang Feng-flan
& L (ib. 3897.3).
Cf. above, p. 148.
li4SSHY IIIB!lSb.
Hui-ch'ih: KSC VI, 361.3.14; Tao-tsu: ib., 363.1.13.
He tried to persuade Hui-yuan to give up the religious life; cf. Hui-yiian's
biography, KSC VI 360.2.16 (trsl. below, p. 250; Huan's letter and Hui-yiian's answer
reproduced in HMC XI 75.1.6); he did the same with Tao-tsu in 404 AD (KSC
VI 363.1.16).
177 In HMC XI1 85.3.6 we find a document professing to be a letter by Chih
Tao-lin (Chih Tun) t o Huan Hsiian in which he protests against the proposed registration of the clergy: $ ;/;t- It. t+ J?t. & B ),I,)1; (for $r ?) I)c i,li ?9 2, ;Q , dated
the fifth day of the fourth month of lung-an 3, i.e. May 25, 399 AD. As we have
said before (cf. above, p. 17). the title cannot be correct (Chih Tun died in 366!), but
this is not a reason to reject the whole letter as a forgery; in fact, the writers refer in
the opening lines to themselves as "We, monks of the capital . . .". It is, however,
difficult to say what could have been Huan Hsuan's role in this registration. In May
399 AD he resided at Chiang-ling as the leader of the military junta against Ssu-ma
Tao-tzu, and, although he was at that time already the most powerful man in the
central provinces, he cannot have exercised any influence on the policy of the merropolitan authorities towards the clergy. Or do these monks only protest against measures
taken against their brothers in the central provinces? The contents of the letter are
too vague to affirm or to deny this. Jn any case, if the letter is authentic and if such a
registration was indeed planned or carried out in 399 AD, it is fairly certain that it
emanated from Huan Hsiian.
17' Cf. Hui-yiian's statement in the colophon on his
r'S 4 $t L & <@ (HMC
V 32.2.9), viz. that he and his associates on Mt. Lu had been deeply distressed at the
humiliation of emperor An, and that he had composed the treatise for this reason
(i.e. as a protest against Huan Hsuan)
17@ Cf. below, App. note 125.
18'
Lived 392-473, one of the most prominent members of the imperial family of
the (Liu)-Sung dynasty ; biography in Sung-shu 5 1.1 1b. He entertained relations with
Hui-yiian's disciple Tan-shun .f )I# for whom he built a monastery at Chiang-ling,
cf, KSC VI 363.1.23.
I''
Biography of Lu Hsdn in C S 100.15b sqq.; biography of Lu ~ h ' e nib. 44.6a.
Mentioned in C S 100.16b at the end of Lu Hsiin's biography.
Quoted in IWLC 87.20b and TPYL 972.7b.
lBO For the Han code see HHS 60.7a (cf. HS 72.25a), and the cases concerning
hiding fugitives from justice1* (i.r. HS 60.3b; A. F. P. Hulsewe, Remnants offfa*
L a w I p. 261 nr. 9 and note 20, and p. 266).
to clarify
In 410/411 AD, when Hui-yiian m o t e a letter to Ya0 Hsing in
the cam of the expulsion of Buddhabhadra (cf. below, p. 223). CSTCC XIV (biomaphy of Buddhabhadra) 104.1.1 = KSC 11 335.2.15.
la' The biographies bf Hui-yilan in CSTCC XV and KSC VI, the Poems by Wang
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Ch'ithih iA iin KHMC XXX 351.3.8 sqq.; the biographies of some of Hui.
yuan's lay followers in Sung-shu 93.
187 T 2095. For these later traditions see T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 366-371.
KHMC XXVII 304.1 : & k-+ 4'1 d. & 3 4 .
180 In the Shih-pa hsien chuan, T 2095 (Lu-shun chi III), p. 1039.3.18, and in the
still later (13th cent.) Fo-rsu t'ung-chi XXVI (T 2035) 268.1, which, however, say that
he stayed on the mountain for twelve years; hence according to these sources he
arrived in 399 AD.
loo Cf. above. note 144.
lgl Biogr. in Sung-shu 93.3b, Nan-shih 75.7a; cf. Lu-shun chi 111, 1039.3 ; collected
fragments of his literary works in CSW 29.9a sqq.
lg2 Sung-shu, 1oc.cit.
lg9 His answer on questions concerning mourning garments posed by Yiian Yu
XAs (T'ung-lien 92.501.1) and his exposition of the mourning rites in reply to questions
posed by Ts'ai Kuo ?f& ((T'ung-tien 103.546.3).
+]I$, allusion to Lun-yii V11.8: 5 .hF $ & "I do not open up (the mind)
of anyone who is not desirous to explain himself"
lg6 Sung-shu 93.3b.
led Biography in Sung-shu 93.3b, Nan-shih 75.6a; Lu-shun chi 111 1039.3 ;fragments
of his works in CCW 142.7a.
lo7 Various fragments quoted in T'ung-tien 97, cf. CCW 142.7a-b, and Yii-han
shan-frrng chi i-shu 2 ,& 31 )$ $A k 4 vol. 79.
lg8 When at Hui-yuan's request he wrote a refutation of Tai K'uei's fig Shih
i lun i$
kki.$p(KHMC XVII 222.2 sqq.), he was obviously already living at the Lushan, and this correspondence must have taken place before 396 AD, the year in
wh,ich Tai K'uei died.
lgO Biography in Sung-shu 93.2b, Nan-shih 75.3b; Lu-shun chi 111 1040. 1; fragments
of his work in CSW 20.21.
For the Ming fo lun (HMCI1 9.2-16.1) see above, p. 15.
'01 Shih-pa hsien chuan, in Lu-shun chi 111, T 2095 p. 1040.I.
'03 & ;l. ilp& , quoted in SSHY comm. IB127 a-b.
'03 Shih-pa hsien chuan, in Lu-shun chi 111, T 2095 p. 1042.2.
Biography of Pi Cho in CS 49.2b.
KHMC XXX 351.3.8 sqq: $44 L & fi 6 and four more eulogies on
the Bodhisattvas Sadiprarudita and Dharmodgata and on the Buddhas, by "Wang
Ch'i-chih # 2 from Lang-yeh"; paraphrase in English of the four first poems by
W. Liebenthal in The Book of Chao, p. 193-195, In Lu-shun chi IV 1042.3.9 and
Fo-tsu t'ung-chi XXVI (T 2035), 261.3.17 he figures as "Wang Ch'iao-chih #ie
prefect of Lin-ho & 'k . Judging from the form of his personal name, this person
must belong to the third generation descendants of Wang Cheng 2 who, unlike the
members of the other branches of this clan, have almost without exception twosyllable personal names ending in 2.Wang Ch'i-chih must have died before 417 AD,
since the monk Tao-heng
ji, who died in that year, is reported to have written
a "lament" at the occasion of his death (KSC VI 365.1.7).
208 CSTCC XI1 84.2.5.
'O'
T 417/418, 6.above, p. 35; P. DemiCville in BEFEO XLIV (1954), p. 355
sqq., esp. p. 357, note 8.
T 418, ch. I, section 2 (kr&),p. 905.1.6 sqq. = T 417 p. 899.1.11.
'OD ib., section 3 ( a ) A ) . p. 906.1.17 sqq. = T 417. p. 899.3.12.
ib., section2(455), p. 905.1.23 sqq., cf. T 4 1 7 p . 899.2.18.
"'KHMC XXX, 351.2.21.
Ua According to a late tradition this was the Lotus sarra (cf. P. Demitville, loc.cit.);
probably rather the SukMvativyaha, cf. the account of Seng-chi's death translated
blow.
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$13 KHMC XVXII 304.2.8 sqq.
214T362, b l ~ ! C ~ ~ ~ 2 - & &
)Xhi!!.$g
~ ~ & ~(var.~ &k ! q d K $ $ )
in two chihn.
815 T 362 11 310.1.3 sqq. ; Sukhiivativyfiha 27-28, trsl. F. Max MiiUer in Buddhist
Mahdydna texts (SBE, vol. XLIX, Oxford, 1894), part 11, p. 45-46.
218 Or, acc. to the Korean edition, "establish your mind in . . ."
BG in stead
of G).
217 Lit. "the four great elements" (\ak ,mahdbh~ta),here denoting the material
body? Perhaps rather a mistake for \g ( R ,as often, for M):"the four members",
i.e., the body. We could think of a more philosophical interpretation: "By examination
(he realized) that the four elements (being illusory) are in no way subject to disease
and suffering", but cf. the account of the death of Liu Ch'eng-chih (trsl. above)
who also took leave of the monks without showing any signs of disease.
.KSC VI 362.2.17 sqq.
218 Reading, with most editions, &4 in stead of &.
z20 KSC VI, 362.2.5 sqq.
221 From Hui-yiian's
f,11t49 ;i, 4L 49 ?$ I? (preface to the dhydna"satra" of Buddhasena). CSTCC IX, 65.2.28.
222 Hui-yuan's 2 # L ciC; $4&
! 8 , KHMC XXX, 351.2.1 1.
See e.g., K'ang Seng-hui's preface to the $42 '? g. $3 (mid. third cent.) in
CSTCC VI, 43.1.6 sqq., and Hsieh Fu's 3 ) l c preface to the same scripture, ib.,
43.3.26 sqq. (for Hsieh Fu cf. above, p. 136).
2as Hui-yiian's 2
L % 2 5 fi , KHMC XXX, 35 1.2.16.
I'd]
$L 1 ,& $& , section 3, HMC V, 30.3.14.
T ~i:
L
! If: &-;i0 , cf. his
Preface to the Dhyana-"siitra", CSTCC IX, 65.3.18.
(YogiiciirabhPrni) in two chiion and 17 sections. For
227 T 618,
& 3 4%
the Mahayanist passage about buddhiinusmrti near the end of the work cf. P. DemiCville, op.cit., p. 363.
The story of Sadaprarudita's quest for Wisdom and his conversation with
the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata JS found in the last chapters of both the smaller and
the larger Prajiicipdrarnita'. In spite of its narrative and even lively style which curiously
contrasts with the unbearable monotony of all other sections, it appears to have
been part of the 8.000 and 25.000 p'p' since very early times, since it already figu~es
in the first Chinese versions of these scriptures (sections 28-29 of Lokak~ema's
3 ti , T 224; sections 88-89 of Mok$ala's & L 45, T 221 ; sections 27-28 of
%
Kumlrajiva's ,I. ;e & ;& lj,!$ t.5,T 227; sections 88-89 of his !f S.S E
!
1
y g , T 223 ; Sanskrit text A;/asihasrjkii 30-3 1, trsl. E. Conze, p. 327 sqq.). The Bodhisattva Sadlprarudita
ik & is urged by voices from the air to devote himself
exclusively to the realization of the prajfiipiramitii and to go to the East to do SO.
BYlistening to their sermon he is so overjoyed that he forgets to ask where he has to
go, and when the voices have disappeared, he is overwhelmed by sadness and regret.
For seven days and nights he conmntrates his whole mind on the problem how and
where to obtain the prajifdpiiramifii. After seven days, the Buddha mlnifests himself
before his eyes, complete with all characteristics of the Buddha-body, and, praising
him for his zeal, he tells him to join the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata .* 3 $8 at the
city of Gandhavati, who will instruct him. SadAprarudita then masters a great number
of sumidhi by which he is able to perceive in~umerableBuddhas who encourage
him and tell him to go to Dharmodgata, but whenever he emerges out of his trance
he is distressed at the fact that these Buddhas have disappeared. He therefore constantly ponders on the problem where these apparitions came from and to what
place they have gone, and this is the first question which he poses to Dharmodgata
who then explains to him the absolute nature of the transcendent Buddha-bqdy
which is the dharmakrfya i i 4 . The relation between this story and the visuallzatlon
of the Buddha by buddhhusnlrti is obvious; in fact, Dharmodgata's pmblem (viz.,
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the actual nature and origin of such apparitions) was the one which Hui-yiian himself
in one of his letters submitted to Kumirajiva (cf. below, p. 228 nr. 1I)! Fol the
eulogies on the image of Sadiprarudita and Dharmodgata cf. above. note 205.
889 For the "shadow of the Buddha" at Nagarahira see J. Przyluski, "Le NardOuest de 1'Inde dans le Vinaya des Mfila-Sarvistivldin et les textes apparent&",
J.As, 1914, p. 565-568; Et. Lamotte, TrairP, p. 551 -553 and the sources mentioned
there; lor the "shadow" on Mt. Lu cf. the article of Inouye Ichii mentioned in note
121, and T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 346-347. The main source for the episode is
Hui-yuan's "Inscription on the shadow of the Buddha" 4 d? .id (with preface and
colophon) in KHMC XV 197.3-198.4; a somewhat deviating version of the five
hymns of which this "inscription" consist is found in Hui-yiian's biography in KSC
(trsl. below, App. p. 242, according to the KHMC text). Furthermore there is the
"inscription" by Hsieh Ling-yiin (cf. below, note 237). In all editions except the
Korean one, the title of Hui-yiian's inscription is given as 4, & 1: . This 3 is
no doubt a case of dittography: the foregoing text, an eulogy on Candraprabha by
Chih Tun, ends with the words ;k jk 4j 2 ,and this $, repeated by careless
copying, has become distorted into 5 (- 4 ) and joined to the title of the next
piece.
aso Mentioned among Tao-an's works in CSTCC V, 40.1.6 and 8.
KHMC XV, 198.1.10 sqq. The identity of the Vinaya-master is not known;
it cannot have been Fa-hsien, who only returned in 413 and who is not known to
have visited Mt. Lu.
Cf. the sixth line of Hui-yuan's fourth hymn: "its movement faintly (appears
on) the light (plain) silk" 3 .fh$f& (ch'ing-su no doubt refers to the painting
material, as it matches the "point of the (painter's) brush ;fi, & in the previous line).
zm Li-rai sun-pao chi VII, T 2034, p. 71.1.10.
aw T 643, ch. VII p. 680.3 sqq.; partly translated by J. Przyluski, cf. note 229 above.
m6 ib., p. 681.3.3.
According to CSTCC XIV, 103.2.28, Buddhabhadra came from "Northern
India" (no place of birth specified); KSC 11, 334.2-3 mentions two traditions: at the
beginning of his biography (p. 334.2.27) he is said to have been born at Kapilavastu
as a member of the Sakya family which professed to descend from king Amrtodana,
an uncle of the Buddha. This sounds like hagiography, an attempt to enhance Buddhabhadra's holiness by stressing his personal relation with the founder of the religion.
According to the second tradition, also reported in KSC (p. 334.3.17), he came from
NagarahHra 31 $ $1 kt, from a noble fami!y which had been Buddhist since generations.
~ 4 ' KHMC XV, 199.2-3, composed after the return of Fa-hsien who is mentioned
in the preface. Another tteatise about the "shadow of the Buddha", by Yen Yennien .#&$ (early fifth century) is mentioned by Lu Ch'eng (CSTCC XI1 83.3.3).
He T 1956, in 3 chiinn. Hui-yuan's letters to Kurnarajiva are mentioned separately
in different sections of the table of contents of Lu Ch'eng's Fa-fun (CSTCC XI1
83.1.1 sqq.), which shows that ca. 465, when the Fa-fun was compiled, these had not
yet been collected so as to form a single work. A collection of these letters appears
for the first time in the Chung-ching mu-lu of 594 AD (T 2146 VI 147.1.26: % r.)

6.a.4 P.2-,,dr4

).

These few words of course do not pretend to be an adequate account of Kumgrajlva's life, the basic source for which is his biography in KSC I1 330.1-331.1 (translated by J. Nobel in Sitzungsberichte der Preu~sischenAkademie dcr ~issenschaflen,
Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1937). The best recent discussion of his life and activities is found
in J6ron kenkyu, p. 130-146, by Tsukamoto Zenryti, who convincingly demonstrates
that the dates of Kumiirajiva's life must be 350-409 AD; see also T'ang Yung-t'ung,
History, p. 278-340, and Sakaino Kay6
W ?. ;$ ,Shino bukkyd seishi i d! # blr
(T6ky6 1935), p. 341-417.
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The first letters are reproduced in Hui-yiian's biography in KSC, trsl. k l o w ,
246 sqq. These have not been included in T 1856, nor are they mentioned in the
i - l u n mu-lu, probably because they were not considered important from a doctrinal
point of view.
941 The Fa-lfm mu-/u mentions one letter entitled "About the Spirit" f-7
(CSTCC XI1 84.3.27, no answer of Kumirajiva listed) which does not figure in T 1856.
On the other hand. T 1856 contains one letter (nr. 6, entitled fq 9 ;R ,L "more
questions about the vydkarunu") which IS not mentioned by Lu Ch'eng. The letter
nr. 17 in T 1856 is clearly a later redaction in which the contents of more than one
letter have been combined; in fact, Lu Ch'eng mentions two documents devoted to
the same subject: 1.) & 9 and f rq d $ (p. 84.2.24). Lu Ch'eng's entry 1'-7 ,t. 5)
41 &(p. 83.2.29) certainly refers to nr. 9 of T 1856 ( & L ;),).
era An annotated Japanese translation of the Ta-sheng fa i-chang has been prepared
by a joint study group under the direction of Tsukamoto Zenrya at the Institute
of Humanistic studies (Jimbunkagaku-kenkyajo) of Kybto University, and it is to
be hoped that this counterpart of the invaluable J6ron kenkpi will be published
before long (cf. J6ron kenkyii, Introduction, p. 2).
U3 The buddhology of the Ta chih-ru lun recognizes only 4~ 1 (nirmd~akdya)
and ;L 4 , the latter referring to the Buddha's "Dharma-body" (dharmakdya), as
well as to his glorified body perceived by the Bodhisattvas (elsewhere denoted as
sar)tbhogakdya, "body of enjoymentw)-a fact which still increases the confusion
of Hui-yuan's ideas on this subject.
Hui-yuan's interest in these speculations must very probably be connected with
his ideas about the nature of images visualized in samddhi (cf. nr. 1 I).
245 It is interesting to note that Hui-yuan in this letter uses the MBdhyamika type
of syllogism to prove his argument.
See below, App. note 132 nrs. 6-9.
7 ~ ' Cf. S H H Y IIB/44b-45a.
Founded, according to CSTCC X 72.2.26 ( & % 6 , anon.. 391 AD),
by Wang Ning-chih f.;kL(?-399), the second son of Wang Hsi-chih, like his
father a famous calligrapher and a follower of Taoism ( 2. 3 -C I.& 1; CS 80.6a.
249 HMC V 34.2-3. For the term L n& cf. below, App. note 47.
Fan T'ai 5 'tff (355-427 AD) in his & 5 $& 2 ;). 3 , H M C XI1 78.2.18,
cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 355.
251 Lu Te-ming fk @. 4 (Lu Yuan-lang L fl , 550-626) in his Moo-shih yin-i
I Z ~$f2 & $ ;k
3) 3, & (in the cltu-shu ed. of the Odes, ch. IA p. 3a): A
lil
2. :L @ 3 &, cf. T1ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 360. For a collection of
fragments of Chou Hsu-chih's glosses on the Odes, see Yii-han shanqang chi i-shu
vol. 16.
&@i
and i5 .%& . For the date cf. P. Pelliot in
25P
, & ~ 4 ,%
TP XXII (1923), p. 102; biography of Tao-liu and Tao-tsu in KSC VJ, 363.1.
'm (a) Letter of Huan Hsiian to the Eight Ministers, H M C XI1 80.2 = T 2108,
Chi sha-men pu-ying pai-su teng shih, ch. I, 444.3 ; (b) Reply of the Eight Ministers,
HMC XI1 80.2 T 2108 p. 445.1; (c-k) Correspondence between Wang Mi and
Huan Hsiian (nine letters), H M C XII, 80.3-83.2 = T 2108, p. 445.1-447.3; (1-n)
Huan Hsilan's letter to Hui-yuan, answer by Hui-yuan and rejoinder by Huan.
HMC XII, 83.2-84.1 T 2108, p. 447.348.3; ( 0 ) Edict issued by Huan Hsuan
granting the clergy the privilege "not to pay homage to the ruler", HMC XI1 84.2;
(PV) remonstrances against this edict and answers by Huan Hsuan (seven documents),
HMC XII, 84.2-95.1.
, which title he bore from May,
" In these letters Huan Hsiian is called
402 till February, 403 ( C S 10.3b). On the other hand it is said in the last memorial
of the courtiers (document v) that the writer on account of his work far from the capital
had not been aware that a discussion had already been held "the spring of the pmvious
or0
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; since this document is dated the 12th month of the year 4031404,
(year)" &
this must refer to the spring of 402/403, hence probably May 402.
255 HMC XII, 80.2.14
T 2108, I, p. 444.3.19.
4
Jh f.&# - 4 ,
ZS6 Cf. Tao reching25: d k.X k.ak.-i.4.
257 H M C XII, 80.2.28 = T 2108, I, p. 445.1.3.
25e Magistrate and partisan of Huan Hsiian; biography C S 74.9a; acc. to cs
10.3b he had obtained the functions and titles given here ( & ;f;& , E$$ g and
4Q$ $ ) in AprillMay 402 AD.
258 Not mentioned elsewhere. Perhaps K'ung An-kuo -k% la (died 408, short
biography in CS 78.2b), one of Ssu-ma Tao-tzu's partisans?
260 Mentioned in passing as 4
3 9 , I$ 3 and 3 h in the biography of his
in Sung-shu 53.ta.
son Chang Yii
2s1 Not mentioned elsewhere; of course not the same person as the Shih Tao-pa0
mentioned above, p. 97.
262 HMC XI1 80.3.19; T 2108 1 445.1.25.
$ 2 , allusion to Shih-ching, Ode 209 (III.vi.1, Ode j C A ): $ k 1.1%
.
9
X ik , cf. also below, p. 256.
'
2M Which would mean around the beginning of our era. Does Wang Mi here
refer to the tradition of the Yueh-chih envoy of 2 BC (cf. above, p. 24)?
285 HMC XI1 81.1.16 = T 2108 1 445.2.18.
2e6 HMC XI1 81.2.22 = T 2108 I 445.3.21.
267 Lim-yii V111.9:
5
2.F
&h ~ .
268 H M C XI1 82.1.25 = T 2108 I 446.2.17.
269 HMC XI1 82.3.1 -- T 2108 1 446.3.21.
2 7 0 HMC XI1 83.2.1 = T 2108 I 447.2.20.
271 Cf. Litn-yii 11.3:
L li: Jk.% L cx fil. fln1 cZ % ,Ti, 3 kl etc.
272 H M C XI1 81.1.25 = T 2108 1 445.2.26.
273 HMC XI1 81.3.12 .= T 2108 I 446.1.8.
274 H M C XI1 82.2.9 = T 2108 I 446.2.29.
275 HMC XI1 82.3.13 = T 2108 I 447.1.3.
2i6 H M C XI1 81.2.4 -- T 2108 1 445.3.5.
2 7 7 H M C XI1 82.1.1
T 2108 I 446.1.26.
27e H M C XI1 81.2.10 = T 2108 I 445.3.1 1.
279 H M C XI1 82.1.10 = T 2108 I 446.2.1.
280 H M C XI1 81.2.14 = T 2108 I 445.3.14.
"l HMC XI1 82.1.18 = T 2108 I 446.2.10.
282 HMC XI1 82.2.24 = T 2108 I 446.3.15.
2e3 H M C XI1 83.1.2 = T 2108 I 447.1.21.
2e4 H M C XI1 83.3.2 = T 2108 1 447.3.19; shorter and somewhat different version
in Hui-yuan's biography in KSC, trsl. below p. 250.
2R5 H M C XI1 83.3.10 = T 2108 I 447.3.28.
2"
CSTCC XV 110.2.26.
2 H 7 The first memorial of the courtiers, submitted immediately after Huan's edict,
bears the curious date
.f
4 -t = .I EI . This nien-hao is not mentioned
in any other historical source; CS 10.3b merely states that in the second year yuanhsing ,j & , 1 1 th month keng-ch'en (December 21, 403 AD), emperor An handed
over the seal of state to Wang Mi, who brought it to Huan Hsiian, and that Huan
on the fourth of the 12th month of that year (January 2, 404) ascended the throne
and assumed yung-shih &.j$ as his nien-hao. Could t'ai-heng be a nien-hao privately
assumed by Huan Hsiian during his dictatorship? In any case the date of the first
memorial ( -t c ).j 2 Q ) must correspond t o January 1,404 AD, i.e., one day before
his actual enthronement, and yet it contains the ceremonial terms commonly used
t
when addressing the emperor. The last memorial is dated # R L % -t 1- 4
0 ;again the same problem! But here .C.+ ic, may bea mistake for & & o r a&;in any
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case this date must correspond to January 22, 404 AD, twenty days after Huan's
888

H M C XI1 84.2.25.

HMC XI1 84.3.1-85.1 I.

~ 3 9

Biography in C S 99.12a.
See above, note 121.
292 "Inscription" of Chang Yeh (SSHY comnr. IB/27a): "at the age of eightythree", no date given; "Eulogy" by Hsieh Ling-yun (KHMC XXllI 267.1.20):
417 AD, at the age of 84; CSTCC XV 110.3.3: "at the end of the i-hsi era" (-419)
at the age of 83; KSC VI, 361.2.1 : 416 AD, at the age of 83.
5
293 Cf. the account of his death in late Amidist sources like T 2070, aL 'i
; Y L x4B.4 p 104.1.16; T 2071, :* ~ d i *##
.
p. 110.2.8 sqq., T 2072 ti* 5
I p. 127.2.6 sqq. etc.
299

291
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N.W. of the modern Tai
hsien in Northern Shansi.
In 346 AD. The "inscription" of Chang Yeh X'Bf (quoted in SSHY cotnm.
I B/27 a-b, cf. above, note 121) dates this event when Hui-yiian was twelve (eleven,
according to our way of counting) years old, in 345 AD.
3 ;a
ir a , the modern Hsu-ch'ang hsien in central Honan.
In 354 AD, when he was twenty years old according to our way of counting.
The region South of the lower Yangtze.
I.e., Fan Hsiian 3 ?$ , rzu 'g 3. , a retired scholar, famous for his knowledge of
the Rites. According to his biography (CS 91.8b-9a) he was an orthodox Confucianist.
opposed to the study of Loo-~zuand Chuang-rzu and to the anti-ritualistic tendencies
prevalent among the gentry in his time. It is remarkable that Hui-yiian, the hsiiarihsiieh specialist, wanted to join this moralistic scholiast at the poor little farm at
Yii-chang %* (the modern Nan-ch'ang @; , Kiangsi) where he spent most of
his life studying and working in the fields. He was much admired and materially
supported by several members of the highest gentry; later, after 376 AD, he and the
m a n o t h e r conservative Confucianist, since that year prefect
famous Fan Ning
of Yu-chang) did much to revive Confucian classical studies in the Kiangsi region.
Fan Hsuan died at the age of fifty-three; since his son Fan Chi $4 (biographical
note CS ib.) had already filled several important posts before the i-hsi era (405-4 1 8).
Fan Hsilan must have died before the end of the fourth century. When Hui-yijan
wanted to join him ca. 354 AD he must consequently have been a young man of
Hui-yuan's age. Hui-yuan's wish to join him is already recorded in the "lnscri~tion"
of Chang Yeh, S S H Y comm. IB,'27a.
$kg ; CSTCC XV 109.2.15 has $ $( -& ,& ; the last two characters figure in
KSC only in the Korean edition. & 5;d is a variant form of a& "(to practice) noble
retirement", cf. I-thing, hex. 33, comment on the fifth unbroken line: 8 & , 6 $.

'

'A

2 2.&

CSTCC XV 109.2.15 has . . . "it happened that 'the King's road' was blocked"
For the expression LJ& (here denoting ''government" or "the
condition of the empire" in general), cf. Shu-ching IV.4 (ch. i?. $L ) : 9 4 4 8.d
8 (trsl. Karlgren p. 32: "Have no aversions and follow the King's road"). The
KSC here wrongly refen to the "troubles of the Shih clan'' following the death of
Shih Hu as the reason why Hui-yuan could not go to the South. These troubles had
"tually only lasted till 352, after which conditions in the North had been stabilized
again. Around 354 AD the region of Hsii-ch'ang and Loyang had become the scene
other wars, cf. above, p. 206. The "inscription" of Chang Yeh (SSHY c'cJmnl.
IB/27a) merely says "the roads were blocked and impassable" 3 ILl
! ! 5! i
8

4 f $8- 6 &. .
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9 An anachronism: Tao-an only assumed the religious surname Shih when he was
living at Hsiang-yang, i.i~.,after 365 AD. Cf. above, p. 189.
10 This happened in 354 AD, according to KSC V1 (biography of Hui-yijan,s
brother Hui-ch'ih $.&) 362.2.16. For a discussion of the date, cf. Tang Yung-tlung,
History, p. 344. It seems that Hui-yiian after having given up his plan to cross the
yangtze had returned to the North, perhaps to his native Yen-men, and that he
met Tao-an in Western Hopei on his way home. CSTCC says jj5 rdj 2i 3 9, if $
without specifying the place.
11 For the term 4& .L. = pratirupaka-dharma cf. E. Chavannes and S. Lkvi in J . A ~ .
1916, p. 194. and P. Pelliot in TP XXV p. 92-94 and XXVI p. 51-52. Actually the
"counterfeit Doctrine" means the second stage in the gradual deterioration of the
religion, intermediate between the thousand years of "correct" Doctrine and the
last phase of "final" Doctrine, at the end of which the dharma has practically disappeared from the world. Here it hardly means anything more than "Buddhism"
in general.
l2 This saying attributed by Hui-chiao to Hui-yuan does not figure in CSTCC
or in Chang Yeh's inscription: the expression ?L ,TL goes back to the description of
the different "schools of philosophy" in the bibliographical chapter of the Hun-shu
( H S 30).
l9 Z.e., he accepted the tonsure.
l4 *& ; CSTCC has here $ @ "entrusted himself as a hostage (to the rrirarna)".
l 5 The text has 32;t "poor travellers", which I take to be a mistake for $&
"poor family".
For this disciple see above, p. 199.
l7 8;W , bhOtalaksana(?), satyalaksatra(?), thus rendered by Et. Lamotte (Trairh,
passim), but I have been unable to find proofs of this restitution; it occurs frequently
in KumPrajiva's terminology for dharmatrf or dharmaclhitu (besides SL f!t ), especially
in the combination 3 ;t f ?ifl . Cf. the remarks by Shirado Waka \i~LhJ' in
Indogaku-BukkyGgaku kenkyii IV.2 (March 1956) p. 466-467.
l e This would imply that other disciples were not allowed to do so-perhaps
an
indication of Tao-an's aversion of ko-i (cf. above, p. 184)?
"' or
these disciples see above, p. 199. This episode occurs already in Cham
Yeh's "Inscription" (SSH Y comm. I B/27a).
.ri %l!i
A f i . . ., and
20 Cf. KSC V (biography of Tao-an) 352.3.18: 02
trsl. Link, p. 26, note 4.
21 A mistake; Fu P'i laid siege to Hsiang-yang in 378 and took the city in 379,
cf. above, p. 198. CSTCC has # -f; r;,-c ;k3 . . ,
22 T 598, Dharmarak~a's translation of the Srfgarandgarcijaparipycchd (trsl. 285
AD, cf. CSTCC 11 7.2.24). Apart from the important role played by nigas ("dragons"
&) in this siitra, it does not contain any element especially devoted to exorcism or
rain-making. For another early case of the Hai-lung wang ching being recited in order
to make rain, see Fa-yiiun chu-lin LXIII 764.2, quoting Ming-hsiang chi. According
to Fa-yiian chu-/in (ib., 764.3), the two miracles performed by Hui-yuan also occurred
in this collection of pious tales, the account of which no doubt wascopied by Hui-chiao23 Biography in KSC VI 362. I. I I , cf. above, p. 199. The Hsi-lin ssu where he lived
had been founded for him in 367 by T'ao Fan & &, cf. Tang Yung-t'ung, History,
p. 346. T'ao Fan was one of the many sons of T'ao K'an (cf. below, note 41 ); his name
occurs in the latter's biography (CS 66.6b3, but nothing is said about his life.
24 Huan 1, who as a general played an important role in the battle on the ~ei-shui,
-me
governor of Chiang-chou (residing at Hsiin-yang) in 384, and held this post
till hls death ca. 392; cf. his biography in C S 81.5b-7a. As T'ang Yung-t'ung remarks
(History, P. 3461, the late tradition according to which the Tung-lin monastery was
founded in 386 AD may consequently be correct.
6 f&J& : the northern summit of the Lu-shan, the top of which is constantly
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wrapped in a haze, cf. the fragment of Hui-yuan's Lu-shun chi
J, ii; quoted in
~i Shan's b / commentary on Wen-hsiian 12.256: 5 & J, .L) @ ;S. & $. 1.

pl&%;.'B&

L

a*,

Reading If
t in st. of 4 f (var. 4 i )
cf. the sub-title of Hui-yiian's
, KHMC XV 1 9 7 . 3 . 9 : 2 j ~ L ~ + & & & &
jt,* / \ - + ik X . . . o n
the "shadow of the Buddha" cf. above, ch. IV note 229.
27 On this icon and its function cf. above, p. 224. The following hymns occur in
a lightly different version in KHMC XV 197.3 sqq. In the translation we have in
general followed this version, which is probably directly based upon the text of
these hymns as the compiler of KHMC found them in Hui-yuan's collected works.
Needless to say that the translation of several passages from this difficult and hyperrhetorical text must remain hypothetical. In spite of its obscurity and extreme artificiality, the Hymns on the Shadow of the Buddha are very interesting as specimens
of'early Buddhist "metaphysical poetry".
28 ,kg,cf. Taoreching35: .jr~
tk h.,k 7%b- ,andib.41: A $ j? iS.3 @. & & .
29 Reading. with most editions, & in stead of & .
Reading, with most editions of KHMC, 4 4s . The Korean edition of KHMC
and most editions of KSC have & t.& ,h, $ "its traces disappear, and it is darkened";
the Korean edition of KSC has g $ in stead of $ .
31 Reading, with KSC and the Korean edition of KHMC, &
; ; the il& in the
other editions of KHMC is obviously a copyist's mistake.
32 Reading, with KSC ;+ $ in stead of \P 4 .
41 & , urni(keia), one of the thirty-two lak,yana, the white curl of hair between
the Buddha's eyebrows, represented as emitting a ray of light, either permanently
or at special occasions; cf. HGbGgirin S.V. byakirg6.
34 Reading, with KSC, $4 in stead of I j .
35 Reading, with KHMC, $! in stead of PR) .
38 Reading, with KHMC, @ in stead of % .
37 Cf.Tooteching14:
\DZ$ , a n d i b . 4 1 : k % 4 @.
.
Reading, with KHMC' and the Korean edition of KSC, c;( instead of
39 In KHMC the four-syllable pattern, maintained throughout the whole text of
the hymns, is here broken, the last four lines of IV consisting of six and five syllables.
In the KSC these lines have been made to accord with the stylistic form of the rest
of the poem by eliminating two or one syllable from each line-an attempt at regularization which proves that we here have to do with a secondary and less reliable
version.
:@
*+ 'F
; A &fi$+
KHMC: :Q L
.KSC:
26
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k # " Z & , cf. Tao te ching 78:

&kA=a

%%4+5
k#&%

**.
us back at least sixty years before

%dfi

This episode-of doubtful historicity-takes
h i - y u a n came to Mt. Lu. T'ao K'an (259-334), a famous general and magistrate
of the late Western and early Eastern Chin, had become military governor of Kuangthou in 315 AD (cf. his biography in C S 66.4a sqq., esp. p. 6b. and 'b. 6.5a). The
sources do not mention any other contacts between him and the Buddhist clergy.
but one of his sons appears to have sponsored Hui-yung 2.7k at Hsiin-yang (cf.
above, note 23). The story of the statue occurs in a more detailed and more legendarized version in Fa-yiian c.h,,-/in (XIII 386.3) where it is defined as an image of the
Bodhisattva MafijuSri; no source is indicated. See also Tao-hsuan's less miraculous
account in KHMC XV 203.1.22 sqq., and below, p. 279.
4 2 For the "relics of ASoka" in medieval China cf. below, p. 277.
43 Popular sayings and ditties have often been taken as omens-after
the event.
For a collection of such songs see Tu Wen-Ian $.t A
, Ku yao-yeti 3 4% 3 (1861.
reedited Peking 1958).
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For these persons cf. above, p . 217 sqq.
3 f f j is actually a translation of AmiGyus "Infinite LifeH--a name which
probably more appealed to the interest of the Chinese than 9 f ;L (Amitibha,
"Infinite Light"), the other name by which this Buddha is commonly known, and
which stresses the immeasurable light radiating from him rather than his longevity
and that of the inhabitants of his paradise. The name Amitiyus occasionally occurs
in the Sukhbvativyliha (ch. 31, trsl. F. Max Miiller p. 47). but there much more
emphasis is laid upon Amitiibha as the lord of all-pervading light; cf. the long enumeration of his different names, all containing an element which means "light" (Amitfibha,
Amitaprabha, Amitaprabhasa, Asamitptaprabha etc.) in SukhtivativyOha 12 (trsl.
F. Max Miiller p. 29-30).
48 The zodiacal sign &Jk indicates a year with the cyclical appellation yin 9 ,
corresponding in this period with the years 390, 402 and 414 AD. The year 402 AD
must be meant here (cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung. History, p. 342).
4 7 2 tk : the three types of karmic retribution, viz., "immediate retribution" tkfk
(d/s?adhar~~av~'Cjani)'a-kar~nati,
"acts to be felt in the present life"), "retribution
(after one) birth " % % (upapadya-vedaniya-kart~lan) and "retribution in a (still)
later (life)" 4%
(aparaparydyavedaniya-karman), cf. Abh. KoSa IV. 1 1 5 and V.2 1 6.
Hui-yuan was much interested in the scholastic speculations about the process of
retribution; his source was very probably the ?Abhidharmahrdaya, a Sarvistiviidin
compendium translated at his request by Sanghadeva during the latter's stay at the
Lu-shan in 391 392 AD (T 1550, in 4 ch.). and revised by Hui-yuan himself. A short
treatise by Hui-yuan, devoted to this subject. has been preserved: "On the Three Kinds
of Retribution" 2 $iLG& (HMC V 34.2, cf. above, p. 16 sub 10).
4 V f . Hui-yuan's own words in the fourth section of his Sha-nlen pi(-ching wang-che
lrrri (HMC V 3 1.1.4, trsl. Hurvitz p. 25): jt, & g a,,$$ . ;f9 & R$ & , 3 rr 3 .
44

45

#. 1% $22 .
. ..

49

:L-

&

6 48 , tentative translation.

so ~ ~ $j l: lit. "investigating the sections (of the sQtras)"?

''

Probably an allusion to the practice of "visualization" of AmitPbha who as
a result of mental concentration upon the Buddha (buddhdnusnrrti) appears to the
devotee either during this concentration or in his sleep.
"
I
I. la. & -% .
j2 F k , ~ f Shih-ching,
.
ode 242 (To-yo 1.8.1, Q 8 ) : 5%
53 ~ -Fp
- ; tentative
.
translation. For .g f&/I read, with CSTCC X V 109.3.25,
9 It cannot be an allusion to the "Shadow of the Buddha" (cf. above) which
was only made ca. nine years after this event.
Reading, with most ed. of CSTCC X V 1 10.1.2, J& in stead of $ 4 "clouded
mountain-peaks".
$!&, allusion to I-ching, hexagram 1 1 ( & ), on the first unbroken line:& 3:
$ L?. @ $ (,
$i
"the grass is plucked out together with its kind. The attack will
bring fortune". Wang Pi's interpretation: the roots of the grass are interwoven and
connected with each other, so that one blade, if extracted, will draw the other with
it--in the same way the superior man after having risen to a high position will not
forget his old comrades who have lagged behind.
56 Reading, with CSTCC XV 110.1.4, Pt; & in stead of F. ik.
5 7 fg;tij: the magic tree of jade on the summit of Mt. K'un-lun, the fruits of which
are jewels containing the elixir of immortality; it measures three hundred fathoms
in circumference and is a hundred thousand feet tall. cf. Ch'u-tz'u, Li-sao, SPTK
ed. I 3 1 b and 44a. This ancient Chinese belief closely resembles the traditional Buddhist
representation of the miraculous trees in Sukhlvati, elaborated at great length in
Sukhdvativyliha X V I (trsl. F. Max Miiller, p. 33 sqq.): there are trees made of gold,
silver, beryl. crystal, coral, red pearls, diamonds and various combinations of these,
etc. For this resemblance between Sukhgvati and the Taoist fairyland (also traditionally located in the far West) cf. also H. Maspero, Les religions chinoises, P. 72.
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T'ang Yung-t'ung (History, p. 368) regards the passage about the blessed seated on
lotus flowers as a mere rhetorical ornament, but he also points out that the later
tradition about the alleged foundation of the "Lotus Society" ; Z q i may have been
inspired by the same idea.
58 : ,s
M: the three durgati, viz. rebirth as inhabitants of Hell, preras or animals.
39 The origin of the ju-i sceptre, a familiar symbol of the Buddhist doctrine, is
rather prosaic: it was an instrument used to scratch itching spots on the back which
could not be reached by the hands (hence the name: "according to one's wishes"!).
The instrument is first attested in secular sources: according to SSH Y IIB'5b a
metal ju-i was used by Wang Tun 1& (266-324). and CS 33.12a speaks of one
handled by Shih Ch'ung R 2 (249-300). In an earlier but rather unreliable source,
the Shih i chi ,#$A&
; (in its present form a compilation of fragments of the original
we read about ju-i made of precious
late fourth century work by Wang Chia L
materials in the possession of Sun Ch'iian 2%(181-252 AD) and Sun Ho -2i.'
(224-252). cf. Shih i shi, Han- Wei ts'ung-shu ed. 8.3b and 6b. In all these cases the
ju-i is not used as a scratcher but as a "play-thing" used to point to persons at a
meeting, to beat time when singing, to tap on or to strike against various objects
etc., more or less in the same way as the "fly-whisk" was used in ch'ing-t'an (cf.
above, p. 95). Like the fly-whisk, the Chinese ju-i may have been taken over by
cultured priests in the fourth century AD. On the other hand, a kind of back-scratcher
seems to have been one of the objects which regularly figured in the inventory of the
Buddhist priests: in Chu Fo-nien's late fourth cent. translation of the ?Dharnraguptakavinaya \a 5 8 (T 1428) the ju-i is mentioned in a list of such objects (T 1428
XIX p. 694.1.6), and in the early eleventh century Shih-shih yao-Ian Rf h .-fr
(T2127, by Tao-ch'eng 2 2 4 , 1019 AD) the Sanskrit name for such an instrument
is given as 84 8; f i anuruddha, "soothed", "pacified". cf. anurodha "obliging",
"fulfilling one's wishes" (the meaning "scratcher" does not occur in the dictionaries),
which is the real meaning of ju-i (T 2127 11 p. 279.2.28). It is not clear how and why
this humble instrument could become the most venerable attribute of the Buddhist
priest, unless we assume that the ju-i -& 3 came in some way to be associated with
the JU-i pao .(tt2 g. '@ , the "wish-fulfilling gem" (cintamani) which plays such an
important role in Indian Buddhist and non-Buddhist mythology.
13' Not mentioned elsewhere.
13' Not mentioned elsewhere.
" Yin Chung-k'an became governor of Ching-chou in November 398 (cf. above,
P. 113).
$3 (= 13, cf. the expression 4j.9 )),implying that a rather long time had
elapsed since they began to converse.
a Cf. S S H Y IB127a-b, and above, p. 213.
Lived 360-407. For Wang Mi and his role as "defender of the faith" cf. above,
P. 213 and 232 sqq.
" Not mentioned elsewhere.
3 % . Since Wang Mi had been
137 B b@,
allusion to Lun-yii 11.4.5: ? -t 3-1
born in 360 AD, this letter must have been written in 399 AD, shortly before Huan
Hsilan's rise to power.
" 1.e. HsiSn-yang. Lu Hsiin launched his great offensive against Chiang-chou
and the capital in 409/410 AD, cf. above, p. 157.
Be
%&? , mostly used for "correspondence". All editions except the Korean one
have $ {r,where 4- is obviously a mistake for the cursive form of b?.
'O This seems to be the name of a village; I have bee11 unable to localize it.
" CSTCC XV 110.1.16 mentions only Fa-ching, about whom nothing further is
known. Fa-ling went to Khotan where he assembled a great number of texts; among
these was a Sanskrit manuxript of the Avaraqtsakas~train 36.000 Sl~kas,which was
later (in 4 18-420 AD) translaw by Buddhabhadra at the southern capital (CSTCC
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1X 6.1.1, $ 43! <t, and KSC 11, biogr. of Buddhabhadra, p. 335.3.3 sqq.j. From
Central Asia he returned to Ch'angan ca. 408 AD, probably together with Kumirajiva's old teacher Buddhayaias, cf. Sakaino K6yb jk 3 i$ , Shina bukkyd seishi
(TOkyb 1935). p. 537-540; T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 306,
48 # & 44
Jdron kenkyu p. 43; W. Liebenthal, the Book of Chao, p. 98, notes 382 and 383.
About Dharmanandin's faulty translation of this work nothing is known from
other sources. In its present form the ?Ahhidhamrahydaya is an incomplete compendium of Sarvistivada Abhidharrna attributed to (?)Dharmottara or (?) DharmaSri
It M . Sanghadeva first made a complete translation of this work at Loyang ca. 384
AD (cf. CSTCC 11 10.3.10); this, in sixteen (var. thirteen) chiian, has been lost since
T'ang times. As stated here, he made a second translation of the A-p'i-t'an-hsin at
Hui-yiian's request during his stay at Mt. Lu in 391i392 AD, but this was actually
an extract of the original text. and this version, in three chiian, is no doubt the one
preserved in the canon (T 1550).
i 3 2 -.Sh$&
' , another Sarv2stividin compendium attributed to Vasubhadra
LLI @ and Sanghasena
4 i Yr~, , in three (vur. two) chiian; T 1506.
74 CSTCC X contains two prefaces to Sanghadeva's (abridged) version of the
Abhidharmuhrdayu made in 391'392 AD: one anonymous (p. 62.2.16 sqq.) and one
by Hui-yiijin (p. 62.3.1 sqq.), and Hui-yilan's preface to the Sun fa-ru lun (ib. p. 63.
1.1 sqq.).
75 & jQ, , a younger brother of Yao Hsing and an ardent Buddhist who actively
took part in the translation activities at Ch'angan. His titles were Regional inspector
for the Metropolitan Area 7 %dtg9 , General of the Left E N 9 and Marquis
of An-ch'eng !2 A dk, cf. CSTCC Vlll 57.3.12 (Seng-jui's j~ $ tf fkfi 406 AD);
in CSTCC XI 77.3.2 (Seng-chao's d <,$iF ,404 AD) he is only called 9 $;t;jki9 $ t&
4% , so that his letter to Hui-yuan probably was written after 404, when he had
obtained the title of "General of the Left" mentioned by Hui-yuan. A correspondence
on doctrinal subjects between him and Yao Hsing has been preserved in K H M C
XVlll 228.1-230.1.
7 6 .-$$ & i %. , tentative translation. The 5 used here instead of the common
4 probably alludes to the 12th hexagram of the I-ching, named ,jbu 2 , which is
held to symbolize the unhappy state in which "Heaven and Earth have no contact
with each other, and the beings do not communicate", cf. T'uan-chuan XII, trsl.
Legge p. 224.
f ,L ; translation uncertain. I have taken Huai-pao to be a proper
7'
name; it could also mean "You (Kumarajiva) have come to stay here, carrying the
jewel (of the doctrine) in your bosom", but 1 do not see how this could be connected
with either the preceding or the following sentence.
I 2 iq & . 1 do not know what "Three Regions" are meant here.
L C L ~ is SO obscure that I cannot offer even a hypothetical translation.
79 &
2 t &, a variation of / \ Z & , the "Eightfold Noble Path" (drylSs!ah?am-rga) of Buddhism.
;ad$ renders m m a , here probably the disciple POrDa Maitraya~iputrawho
frequently figures as one of the interlocutors in the Prajn'cipdramirci.
)*
k .k' ?. seems to refer to the filtering-bag (commonly called
used by Buddhist monks to strain off living creatures from the water they want to
use. The X,which makes no sense here, is probably an error for &.
83 &,fi
vandanam ("obeisance", "worship"), a formula of salutation, also
commonly used by Chinese monks in their correspondence.
I do not know to what scripture KumHrajiva refers or what Bodhisattva he has
in mind; throughout the canon we find a great many Bodhisattvas, Gods, Y a k ~ a s
etc. considered as "protectors" of the Doctrine in general or of a particular scripture.
Or ddts Kumirajiva mean to say that Hui-yiian answers to the description of that
Bodhisattva himself? In that case we may associate these words with tht curious
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passage in Hui-yuan's biography (below, P. 248) which already occurs in Chang
Yeh's "Inscription", and which states that the monks in foreign countries (c.q.
central Asia) used to pay homage to the Master of Mt. Lu at all religious ceremonies.
When Kumlrajiva wrote this letter (probably ca. 405 AD), Hui-yiian had already
become famous as the defender of the Church against Huan Hsiian's anti-clerical
policy, so that the name "Bodhisattva who Protects the Doctrine" could rightly be
applied to him. For the use of the term "Bodhisattva" denoting Buddhist masters
cf. above, p. 32; applied to Tao-an cf. above, p. 199.
n5 4
fl .
4 % ; an important remark, which shows that Kumarajiva.
in spite of what is commonly told about him,.was still having considerable difficulties
with the Chinese language, and that he probably still made use of interpreters in his
correspondence with Chinese like I-lui-yuan and Wang Mi.
8"N0 doubt a lilc!idi (or kunrliki), the type of Indian water-vessel commonly
known in the West under the name of "sprinkler bottle": a vessel with a full body
and two openings: one lateral orifice on the shoulder used for filling the kundi with
water, and one narrow and slightly curved spout on the neck of the bottle, from
which the water is drunk, or rather sprinkled into the mouth. Cf. Hiihbgirin p. 265
sqq., s.v. Byd ()5k), and Ananda K. Coomaraswamy and Francis Stewart Kershaw,
"A Chinese Buddhist water vessel and its Indian prototype", Artibus Asiue 1928/29,
p. 122-141. In the latter article the authors state that the kundi, which in lndia is
attested from Maurya or pre-Maurya times onward, does not appear in the archeology
and art of the Far East before the eighth century. However, the present text clearly
demonstrates that vessels of this type, imported from Central Asia or Northern
lndia by foreign monks, circulated in China at least as early as the beginning of the
fifth century.
An interesting fact which is not mentioned in Kumirajiva's biographies or in
any other source.
For T'an-yung cf. above, p. 210. Hui-yuan's letter to Dharmaruci has been
preserved in the latter's biography, K S C 11 333.2.1 sqq. and in C S T C C 111 20.2.5
sqq. (in Seng-yu's account jLf& of the translation of this work).
cf.C S T C C loc..c.it.; K S C I I (biogr. of (?) Punyatara ft. .z 3 ) 333.1.14 Sqq ;.
ib. (biogr. of Dharmaruci), 333.2.14 sqq.; ib. (biogr. of Vimalik~a ? f# 6 fr )
333.2.26 Sqq. The first part of the Sarvdstivdda-vinaya ( T 1435,61 ch.) had been recited
by Punyatara, Kumarajiva translating the text into Chinese; the work of translation
had begun on December 3, 484 AD. When two-thirds of the text had been translated,
Punyatara died, and since Kumlrajiva apparently could not "produce" (i.o., recite
from memory) the remaining chapters, the work was interrupted. In the autumn of
405 Dharmaruci arrived at Ch'angan and, after having received Hui-yuan's letter,
resumed the recital of the text, KumHrajiva again acting as translator. Still only
fiftyeight out of the sixty-one chian were rendered, and Kumsrajiva died before the
text had bean duly r e v i d . Finally Vimalik$a, another Vinaya-master from Kashmrr
who had arrived at Ch'angan in 406, added the three remaining chapters s h ~ t l y
after Kumirajiva's death. Tantae molis . . .
This episode occurs already in Chang Yeh's "Inscription". SSHY IBi27a.
An allusion to the tenet of the eternity of the "~uddha-nature" immanent in
all individuals, as expounded in the (Mahlyana) ~uhaparinirvdnaslirra?
gy If this 'LSQtrav*
alluded to by Kumarajiva is indeed the Mahapcrrinirvci~asdfra
(which is very probable, in vietv of the purport of Hui-yuan's words), then this Passap
can hardly be historical, for there is indeed every reason to assume that Kumarajiva
was not acquainted with the contents of this "revolutionary'' siitra at all.
For Hui-yaan's contacts with Yao Hsing cf. above. p. 212.
For Yao Sung cf. above, note 75. Cf. the presents sent by FU Chien to Tao-ane
some 40 years earlier, a b o k , p. 188. The CSTCC XV 110.2.4 defines Yao Hsing's
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% A d& , "delicately carved stone images of various
presents as & xi ~ f ?if
l
scenes (from stitras), from Kuchl".
g5 ?Mahiprajfiipiramitd.fdstra, the gigantic commentary on the 25.000 p'p',
attributed (certainly without reason) to Niiglrjuna, and translated by KumBrajiva;
the Chinese version (in 100 ch.) was completed on February 1,406 AD (cf. the preface
by Seng-jui in CSTCC X 74.3 and the anonymous colophon on the Ta chih-tu Iun,
ib. 75.2). The work has been preserved (T 1509); about one-fourth (ch. I-XVIII)
has been translated and copiously annotated by Et. Lamotte: L4 TraitP de la Grande
Vertu cie Sagesse de NigGrjuna, Louvain, 1944-1949. The Indian original-if it ever
existed!-has been lost so completely that even the title cannot be restored with
certainty; it is nowhere mentioned or quoted in Indian Buddhist literature, nor has
it ever been translated into Tibetan, in spite of its immense importance as a veritable
mine of information on Mahly2na Buddhism. It was, moreover, never translated
into Chinese for a second time. so that Kumlrajiva's translation is the only existing
version of this work. The author was no doubt a Sarviistivldin, well-versed in the
Abhidharma of this school which flourished in North-Western India, who had been
converted to the Midhyamika doctrine of which this treatise forms the most cornprehensive exposition. Kumirajiva, who was such a convert himself, probably
became acquainted with it at Kuchi or at one of the other Serindian centres where he
had been living. The somewhat puzzling facts mentioned above could, indeed, be
explained by a possible Central Asian origin of the Ta chih-tu lun. For the nature
of the work and the circumstances of its translation cf. P. Demieville in his detailed
review of the second volume of the TraitP, in J.As., 1950, p. 375-395. The problem
of the authorship of the Ta chih-tu lun has recently been discussed in some detail by
Hikata Ryusho in the introduction to his edition of the Suvikrhtavikrimi-pariprcchd
(Fukuoka, 1958, p. L11 sqq.); the author makes an attempt to separate the later
accretions (by Kumirajiva and others) from an ancient nucleus which in his view
must indeed be attributed to Nigirjuna.
Paraphrase of Chuang-tzu XVlII ( % ) -p. 1 1 1 : $A -1. .3 il; 5
.;( k.
4 f M S ;f. .j>&:g.
CSTCC has i % in stead of 4 j .
Hui-yuan's preface to the To chih-tu lun, composed at Yao Hsing's request,
has not been preserved; it is not listed among Hui-yiian's works in the table of
contents of Lu Ch'eng's Fa-lun (CSTCC XI1 83.1 sqq.), but it is mentioned in Ta
T'ang NTL 111, T 2149 p. 248.1.23. His preface to the extract of the Ta chih-tu lun
is found in CSTCC X 75.2 ( k $ <$j,r/ )+ ). This extract in 20 chuan, also known
and
as Po-jo ching wen lun chi
?% ,:f ";$j$, Ta chih lun yao-liieh
$
$
Shih-lun yao-ch'ao ## 3 )I Z ! , is mentioned in CSTCC I1 13.3.12 and V 38.1.18,
and in most later catalogues: Fa-ching's Chung-ching mu-lu (504 AD), T 2146,
VI 145.1.1 ; Ta T'ang NTL (664 AD), T 2149, 111 248.1.15 and X 330.1.25; K'aiyiian SCL (730 AD) T 2154, IV 51 5.3.9; Chen-yiian hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu fl
3-#f &
. ,? & (800 AD), T 2157, VI 812.3.1. After the last mentioned date Huiyuan's extract is not mentioned any more in bibliographical sources.
"
L 4 4j.z : a quotation from the first chapter of th'e Hsiao-ching (chu-shu
ed. 1.3a; trsl. Legge p. 466)' where the highest perfection of filial piety is defined as
"to establish oneself (in life) and to tread the Way (i.e., to live according to right
principles), and to exalt one's name for later generations, in order thereby to render
illustrious one's father and mother"
4 49 A, jl, R d+ .It 4l. ,7: gfi X -M.& 2 ? A h .
On the Buddhist view, repeatedly brought forward in apologetical literature, that
the monastic life is actually the highest fulfilment of filial piety, see below, P. 283.
Huan Hsiian's letter in which he tries to persuade Hui-yiian to give up the d l gious life has been preserved, together with Hui-yuan's answer: H M C XI 75.1-6 Wq.
loo An allusion to the proverb "Cinnabar may be ground but it cannot be deprived
of its redness; stone may be broken but it cannot be deprived of its hardness",
W 5 8 T 4 $ 3 ?/...A 5 Aji 5 $ q 9.It first occurs in Lii-shih ch'unch'iu XII.4 p. 119 (trsl. Wilhelm p. 149).
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101 The full text of Huan Hsuan's letter to the Ministers is reproduced in H M C
XII 85.1.12 sqq. For Huan Hsuan's favourable words about the community at
Lu-~han,cf. the analogous measure of FUChien (337-384 AD) exempting the monastery
of ~ h Seng-lang
u
Z @ 8 at the T'ai-shan from state control, KSC v 354.2.14.
102 KSC has here :& I*WfJi 8- ; Hui-yuan's letter as reproduced in HMC XI1 85.2.2.
reads 1% % %7 iff. In both texts 3 I# is a mistake for :$ # "to be lost together",
cf. Shih-ching, Ode 194 (Il.iv.lO.l, I& &iE. ) :
2 $L$ $.:A
103 Allusion to Shih-ching, Ode 35 (I.iii.lO.3, '$ ir',):
;% ;I .@ .
104 The full text of Hui-yuan's letter is reproduced in HMC XI1 85.1.29 sqq. For
the regulations proposed by Hui-yuan cf. below, p. 260.
Io5 From AprilIMay 402 till January 2, 404; cf. above, p. 155.
loo I ~k : since Later Han times a general designation of the ;1 $ six ministers
together with the Shang-shu ling 14 ;fand the p'u-yeh 4% & .
'07 Reading, with the Koreaneditionof KSCand HMCXII 83.3.5, ;-, 1%%$
,{< z. .$ .
lo8 The text of .Hui-yuan's letter as quoted here considerably deviates from the
one reproduced in H M C XI1 83.3.10 sqq. Cf. above, p. 237.
log '&:?L,
one of the stereotyped expressior~sdenoting the "retired life".
110 b n January 2, 404 AD. Cf. above, p. 156.
Huan Hsuan's order was of course an imperial edict :3, since he had already
ascended the throne. In KSC this document is called a "letter" Z , probably on
account of the "illegal" character of Huan's rule, but in HMC XI1 84.2.25 it is indeed
entitled A$ & (Huan's abortive Ch'u dynasty) -ii
,,fi , T
2.
For considerably different version of Huan's edict see HMC XII. 1oc.cit.
;!i 6 41 which makes no sense. I follow the HMC text which
KSC has -.:i
'$ .$ -9SL 5 . My translation remains tentative: rC in the sense of is
:
reads
"to grant", "to let them have . . ."?
114 3 k,, allusion to I-ching, hexagram 15 (*):
";R :$ \% i; .
l 1
.
(trsl. Hurvitz p. 20 mistranslated as "Propriety and reverence
have their foundation herein"), allusion to the opening words of the Li-chi (Ch'u-li,
I I): \@$f 8 T
Reading, in accordance with the Yuan and Ming editions and the version
of HMC, A ck'. 3 - -in-stead
- -of
@. it-..11' The text of the Sha-men pu-ching wang-che lurt in H MC V 30.2.15 reads 13,$?
"widely to open. . .".
"1
'6; for this expression cf. Chuang-tzu XI (ch. .,T $ ) p. 62: .r+ '% O-.
etc. Lit. "to let the people dwell (in freedom) and to be lenient
i k T
towards (them)".
2 AL ; it is not clear what Hui-chiao means by this
T #. 6. ,-&.I$ T $L
gloss. Does it refer to Buddhism and Confucianism?
la'
50tii.B % f f . & ; f i
%
These words do not occur in the text of the fifth
section of Hui-yiian's treatise as reproduced in HMC V 3 1.2.10 sqq.
12'
In March-April 404 AD, cf. below, note 123.
122 HO WU-chi was one of Liu Yii's partisans; he played an important role in the
latter's offensive against Huan Hsiian in 404 AD, after which he obtained the title
% 4 h'? $ mentioned here. He died in the war against Lu Hsun in 410 AD, cf.
his biography in C S 85.6a sqq. He does not appear to have been a Buddhist; HMC
V 32.3 contains a letter with objections & raised by him against Hui-yuan's treatise
on the kdsciya worn by the monks, :'/I, $7 .?5! :$%.
la3 !d fl normally denotes the tenth month of the lunar calendar, but this does
not correspond with the date on which emperor An passed Hsun-yang. i.c>.,between
March 22, 405 when he left Chiang-ling and April 29 when he reached Chienk'ang
(cf. C S 10.5a), i.e., in spring. # i3 stands no doubt for & fl ,the character 4 being
taboo since 371 AD, as it occurred in the personal name of empress Cheng %)
the principal consort of emperor Chien-wen. For the same reason the title of various
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historical works composed between that date and the end of the Chin dynasty contain
the expression
&, in stead of &,kt, such as Sun Sheng's
Chill yang-ch9iu
.& 38 j.+ , Hsi Ts'o-ch'ih's SJ' &? & Hun-Chin yang-ch'iu j#, 3 I$
;at and T'an
Tao-luan's it i& % Hsii Chin yang-ch'iu if 4 ?% Ak .
1 2 W n March 22, 405 AD, cf. previous note.
Hsieh Ling-yiin (385-433 AD, biogr. in Sung-shu 67.la) was one of the most
famous poets and calligraphers of his time. His career began under Liu Yii; after
having filled various high posts in the first years of the Sung dynasty, he was suspected
of plotting rebellion and executed in 433. Hsieh Ling-yiin was a devout and learned
Buddhist who actively took part in the ideological controversies which in the early
fifth century rose in Buddhist circles, notably about the problem of "Sudden Enlightenment"; he was also active in the field of translation (c.q. the revision of translated
scriptures) and exegesis. Although all this actually belongs to a phase of Chinese
Buddhism which falls outside the scope of this study, we may give the reader an
impression of the intensity of his Buddhist interests by listing the following data:
( I ) Hsieh Ling-yiin had contacts with several Buddhist masters. Contact with
Chu Tao-sheng 5 & 1 appears from his exposition of the latter's doctrine
KHMC
of "Sudden Enlightenment" tf!:* in his Pien-tsung furl $4 $3.
XVlll 224.3.25 sqq.
(2) ib. various letters on the same subject to and from other monks.
(3) He wrote eulogies on Hui-yiian and on T'an-lung -2: t&, text in KHMC XXlll
226.2.3 sqq.
(4) and a "hymn on Amitlyus"
!? 2 & L # , quoted in IWLC 76.1 l a ;
, %
. iL &
(5) his "eulogy on a picture of the Jetovana made by Fan T'ai ( IL &)", @
and his "Eulogy on the ten similes of the Vintalakirti-sfitraw
$it :d
t k j f tf -t 4 % in KHMC XV 200.1.12 sqq.;
(6) his "inscription (dealing with) the shadow of the Buddha" & 23 /fi in KHMC
XV 199.2.6.
(7) Together with the monks Hui-yen 2. & and Hui-kuan 2. & he revised Dharmak $ems's version of the ( Mahgylna) Mahiparinirv6.!ia-smra in 36 ch., known
as the Southern Recension ( -=- T 375).
(8) He wrote a commentary on the Vajracchedikd-prajridpdranriti /$ @J 41 % i ,
quoted in Li Shan's commentary on Wang Chin's .i. 9 "lnscription on the
Dhiita-monastery" 56 @ "c)i L , Wen-hsiian LIX p. 27 1 .
(9) Together with the monk Hui-jui, %% he composed a glossary of Sanskrit
terms (in Chinese transcription, but arranged according to the "fourteen
\a -& $I~I
8 ,cf. KSC VII 367.2.14;
(vowel-) sounds of the Sanskrit alphabet)
T'ang Yung-t'ung, Hisrory vol. I1 p. 339; Richard Mather, "The Landscape
Buddhism of the Fifth-Century Poet Hsieh Ling-yiin", Journal of Asian S~uclies
XVIII.1 (November 1958) p. 67-79, esp. p. 72; A. F. Wright in Sino-India11
Studies V (1957) p. 279; P. Demieville in TP XLV (1957) p. 243.
I"
'L.c., thesang-fu to-chi
dk h <i,achapter ofthe Li-chi(ch. 45 of the chu-shued.1.
12'
On secular studies on Mt. Lu cf. above, p. 230.
Chang Yeh states in his "Inscription" that Hui-yuan had not left the mountain
since his sixtieth year, i.e., during the last twenty-three years of his life.
12'
According to Hsieh Ling-yiin's "Eulogy" (& A #,&;A !+i *
, KHMC
XXlll 267.1.20). Hui-yuan died at the age of 84 on the sixth day of the eighth month
of i-hsi 13, i.e., September ~ 2 417
,
AD. On the other hand, Chang Yeh says in his
"lnscription" that he was 83 when he died.
'" Not mentioned elsewhere. Hui-yuan's grave is described in Lu-shun chi ch. 1,
T 2095 p. 29.1.25 sqq.
13' Hsieh Ling-yun's epitaph, with an introduction by Chang Yeh, is mentioned
in Ch'en Shun-yu's & 9 .h Lu-shun chi ,& A $6, ch. V (T 2095, p. 1048.2.9).
132 Apart from Hui-yuan's letters to Kumirajiva, which have been separately
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transmitted in the collection To-sheng f a i-chang ;f; $. jc;t ;A (cf. above, p. 226)
the table of contents of LU Ch'eng's Fa-lun (CSTCC XI1 83.1 sqq.) mentions twenty:
one treatises and letters, nine of which have been preserved (marked below with
an asterisk): (I) :i! f2% , in two sections; (2) Answer by Hui-yiian to a letter entitled
.aa ./ 5 ,& , the author of which is not mentioned; (3) +J . L $ fg;+ ; (4)
; ; L ~ k t f , &; (5) '
(6) L
; (7) P b - + q ! $ j ~ ; ~ : + ;
(8) $3 )$I? ; (9) kc H ;/ ?5 .i
f i ; (10) *"Correspondence with Huan Hsuan, three
letters" (no doubt those pertaining to the question of the Rites); ( I I ) 'Reply to Huan
Hsuan's letter about the selection of the clergy; (12) *The treatise ;,j~ ,dl 7, & 1 $
in five sections; (I3) *The treatise on the monk's garment. ;/JIFq $g &$$j ; (14)
#4%3;(15) 4$#A;(16)*
fiE.g . . - ) ? ; ( 1 7 ) * i 1 ~ i k % ; ( 1 8 ) * at&&&;
(19). $3 .L- ,$. ik ; (20) #' @ A ; (21) .%4 d . Hui-yuan's biography mentions
furthermore his extract of the Ta chih-frr llrn (cf. above, note 97) and contains quotations from his first two letters to Kumlrajiva (above, p. 246-248). and the full text
of his hymns on the Shadow of the Buddha (cf. above, p. 242-243 and note 27);
in HMC XI 75.1 we find furthermore his answer to Huan Hsuan's request to give
3 3 ; in KHMC XV 198.2 his eulogy on a Buddha
up the religious life, 8 ,#k 3,
image at Hsiang-yang; ib. XVlIl 222.2 his answer to a letter from Tai K'uei & 5 ;
ib. XXVlI 304.1 his letter to Liu I-min and other lay devotees; ib. XXX 351.2 his
preface to a collection of poems on Buddhinusmrti-sunridhi 4 'r A;IC.
<4fi ; parts
of his Lu-shun chi are quoted in SSHY comm. II Bi44b. Wen-hsiian comm. 12.256,
22.480, 26.583, I WLC 7.20b, Shui-ching chu 39.19a, T 2095 1 1027.3 and 1031.6, and
TPYL 41.3b and 41.6a, and a fragment of his letter to the rebel Lu Hsun is reproduced
in IWLC 87.20b and TPYL 972.7b.
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Digha 11.36 p. 60-61, Dialogues I p. 77, Ch'ang a-hat1 (T I ) XVll (27) 109.1.24.
and every school of classical and post-classical Chinese philosophy is
primarily concerned with the same fundamental problem: how must the world be
governed? Each answer to this question represents what has strikingly been called
by M.Granet "une certaine recette d'action civilisatrice" (La pertsee chinoise, p. 17).
Cf. H. Maspero, La Chine antique, 2nd ed., p. 163. Ancestor worship was the
private duty of each individual farnily and could only be practised by the direct
descendants of the deceased. In Confucianism the originally religious function of
the ruler has to some extent been secularized, the pontvex maxir?lus (who was the
emperor himself) being at the same time the highest dignitary in the bureaucratic
hierarchy of the empire.
These elements may certainly be regarded as resulting from Buddhist influence
or from conscious imitation of Buddhist institutions, cf. Fukui Kbjun 4%4 )I#!,
(Tbkyb 1952) p. 112 Sqq.
Daky6 no k i ~ o k u f e k i - k e n k ~&&m&1&~.6il'Z
~
Cf. H. Maspero, Le Tauisme p. 44 and 152 sqq. ; Fukui KGjun, op.cit., p. 1-92.
On the other hand, some attempts were made to prove the "Buddhist origin"
of Chang Tao-ling's doctrine. cf. below, p. 3 19-320.
Fa-lin ;hi#, Pien-rheng lrrn # 5_ 3 (written in 626 AD) I l l (T 21 10) 502.3.9
& 5 .%. 11, T 2088,973.3. The provenance of these numbers
and Shih-chi0fang-chih
is unknown. Fa-lin's work, a polemic treatise, is rather unreliable; in the previous
chapters we have had opportunity to demonstrate zome glaring errors which i t
contains. Moreover, the fact that nuns are mentioned must arouse our suspicion:
Ching-chien 3?&, who according to PCNC I (T 2063 p. 934.3.2) was the first Chinese
nun, was ordained some years after 3 13, i.e., in one of the very last years of the period
to which Fa-lin's figures refer.
LO-yang ch'ieh-Ian chi i&g4+ &iZ, by Yang Hsiian-chih ,flab #lL (ca. 547),

' Each

'
'
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introduction, p. l a and ch. 4.3b. The number 42 is confirmed by Wei Shou's Shih-Lpo
chih, Wei-shu 114.3a, trsl. Ware p. 123, trsl. Hurvitz p. 47.
9 Pien cheng lun 111 (T 2 1 10) 503.2.1. Cf. J. Gernet, Aspects Pconorniqurs p. 3,
lo The title of a treatise by Hui-yiian, cf. above, p. 15 nr 6.
11 Z '&
% 3 ?I 8 ; Hui-yuan, Sha-men pu-ching wang-che lun ;+ P'] ;T. &
L -& % , section 11, H M C V 30.2.6.
l4 ib. 30.2.11 sqq.
;$ ?
4 1 1 2.$ 2 ;%.
2 A 1 L 5 ; Shih-ching, ode 209 (Hsiaoya VI. 1, Pei-shun), Legge p. 360.
l4 See above, p. 106 sqq. and p. 231 sqq. The controversy about the Rites was
essentially a southern phenomenon. In the North, the dignitaries of the state-sponsored church saw no objection in submitting to temporal powers and occasionally even
encouraged the monks to "pay homage to the Ruler". Most characteristic are the
words attributed to Fa-kuo ;& % (died 420 AD), house-chaplain of emperor T'ai-tsu
of the Toba Wei: "'T'ai-tsu is intelligent and loves the Way. As he is the TathIgata
of the present time, the Sran~aaasshould pay him all homage'. Hence he always did
obeisance (to the emperor), saying to others: 'The one who is able to expand the Way
(i.e., to make the religion prosper) is the lord of men. I a m not bowing before the
emperor, I am just paying homage to the Buddha'!" (Shih-Lao chih, Wei-shu 114.3b;
trsl. Ware p. 128; trsl. Hurvitz p. 53).
l5 HMC XI1 84.3.3 =. T 2108 I1 451.2.21.
l8 HMC XI1 84.3.14 = T 2108 11 451.3.1.
l7 Cf. Too te ching ch. 25: "The Way is great, Heaven is great, Earth is great and
the King is great. There are in the world four great ones and the King is one thereof.
The King patterns himself on Earth, the Earth patterns itself on Heaven, Heaven
patterns itself on the Way, and the Way patterns itself on the Natural" (trsl. Duyvendak, p. 65).
l8
: the title of the third book of the Li-chi.
l8 Cf. Tao re ching ch. 13: "The reason why I suffer great disasters, is that I have a
body. As soon as I have no body, what disaster can I suffer?" (trsl. Duyvendak p. 43).
20 Sheng-sheng
, a term which here denotes the cosmic process of karrnan
and rebirth, just as it in the I-ching (Hsi-tz'u, Vll. l3b, Legge p. 356) is used for the
universal process of "change" :
I.e., to enable others to be reborn as gods or human beings and to avoid rebirth
in a lower gati.
22 H M C XI 83.3.19 = T 2108 (Chi sha-men. . . teng shih) 11 448.1.8.
HMC V 32.1.25 = T 2108 11 451.1.26.
H M C V 32.2.6 T 2108 11 451 -2.8.
25 In the preceding phrases in this letter Hui-yuan has exemplified this principle
by referring to Lun-yii 111.17, where Tzu-kung is rebuked by Confucius because
he wished to d o away with the offering of a sheep, the only vestige which had remained
of the ancient ceremony of "announcing the first day of the month" (kao shuo % $4 1.
Z8 H M C XI1 84.1.23.
2 7 (1) Under Shih Hu (reigned 335-349, KSC IX 385.2.28; the order to investigate
the satigha was issued shortly before Wang Tu's memorial, i.e., probably in 335, cf.
below, note 74); (2) under F u Chien (reigned 357-385), KSC V 354.2.14; (3) under
Huan HsUan, shortly before 402, cf. above p. 214 and 250; (4) under emperor
Hsiao-wu of the Liu-Sung dynasty in or shortly after 435 (Sung-shu 97.6a); (5) a local
selection, privately undertaken by Tu Pa $ L B , prefect of Fu-liu jk#?(~hekiang),
at some date in the first half of the fourth century (PCNC I 935.1.29).
KSC IX 385.3.2.
KSC IX 385.2.29.
80 HMC XI1 85.1.17; answer by Hui-yiian ib. 85.1.29.
HMC XI1 85.1.14.
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a The conception of "hidden saintliness" is traditional in Chinew thought; the
~ ~ h a y a n idoctrine
st
of the "expediency" (updya, fang-pien ?i&)
of the Saint may
also have provided a justification for this attitude. "Ce que traduit I'attitude & ~ r a l e
des moines chinois a I'egard des regles de la discipline, c'est cette id&: on no gait
jamais ou la saintete peut se cacher. Ce peut-ttre sous les formes Ies PIUS profanm
et les plus contraires a la d k n c e religieuse" (Gernet, Aspects e'conomiques d~
Bouddhisnre, p. 24 1).
33 42 fq, lit. "from families liable to statute labour" (and hence from the lower
classes, because the higher and more prosperous strata of society could obtain
exemption).
HMC XI1 85.2.1.
35 HMC XI1 85.3.14.
38 KHMC XXIV 272.2.8. cf. Sung-shu 97.6a. Note the severity of the punishment:
disobedience t o an imperial decree constituted-at least in Han times-a crime of
the category pu-ching J % ("ncfas") warranting capital punishment (cf. Hulsewd,
Hun Law, p. 187-189.
37 H M C XI 69.1.13, Sung-shu 97.5b. For the scarcity of bronze and the prohibition
to use it for casting images ca. 420 AD, cf. KSC XI11 410.3.23 and 41 1.1.4 sqq.
38 Gernet, op.cit., p. 227 and p. 13-24.
MOU-tzusection XVI, HMC I 4.1.15, trsl. Pelliot p. 306. Wu-wei & 4 is in
Buddhist treatises regularly used for Nirvipa; for the Chinese readers the term
remained no doubt associated with the idea of quietism, and in view of the context
where wu- wei is opposed to the blameworthy "activities" of monks I have preferred
to give a literal translation.
40 Chin-shu 64.8b.
fit: 15 $% 3% :@ 5 jf; : it is not clear what exactly is meant. The term
i-fuan, normally denoting "heterodox principles" (Lun-yii 11.16) also occurs as an
ad
iLun-yii XIX.4,
equivalent of
"inferior ways or occupations" (Ho Yen +j$
chu-shu ed. XIX.2a), in which meaning it probably is used here.
42 In his introduction (HMC VI 35.1.7), Tao-hen says that during the i-hsi era
(405-418) two gentlemen named Yuan % and Ho '1 had written a polemic essay
about the five greatest evils of their time, which they had called the "Five subversive
(elements)", wu heng ji&, in imitation of Han Fei-tzu's well-known treatise "the
Five Vermin", wu tu 5 & . Tao-heng, seeing that the Buddhist clergy figured among
these, feared lest "the minds of his contemporaries, blinded and dazzled, would
forever be lost in heretical errors", and therefore composed his Shih po lun to prove
the fallacy of these reasonings. The identity of Yuan and Ho is unknown. Hz S!
identified by T'ang Yung-t'ung (History, p. 350) with the general Ho Wu-chi 43 P -3
(?-410), who shortly before his death engaged in a polemic correspondence with
Hui-yiian about the offensive character of the monk's dress (see above, p. 16 no. 8).
On the other hand one may think of Ho Ch'eng-t'ien i q 7% k (370-447) who during
the i - h i era was an erudite (PO-shih) at the imperial academy (Simg-shu 64.7a) and
consequently in a position at the capital in which he could very well have published
a moralistic treatise as described by Tao-heng. He was a fervent anti-Buddhist, cf.
HMC 111 18.1.19 sqq. and KHMC XVlll 224.1.22.
43 HMC VI 35.2.6.
Mou-tzu, section XVI, HMC 1 4.1.24, trsl. Pelhot p. 306.
45 ib. 4.1.22.
48 H M C XI1 84.1.14.
'7 Cheng wu lun J %$$J
(cf. above, p. 15 nr. 2). H M C 11 8.2.22. The expressions
in the last lines refer to well-known Taoist dietetic and respiratory practices such as
"abstinence from cerealsw
the accumulation of the "breath of life"
5 h , "circulation of the breath" di& etc., the cultivation of which was believed
to result in immortality in an ethereal and indestructible body. Cf. H. Mas~ero*
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"hprocCdes de 'nourrir le principe vital' dans la religion taoiste ancienne0, J.A$.
CCXXIX, 1937, p. 177-252 and 353-430; id. L.e Taoisnre, p. 98 sqq.
48 Digha 11 40 p. 62; Dialogues I p. 78 ; Ch'ung a-han T 1 XVI I (27) p. 109.2.7
(much shorter version).
4B Milindapaiiha trsl. Rhys Davids p. 49, trsl. Finot p. 67; Chinese versions:
T 1670 A I 597.1.4; T 1670 B 1 707.1.24; trsl. P. Demieville in BEFEO XXIV, 1924.
p. 94-95.
50 Lun-yii XI.11 (Legge p. 104): $ k ? T . . % k d ~
.
.
These
words
look
like
a
quotation;
I have been unable
51 ,& ,
$ & j;i ),& jT;
to trace them to their source. Close parallels of the saying occur e.g. in San-kuo chih,
Wei-chih 6.26b (biography of Yiian Shu: Z2E & &
) and Nan-shih 61.2b
(biogr. of Ch'en Po-chih : & & k k...).
52 H M C XI 75.1.13.
53 Pai-hei lun
.$.3 (cf. above, p. 15 no 5), Sung-shu 97.7b, trsl. Liebenthal p. 370.
5a H M C XI1 80.1.1. (= T 2108 1 444.2.3.).
55 Buddha, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva and srivaka.
5e Liu ch'in ;
I;
father and mother, elder and younger brothers (and sisters),
ad
wife and childern (gloss by Ying Shao &if)quoted by Yen Shih-ku fi.
Han-shu 48.6b). There are, however, several other lists of "six relatives", cf. Tz'u-ha;
p. 158.3 S.V. liu ch'in.
57 H M C V. 30.1. I I and 30.2.15, trsl. Hurvitz p. 19 and 22. The last words, tsai-yu
& 2$ , are the title of the eleventh chapter of Chuang-tzu, explained by Kuo Hsiang as
"If (the ruler) is lenient and leaves (the people) to themselves, then they will (automatically) be orderly" ; cf. also Wang Hsien-ch'ien f.%% in Chuang-tzu chi-chieh
111 p. 62 for two other interpretations: (I) 6
ch'a # "to investigate", (2) Q =
ts'un .k "to hold, to preserve".
5 W M C 11 16.1.6. For the last sentence cf. Lun-yii 11.3.
59 Pa nun
astiv a k ~ o n i h the
, eight kinds of inopportune birth, i.e., birth
in situations in which one cannot meet a Buddha or is unable by one's mental qualities
to recognize and accept the doctrine. Standard list Mvy 2299-2308.
eo HMC V1 36.2.10.
The "abolition of punishments"
41144 [-$ ;T; f l ] is one of the results of ideal
government. The expression is a cliche, cf. Dubs and collaborators, History, vol. 11,
p. 36, n. 5.1.
eg H M C XI 69.3.9, partly reproduced in KHMC I 100.1.17 and KSC VII 367.3.23.
Ho Shang-chih was a fervent Buddhist, see the preface to the Sheng-man ching # !f
(Srimdli [devisi~phanada]-sPlro)by Fa-tz'u J 1, 6 ,dated 436, in CSTCC I X 67.2.16 S99.
* Lun-yii 111.5 (Legge p. 20) : & & fi ;T: 4-73 2 t&. Legge follows
Chu Hsi and translates "The rude tribes of the East and North have their princes,
and are not like the states of our great land which are without them". H o Yen (chu-shu
ed. 3. 4a) takes 8 b in its normal sense: "The rude tribes with their rulers are still
inferior to China with its anarchy".
Mencius 111A/IV.12, Legge p. 129.
65 %
lit. "a youth (at the age of) being capped". The expression which denotes
a young man about twenty years old, is derived from Li-chi la (Ch'u-1;) 7 (27) (chll-shu
ed. 1.12a; Legge p. 65; Couvreur p. 8): A t + - + w M . * ~ + a & . %
" MOU-tzu.section XIV, H M C I 3.3.10; trsl. Pelliot TP XIX, 1920, p. 303.
On this expression see Pelliot's remark in TP 19 (1920) p. 350, note 90.
MOU-tzusection VII, H M C 1 2.2.26, trsl. Pelliot p. 295.
Li-chi I l l ( Wang-chih) 3.14. chu-shu ed. X11.26b; trsl. Couvreur p. 295: $ la
- -

-
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figiiia~e~~ve~.~wiifi.

70 'k # &&, an allusion to Confucius' famous remark (Lun-yii XVII.2): "BY
nature, men are almost alike-it is by practice that they become widely (different)
from each other"
a&.% fi & A . According to H o Ch'eng-t'ien, the author
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of this passage, Confucius did not mean to say that all people, including the barbarians,

are similar in nature; this holds only good for the Chinese, for it was the
o f the Chinese national character which enabled him to expound such a
broad-minded and humanitarian doctrine. It goes without saying that Ho Ch3engt'ien is violating the spirit o f Confucianism. No doubt the barbarians are despicable,
rude, violent and not to be imitated, but "when a superior man dwells among them,
what rudeness would there be?" (Lun-yii IX, 13.2). Once drawn within the sphere
of Chinese civilisation they become acceptable in spite of their foreign origin.
71 HO Ch'eng-t'ien in his answer to Tsung Ping (cf. above, p. I5 no. 5). H M C
111 19.3.27. The theory of the fundamental difference between the Chinese and other
people, but free from any nationalistic bias, was used by Hsieh Ling-yun '&@g
(385-433) to defend Tao-cheng's doctrine of Sudden Enlightenment (tutl-HW &Q+$)
as' being more suited to the Chinese temper and inborn abilities. K H M C XVlll
224.3.25.
72 Liu-i 2 %, lit. "the Six (kinds o f ) Eastern Barbarians". The oldest sources
mention the "Four I" (Mcncius IA 7.16, here \ m , as often, "at the four sides, all
around") and the "nine I" (Llm-yii IX. 13, Erh-ya IX. c,lrlr-sirrr ed. V11.8b). Here I is
no doubt used for "barbarian" in general.
i3 H M C XI1 81.1.25.
74 K S C IX 385.3.4
Cl~in-shu95. l 2b. For a discussion of the date of this memorial
(based on TCTC 95 p. I I Z2b) see H. Maspero, "Communautes et moines Bouddhistes
chinois aux Ile et l lle siecles", BEFEO X, 1910, p. 223 note 1.
75 H M C I l l 21.3.5.
76 Mou-tzu, section XIV, HMC 1 3.3.19; trsl. Pelliot p. 304. For Yu Yii (who
actually betrayed his country to Ch'in) cf. Hart Fei-tzu 111.49 and Sliih-chi 5.l2a
sqq. (Chavannes, M h . Hist. 11, p. 39-43).
7' Chin Mi-ti was the son of the Hun chieftain of the Hsiu-ch'u &%;he became
a court official and was greatly favoured by emperor Wu. In 88 BC he saved the
emperor's life by striking down the courtier Ma Ho-lo .+ 1'5 (whose sprname was
~osthumouslychanged into Mang $ ) when the latter was about to enter the emperor's
bedroom with a dagger. Chin Mi-ti was ennobled as a marquis in 87 BC and died
shortly afterwards. Set his biography in Hun-shir 68.20b sqq.
'$ in his L j p i l - t ~ iwmrg ch'vn cahih-hrro c.hic.11 j'j k 1 I? I? 5 4;
'"ao-hsiian
(664 AD), K H M C VI 127.1.3.
i 9 Hui-yuan in his Slta-n~et~
t'ar~-/ir1w1 (cf. above, p. 16 no. 8). HMC V 32.2.19.
A translation which already figures in the "S1itru it1 f i ~ r t y - t l choptclr.s".
~~)
T 784.
p. 723.3.26.
Mou-tzu, section I , HMC I 1.3.25; trsl. Pelliot p. 291.
MOU-IZU,section XIV. HMC 1 3.3.21 ; trsl. Pelliot p. 304.
83 Tao-hsuan, op.cit., p. 126.3.18.
w a n g Mi in his answer to Huan Hsuan, HMC XI1 81.3.15.
: read --.-2
2. ? The "inner teaching" \8 ,% is Buddhism:
$ 9). R 2
9). refers to all secular doctrines.
Sun Ch'o a g ,Yii tao /,rn
(cf, above, p. 133). HMC 111 17.1.7.
~7
Opponent" in ~ u i - y u a n ' sS/la-t?lc~nprc c,hit~g,r.ang-c.h~'/rltt (cf. above. P. '38)
section IV, HMC V 31.1.2 ( - T 2108 11 350.1.3), trsl. Hurvitz P. 25.
As e . g . the "opponents" in Mou-r,-u and Shih PO 11n1,cf. above, p. 262.
H9
Morr-rzrr section IV, H M C 1 2.1.20, ~rsl.Pelliot p. 293.
Ob. section VIII. HMC 1 2.3.9, trsl. Pelliot p. 296.
Tsung Ping, M i n g f b Ilur (cf. above, p. 15 no. 3), H M C 11 9.2.6.
'* M o I ( - ~section
~ ~ ( V, HMC 1 2.2.3, trsl. Pelliot p. 293 (where Pelliot mistranslates
the Opponent's last words ,@ .$, kfi ?,?I ;T. $ k as "J'en eprouve de la repugnance
et Je n'en veux pas". The use of yao as "to want" is modern: the phrase must be
interpreted as "I regard this as cumbersome and not (expressing) the esntial").
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Poi-hei lun, Sung-shu 97.7b, trsl. Liebenthal p. 369.
**Opponent" in Hui-yuan's Sha-men pu ching wang-che fun section Iv, HMC
V 30.3.27 (--= T 2108 11 449.3.29), trsl. Hurvitz p. 25.
S5 Pai-hui lun (cf. above, p. 15 no. 5 ) , Sung-shu 97.7b; allusion to Chuang-tru x v l l
p. 100.
86 Tsung Ping, Ming fo lun (cf. above, p. 15 no 3). H M C 11 9.2.13 ; trsl. Liebentha]
p. 379; cf. Chuang-tz11 XXI (ch. \a % 5 p. 129.
9i %
, 4 L , here obviously not "the body" (cf. Liebenthal trsl. p. 380).
gn Ch'ih-hsien ,f?$+. = Ch'ih-hsien shen-chou j$ @ @ ,PI , the name of the "Middle
Countly" according to the division of the world by Tsou Yen % (fourth cent. BC),
sometimes used as a name for China. Cf. Shih-chi 74.2a.
89 Pa chi \&,the eight mountains with the eight gates of the winds at the extreme
confines of the world according to H~rai-nun-tzuIV p. 58.
loo These numbers are enigmatic. I think that Liebenthal is right in supposing
(op.cit., p. 380 note 190) that Tsung Ping misunderstood the term son-ch'ien ta-ch'ien
shih-chieh l i X -t ?
! ?- = trisahasramahdsihasro lokadhdtuh, usually errended
by the horrible expression (invented by Abel Remusat) "trichiliomegachiliocosmos".
Tsung Ping seems to have interpreted this term as 3 x 1000 worlds, and to have
multiplied this number by four, i.c., one group of 3.000 worlds in each of the four
directions. Indian Buddhist cosmology is less modest in its assumptions. One thousand
worlds, each consisting of four continents, one moon, one sun and several heavens
and hells, constitute a "little chiliocosmos", sdhasrai cudiko lokadhdtuh. One thousand
universes of this kind form one "dichiliocosmos", dviscfhasro madhyamo lokadhdtuh,
and one thousand universes of this type form one trichiliomegachiliocosmos, which
consequently contains 1.000.000.000 worlds. Cf. Abh. KoSa IV p. 170. However,
it must be noted that the expression "three thousand suns and moons and thirteen
. f& occurs already in the late Han
(sic!) thousand worlds" l iEl A & 2 i 3
Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching 4+4;i $,% f f (Kyat0 ed. XIV, 3 p. 226.A.l).
lo' Allusion to the Buddhist expression Heng-(ha)-sha shih-chieh
'I3 1.31.*k d $
=. Garig~nadivalukoparncSlokadhdtavah "worlds as numerous as the sands of the
Ganges". I take yiieh f4 in the b n s e of shu
"to count", being parallel with chi
"to record" in the next phrase. Liebenthal's translation (p. 381) is certainly wrong:
the sentence consists of two independent phrases in parataxis, the first one referring
to the immense number of worlds in this "metagalactic system", the second one
referring to the equally tremendous number of cosmic periods that have elapsed.
Liebenthal rightly remarks that this sentence (actually only the last phrase) seems to
allude to the beginning of the Pflrvayoga-parivarta (ch. VII) of the ~addharrnapu~darika.
lo2 Hsien-yQan $+$$ was according to Shih-chi 1.2a the personal name of the
Yellow Emperor.
lo9 The expressions which here and in the followihg phrases characterize the ~ i o u s
classics are taken from Li-chi XXIII.1 (Li-chieh), Couvreur, vol. 11, p. 353.
lo4 Cheu-kwn $.86.an enigmatic expression occurring in the I-ching, mi-tz'u
11, Chu-shued. V111.3a, Leggep. 380: F.t&Z&
6.gfl & &.a i4 - 4 fi t4] 4 A.
r; T 2- #;) $ ); 3 . Legge translates, very freely: "By the same rule, heaven
and earth, in their course, continually give forth (their lessons); the sun and moon
continually emit their light; all the movements under the sky are constantly subject
to this one and the same rule". A tentative more literal translation would be "The
(natural) way of Heaven and Earth consists of making firm-andcorrect their (view!)
appearance (?I; the way of sun and moon consists of making firm-and-correct their
brightness; (all) movements in the world (become) firm-andcorrect by unity (or
'unification')". This is far from clear. The main difficulty is that the exact meaning
,
6 5..the stanof ehetdg) 6 , here translated as "firm-and-correct" ( i . ~ .chen-cheng
dard paraphrase given in all Chinese commentaries) and as "true" in the text on
94
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p. 269, is not known. It occurs in the t'uan-tz'u on the first hexagram among other
divinatory technical terms, none of which is clear. At the present state of our
knowledge of the I-ching (a subject which so far has meticulously been avoided by
all serious scholars) it seems premature to offer a less vague translation
than I have given in the text.
105 An allusion to the story in Chuung-tzu XXV p. 170 about two microscopic
kingdoms, each one situated on one horn of a snail, which are engaged in an endless
war with each other-an interesting parody on the Warring States.
1OB In all ed. this passage runs as follows
& j? !# I#2 j q ,g. 6 :!j :-izL &
'$ L $?--A 2 z 193 , which is incomprehensible. Liebenthal translates (p. 381):
. . . "but that it is insufficient to solve the problems of one life", leaving $ and 6
out. It makes no sense to take fling either as an interrogative particle or as a particle
denoting preference ("rather . . . than"). I have interpreted it as a full word with
its usual meaning of "to pacify, to tranquilize". If this is correct, fa
must be a
mistake for chih 3 bbthem'', i.e., the warlike Liliputians or "the people" in general.
Ch'ieh
= ku-c-h'ich .it;: 3 , "for the time being, provisionally".
lo7 Tsung Ping, Ming fo lun, H M C 11 9.2.29 sqq. For the last words cf. Chuang-rzu
I1 ( @ A * % ) p. 13.
lo'
!f +;-I & 9.$5 \h7 & 2 , Shih-chi I.7a (Mtm. Hist. I p. 26); said of the Yellow
Emperor (trad. 2697-2597 BC).
log
6 d % , Shih-chi I.7b (MPm. Hist. I p. 40); said of Ti-ku .$3g(trad.
2435-2365 BC).
110 .piq p
, ,:aL ~cf.
, Shih-chi 1.7a (MPm. Hist. I p. 37): #? (sic) :q IA fi *.$'LA@
,3;, 2 $ ; said of Chuan-hsu ,?jW (trad. 25 13-2435 BC).
, cf. Shih-chi 1.6a (MPm. ~ i s t I. p. 34). The "hill of Hsien-yiian"
I"
6$
)it2
i
is traditionally located North-West of Hsin-cheng hsien 24 $b& in Honan; cf.
MPm. Hist. I p. 26, note 2.
J ~ C cf.
J ~Shih-chi 1.4a (MPm. Hist. I p. 30). Fan (var. Huan) and Tai, cf. Shih-chi
1.4a (MPm. Hist. 1 p. 29): 9 R (var. Chi 'L and Fan R ) LL( 71 '?. K'ung-t'ung
shan is traditionally identified with the mountain of the same name near Lin-ju hsien
iZJ.rS& in Honan; Huan-shan is located in Lang-yeh f & i # (Shantung); the Taitsung is the eastern summit of the T'ai-shan in Shantung. Here Tsung Ping probably
refers to the story in Lieh-rzu V (:g fd) p. 54.
I&t!k. h -?- i tk.4
jt 5
'I3 Cf. Shih-chi 1.7a (MPm. Hist. I p. 37-38):
; said of the travels of Chuan-hsii. In the same way
-f- j-;:k; . ~ , > Q.j-Z
the fabulous country of Hua-hsu 3 3 , which Huang-ti visited in a dream acc. to
Lieh-tiu 11.13, is identified with India by Tao-hsiian di '8 in KHMC 1 98.3.1 and
Vl 127.1.13, referring to Wang Shao j- ?& (second half sixth cent.) for this explanation.
l 4 %
. j' ' ; $ , Chuang-tzu X1.65.
The frirarflgamasamddhi is described as being identical with the Buddha-nature,
which may have been the reason why Tsung Ping takes "the essence of the highest
Way" to refer to this sumidhi.
116 / % & :
47 -V 4
-t j7$ -I- .h .i, chuang-tz~X1.66.
117
4&hf , an archaic rendering of cokravarririja, which in the next line
is rendered, as usual, by chuan tun sheng-wang #&%i.This whole Passage is
reminiscent of Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching J#43 ,g?f. ( T 184, translated
at the end of the second century by Chu Ta-li "-' +in and K'ana Mew-hsianf3
1. Kyat0 ed. XIV.3 p. 22581: &. L L ? . h # % % L . % h f.b
which phrase we find repeated in Chih Ch'ien's translation of the T'o;-t:lr jui-~illl:
Pen-ch'i ching
3- j#, 8. +,$jf (T 185, trsl. 222-2291, Kyat0 ed. XIV.3.
118
2
1
& k T .?J A , Chuarrg-r:u X1.66.
)C
'la
4-f \?I & , cf. Chrrang-t;tr X X IV. I 57. Only the last half
& j i fjS R ~zbfL.fi
!k was the
of the sentence is a literal quotation. Acc. to Chuang-tzu. Ta-kuei
2
,
whom
Huang-ti
(trad.
26%of a mythical k i n g living on Mt. Chii-tz'u
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2597 BC) intended to visit. When he asked the way from a boy who was tending
horses, the boy's answer made such an impression on him that he "bowed twice,
knocked his head, called him the Heavenly Master and retired", giving up his journey
to Ta-kuei. The term t'ien-shih
k$' is obviously interpreted by Tsung Ping as an
elliptical form of f'ien-jen-shill k hi+ ''teacher of gods and men", one of the ten
epithets of the Buddha (see next note).
120 %
l: the ten stereotyped epithets of a Buddha, a standard series of honorific
terms which frequently occurs in Buddhist scriptures (e.g. Saddhartrrapu~darik~,
passim; cf. E. Lamotte, Le traitJ dc~la grande vertu de sagesse, p. 115 sqq.): (1) the
rathdgata * A (2) arhat && (3) the perfectly enlightened, samyaksambuddha
5- k (4) endowed with wisdom and practice, vidydcaranasarnpanna 4
(5) well-gone, sugata && (6) knower of the world. Iokavid +& Pd # (7) charioteer
(or chief) of men who must be tamed, purrrsadamyasdrathi jN&? ici, (9) master of
gods and men, Sisri devanronusyd!tim $. A $+ ( 10) Buddha the Lord, Brrddho
bhagavat .&Q q . The Chinese equivalents listed here are those used by KumC
rajiva in the first decades of the fifth century. Cf. also HiibGgirin p. 192 (s.v. Butsu).
121 Trad. 2852-2205 BC.
122 H M C 11 12.2.4. sqq.
123 Fen-tien ja $4, i.e., the "three .fen and five tien" L tfi 4 $4, the (hypothetical)
historical records of the Three Sovereigns and the Five Emperors.
124 H M C 11 9.3.20 sqq., trsl. Liebenthal p. 382.
l2"'fi/;k.);, cf. Shih-chi 4.10a (MPm.Hist. I p. 328); according to tradition he should
have been active as a historiographer under king Ch'eng at the beginning of the
Chou dynasty (trad. ca. 1100 BC).
12'
f- 13, a disciple of Confucius, better known under his tzu Tzu-hsia 3 g,
praised in Lun-yii X1.2 (cf. XIX. 4, 5, 6, 13) for his literary skill.
12'
read -;T in stead of !4.
12"MC
111 20.3.16 sqq.
12' E.g. K H M C I V 115.1.13andib. XI 166.1.2.
130 Sui-S~U
35.18b.
13'
L\?~.jt
j i i f ~ $ $ ~ . f i ~rjl-a&l+.+A&.& h $-&.&A*&A . (Shan hai
ching chien-su
iG 4% E J!, , ed. Ssu-pu pei-yao ch. 18.la). The text reproduced
here (after the edition of 1809) reads g z , but the annotator Hao I-hsing $6
.s*.,,: 4 J (1 757-1825) rightly adopts in his subcommentary the reading 9 A which is
corroborated by all early quotations.
132 In fact, the character trr & occurs also in Shen-trr 4& , the transcription of
the name of N.W. India in Shih-chi 123.5b, and Yen shih-ku (581-645) in his commentary to Hun-shu 96A.IOa identifies this §hen-tu with T'ien-fu k~&= T'ien-chu
k? . In his so-yin commentary to Shih-chi 123.5b, Ssu-ma Chen (eight century)
says that Shen-tu must be pronounced as Ch'ien-tu )i&
, This is certainly wrongIf we compare the archaic and ancient pronunciation of the words in question:
t'ien-chu k 2,Arch. *t'ien.f)Gk, Anch. *t'ien.Tjuk
f'ien-ru
.$, , Arch. *r'ien-rGk, Anch. *t'ien-ruok
4 3 read shen-fu, Arch. *Sjdn.d'iik, Anch. *Sj&n.d'uok
id. read ch'ien-ru. Arch. *kin.tGk, Anch. *kdn.tuok
it is obvious that 4 must have its normal pronunciation.
The words of Kuo P'u are actually as follows:
"T'ien-IU is the same as T'ien-chu A?. (The inhabitants) attach great
value to virtuous conduct
They have a script (of their own) and
gold and silver currency. Buddhism has come from this country . . ." (Shun
hai ching chien-su, 1oc.cif.).
lm HMC 11 12.2.27.
KHMC I 98.3.5.
Sui-hua chi li ch. 3, in Shuo-fu (ed. of 1647) ch. 69.
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\a.Trsl. Legge p. 79-80, Couvreur,

9&4&

138"LIta
13@ Cf. P. Pelliot in TP XIX,
140 E.g., ~ s i u - h s i n gpen-ch'i

1920, p. 337 note 37.
ching I, Kydto ed. p. 226.B.1, and T'ai-l:ll jui-ying
pen-ch'i ching I, Kydto ed. p. 234.8.1.
14' Wei-shu 1 14.2a, trsl. Ware p. 1 17; trsl. Hurvitz p. 40.
142 K H M C VllI 142.1.14.
143 ;bid.:
jiLi$bl,'i$ a.i.i$
% .%- 2 2 . .$
&
2 & . f q I>:&@ ] . A /
i 2 A . The "copper-coloured" man is of course an allusion to the "golden
~ ) the body
colour" (sut9arnavarna 4 & M1 ), one of the thirty-two marks ( l u k s u ! ~ of
of a Buddha. Cf. also Wang Chin i. (died 505 AD) in his "Inscription on the
DhOta monastery" in Wen-hsuan 59 (p. 1273) : !4:h z-G.$&
9,: & $ tJ# , and Li
Shan's commentary to this passage.
144 Hsu KSC XXIIl 624.3.26 = K H M C 1 100.3.10.
145 Cf. above, p. 22 and ib. note 23.
For this meeting at the T'u-shan cf. the Appendix to this chapter, p. 286.
14' Chulr-shu i-chi, quoted in Fa-lin ik I#, P'o hsieh lun &
3 (written 622,
T 2109) p. 478.2.6 = Fa-yuan chrr-lin XI1 (T 2122) 378.2 and ch. C p. 1028.1 and 2.
14' The text of this story is given in T'ang Yung-t'ung, Hislory, p. 3-4. It is found
in the Tau-hsiian lii-shih kan-r'ung-111, 2 2 4$ $f~& i;rhUi
_ , also named Kan-t'ungchuan &&.#, a collection of highly apocryphal stories ascribed to the famous
vinaya-master Tao-hsuan (596-667), T 2107 p. 436.2.17 sqq. The story runs as follows:
Duke Mu of Ch'in &+$2 (659-621 BC) has somehow obtained an image of the
Buddha and allows it to be defiled by his horse, after which he becomes ill. His
counsellor Yu Yu \b 2 (cf. above, note 76) tells him how Buddhism had come to
China under the Chou king Mu. Anciently King Mu was visited by magicians k A
who actually were "Buddhist genii" &++.
The king builds for them a high tower
& @ as a place of worship. becomes a devout Buddhist and performs many good
works. These magicians were no others than MaGusri and Maudgalyiyana who
had gone to the East to convert him. This story is no doubt based upon the wellknown passage in Lieh-tzu about the magician from the West visiting king Mu (see
below, note 155). The Kan-t'ung-chuan is not mentioned in any Chinese catalogue
and seems to have disappeared from China at a very early date. However, it is certainly
as old as the beginning of the ninth century as we find it mentioned in the various
lists of Buddhist writings which were taken to Japan by Ennin (794-864) : the Nilronkoku
J ~ W gonen
U
nitt6 guhb ntokuruku w
ji
.&.i i k _ of 839,
(T 2165 p. 1075.2.27), the Jigaku-daishi zait6 sbshinroklc ,$-'E$+ fi fl & & <$of 840 (T 2166 p. 1077.2.28) and the Nittd shin gu sh6gy6 nrokuroku /\ 8
&2&
& of 847 (T 2167 p. 1086.3.18).
14@ Lieh-tzu IV.41.
150 KHMC I 98.2.16.
Is' T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 4-5.
lS2 See for the date of the discovery and thc. editing Kanda Kiichirh @ lo %
fb.
" K ~ 6 - c h 6 - s hshutsudo
~
shimatsuk6" :2'& 2 1- i$ 4 in Sliit~ugakrr-sc1l.~urit1
f 3$?$ & p. 10.32 (article dated 1934). For a review of studies on and translations
see Cheng Te-k'un in JNCBRAS LXIV. 1933, P. 124.
of the Mu t'ien-ttu
lS3 Lieh-tzu 111.33.
lS4 Lieh-tzu 111.31.
lS5 This is the story which, as we have seen above (note 1.18). has further developed
into a real Buddhist legend. The story in Lieh-tzu runs in outline as follows. King Mu
is visited by a magician from the extreme West; he is lavishly treated by the Chinese
monarch, who tries to please him by building a splendid palace for him. The magician.
in order to show the king the imperfection of this earthly splendour, transports him
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to a fairy palace in the "Central Heaven" *P f ; , where the king seems to stay for
tens of years amidst celestial pleasures. Then the magician takes him again to a region
of darkness and silence, where neither sun and moon nor seas and rivers are to be
seen. King Mu becomes afraid and confused, and asks his mysterious companion
to make him return to earth. At that very moment he is back in his palace: "Hewas
sitting on the same place as before (he started his journey); the same servants waited
upon him. When looking before him he noticed that the wine (in his cup) had not yet
become clear, and his meat was still moist. When the king asked his servants whence
he had come, they told him: 'Your Majesty was just silently (sitting) here'." Afterwards the magician explains the situation to the bewildered king: "I have made a
spiritual journey 1 4 3 with Your Majesty; why then should the body move?"
The very nature of the story reveals its non-Chinese origin: the phenomenon of
time and its relativity has never attracted the attention of Chinese thinkers. However,
I have been unable to find a comparable theme in Buddhist literature, although the
concept of the "spiritual journey" by which enormous distances are covered without
moving the body has some resemblance with Milindapaiiha 111.33 (trsl. Rhys Davids
vol. I p. 126-127, Finot p. 136). The motif does occur in later Indian literature, e.g.,
in the story of the unsuccessful apprerlri sorcier Candrawamin in Ksemendra's
Brhatkarhi (story XVII I, trsl. by U. U hle in Verala-Panrschavinsati, diefiinfundzu~anzig
Erzahlrmngen eines Dumons, Miinchen 1924, p. 175 sqq.) and in Somadeva's Kathrisarirsdgara ch. 92 (trsl. Tawney-Penzer vol. V11 p. 71 sqq.). In his Appendix to vol.
VII of his edition of Tawney's translation of the Kathasaritscigara, N. M. Penzer
refers t o various analogous stories in Arabian literature, notably a fragment from the
tales of the "Forty Vazirs" and the tale of Warlock and the young cook of Baghdad
(for which see Penzer. op.cit., p. 224 note 3) from the Arabian Nights. The most
surprising parallel to the story in Lieh-tzu is furnished by the legend(s) of the mi'rrij,
the miraculous ascension of the prophet, according to which Muhammad was taken
away from his bed, "and God Most High showed him the Seven Heavens, the Eight
Paradises and the Seven Hells, and spake with him ninety thousand words, and when
he returned to his place he found his bed still warm, and the water had not wholly
run out of a n ewer which had been upset beside him, so he straightway raised the
ewer from the ground". Both Gibb and Penzer believe that the origin of this motif
must be sought in the hallucinations provoked by "some intoxicating preparation
like hashish". The occurence of the same theme in a Chinese work of the late third
century makes this explanation very doubtful, unless we must assume that the use
of such drugs was widely spread in India or the Near East as early as that date. See
also S. Thompson, Motiv-index of Folk-literature, second ed., Copenhagen 1955,
vol. I1 no. D 2012.
(Peking 1947)
Cf. Wang Shu-min 1 jb 4 , Lieh-tzu pu-cheng ? I -f &$I
vol. I, p. la.
15'
E.g. Huai-nun rzu VII. 106 = Lieh-tzu 11.22; Huai-nun tzu X . I 6 4 = Lieh-tzu
V111.89; Huai-nun tzu XX.348 = Lieh-tzu VIII.90. The famous chapter Ymg Chu
;tkX- , in which the "hedonistic" theories of that philosopher are developed, is extensively quoted in Hun-shu XX 23.1 .a (= Lieh-rzu 7.6a, SPTK ed.), cf. ~ u l s e w e ,Han
Law p. 351 note 5. In spite of this, Feng Yu-Ian, who like Chi Hsien-tin and
T'ang Yung-t'ung regards the whole text of the present Lieh-tzu as a post-Han
forgery, devotes ten pages in his History of Chinese Philosophy (trsl. Derk Bod&,
vol. I1 p. 195-205) to a detailed discussion of the Yang Chu chapter as a splendid
example of the pessimism and hedonism in the third century AD!
l K 8Shih-i chi, ed. Pi-shu erh-shih-pa chung 4 ~ 3
: -+ I \ & ch. 4 p. 2b.
Chin-shu 95.1 7a.
leO KSC V (biogr. of Tao-an) 353.3.12 sqq.
lel Cf. blow, p. 313.
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The following works are mentioned by Seng-yu in CSTCC at the beginning

f-, the sixth century:

<;

( I ) A-yii wattg yii fi)-so shettg ta ching-hsin thing
j$ 2 a? 4 ?jil
f,iji;
,
1 ch., translator unknown, C'STCC IV 25.2.3.
(2) A-yii wang hue kuo-pa0 thing fi 8 -ijfi .% % % , I ch., translator unknown,
ib. In the Ta-Chou k'un-ring chrrng-chirrg nrir-111of 695 AD ( T 21 53 1X 428. I. 14
and 19) the translation of these two works is attributed to Dharmarak~a;
at that date the scriptures themselves had already been lost.
(3) A-yii n9ang krmng-yang tao-ch'ang shir chirrg fi $ .L i$
& 2 !$ $i4%I, 1 ch.,
mentioned in CSTCC 25.2.4 as a n anonymous translation, but in Ta-T'ang
NTL ( T 2149) 111 245.2.27 ascribed to (?) Dharmaratna (Chu T'an-wu-Ian
2 -f:-3 , late fourth century). It had already been lost at the time of the
compilation of T 21 53 (695 AD).
(4) A-yii wang rso hsiao-erh shih ching bj $ ii$ 9: 6 % I ch., mentioned
in CSTCC IV 33.3.27 a s an anonymous translation among the lost siitras.
(5) Hsiao A-yii wang ching ,;. ki fi .L d$, I ch., ib., id.
(6) A-yu wang she-shih huan-slru ch'ii-yiiatr chi Pi fi .L .I2G 3 #.$ %?L,
1 ch., mentioned as a n anonymous translation in CSTCC IV 25.2.5, but in
T 2153 IX 428.1.28 ascribed to Dharmarak~a,referring to the catalogue of
Tao-an. The text had already disappeared before the time of the compilation
of T 2153 (695 AD).
(8) (A-yii warrg) t'ai-tzu (var. hsi) (fir-i) huai nrrr yin-yiian clrir~g[ k7 3 .E ] A; $
(var. .&-) [ IL & ] ?$3 B )gJ$, 1 ch., translated by Chu Fo-nicn 2 & :*;
and Dharmanandin at Ch'angan in 391 AD, with a preface by Chu Fo-nien.
cf. CSTCC 11 10.3.4 and VII 51.2.14. Ta-T'arig NTL ( T 2149) 111 252.1.16
and K'ai-yuan S C L ( T 2154) IV 51 1.2.18 and 512.1.15 wrongly speak of two
translations, one by Dharmanandin and one by Chu Fo-nien. This work still
exists: T 2045, a metrical translation of a Sanskrit original containing the
story of Kunila (cf. Dicyivaddna p. 405 sqq.) which according to Chu Fo-nien's
preface consisted of 343 Slokas.
( 9 ) (A)-yii wang clirratr, cf. next note.
(10) In Ta-T'ang NTL ( T 2149) L 224.1.1 it is said that there was already at the
end of the second century an A-yii wang 1.0;-r:rr
hrrai n111virr-yiiarr c.hitr~fi 8
3-X '(; jk G \3 fk% (cf. above, sub 8 ) translated by Lokak~ema; the
catalogue refers to CSTCC, in which this translation is not mentioned.
'03 An Fa-ch'in does not figure either in the h'oo-scprigc.llrratr or in the biographical
chapters of the CSTCC. In CSTCC V 38.3.5 Seng-yu mentions a To A-.vii wang chiffg
h S'j. 3 f6% which by Tao-an had been classed among the "suspected" ( a )
scriptures; this work consisted of only one chiian. The present A-vii nlang chijar1
occurs under the name of An Fa-ch'in in Ta-T'ang NTL ( T 2 149) 1 I 236.1.12 with
the title Ta A-yii wang thing, in five chiian; for the attribution to An Fa-ch'in this
catalogue refers to the Chin-shih rsa-lu -32 $a-8. by Chu Tao-tsu 2
which
dates from the beginning of the fifth century (cf. P. Pelliot in TP XXII, 1923, P. 102).
The A-vii wang chuan (? Aiokardjdvaddna) has been translated in its entirety by
J. Prz~luski, L.u Lkgende de 19Empereur Agoka, Paris 1923, p. 225 sqq. A second
Chinese translation, made in 512 A D by Seng-chia-p'o-lo . f g h -88 (? Sari,rhalpara).
has also been preserved : A-yii wang ching 13 fi -LCk ,. 10 ch.. T 2043.
la See e.g., A-yii wmg chuan (T 2042) 1 102.1.14 sqq., trsl. Przyluski p. 242: A-yi;
wang ching ( T 2043) 1 153.1.12 sqq. ; A-yii wang hsi hlrai nrtr yirr-yuan ching (T 2045)
179.2.14 ; Shan-chien /ii p'i-p'o-sha
.+ 4% %; 16 ;,b ( T 1462, Sarrrarttapdsdc/iki.
trsl. by Sanghabhadra 4881489 A D ) I p. 681.2.5 sqq.
'05 Shi-thing chlr 23.20b.
lB6 Wei-shlt 114 (Shih-Lao chih) 2b (trsl. Ware p. 119; trsl .Hurvitz p. 42) =- KHMC
11 101.3.6.
,Js
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KSC 1 325.2.12 == CSTCC XI11 96.2.12.
chi, quoted in Fa-yuan chu-/in XI11 383.2; KSC 1 326.1.1 ; KHMC
XV 202.1.27. According to the (very unreliable) Ming-hsiang chi quoted in Fo-yiian
chu-lin Xlll 386.2, this same golden statue should have been rediscovered in 405 near
the palace gate at Chienk'ang by no one else than Wang Mi (for whom see above,
p. 213).
1 6 T o r r e s p ~ n d e n c ebetween Li Miao
and the monks Fa-ming ;Lefl and
Tao-kao 3 A , H M C XI 71.3.18.
KSC IX 385.2.22.
HMC XI 72. I. I0 (cf. note 169) and Tsung Ping's Ming-fo lun, H M C 11 12.3.11.
l i 2 KHMC XV 202.1.9.
KSC Xlll 409.3.18, cf. KHMC XV 202.2.1 and Fa-yuan chu-lin XI1 379.3 and
383.2 quoting Ming-hsiang chi.
This mountain seems not to be mentioned elsewhere.
KSC X 388.3.19, based on Ming-hsialtg chi (cf. Fa-yuan chu-/in XXVIII 492.1).
KSC' Xlll 409.2.17 sqq. The early life of Liu Sa-ho had already developed into
a legend before the beginning of the fifth century. The story of his sinful life, his
descent into Hell, his salvation by Kuan-yin, his conversion and resurrection were
described in great detail in the Ming-hsiang chi
$4 i,i by Wang Yen fik (written
some time after 479, cf. Arthur F. Wright, "Hui-chiao's Lives of Eminent Monks"
p. 41 8 ) ; long quotations of this part of the Ming-hsiang chi are to be found in Fayiiarr chlr-/in XXXl 516.3 and LXXXVl 919.2, cf. also Lu Hsiin -'&,&, Ku hsiao-shuo
korr-ch'urr $ i . <k ,i$ . "'in
Llr Hsiin ch'ian-chi, vol. VIII) p. 596-598. At the beginning of Hui-ta's biography in the KSC this legend is referred to in a few words, but
the rest of the account of his life does not seem t o contain much legendary material.
Cf. also Otani Seishin f\ & % A in TGyGgakuh6 XI, 1921, p. 69-101, esp. p. 95 sqq.
KSC Xlll 409.2.24.
KHMC XV 203.3.1 1.
Cf. Ming-hsiang chi quoted in Fa-yuan chu-lin Xlll 383.3 and 385.1.
'" KSC Xlll 410.1.1.
l H 1 KHMC XV 202.2.4.
I n 2 KSC V 355.3.28.
lH3KSC VI 358.3.3; cf. above, p. 243 (biography of Hui-yuan).
Iu4 KHMC XV 203.1.22.
Is'
H M C XI 72.1.13.
Is' KHMC XV 202.1.12.
18' Fa-yuan chu-lit1 XXXVIlI 584.3-585.1.
I n 8 T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 6.
lA9
Cf. on the early use and types of such portents Ch'en P'an t%%,
"On the
fu-ving ,??~ 5as
- used during the Ch'in and Han dynasties", CY YY XVI (1947), 1-67.
E. iG
l o o Cf. the "Account of the (miraculous) responses of the relics"
,$$1
by Wang Shao j- Il'i (KHMC XVlI 223.2.25 sqq.) and the impressive list of miracles
reported to the court from forty-four shrines which by imperial order had been
established all over the empire (ib. 216.3.7 sqq.). Both documents date from 602 AD.
At this period there seems to have been a sudden profusion of "relics" found at the
most improbable places: in the course of the year 601 both the emperor and the
empress repeatedly discovered them in their food when they were eating! (ib. 216.2.28)Among the objects which are reported to have been found by excavation or to have
miraculously manifested themselves in or near these shrines we find not only Buddhist
objects such as relics, stone or bronze statues and stone cases with relics or images*
but also traditional Chinese portents like inscribed stones, luminous emanationssweet dew, auspicious animals (e.g., white cranes, tortoises, pheasants) etc.
'*I Cf. Hsiao-chilrg XI (rhu-shu ed. 6.3a; trsl. Legge p. 481): "Three thousan*
(crimes) are covered by the Five Punishments, but no sin is greater than lack of
Is'

16W Mirrg-hsiang
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\k)
Z A d4 .T' .q . Similarly, in ~ h o u - l i 10.26a
filial pietyv 5 i l l ~4 I i.
the "punishment for lack of filial piety" 4 3 ;e +J ranks first among the "Eight
punishments"
4I .
l g 2 Cf. ~ e n c i u s
IVA!XXVI.I (trsl. Legge p. 189). The absence of posterity means
the termination of the sacrificial rites; it consequently is an offense against the ancestral
lineage as a whole.
lg3 Cf. Hsiao-ching 1 (trsl. Legge p. 466), chrc-shu ed. 1.3a.
lg4 Cf. above, p. 16 sub 8, and e.g., Mou-tzu XI (HMC 1 3.1.23), trsl. Pelliot
p. 300. To be dressed according to the norm ik % is one of the elements of the
Confucian code of conduct, cf. Hsiao-ching ch. I V (chu-shu ed. 11.3a), trsl. Legge
p. 469.
lg5 Cf. the documents in H M C XI1 77.2-79.2.
lg6 KSC V 352.3.29. The use of Shih as a religious surname was not quite without
precedent: already in the first half of the fourth century we hear of the monk Shih
Tao-pao
'ff who was active in Chienk'ang (KSC IV 350.3.12, cf. above, p. 97).
l g 7 Tseng-i a-han XXI, T 125 658.3.10: "Just as the four rivers which come from
the lake Anavatapta lose their names when they stream forth into the sea and are
only called "the sea". so the members of the four castes who go out of their families
and join the order lose their own family names and are only called 'monks. sons
of Sikya'." In this famous passage the last words, sha-men shih-chia-tzu :,b Pel 6 g 2 ' f ,
are a misleading translation of ~ r a r n a ~ a - S c i k ~ a ~ uwhich
t r i ~ @actually does not mean
"monks, sons of SikyaV but "monks belonging to the son from the !kkya(-clan)",
i.e., followers of the Buddha. Here it was apparently taken as an equivalent of the
equally common epithet huddhaputra /# 3 or jinaputra, cf. H~jbiigirinp. 17 1, S.V.
Busshi.
lg8 KSC VII 366.2; he was named after his master Chu Fa-t'ai 2 ? 'A (320-387).
who was also a Chinese monk. Fa-t'ai is stated to have studied together with Tao-an
(KSC V 354.2.29) who seems also to have had Chu as his religious surname before
he adopted Shih (ib. 254.1.16).
leg Hulsewe, Remnants p. 335.
200 Op.cit., p. 128-130.
Loc.cit.
The notion of religious suicide of Buddhist monks does occur in lndian Buddhism, but in a different fashion. Here it probably never was more than a rhetorical
scholastic problem: what are the karmic consequences (if there are any) in the case
of someone committing suicide at the very moment of reaching the state of Arhat?
The most famous example is the suicide of Godhika (San~yutraI. 120, trsl. Rhys
Davids I. 149-153; different version in Samyuktagarna, T 99 XXXIX.109; Abh. KoSa
V1.262) who after having six times fallen away from the "temporary state of emancipation" (sdmayiki vimuktj), finally made an end of his life on attaining it the seventh
time. The story of the monk who cut his throat to escape from the "three robbers"
(lust, hate and ignorance) as narrated in Fa-hsien's Fo-kuo chi (T 2085 p. 863.1.17;
trsl. Beal p. LXI; Giles p. 52) may be based on the story of Godhika's suicide; Fahsien visited the spot at which this was supposed to have taken place, somc,three
li east of the old city of Rgjagyha. In all these cases suicide is used as a device to
escape from rebirth. In Chinese Buddhism, inspired by Mahiiyina devotional concepts.
it is essentially a self-immolation, a sacrifice performed in homage of the,Buddha.
Cf. also Et. Lamotte, Trait6 vol. 11 p. 740-742 for the conccpt of suicide In lndlan
Buddhism.
203 B h ~ i ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ - ~ ~ i I.
~ vZ ~8~TL~ -$
~ ZU
~ , -ed.
~ ~Dutt
r , p.
r . 23
a 1 r sqq.
t u;
trsl. Burnouf p. 242; T 262 V I (23) 53.1 = T 263 IX (21) 125.1 -. T 264 VI (22) 187.3.
'04 1.e.. in or shortly after 396 AD, cf. TCTC 108.I28Ob.
205 KSC XI1 404.3.11 sqq.
2U"b. 404.3.22.
/
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ib. 405.1.1 1.
ib. 405.1.25.
ib. 405.3.5.
" 0 ib. 405.2.3. The practice of religious suicide has persisted till modern times,
cf. J. McGowan, "Self-immolation by fire in China" in Chinese Recorder, OctoberNovember 1888 (in which year the author himself witnessed some cases) and J . J ,
Matignon, "L'auto-cremation des pdtres bouddhistes", in Superstition, crinte et
rnisere en Chine" (Lyon 1899), p. 161- 176.
211
an allusion to Lun-yii 11.8.
212 H M C 111 17.1.19; the words of the imaginary opponent in Sun Ch'o's Yii tao
lun (cf. above, p. 133).
21a CSTCC VI 46.2.27.
t14 H M C V 30.1.28, trsl. Hurvitz p. 21.
215 E.g., Mahd\.agga, ed. Oldenberg 1 54 (p. 83), trsl. I. B. Horner (SBB XIV, Book
of the Discipline) 1V p. 104; cf. Oldenberg, Buddha p. 394; Renou-Filiozat, Inde
classique p. 558, 8 2369.
216 Shih-erh-pu rhing -i
2- 23 $2 is the Chinese equivalent of the "twelve section
of the Buddha-word'' (dvidaSdtigabu~idhavacana)or "the twelve proclamations of
the doctrine" (dvddaSadharmapravama), in Sanskrit Buddhist scholastic literature
denoting the traditional list of twelve categories of sacred literature, part of which
corresponds to the nine arigas of the Pili scriptures. Neither of these lists corresponds
to the real division of the canon. Sanskrit terms in Mvy 1266-78; Chinese equivalents
cf. Mochizuki, Bukkyd daijiten p. 2337.3. Sun Ch'o's assertion that the scriptures
of four of these classes are exclusively devoted to the propagation of filial piety is
very surprising; we cannot even guess which classes he may have had in mind. The
words P \ ? = $ , which i have translated as "four of which (classes)", could also be
interpreted as "the fourth out of these (twelve classes)", taking
as ell~pticalfor
5: . But also in that case it would Ix impossible to make out what particular class
was meant: in the various lists the order of the twelve genres is not the same. Moreover,
the Sanskrit names (sfitra, geya, vyikarana etc.) are most often transcribed in Chinese
characters but not translated; Sun Ch'o most probably did not know them at all,
and either repeated in his treatise this argument from hearsay, or devised it himself
in order to dumbfound his antagonists.
217 H M C 111 17.1.27 sqq.
Mo~d-tz~l,
section XV, H M C 1 4.1.12; trsl. Pelliot p. 305.
'19 The latter way of argumentation is also found in the Shih-Lao chih (Wci-shu
114.1b; trsl. Ware p. I 13; trsl. Hurvitz p. 33, and Tsukamoto's remarks ib.), where
the five commandments of Buddhism are .identified with the five social virtues (4: k
.T$ $ ,!5 ) of Confucianism.
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The spurious Chu-shu chi-nien has been translated by J. Legge in Chinese Classics
Ill, The Shoo king, prolegomena ch. IV p. 105-183; before Legge a French translation
had already been made by Ed. Biot in J . A s . , 184 1, p. 537-578 and 1842, p. 38 1-431.
In Hai-ning Wqng Ch~mg-ch'iceh-kungi-shu .;;7 '+ -E
't_2 2
$, third series,
1928; recently supplemented and re-edited by Fan Hsiang-yung 'L 4+ &, Ku-pen
chu-shu chi-nien chi-chino ting-pu :I $41 , Peking 1957.
a Although the T'ai-p'ing yii-Ian (completed 983) itself is a comparatively late
compilation, this quotation is probably reproduced from a much older source: for
the pre-T'ang period the compilers of the T'ai-p'ing yii-Ian have almost integrally
taken over the contents of some earlier encyclopedias, notably the Hua-lin pien-liieh
3 fii!!? @& which was compiled between 516 and 524; cf. Tjan Tjoe Som, PO Hu
r u n g vol. I (Leiden 1949) p. 60-61.
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Wang Kuo-wei, op.cit., p. 7a.
The present (spurious) text of the Chu-shu chi-nien contains the following phrase,
which is no doubt an expanded version of the original entry:
' ' 1 the
~ nineteenth year, in spring, a conter appeared in the constellation Tzu-wei."
6 :$- -f
+- ,L
(Wang Kuo-wei, Chin-pen Chu-shu chi-nien shu-rheng <- $- i' , <<$ j?-;F*
po.~rh~n~ous
works, third series, ch. 2 p. 6a; trsl. Legge p. 149). Since neither the
~hou-shui-chi, based upon the original Chu-shu chi-nien, nor the quotation from
the latter work in the TPYL mention the "nineteenth year" as the date of the ominous
event, it is certain that these words did not figure in the original text.
Wang Kuo-wei. Chin-pen Chu-sllu chi-nicn shrr-cheng ch. 2 p. Zb; trsl. Legge p. 1 5 1.
Tso-chuarr, Chao-kung 4, trsl. Legge p. 597; trsl. Couvreur vol. Ill p. 80.
"or
completeness' sake we must mention a third way of dating the Buddha's
Nirvdtru which is found in early Chinese sources. In the account of his stay at Ceylon
(412 AD), Fa-hsien reports a (Singhalese?) tradition. according to which at that
date 1497 years had elapsed since the Buddha's entry into Nirvina (T2085 p. 865.1.27;
trsl. Beal p. lxxv; Giles p. 71). The origin of this tradition is not clear; it never became
popular in China, and we find it severely criticized as lacking scriptural evidence in
Fa-yiian chu-/in C.' (T 2 122) p. 1028.3.
4
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Cf. H. G. Creel, "What is Taoism?", HJAS. 76 (1956), p. 137-152.
"Neo-Taoism" is in this sense used by Fung Yu-Ian, cf. his Short History of
Chinese Phikosophy, New York 1948, p. 21 1 : "By the revival of Taoism, I here mean
that of Taoist philosophy. This revived Taoist philosophy I will call Neo-Taoism".
The term Neo-raoisme had previously been used by Pelliot to denote exactly the
opposite, the Taoist religion of the Yellow Turbans (cf. TP XIX, 1920, p. 414 note
385). Cf. also our remarks above, p. 45 and p. 87.
Cf. H. Maspero, Taoissrne, p. 116 sqq.
'-An early commentary on the Tao te ching with the cryptic title of Hsiang-erh chu
4 i-L has been discovered among the Tun-huang manuscripts at the British
Museum. This text (S 6825) is no doubt the most extensive and reliable source on
early Taoist doctrine in existence. An annotated edition of the Hsiang-erh chu has
recently been published by Jao Tsung-i & 2 tfi under the title Tun-huang liu-ch'ao
hsieh-pen Chang t'ierr-shil~ Too-ling chu Lo-tzu Hsiang-erh chu chiao-chien jk ~22
$q 14 & ;t 3 & % ,& 9 ;id& (Hong Kong, 1956). cf. also Ch'en
Shih-hsiang
q .@ , "'Hsiang-erh' Lao-tzu tao-ching Tun-huang ts'anthuan
lun-chengV AJ
3
% $&, tj $5 & f-$j?$, in CHHP, new series, 1.2 (T'aipei,
April 1957) p. 41-62. The commentary is attributed to no one else than Chang Ling,
the first patriarch of the Taoist church (mid. second cent. AD). Unlike Jao Tsung-i,
we feel some hesitation to accept this attribution, which after all is not attested
anywhere until some five centuries after the lifetime of Chang Ling. However, the
general contents of the work completely agree with the scanty information from other
$.OUrces about the first phase of the Taoist religion, and this together with thc fact
that there is no perceptible trace of Buddhist influence in matters of doctrine or
terminology proves that we have to do with a very old and extremely valuable document.
Cf. Vincent Y. C. Shih ( diR ,$-),"Some Chinese Rebel Ideologies", TP XLIV
(1956), p. 150-226, esp. p. 163-170, a useful survey of these problems and a first
attempt towards a comparative study of some major rebellious movements from
Chinese history.
Cf. Howard S. Levy, "Yellow Turban Religion and Rebellion at the end of Han",
JAOS 76, (1956), p. 214-227, esp. p. 21 5.
ib. p. 223.
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a In 215 AD, cf. San-klio chih, Wei-chih 1.24B.

Shih-chi 63.2~1.
BEFEO VI, 1906, p. 388 note I .
Chuang-tzu 111.20.
l-hui-ching
chtr (ed. Wang Hsien-ch'ien) 19. l b.
13 HHS60B. 18b: d a . % - f - ~ & $ k . % t $ &
14 Lieh-hsien chuan, section X ; trsl. M . Kaltenmark, Le Lie-sieti tchouan (Pikin
1953), p. 65.
' W f . Kaltenmark, op.cit., p. 1-4.
ls F~rkuiKGjun, op.cit., p. 260-26 1 .
l7 P'ei Sung-chih's commentary to Sun kuo chih 30.366. trsl. Ed. Chavannes, "Les
Pays dqOccident d'apres le Wei lio", TP VI (1905), p. 519-576.
l V f . above. ch. I1 note 32.
l9
A .
, 3
!
, $4
( .3) :4
. It is not clear where
the phrace ends; the words ". . . and instructed the barbarians" are followed by
6 -3 E ;
-t 'C . Chavannes translates ". . . et arriva dans le T'ientchou (Inde) ou il enseigna les Hole. Des autres noms des disciples qui dependent
du Bouddha, il y en a en tout vingt-neuf." We can neither agree with Chavannes'
interpunction nor with his translation. T o render i$ IP & % -I- as "les disciples
qui dependent du Bouddha" seems rather forced; in that case we would rather expect
. If we must accept the text as it stands, the most
something like 6 : l j ia ( 2 )
likely translation would be ". . . and the Buddha attached himself to (Lao-tzu as)
a disciple", which, in view of larder versions of the hua hri story in which Lao-tzu's
disciple Yin Hsi figures as the Buddha. certainly would make sense. However, as
T'ang Yung-t'ung has pointed out (op.cir., p. 49-50 and p. 61), the original text of
the Wei-1iic.h probably read ,& $1 -4 ,B ". . . instructed the barbarians and became
(or 'acted as') the Buddha". In a previous article, "Inscriptions et pieces de chancellerie chinoises de I'epoque mongole", TP V (1904). p. 357-447, part of which is
devoted to thc edicts of 1255 and 1258 pertaining to the proscription of the Hua hu
ching and other Taoist apocrypha, Chavannes interprets .+ , $ ,$! and analogous
expressions (i;4 , .C, :$ ..~;,AL). as far as they occur in later sources, as "les fit
dcvenir Bouddhistes". adding, however, that the original meaning could very well
have been "devint le Bouddha". The latter interpretation certainly applies here as
well as in the phrase translated above from Hsiang K'ai's memorial: Lao-tzu is
represented as personally converting the barbarians, and there is no evidence that
the theory according to which Yin Hsi was ordered by Lao-tzu to become the Buddha
had already developed as early as the third century AD. Cf. also Shibata Norikatsu
W 16 .$ !A "Rbshi-kekokyb gisakusha-den ni tsuite"k % k, $54&1$,& {4[:kb'',
Shigaku zasshi XLlV (1933) p. 59-81 and 200-232, esp. p. 218 sqq.
*' T 21 I0 ch. V, p. 522.2.13 sqq.
21 Ed. Chavannes in TP VI (1905) p. 540 sqq.; S. Levi in /.As. I897 p. 14-20 and
1900, P.451-463 ; P. Pelliot in BEFEO V I (1906) p. 377 sqq.
22 Lit. "a top-knot*', % .
S. Levi (in J.As. 1897, p. 16 and 1900. p. 461-462) has demonstrated that this
sha-lii ;*1/# (Arch. *sa.hl~,r.ar1.. Anc. * s a . l i u ~ ~must
)
be a very archaic rendering
of the name Sariputra or of a corresponding priikrit form *sarijut.
24 ih. p. 522.2.17.
"'ne
more remark about the corresponding section of the WCi-liieh and Ed.
Chavannes' interpretation of a particularly cryptic phrase from that passage. After
having related the story of the Buddha's birth, the W~i-liiehas quoted by P'ei Sungchi h proceeds :
"In India ( it 2 ) there was also a divine man named Sha-lii. Formerly, in the
first year of Yiian-shou ( 2 BC) during the reign of the Han emperor Ai, the po-shih
ti-f:u Ching Lu 34%was charged with a mission to the Great Yiieh-chih (for this
@
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tradition cf. above, p. 24) where the king ordered the crownprince to instruct
him orally in the Buddhist scriptures. The one who is called "the reinstatedv
(fit-ti & 3 )is this man . . . What is recorded in the Buddhist scriptures is analogous
t o . . ." (etc., as above sub 4).
According to Chavannes' interpretation, the phrase w 4fi 5. 3 $ A AL means
that the Buddha was regarded as a "reapparition de Lao-tseu ou d'un de ses disciples".
This does not make much sense: if we read this phrase in connection with the preceding
passage to which it certainly belongs, we cannot but have the impression that "the
reinstated" was nobody else than the crown-prince who instructed the Chinese envoy
in the Buddhist sotras. This is equally obscure, but we must not forget that we are
dealing with a distorted fragment of a lost tradition. Our interpretation is, however,
confirmed by Ch'en Tzu-liang's quotation from the Hsi-yii chuan which-if this
work is indeed identical with the Hsi-jung chuan-probably agrees with the original
much more closely than the muddled extract given by P'ei Sung-chih: the Hsi-yii
chuan speaks about a crown-prince who also (i.e., like the Buddha) was born from
his mother's right side, who furthermore resembled the Buddha by his bodily marks
and by the other circumstances of his birth at Lumbini and therefore was named
"Buddha". Thus it does not deal with Sikyamuni (as is the case in P'ei Sung-chih's
version) but with a replica, a come-back, in short: with "one who was called 'the
reinstated'." What connection this legend had with Ching Lu's visit to the Yueh-chih
court remains obscure, but in view of both the context of the phrase in P'ei Sung-chih's
version and of the additional information furnished by Ch'en Tzu-liang's quotation
there must have been some connection of this kind, and there is no reason to bring
the story of the "reinstated" in connection with the hua-hu theory.
4 2 I* %
T 21 I0 ch. VI, p. 534.3.17 = KHMC XI11 p. 185.2.2:

*'

& + #% ~.*f7:%a?%k+~44~

P 7 T 2 1 1 0 ~ h . V 1 p . 5 2 2 . ? . 7 :' f I ~ % ~ . ~ % d ! , ~ ~ \ A %
& l) d# il ..* X @ .
Hsii po-wu chih (ed. & 3 A I \ & ) 7.5b.
28 Cf. SSU-k'u ch'iian-shu [sung-mu ch. 57.6a.
30 T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 59.
/jp by Chao Ming31 For the text of the Lao-tzu ming see the Chin-shih lu
ch'eng & a &t (mid. 12th cent.), ed. by Lu Chien-ts'eng & , !$ .$ (1690-1768) in
1762, ch. 15, p. I la, and the Li-shih ## by Hung Kua 14.2(II 17-I 184)- ed. SPTK
3.1 a. The stela with the inscription is already mentioned in the Shui-ching chlr $ % i i
by Li Tao-yuan
ii; (early sixth cent.); already here the text is said to have been
composed by Pien Shao, who wrote it at the occasion of a sacrifice made by imperial
. Chao Ming-ch'eng and Hung Kua also attribute
order by the courtier Kuan Pa
the inscription to Pien Shao. This attribution seems to be well-founded, although
in the text of the inscription the author's name is not mentioned. We read in H H S
7.12a that emperor Huan in JanuaryIFebruary 165 ordered the courtier-in-constantattendance (chung ch*ang-shih
.$# ) Tso Kuan 2 to perform a sacrifice to
Lao-tzu at Hu-hsien
(for the particular pronunciation cf. So-yin comm. to
Shih-chi 63, l b) in Honan, the reputed birth-place of the sage, and in December 165
January 166 the courtier Kuan Pa f
was sent out for the same purpose (ih. l3a).
Hu-hsien was the capital of the kingdom of Ch'en %t a, where Pien Shao according
to his biography had been or possibly at that moment even was "chancellor", hsiang
( H H S 110 A.16a). This information, combined with the fact that Pien Shao in
his biography is said to have composed. h u r alia. b'inscriptions" (4).
makes it
rather probable that he was indeed thc author of the Lao-rzu nring. There is one
difficulty: Ou-yang Hsiu
(1007-lO72), who must still have seen the stela with
its inscription, describes it in great detail in ch. 2 of his Chi ku lu 3 k & ( O u - ~ a n ~
Wen-chung &unR chi
18 $ 2: $, ed. SPPY, ch. 1 35.2a) ; however, he does
not mention Pien Shao as the author of the text, but remarks on the contrary that
some people held it to be a work of the famous scholar Ts'ai Yung # % (1 33-192 AD).
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There is, indeed. some slight support for this attribution: according to Ts'ai Yungqs
biography (HHS 90B.IOb), one of the courtiers who recommended him (and with
whom he consequently must have been in close contact) was the powerful eunuch
Tso Kuan .,Z .1'6, the same person who early in 165 AD was sent out to perform the
sacrifice to Lao-tzu at Hu-hsien. We could suppose that Ts'ai Yung had done the
writing; he was the greatest calligrapher of his time, his most renowned work being
the text of five or six canonical scriptures in large 11-shir which he was commissioned
to write out in 166 AD in vermillion ink upon the stone tablets in which they were to
be engraved. However, Ou-yang Hsiu definitely says that according to some people
Ts'ai Yung "made" ( A ; ) the inscription, which implies that he was held to have
composed the text and not merely to have written it out.
The idea of the successive manifestations of Lao-tzu has probably been formed
under Buddhist influence in the course of the second century AD; cf. also the
curious enumeration of avaturas of Tung-fang Shuo from the era of the Yellow
Emperor onward, given by Y ing Shao & D! (ca. 140-206 AD) in his Feng-su t'ung-i
@
4+ 3
I. & (ed. Centre Franco-Chinois, Peking 1943) p. 16.
32 HHS 110A.16a.
33 According to Po Yuan's biography in KSC I 327.1.13, his original surname was
Wan 3,;he was not only Chinese, but even the son of a Confucian scholar named
Wan Wei-ta 9,J&3..I do not see the reason of Pelliot's statement that "son nom
de famille etait Po :$, dont Wan est ne par alteration graphique" (BEFEO VI, 1906,
p. 380 note 2). For Po Yuan see above, p. 76.
34 Chi-child %
: i8, originally a honorific term designating the eldest among the
guests at a banquet who was entitled to pour out the wine as a sacrifice. During the
Han it was a semi-official title given to various prominent personalities (see above,
ch. I I , note 91); under the Chin it became the official title of a magistrate attached
to the State College (kuo-tzu chien ;%I S ) and remained so till the end of the
Ch'ing dynasty in the 20th century. In T'ang times chi-chiu also designated a master
of ceremonies at the court of a king (cf. des Rotours, Trait6 des fonctionnaires, v01. 1,
p. 442, note 5). However, the term chi-chiu had developed quite another function in
the second half of the second century AD: it then became one of the highest official
titles in the theocratic hierarchy of the "Eastern" Yellow Turbans led by Chang Lu
&:$ . In this organisation the "libationers" formed a kind of regional supervisors,
each being entrusted with the control over a large diocese. Their rank was immediately
below that of Chang Lu. the "Lord Master-of Heaven" k C+ ;P himself. In later
times the title has come denote a Taoist dignitary of a much lower grade, a member
of a kind of parish council presided by the Taoist master ( A $+), and it is no doubt
in this sense that the term is used here. Cf. Maspero, Le Taoisme, p. 153 and p. 45,
Fukui Kcjun, op.cit., p. 36, 53, 59, 114), Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, "~uddho-Taoist
mixtures in the Pa-shih i hua t'u", HJAS IX (1945-'47), p. 1-12, esp. p. 4.
35 By Tao-liu
:?i,
completed by Chu Tao-tsu
& ia, who died in 419; quoted
in Fa-lin's Pien cheng lun
J*3j ch. V, T 21 10 522.2.24.
36 Also named Chung-seng chuan E 48 @, in 20 ch., cf. Liang-shu 30.3a; quoted
in the commentary of Ch'en Tzu-liang $Q & (probably first half seventh cent-)
to Pien cherlg lun V, T 2110 522.3.1.
" For this work see Arthur F. Wright, "Hui-chiao's Lives of Eminent Monks",
p. 417, VI. The passage in question is quoted in Ch'en Tzu-liang's commentary to
Pien cheng lun, loc.rit.
I t must be remarked that the KSC does not copy the biography of Po Yiian in
CSTCC X 107.2.29 sqq. : the account of Li T'ung's visit to hell and of Wang F o u ' ~
activities only occurs in the Korean edition of the CSTCC, where the text liter all^
agrees with and obviously has been copied from the KSC, whereas the Sung, Yiian
and Ming editions do not mention this story at all. In the above-mentioned article
by Shibata Norukatsu (see note 19) the author rejects-on absolutely insufficient
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grounds-the authenticity of the quotations from the Kao-seng chuan of P'ei Tzu-yeh,
the Yu-ming l u and the Chin-shih tso-lu which we have translated above, declaring
them all to be forgeries or late interpolations based on H u i - c h i a ~ Koo-senK
'~
chlran,
He consequently takes the KSC as the first account of the story o f Wang Fou-a story
which he therefore regards as pure fiction. This certainly goes too far, We cannot
help feeling that Shibata has started from the firm conviction that the whole story
of Wang Fou is a late tradition without any historical value, and that he has set out
to demonstrate this by rejecting as spurious all texts which tend to prove the opposite.
I n such a way almost anything could be proved.
TP VI, 1905, p. 539-544.
40 K H M C I X 152.1.1.
" K H M C X I 162.2.13.
KSC 1 328.3.6 sqq., and above, p. 203.
43 Cf. CSTCC I X 64.2.10; X 71.2.18; 72.1.1 ; 73.2.29.
KSC 1 328.3.18.
45 For the later history o f the Hua hu rhing see Fukui Kijjun. op.cit., p. 267-324;
Ed. Chavannes in TP V, 1904, p. 375-385 and VI, 1905, p. 539-542; P. Pelliot in
BEFEO 111, 1903, p. 318-327; Chavannes-Pelliot. Trait4 Manicheen p. 1 16 sqq.
4a Yoshioka Yoshitoyo A 14& $ has given a useful synoptic list of the titles of
Taoist scriptures (including the Hua hrl ching) quoted in Buddhist treatises. in Diiky6
kycjden shi ron 2 4L !% l;l X %, Tokyb 1955, p. 407-422.
'7 Cf. T 2108. $ ;:.J/?q %
j4 i&. $ .$ ch. V, p. 470.1.25 quoting Chitr-tai
tsa-lu; T 21 10 ( Ti iL ) ch. V1 p. 534.3.28 and T 2051 ( ; L fkX^.I
'3)ch. I 1 p. 209.2.7.
On the meaning o f the title cf. Fukui KGjun, op.c.it., p. 266.
"
, add
cf. K H M C I X 145.3.18 (Hsiao tao lrrrt quoting the Wen-shih chrlan

*
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_~,IcKi3&.
" Che-fu
fF;5 'ik or chc-i ?&A.the russet garments worn by criminals. The custom
):

dates from pre-Han times and is already mentioned in H.viitr-r:rr (chapter Clror~-lrrrr
3 ,Hsiin-t:u XV111.218) where it is given as an example of "symbolic punishment".
hsiang-hsing -;l;cil'l. I n a fragment from the Fcrrg-srr t ' r r t r ~ - i quoted in TPYL (ed.
Centre franco-chinois, Pekin 1943, p. 110) is said that Ch'in Shih-huang-ti ordered
the conscript labourers who built the Great Wall to wear the read dress of criminals
in order to make the fugitives easily recognizable. cf. also Chavannes. MPtrr. lri.rr..
V O ~ . 11, p. 156, note 1. See further Dubs, HFHD, vol. 11, appendi~11. p. 123 sqq.:
"Punishments by altering the clothing"; Karlgren. "Glosses on the Book of Documents", BMFEA XX, 1948, p. 87, gloss 1267; Wilbur. Slutper.vi t r C'hhii t l r r r i t r ~lhc'
Former Hun Dynasty, p. 273. note 5 ; Hulsewe, Retrrtrutirs o j ' Hun LAM.. p. 347.
50 PP'ien-i &, "incomplete dress". refers to the monk's gown (kri.yava) which
leaves the left shoulder barc .
T 2110 (Pien cheng lun) VI 535.1.10 :-K H M C X l l l 185.2.13 sqq. The last
phrases (from "This i s why a grave disease. . .") occur only in the version of the
Pien cheng lun which i s reproduced in KHMC.
of the Buddha.
5P Chang-liu C 3 , the height of the trirnrri?rak@va - i
63 Quoted i n Hsiao tao Ilm, K H M C I X 144.2.14 sqq.
L i u (shen-)tVung ,>, ( tQ ) 23. .z .sat/-ahltijird, the six supernatural powers acquired
by a Buddha, an Arhat or a Bodhisattva of one of the highest stages: ( 1 ) magic
power, yddh;,
pz ,$; (2) the "divine eye", tli~~~trc.trksr~.r,
g. I-;;;'. : ( 3 ) the "dii ine ear".
divyafrotra, t,4 ; (4) the knowledge of other people's thoughts, ptrruc~irtui~icjtru.
&L .\;'
; (5) the power of remembering previous e~istences,p f i / ' ~ ' ~ t t i ~ ' i . v ~ ~ l ~ ~ . v ~ ~
&
: !& ;(6) the knowledge ofthe destruction o f (evil) outflows, c T . ~ r a v a k ~ i ~ ? l ~ ~ ~ r i ~ t r u
$ . More frequent is a list of five crhhi;tki in which the last one is lacking. C'r.
Lamotte, TraitP p, 328-333: survey of different lists and detailed discussion of each
term i n Har Dayal, Bor/hiscl/rra (/(,c.rritrcl. p. 106-134. I t i s only natural that the trans. 1 i,p
ondent powers of perception ( 1.1~&.,,.I,L
) and the power of levitation ('? ' ) 0''
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the Taoist adept came to be amalgamated with the five or six ahh(ificS of the Buddhist
Saint, notably with the "divine eye", the "divine ear" and with the rddh;, which
indeed includes the power of flying through the air as one of the four kinds of magic
transportation (garnuno). In fact, we find this identification already made in the
second chapter of Chih Ch'ien's T'ai-rzlr jlri-ying pen-ch'i chirtg
j$, jfiJ& +$
of the early third century (Kybto ed. p. 238 A l l , where r/ivyucaksus and divyabotra
respectively.
are rendered by 4!6& and ;A
is probably a mistake for sun-fa 2 $, i.e., the three kinds ofwisdom
5 5 SSU-ra
(tisro vidydh) which the Buddha attains at the moment of Enlightenment, and which
are identical with three of the cihhi~%dmentioned in the previous note: divyacakSus
> .73 . prirvarrivdscinitsmrti 6 <& & and ciSravaksayajti~na :& -$% . Har Dayal
,
(op.cir., p. 108) regards the "three kinds of wisdom" as the starting-point of the
evolution of the series of five or six uhh~jrjci,but it is rather futile to speculate about
the historical development of such notions of Buddhism in its very first stage of scholastic elaboration. "Superhuman qualities" (rctfn~.ittianrts.su-~Ihutnn~u)
acquired by
the monk in the course of his training are mentioned in the earliest part of the Buddhist
canon (Pcitirriokkha) Such supernormal powers and the methods to acquire these
no doubt belong to the earliest nucleus of Buddhism, irrespective of their number or
way of classification, and are probably even pre-Buddhist, belonging to the realm
of yoga which was, if not the very essence. at least an essential part of the primitive
doctrine (cf. L. de la Vallee Poussin, Nirr.ci!lo. Paris 1925, p. 10 sqq.). The ssu-fa
of our text may be the result of a confusion of sun-ta : with the expression
ssu-to "penetrating the four (quarters)", as it c.g.,occurs in Tao re ching 10: 8% (4 \a 3 .
4: 3- ,i: F , "In penetrating the four quarters with your intelligence, can you be
without knowledge?" (trsl. Duyvendak, reading 2 i. st. of .A, cf. p. 36 and 39).
In this text from the Wen-shih chuan it is evident from the context that the term
ssu-to (balancing 1111-t'ung & ) can only be interpreted as "the four ta". The ssu-ta
mentioned in Choir-li 15.23a ( R .3b,
% :\ irn 3 ,,-,& J:
) are of course out of
the question.
j6 Quoted in Hsiao tao l ~ r t i .K H M C IX 145.3.1 1 . On the Wen-shih ctiuun. a Taoist
apocryphal work. the nucleus of which was a hagiographic account of the life of
Yin Hsi with additions dating from the second half of the sixth century, see Fukui
Kejun, op.cit. p. 291 sqq., and H. Maspero. Le Taoisme, p. 176, note 3.
ji
Read, with the Ming edition, 4;: % i.st. of 4%.&.
.j8 Quoted in Hsiao tao luri, K H M C ' IX 145.3.22.
j v b . 145.3.17.
ib. 151.1.17.
13' The quotation from the Ch'u-chi has 4.;;
"tried and killed"; I read, with the
quotation from the Tsao-ti r'ien-ti ching (cf. below, note 62), .iS,LZ "slew", taking
(also written 5(r ) to be a graphic error for t l .
& 2 .kJC :.% ,ib. p. 150.1.462 ih. 144.2.20; id. quoted from the Tslro-ti r'ien-ti thing
s3 ib. 147.2.16. It may be remarked in passing that such phantastic etymological
explanations of Sanskrit words are not seldom found in Taoist apocrypha. The word
Yu-p'o-sai a-6d (upasoka) is connected with a story about an Indian king who
was distressed (yu, 4 !) about his son who had to guard the pass (sai) against bands
of robbers (the p'o is not accounted for, much to the amusement of the author of
the Hsiao ruo lrrn who asks where the "mother-in-law" comes in); an analogous
explanation is given for yir-p'o-i $! $ fi (trpdsikd) (quoted in Hsiao too tim. K H M C
I X 147.2.26). Because the Buddhists "destroy and damage" (r'u-hai
'$) their
natural complexion, the name of the Buddha contains the syllable r'rr A "to slaughter"
PY (apparently a variant of
in the archaic transcription Fou-t'ir :$&; sang-nietl
the archaic rang-men #? t'q
S r u ~ ~ i u ~means
tu)
"the gate of (mourning ) death",
(died 49')
etc. (Sntr-p'o tun L&%, a Taoist polemic treatise by Chang Jung
quoted in the Mieh huo lrrn 3% 5 @ by Liu Hsieh $1 X., HMC 50.3.5).
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Quoted in Hsiao tao lun, KHMC I X 144.2.21.
ib. 146.1.1.
66 On this work and its date see T'ang Yung-t'ung, op. cir., p. 462 sqq.
6' Wei-wei 4b 8
7 (Arch. *dzwar.gl wad, Anc. *! wi.j! I+!*,) is normally a transcription
of the name VipaSyin (cf. above, p. 278 sub 4). Here obviously the Buddha's birthplace Kapilavastu is meant, which we find transcribed, inter alia, as Chia-we;-lo-wei
&
2 $ f ~ 41 , Chia-i-wei 2 k41 and Wci-yeh ? f ~@$,cf. Akanuma ChIzen 3
Indo-bukky6 kayo-meishi jiten ?; &-#& 14 4 .% 3 / # % (Nagoya 1931), vol. 1:
p. 281.1.
6"his
text as quoted in Nan-Ch'i shu 54.4a Nan-shih 75.1 l a has Ching-miao
;'?#I i.st. of Ch'ing-miao i4kJ1. The queen's name at first sight seems to be quite
"Taoist" without any connection with MZy2, the name of Gautama's mother.
However, it must be noted that in Ch. I of the T'ai-!zu jui-yirtg pen-ch'i thing (T 185,
trsl. by Chih Ch'ien in 222-229 AD), Kycto ed. p. 234 A2 we find already the name of
Miyii transcribed as Miao
(Arch. *m!og/.4nc. ttrlbu), and it is certain that the
account of the Hsiian-nriao nei-p'ien is based upon the story of the Buddha's birth
as it is given in this s0tra. The correspondence between the two texts is obvious:
Hsiinrt-miuo nei-p'ien
Tai-tzu jrri-ying pen-ch'i ching
[ & 4 ~ M ]j
t X %Ik&i;fl
2 ?$ R 47 ;g----&; 5
135

:
:

:i+!~
&-Wafi-g@
& a z$b~;b-rt.1/8?
id2 k A

+

* +++& k =

& 4 @ # / . 0& $ *
#J s

A

134b.G

;;t

:&$ . - - . -

%$$%I T . k % b % Z !I r4$
la H 3 $it&
$ $ .%.&A !I& I\-..-f\mfl/\a&M8l$6

i!#j&t?4T<

&A &*
jt ti'43.c

A L r...trjt; *.$
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According to the legendary account of the Buddha's birth, the Bodhisattva
entered MByi's womb in the form of a white elephant with six tusks when she was
having a siesta during the Midsummer Festival. In the early Chinese accounts of the
Buddha's life ((T 184, T 185) the future Buddha is said to have descended from the
T u ~ i t aheaven seated on a white elephant; the same tradition is found in the Morr-tzu
and in Fa-hsien's itinerary (cf. Pelliot in TP XIX, 1920, p. 336 note 35). Here, however, we find no trace of this story, the only element which has remained from the
original legend being that Lao-tzu's avatira took place when the queen "was sleeping
in the daytime". Lao-tzu, who as a Taoist adept has the power to transform his body,
apparently changes himself into the light of the sun which shines upon the queen's
body. The miraculous conception through the mouth is a theme which figures in a
number of Chinese stories about the birth of very prominent men; in these legends
the conception results from swallowing some object, particularly eggs. Cf. ex., Shihthing, ode 245 (7"-ya 11.1, Legge p. 465, Couvreur p. 347, Karlgren p. 260), Shih-chi
3.la ( M h .hisr. 1 173-174); Shih-chi 5.la (M6m-his!. 11 1-2).
'O The original text of the Hsian-miao nei-p'ien (or H ~ i i a n - ~ I ching
U U % 4~4%
)
Probably read "the right arm-pit" ;f M ,in keeping with the Indian tradition about
the B ~ d h i s a t t v ~
miraculous
'~
birth at Lumbini. The earliest source in which this
Passage occurs (the I-Hsia tun 4
of ca. 470 quoted in HMC VI 37.2.17 and
in Nan-Ch'i shu 54.4a = Nan-shih 75.1 la) reads & "right", whereas according to
later quotations from the same scripture (in Hsiao tno Iun) Lao-tzu was born from
Ch'ing-mia~'~
left side. The change from right to left is understandable: in general,
left is the direction which corresponds with the male principle (yang) (cf. M. Granet,
Peruke chinoise, p. 369); Lao-tzu is born as a man and teacher and has used the
essence of the sun to incarnate himself, whereas the Taoist doctrine according to other
apocrypha (see below, p. 306) is also opposed to Buddhism as yang is to yin. However,
the tradition that Lao-tzu was born from his (Chinese) mother's left side is much
Ziircher
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older than the sixth century. In Lao-tzu's "biography" in the Shen-hsien chuan
$+Ah # by KO Hung 8 1* (mid. fourth cent.) it is already said that he "ripped own
his mother's left arm-pit and was born"
4# k E # f i & (ed. Shuo-k'u I . la).
These lines are of course a Taoist adaption of the famous stanzas which the
future Buddha is said to have recited immediately after his birth. For the Buddhist
tradition and the many different versions of the Buddha's first words see P. M ~ ~ ,
Barahudur, p. 475 sqq.; additional information, esp. from Chinese sources, in Et.
Lamotte, TraitP p. 6 note 3. The text of the stanzas which we find here recited by
Lao-tzu is identical with the one contained in Chih-ch'ien's translation of the T'ai-tru
jui-ying pen-ch'i ching, cf. above, note 68. It must be noted that the words "This is
my last birth" $ & jk .&8 (iya1.n me paScimtSjrftih), which occur in all other versions,
are lacking this short biography of the Buddha as well as in the text of the Hsiianrniao nei-p'ien.
Hsijan-nliao nei-p'ien 2 +b \9 (once quoted as Hsiian-miao ching & 4k
in Hsiao tao lun, KHMC IX 148.3.19), quoted in Ku Huan's I-Hsia lun, which in
turn is reproduced in ( I ) Cheng erh-chiao lun, 5. &% by Ming Seng-shao 8q @ J,J
(early sixth cent.), HMC VI 37.2.15; (2) Nan-Ch'i shu 54.4a; (3) Nan-shih 75.11a;
furthermore quoted in Chen Luan's Hsiao tao lrrn (570 AD) in KHMC IX 146.1.9,
148.2.24, 148.3.19.
This scripture is only known from a few short quotations in Hsiao tao lun.
The title is incomprehensible; besides Hsiao-ping ?kching the variant title Hsiao-shui
& ching occurs in the bibliographic sections of both T'ang histories (T'ang-shu
elring-clri i-wen ho chih 2 3 ?f 3 @ i -5-,Peking 1956, p. 181). Fukui Kcjun
proposes. though hesitatingly. to read hsiian 2 i.st. of ping ijc or shui 2K (op.cit.,
p. 290).
in Hsiao tao lun, KHMC IX 146.1.6.
-d"- Quoted
Ch'eng fo wei-shen ,j'c # A ;FP, the standard translation of buddhasya (or
hrr(1dhanan1)odhis!hfinerrn, "by the controlling (or: sustaining) power of the Buddha(s1".
It is not clear to me what meaning must be attached to this well-known formula in
this context.
Quoted in Hsiao tao lun, KHMC IX 145.3.18.
" T 2036 XXVl l p. 71 9. I ; cf. Ed. Chavannes in T P V (1 904) p. 376, note 1.
3 k.44%
7 V e l l i o t 3404 (containing the text of the eight chapter, entitled
3 3. 4b % / , published in Tun-hrrang pi-chi liu-chen hsin-pien vol. 11, p. 34-48)
and Pelliot 4502 (- T 2139, containing the introductory chapter )f :ii of the Loo-ttu
hsi-shetrg hua hu ching 2 % ~3$ dc $J ?f , cf. Chavannes-Pelliot, TraitP Manichien,
p. .144, note I , and Fukui Kajun, op.cit., p. 267 sqq.).
Tun-hrrang pi-chi liu-chen hsin-pien & j f d ) ~ 131
. <$ j& $4&, T'aipei 1947, vol.
11, p. 45, col. 4.
T 2139 p. 1267.2.9 sqq.
Cf. Fukui Kcjun, op.cit., p. 258; Chavannes-Pelliot, Trait6 mnnichken, P. 126.
Wei-shu 102.3a := Pei-shih 97.3b.
I read, with T'ang Yung-t'ung (op.cit., p. 464), *4: instead of 2 s .
Sun-p'o lrrn 2 ,&
by Chang Jung %f1t(died 497), quoted in Mieh hue lun
zt I'i 'i* by Liu Hsieh $1 Att (early sixth cent.), HMC VJIJ, 50.3.20.
H5 ih. 50.3.23.
by the monk %en-ch'ing
Hua hu chitig, quoted in the Pci-shun lu jL LLI
M . h ( T 2113, early ninth cent.) ch. V, p. 602.1.17.
in stead of % $. For the
Read (with the Yiian, Ming and Palace ed.) %
expression chii yrr, "to share the hind", cf. Li-chi 1 (Ch'ii-li, chu-shu ed. 1.1 la, trsl.
"it is because the birds and wild
Couvreur 1.7): k
)lr $V
;
i .? % $
beasts have no Rites that (among them) father and son live together with the same
female".
'('
Chrng wu lun, HMC 1 7.1.24 sqq.
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Shun ha; ching, cf. above, p. 271.
Words of the Han general Pan Yung Pi 8 quoted in HHS 118 (H.vi-yii chrtan),
and again paraphrased by Fan Yeh ib. p. 10a: 45 1% ;a *8_ 4 22 .(\ . Cf. above, p. 26.
91 Hou-Hun chi 10.5a.
g2 Quoted in Nan-Ch'i shrr 54.5a
Nan-shih 75. I2b.
93 Quoted in Hsiao tao tun, KHMC IX 149.1.25.
3
[ h ~ ' ; j ' ~ l . ~ . ; A h . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fX. , ~x 'hT e& w o r
("the observation of what is good in the MahPyPna") make no sense here and moreover interrupt the parallelism of the phrase; they seem to have crept into the text,
probably as a result of careless copying.
O5 Ch'i-ch'u -c A , the "seven grounds for divorce", cf. Krmng-tzu chia-yii (ed.
T'ung-wen shu-chii) V1.l l b ; the list corresponds to that of the ch'i-ch'ii K A of
the To-Tui ti-chi ch. XI11 (section 80, $ G),p. 6a, trsl. R. Wilhelm, Das Ri4c.h
der Sitte, p. 248. Neither .of these lists includes drinking wine. which probably fell
under the category of yin ; r , "debauchery".
"Shou i
- , "guarding unity" or "keeping to the One", originally a Taoist
term indicating a certain state of mental concentration; in early Chinese translations
of Buddhist scriptures it is also used for dhyina. The expression probably derives
or from the opening words of Tao tc
from Chuang-tzu X1.65: & '7 - rX J& S jb7,
ching 10: & #
! i% fi - . Cf. T'ang Yung-t'ung, History, p. 1 10-11 1 and Jao Tsung-i
k,k$ $@ , Lao-ttu hsiang-erh cltu chiao-chien
3-@ iLik 1;k (Hongkong 19561,
p. 63-65. However, in this context it must mean something quite different: ''to guard
(one's chastity) with concentrated attention"?
97 Quoted in Hsiao rao lun, HMC IX 146.3.2. The explanation of Buddhist ideas
in terms of traditional Chinese cosmology (yiniyang and the five elements) was by
no means restricted to Taoist circles. It occurs in a much more developed form in
the remaining fragments of the Buddhist forgery known as "The SUtra of T r a p u ~ a
and Bhallika" jJ!:l j i j l I %, a popular apocryphal work composed ca. 460 AD
by the famous organizer of the Northern Church, T'an-yao
0 % . Here we find a
bizarre classificatory system in which the five Buddhist commandments are made
to correspond to the five planets, the five sacred mountains, the five intestines, the
five elements, the five (mythical) emperors, the five colours, etc. Cf. Tsukamoto
Zenrya, ~ ~ S ~ & I & @ ~ ~ ~ + ~ I , m? - ?, f ~ &&. ,& in Tiihiigclkuhii 111, 1941. p.
313-369, esp. p. 331 sqq.
ib. 152.1.6.
ib. 146.3.16.
loo Cf. above, p. 81, note 1.
lo' CSTCC V 38.2.7 sqq.
'Oa ib. 38.3.17 sqq.
lea T 2146 ch. IV, p. 138.1.8 sqq.
T'ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching ch. I, Ky6to ed. p. 234 A2: PX % k k8.
\",i&.it:.%*+, ,tX{p.fi9;&&$a&.pg+.a,rlf&k%qICIl<L
-Analogous
Passage in T 6, a n anonymous fourth century version of the Mah~parinirvinasritru.
ch. I, p. 182.2.9.
lo' Here the term ch'u-ch'u y, J& balances the fa-chih & f~ of the previous sentence,
and consequently must not be interpreted as an antithetic compound ("departure
and stay"), but as attributive word-group: "departing-place, point of departure".
Hurvitz (p. 27) mistranslates: ". . . that the departure from the private life and the
remaining in it are truly different".
lo' Hui-yiian here paraphrases the passage from the T'ui-lzmr jui-ying per/-(+';
thing translated above (cf. note 104).
'07 Sha-menpu-chin* wang-che lun section IV, H M C V 31. I . 18, trsl. Hurvitz, 627-28.
lo8 KHMC XXVIl 304.1 -26.
lo' HMC 1 7.2.1.
89
90
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l l 0 Cf. Fukui Kijjun, op.cit., p. 294-396. A work named Hsi-shcng chir~g%
, #
occurs in the Taoist canon (Tao-ts'ang vol. 346-347 and 449-450); it professes to be
a record of Lao-tzu's words to Yin Hsi before their departure to the West. This
work indeed begins with the words: "Lao-tzu ascended to the West to open up
(
instead of i?id!) the Way in Chu-ch'ien; (there) he was called Master Ku. He
skilfully entered Nirvana; without having either beginning or end he will exist continuously'* 2 q . B fi Pdi& 2 3Li.!A$ k 4 . & A @ .$.T +!-$ 45.*@#?.$. B U ~
on the other hand the rest of the present text of the Hsi-sheng ching does not contain
any reference to the hrta hu legend, so that this work cannot be identical with the
ancient Hsi-sheng chillg which we find often quoted in Buddhist apologetic treatises
as one of the main exponents of the hua hu story. Cf. also P. Pelliot in BEFEO 111,
p. 322-327; I V 379 and VIII 515-519, and Kenneth K. S. Ch'en in HJAS 1X p. 2
note 4.
l l 1 Quoted in Hsiao tao lun, KHMC 1X 152.1.I3 ; same phrase quoted from the
(Lao-tzu) hsi-shcng ching 2 3 ~5fr 45 in Tao-an's Erh-chino lun
dk $$, KHMC
Vlll 139.3.6, and in Fa-lin's Pien cheng lun ch. V, T 21 10, p. 524.1.18.
cf. in the next phrase the words ,2
11* 1 read h ik instead of
2 $&5 5 .
She-wei 2 6i (Srivasti) seems to be a mistake for Wei-wei fib (Kapilavastu,
cf. supra, p. 301 and note 67).
114 This number is certainly a mistake. Since practically all texts agree in saying
that the Buddha entered Nirvana at the age of eighty, I propose to correct this "forty4- R into "seventy-nine" -t; -!--L.
nine"
"j This passage is certainly based upon ch. 111 of the (Mahrlylna) Mahaparinil-vdt~usiitra(trsl. by Dharmak~emain 414-419 AD, T 374 p. 379.3-380.1 Southern
recension, T 375. p. 619.2-620.1). where we find the twenty-two stanzas in which
the Bodhisattva Kisyapa puts thirty-odd questions to the Buddha. The number
36 seems incorrect; I have been unable to count more than 32 questions in this
passage. I t must be noted that here Lao-tzu is not identified with the disciple MahHkisyapa. the aged Srivaka from Sigala, but with a Bodhisattva named Kiisyapa
who only seems to occur in the MahiyPna Mahiparinirvdpasr3tra. In this sotra he
is described as a young man from a brahman family, born in the village of TO-10
3 % ( Tila?).
Quoted in Hsiao tau Iim, KHMC I X 148.2.27.
11' The village of To-lo is mentioned in the Mahciparinirvdnasfirro (luc.cit.) as the
birth-place of the Bodhisattva Kiisyapa, s e note 115 above.
" 8 Quoted in Hsiao tau lun, KHMC IX 149.1.2.
'I"
rread, with T 2109 p. 162.2.12, rs'ai % inst. of chiang $5.
1 2 0 Yu-t'l~n hitu /&* & , the blossoms of the udunlbara tree (.ficus glurnerata)
which symbolize the appearance of a Buddha in the world on account of their extreme
rarity (the tree is said to produce fruits without having flowered). Cf. Mochizuki,
Bi4kkyo daijiten p. 224.2.
12' Quoted in Hsiuo tao Iittr, KHMC IX 151.3.28 and in Fa-lin's P'o hsieh lufl
J&$S%
ch. I, T 2109 p. 477.3.17 (:-- KHMC XI 162.2.12). In Fa-yiian chu-lin L V
706.1. these lines and the next four ("Why is the Buddha born so late. . .") are not
separated but quoted as one continuous poem.
"* Quoted in Fa-lin's Pien cheng tun ch. V, T 21 10, p. 524.1.19.
'23 Quoted by Chen Luan in Hsicro tao Iirn, KHMC IX 152.1.14, by Fa-lin in
P'o hsic~htun ch. I, T 2109. p. 477.3.9
KHMC XI 161.3.2) and by Tao-hsiian in
KH,%fZ.IC'1 98.2.27; cf'. also Fa-yiinn chu-lin LV 705.3.
l U Fu lang T j ?I:, tzrr Yiian-ta ji A , was the son of an elder brother of' FU Chien
6 $5, the Tibetan ruler of the Former Ch'in dynasty; he has a short biography in
CS I 14.7a. Under Fu Chien he was made General Commander of the East
%% 3
and governor of Ch'ing-chou h !!I . When the Tibetan army was completely route*
at the famous battle of Fei-shui . d e . l ~(3831, he surrendered to the Chin (according
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to cs 9.7b, his surrender took place in November 383), and was subzquently x n t
to the Chin court at Chienk'ang, where he was given a honorary function in the
palace. His scholarly abilities, his proficiency in rh'ing-('an and his great renown as
a gastronomor made the Tibetan prince very popular at the Chinese court; among
his acquaintances we find the Buddhist master Chu Fa-t'ai 5: . & :fL ( ~ h - j , ~ - ~ h , ~
& .g by P'ei Ching-jen 2 L 4: , quoted in Corntn. to SSH Y 111B; 14a, and CS I 14.7a).
Before long, he incurred the enmity of the powerful war-lord Wang Kuo-pa0 j. ,
!I
who caused him to be executed. Acc. to C S 114.17b his execution took
when
Wang Kuo-pao's brother Wang Ch'en i-'iLhad just been nominated governor of
Ching-chou, which acc. to TCTC 107.1266a took place in August 'September 393.
Fu Lang was the author -of a philosophical work patterned after the C/~rratrg-t~~,
the Fri-tzri fj
in 30 (var. 20) c,hiiarr, which has been lost, probably since late T'ang
times. Yen K'o chun
gi j9 has collected some fifty fragments of this work, mostly
quotations found in early encyclopedias, and has published these in ch. 152 of his
monumental Clr'iiun Chin wol .k3 k (see also the remarks in his preface to this
chapter). Apart from the phrase which we have translated here, the existing fragments
of the Fu-IZUdo not contain any Buddhist ideas or themes. But Buddhist influence is
very clear in the first lines of his "farewell-poem" which he composed immediately
before his exextion : "From what cause do the four Great Elements ( \ZJ 7t :t~rahdbhirru)
arise? They are gathered and dispersed (again) without end . . .". In Buddhist texts
the title of the Fu-tzrr is invariably written t; ?, with the "bamboo" radical instead
of the "grass" radical. This is, however, no indication that another work is meant.
In fact, we find the same reading in the bibliographical sections of the Sui-shrr (ch.
34.2b), the Chilr ~ ' a n ~ - s h ;(ch.
r 27.3a) and the Hsiri T'ang-shu Ich. 49.3a), as well as
in TCTC 107.1266a. In all bibliographies the Flr-rzu is included in the section of
the "Taoist philosophers".
lp5 Quoted in Hsiao lao lun, KHMC IX 152.1.13, in Fa-lin's P'o hsieh lrrrr ch. I.
T 2109 p. 478.3.6 ( -= KHMC XI 161.3.3) and by Tao-hsiian in KHMC 1 98.2.27;
cf. also Fa-yiian chu-/in L V 705.3.
'13 The oldest Chinese account of the story of Sumedha is to be found in the first
t<., 7
. t9 : s
chapter of the late second century Hsilr irsirig pen-cb/r'iching ,;?
I
t .t-. L (T 184.
K Y ~ ed.
~ op. 22482 sqq.). For an extensive bibliography on this subject see Lan~otte.
Trait&,vol. I, p. 248, n. 2.
12'
T'oi-tzu jui-ying pen-rh'i chi~lg( T 185, trsl. 223-229 AD) ch. I. Kyoto ed. p.
23441. For a curious very late survival or revival of the identification of Confucius
with Buddhist saints cf. Ferdinand D. Lessing, "Bodhisattva Confucius" (Ori~rrs.
X, 1957, P. 110-1 13, describing an eighteenth century ritual in the Lama temple at
Peking).
CSTCC V 39.1.15 ; also mentioned as a forgery in T 2 146, Fa-ching's Chungchinlt mu-lu, ch. 11, p. 126.3.30 and in T 2 147, ch. IV, p. 173.3.4.
12' T 2146, ch. 11, p. 126.3.19, also mentioned in T 2147, ch. 1V. P. 173.2.20.
In the present canon we find two early versions of this satra: (A) T 534, Yii~hkmng fung-rzu chirlg 8 & 3- {T,the translation of which is unanimously ascribed
to Dharmarak$a; this text does not contain the prediction of Yiieh-kuang's future
life in China; (B) T 535, the Shcn-jjh c/lirlg \p !3 $%, a somewhat condensed (or not
Yet developed) version of the same satra, which in the Taisho edition of the canon
is attributed to Dharmarak~ajust like the preceding work, but which, according
to an anonymous colophon at the end of the scripture, would actually have been
translated by Chih Ch'ien. The latter attribution may be correct: firstly, k a u s e
it is highly improbable that Dharmarak$a translated the same satra twice, and
Secondly, because the earliest catalogues all mention a Yiieh-~~~iw
t'un!f-t:u chin!?
4 f 3 J$. (clearly a variant title of the same satra) translated by Chih
Ch'ien (CSTCc 11 6.3.26; T 2 146 ch. I p. 1 15.3.22 etc.). The text of T 535 contains.
moreover, a translator's (or cditor13note to the name of the crownprince (transcribed
,*
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fl% :L , Arch. *ijan.li.pjwap > Anc. *t.ftan.li.pjwtlp Candraprabha) saying: "In
the language of Hun this means yueh-kuang t'ung-tzu, 'the boy (named) M ~ o n - l i ~ h t ' . ~ ,
In view of the general practice in Buddhist translations to refer to the Chinese
language as "the language of (the reigning dynasty) X", this note indicates that the
sotra in question was translated by some master active in or shortly after the Han
and not by Dharmarak~a,whose period of activity roughly coincides with the Western
Chin (265-316 AD).
If this attribution is correct, it would mean that the theory of C a n d r a ~ r a b h ~ ' ~
future avatiru as a Chinese monarch was already known in the first half of the third
century AD. It is not necessarily a Chinese invention: the country of (MahB)cina
(China) sporacidally figures in Indian Buddhist literature, and it may well be that
some "prediction" of this kind had developed in Indian or Central Asian Buddhism
after the Chinese expansion on the Asian continent in the second century BC. However, here we have certainly to do with a typically Chinese version of this legend,
as appears from the undoubtedly Chinese list of foreign countries and barbarian
tribes which is given in this sijtra: # A. .4 &. $% i7r. Sfi $h. k Z. t d.2 28 k %, % l f
For a detailed discussion of the different early versions of the Shen-iih ching see
Hayashiya TomojirZ, hi- k :k tfi , lyaku ky6rui no kenkya
i$?!i.%fihhx,
TZ,kyG 1945, ch. Vlll (p. 410-435).
131 T 535, p. 819.2.1.
132 T 545, ch. 11, p. 849.2.20.
The Ch'ing-ching fa-hsing ching in one chiian is mentioned by Seng-yu among
the "anonymous translations" in CSTCC IV 29.1.21; the same qualification in TaT'ang nci-tien lu ch. I, T 2149, p. 225.3.14 and in Ku-chin i-ching t'u-chi -;t & t$$$
la &
ch. I , T 21 5 1 p. 351.1.4. It is classed among the "suspected scriptures" in T 2146
(Fa-ching's Chung-ching ntu-lu) ch. 11 p. 126.2.17; id. in T 2147 (Yen Ts'ung's Chungching niu-lu) ch. IV, p. 172.3.8; T 2154 (K'ai-yuan shih-chiao lu) ch. 1, p. 485.1.21 and
ch. XX, p. 669.3.6; in T 21 57 (Chen-yiion hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu 6
2#&
R
ch. XXVIII, p. 1015.3.20 with the remark $C Zji4LX j!f! 14 4 , etc. The only
catalogue in which the work is attributed to a translator is T 2153 (Ta-Chou k'anring chimng-ching ntu-lu) ch. VII, p. 41 1.1.14: here the siitra is said to have been translated by Dharmarak~a,for which information the compilers of the catalogue refer
("the Catalogue
to a mysterious bibliography entitled Ta-yii-to-lo lu 4 # 4
of Dha[rm]ottara"?). This catalogue is only known from T 2153, where it is quoted
or referred to a few times; no further information is given about the date of its Cornposition or about the author. Of course we should not attach any value to this
attribution.
CSTCC I V 29.1.21.
1 3 j KHMC XXlV 279.3.6:
$ IA 1)4 3! 6 3.M 8 f i ;!k
' ik.

a)

%.z*t

& j>;?L ;.p

lS6r1331 c h . ' \ r ~ , p. 512.2.4:
.
l? .gK.%tk J&,T

e ; r x , ~ .noa.jtairn
l~

4

+ed-

A

13' Li-tai son-pao chi ch. VII, T 2034,. p.
- nei-tien lu ch. Ill, T 21493
- 69.1.10; Ta-T'ang
p. 244.2.26.
CSTCC V 39.1.21 ; T 2146 (Fa-ching's Chung-chhg mu-lu )ch. IV 138.3.2513' Quoted in Po Ku rao-shih 1-hsia lun .&A@ 4 t
L by Hui-t'ung k!
(var. .%.) dh (late fifth century); H M C VII 45.3.9.
140 K %
6.47.5 . Samantabhadra ( $ ) is, as far as I know, not credited
with any missionary activities in the West; on the contrary, he is commonly associated
with the Eastern quarter.
14' Read % instead of
lateJung-hrta lun rS % 4&
by Seng-min &'&(late fifth cent.), HMC VII 47.2.1 1.
Quoted in Tao-an's Erh-chiao lun, KHMC VIlI 140.1.6. A different version
of the same "sQtra" is quoted by the T'ien-t'ai master Chih I % $f! (547-606) in the
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fint chapter of his Wei-~o-chinghsiian-shu $fi
# ?f $, d,L, (written in 604): here the
~ ~ d h i s a t t vCandraprabha
a
Jji', is identified with Yen Hui, the Bodhisattva Kuang~ h i n g LIP with Confucius, and KHSyapa with Lao-tzu (T 1777 p. 523. I . 16).
~ u o t e din Hsi sun-p'o lun $lLA&5% by Seng-shun
(late fifth century),
HMC v l l l 53.3.1.
145 Quoted in Fa-lin's fien cheng tun T 21 I0 p. 530. I. l l ( - KHMC ~ 1 1 1181.1.8).
The K'ung-chi so-wen ching is mentioned in Fa-ching's catalogue in the section
"forgeries" (T 2046 ch. 1 I p. 126.3.16), with the remark : "Also named Fa-rnieh-chin
(thing) ;t :;& Z tEr! . This scripture is evidently a forgery, and certainly not a translation by Dharmarak$aW.The variant title as well as the attribution to D h a r m a r a k ~ a
are confirmed by Seng-yu, who in the CSTCC among the translations by Dharmar a k ~ amentions a "Fa mo-chin ching :t ;!
-3
Itf , I ch., also called K'ung-chi so-wen
ching", which entry is in most editions of the CSTCC followed by the words: "edited
on-the seventh day of the second month of the first year of t'ai-hsi X b;. ". T'ai-hsi
is probably a mistake for Kuang-hsi L $5 ; the date would then correspond to March
8, 306 AD. Although Fa-ching states that the two titles (K'ung-chi so-wen ching and
Fa mieh-chin chitrg) refer to the same work, both titles are separately listed in his
section on "forgeries" ( T 2146 ch. I1 p. 126.3.16 and p. 127.1.2); the same is the
case in T 2147 (Yen-tsung's Chung-ching mu-tu) ch. IV, p. 173.1.2 and p. 173.2.15.
Moreover, Fa-ching also includes among the translations attributed to D h a r m a r a k ~ a
the Fa mo-chin ching which we found mentioned in the CSTCC; here no date of
translation is given. We may conclude that there was indeed a work known under
these two titles and attributed to D h a r m a r a k ~ aat least as early as the end of the fifth
century. Since it is listed both by Seng-yu and by Fa-ching among the translations
by D h a r m a r a k ~ awithout further comment, we must assume that it was different
from the Buddhist forged scripture of the same title(s) which Fa-ching mentions
in his list of forgeries, with the cautionary remark that this is a fake, and not the
siitra of the same name translated by D h a r m a r a k ~ awhich he has mentioned elsewhere.
14' Quoted in Fa-lin's P'o hsieh tun, T 2109 p. 478.3.8. 1 have been unable to find
any bibliographical data concerning this Nei-tien t'ien-ti ching.
14' Quoted in Fa-lin's P'o hsieh tun, T 2109 p. 477.3.22 (= KHMC XI 162.7.17
and Fa-yuan chrr-tin LV 706.1). I have not found any further information concerning
the Lao-tzu tu-ch'iian p'u-sa ching.
14' The text of this edict, which does not occur in the Annals of the Liang-shu.
is reproduced in K H M C IV 1 12.1.27: She shih Li-Lao tao fa-chao ,jf $
t 3 :it .:I
lQB Quoted in Tao-an's Erh-chiao tun, KHMC Vll 1 140.1.18. The Hsu-nri ssrr-yii
thing is mentioned among the "forgeries" in Fa-ching's Chung-ching mu-lu (T 2146
ch. 11, p. 127.1.lo) with the remark that this work, together with twenty-two other
siitras", had been concocted by "the King of Ching-ling, Hsiao Tzu-hang" k 12
3 -3- fi . Hsiao Tzu-liang was the second son of emperor Wu of the Southern Ch'i
dynasty (483-494); he lived from 460-494 and was a great lover and patron of literature
and a devout Buddhist, cf. his biography in Nan-Ch'i shu 40. la and Nan-shih 44.3a.
The Hsii-mi ssu-yii ching is furthermore mentioned in T 2147 (Yen-ts'ung's Chungthing mu-lu) ch. I V p. 173.3.12; T 2149 (Ta-T'ang nei-tien l u ) ch. X P. 334.3.28;
T 21 53 (Ta-Chou k'an-ring chung-ching m~r-lu)ch. XV p. 472.2.28 ; T 2 154 (K'ai-~~iiajl
Jhih-chiao 11,) ch. X V I I I p. 675.3.24; T 2157 (Chen-yiian hsin-ring shih-chiao mu-lu)
ch. XXVlll p. 1020.1.13 and 1022.1.10.
150
Quoted in Fa-]in's Pien cherrg Iun, T 21 10 p. 521.2.2 ( - KHMC Xlll 181.1.7).
Cf. also the Tsao-1; r'ien-ti thing (above, note 62) quoted in the Wei-mo-chirt~hsuafl-shu
i ,
, (ch. I, T 1777 p. 523.1.14) by Chih-i ?@ (604 AD): 5. ,% yd

.'

d
lJ1
lSP

,T. 5~ .;< c,;, ,. 2 2 2 ,R ,I'L tc :G .
Cf. Mochizuki, BukkyG daijiten p. 528.2.
Cf. Sukhdva)ivyliha (larger version) 34, trsl. F. Max Miiller P. 52; T 3b0.
Agafifia-srrtta, Digha 111.30, Diatogucs I1 I p. 8 1 sqq. ; ~ b h Kuia
.
111. 181 sqq.
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ckeng lun ch. V, T 21 I 0 p. 521.2.3.
Quoted in Fa-lin's P'o hsieh lirtr ch. I,T 2109 p. 477.3.3, cf. Fa-yuan chu-/jn
L V 705.3.
1 5 ~
ib. p. 477.3.5.
15' Hao-ming shan 6 (var. f i ) d, J I was the name of a mountain some two
hundred lif r o m Ch'engtu (Ssuch'uan); according t o tradition Chang L i n g had lived
there i n order t o "study the Way". Cf. F u k u i K ~ J uop.cit.,
~ , p. 16.
15B P'o hsieh lun ch. I , T 2109 p. 477.3.4, cf. Fa-yuan chu-/in L V 705.3.
I d o not know the identity o f the masters H a n P'ing-tzu and Chien P'ing-tzu,
) Shih
W u Shih ci 'lE: is certainly a mistake for Yii ? (or K a n
(or Chi f )
the Taoist master who is mostly called Yii Chi, the founder o f the T'ai-p'irrg tao
3 branch o f the early Taoist church (first h a l f second cent. AD); for thc many
variant ways o f writing his name see Fukui Kajun, op.cit., p. 63.
lgO Read iK&
instead of I ! X .
lsl Quoted in Hsioo tao lun, KHMC IX, 147.3.15.
IMPien
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-= Han-shu.
t(I 8 f$ # , by Tao-hsuan 3 'S, 596-667
Hsii kao-seng chuan

---

-

(T 2062).
I-wen lei-chii.

Kyoto ed.

the American Oriental Society.
Journal Asiatique.
Kuang hung-trting chi (T 2103, cf. p. 13).
= Kao-seng chuan (T 2059, cf. p. 10).
& 59, 3 18 VO~S.,
KY~~o,
= Dainihon k6tei daiz8ky6 h il $ &3

LY

= Lun-yii.

MCB

= Mklattges chinois et houddhiques.

Mem. Hist.

Mkmoires Historiques, see Chavannes.
MitfPilungen des Seminars fur Orietttaliscire Sprachen.
= Muhcivastu.
= Pi-ch'iu-ni chuan (T 2063, cf. p. 10.1 1).
Shih-chi.
= San-kuo chih.
= Ssu-pu pei-yao.

MSOS
Mvst.
PCNC
SC

SKC
SPPY

= Journal of

=

1902-1905.

-

=:

-
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SPTK
SSHY
T.
TCTC

=
=

-

=

TP

=

TPYL
TTC
YCHP
ZDMG

=
=
=

Ssu-pu rs'ung-k'an.
Shih-shuo hsin-yii.
Taishci issaikyci.
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.
T'oung Pao.
T'ai-p'ing yu-Ian.
Too re ching.
Yen-ching hsueh-pao.
Zeitschrifr der Deurschen Morgenlattdischen Gesellschaft.
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Ch'en Yin-k'o f!f. 3 6.T'ao Yuan-ming chih ssu-hsiang yii ch'ing-fan chih kuan-hsi
f @ j M l f l Z ~ . % ! $ i J d < $ L f ~ & , Peking, 1945.
by Ou-yang Hsiu &%# (1007-1072), in Ou-yang Wen-chung
Chi ku lu 9
kung chi gf # A 5. 2 'c: , ed. SPP Y.
g,ed. SPPY.
Chin-shu
Peiping, 1 9 2 6 ; T'aipei, 1 9 5 6 .
Ch'ing-hua ,hsiieh-pao :*$ '9
Chou-li Id 8, ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shu (q.v.).
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3,ed. Chu-tzu chi-ch'eng, Peking, 1954.
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Chuang-rzu conltnentary by Hsiang Hsiu/Kuo Hsiang (cf. p. 90), ed. SPPY.
Chunpkuo she-hui ching-chi shih chi-k'an .P 13,$i ?B,A & $ i l , Chungking, 1944.
Chung-yang yen-chiu-yiian ti-shih yii-yen yen-chirr-so chi-k'an P ?
.dfi
i?!f%
<%
'
G , ~'!Z
j 94 & 411, "Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia
Sinica", Peking, 1928 -.
Chitng-yung $' fi , ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shu (q.v.).
Erh-shih-wu shih pu-pien :
3 ji. & %)r % , 6 vols., Shanghai, 1935.
Erh-ya
% , ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shu (q.v.).
Fa-shu yao-lu :i4
by Chang Yen-yuan Xjf& (ca. 847), ed. Ts'ung-shu
chi-ch'eng.
Fan Hsiang-yung :{, %$?k, Ku-pen chu-shu chi-nien chi-chiao ring-pu -& 97 %
% -$A dk j
Shanghai, 1957.
Feng-su t'ung-i
A , by Ying Shao pk, (second half 2nd cent.); ed. Centre
franco-chinois d'etudes sinologiques, Pekin, 1943.
Hun-shu ;f %, T'ung-wen chu ed. (1903).
ed. of 1877.
Hun Wei liu-ch'ao po-son rning-chia chi J& &,.A 5 IA
H o Ch'angch'iin
2%# , Wei Chin ch'ing-t'an ssu-hsiang ch'u-lun d% % 3
%-;in %j, 2nd ed., Shanghai, 1947.
Hoit-Hun chi dk i% $3, by Yiian Hung k2? (328-376); ed. SPTK.
Hou- Hun shu 4k 1j.;$ , ed. SPP Y.
" . - L $,
la .G
Hou Wai-lu 42 3k &
I, and others, Chung-kuo ssu-hsiang t'ung-shih
3 vols., Peking, 1957.
Hsi K'ang chi & & '$ , ed. by Lu HsiSn $.A,
photolithographic reproduction
of the manuscript, Peking ,1956.
Hsiao-ching %#$, ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shu (q.v.).
Hsiao Kung-ch'lian % 'L fill , Chung-kuo cheng-chih ssu-hsiang shihq
i)jt 36 ,%- 8 5%
r e d i t i o n , T'ai-pei, 1954.
Hsiin-tzu @ T , ed. Chu-tzu chi-ch'eng, Peking, 1954.
# , Shanghai, 1935.
H u Shih 4 i& , Lun-hsiieh chin-chu 3
Huai-nun fzu .'fL 81-7,
ed. Chu-tzu chi-ch'cng, Peking, 1954.
I-ching 'l?i Ei , ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shu (q.v.).
I-wen lei-chii
X 3.%, Hua-yang hung-ta t'ang ed., 1882.
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Jao Tsung-i I%$@@
, (Tun-huang liu-chi, hsieh-pen Chang t'ien-shih Too-ling chU)
b o - t z u Hsiang-erh chu chiao-chien ( -$i
kf $7 $ + % 3 t+$ :& & ) E w
.
, Hong Kong, 1956.
:(if i
Kao Heng ,& $ , Lao-tzu cheng-ku ,% 9 2 <$ , 2nd ed., Shanghai, 1948.
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Lieh-tzu
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by KO Hung 3 ;$, ca. 250-330 AD; ed. Chu-fzu chi-ch'eng,
Peking, 1954.
Pei-ching ta-hsiieh hsiieh-pao jt; $ k .1J)I
, Peking, 1954 -.
San-fu ku-shih 2 $$q & 9 (anon., late third century), ed. Erh-yu f a n g ts'ung-shu, 1821.
Son-kuo chih ; , ed. S S P Y (large-size edition, vol. 056).
Shun-hai ching
% , ed. SPPY.
Shih-chi & 2 , ed. SPPY.
Shih-ching +g , ed. Shih-sun ching chu-shic (q.~.).
Shih i chi j+,&<c, by Wang Chis 1% (late 4th cent.); Hun- Wei ts'ung-shu, Hanfen IOU ed.
Shih-sun ching chu-shu -f I $5 2.g
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# , Peking, 1955.
Tang-shu chhg-chi i-wen ho-chih @
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T'mg Yung-t'ung :& fl 4; , Han Wei liang-Chin nun-pei rh'au fo-chiao shih $$
,& g, Wei
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and Jen Chi-yij
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Abhandlungen der koniglichen preussischen Akademie der Wissenschafrcn, Berlin.
Acker, W., Some T'ang and pre-T'ang texts on Chinese Painting, Leiden, 1954.
Acta Orientalia, Leiden, 1922 -.
Anguttara
Arigurtaraniktiya, ed. R. Morris and E. Hardy, 5 vols. (PTS), London,
1885- 1900.
Arfibus Asiae, Dresden, 1925 -; Ascona, 1945 -.
Asia Major, Leipzig, since 1924; London, since 1949.
Bagchi, P. C., La canon bouddhique en Chine, 2 vols., Paris, 1927-1938.
Bareau, A., Les sectes Bouddhiques du Petit Ve'hicule, Paris, 1955.
Beal, S. Buddhist Records of the Western World, 2 vols., London, 1884.
-,
A Catena of Bucldhist Scriprures, London, 1871.
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Biot, E., Le Tcheou-li, 2 vols., Paris, 195 1.
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Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, London, 191 7 -.
C7ohjet-s d'Histoire Moridiale, Paris, 1953 -.
Canon, see Bagchi.
Chavannes, Ed., Cinq cerrts Corites et Apologues extraits du Tripilaka rhinois, 4 vols.,
Paris, 1910- 1934.
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Duyvendak, J. J . L., Tao Te Ching, The Book of the Way and Its Virtue, London, 1954.
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-

-.
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Kingdoms, re-translated by -, Cambridge. 1923.
Gradual Sayings, see Woodward.
eranet, M.,L a pens& chitioise, Paris, 1934.
Gulik, R. H . van -, Siddham, an E.ysay on thp his tor^ c!f'Sarrsk~.itStrrriies in Chitla
and Japan, Nagpur, 1956.
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Hayashiya TomojirG &,@- .& :?kg, o f i r ~ k uke,~kyli 5% 4444 %, Tokyo, 1941.
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I. I N D E X OF C H I N E S E N A M E S A N D TERMS
Arabic figures refer t o the pages of the text, Roman figures t o the chapters, and Arabic
figures preceded by Roman ones t o the notes (e.g. I I I. 1 1 5 = note 1 15 t o ch. 111). In names
of monks the "religious surname" Shih has been omitted.
Chang Yeh 219, 244; 1V.121. 291; App.
IV.2, 6, 19, 84, 128, 131.
Chang Yen 21.
Chang Yen-yuan 105; 111.1 15, 261.
Chang Yin 188.
Chang Yu 206.
Ch'angan 29, 59, 65, 66, 67, 68, 98, 114,
146, 181, 200-202, 226, 255;
fall of - (31 1 a n d 316 AD) 84;
-captured by Liu Yii (418 AD) 157.
Ch'ang-kan ssu (at Chienk'ang) 150, 279.
Ch'ang-sha ssu (at Chiang-ling) 190. 199,
279.
Chao, king - o f Chou 273, 286-287;
king - o f Yen 276.
C h a o Cheng 135, 203, 296; 111.339.
C h a o I 111.48.
Chao-lun 1.69; 111.88, 21 8.
Ch'ao-jih(-ming) son-mei ching 68.
Ch'ao-hsien 27 1.
che-fu ("russet garments") V1.49.
chen-kuan V. 104.
Chen-kuan kung-ssu hua-shih 111.1 16.
Chen Luan 296, 302, 305.
Ch'en Hui 36, 53, 54.
Ch'en-l~u 59, 63, 79, 116.
Ch'a-mu-chieh ching 170; App. 111.71.
Ch'en P'ing 168; App. 111.61.
C h a ~Jung 27-28; 11.56.
Ch'en Tzu-liang 291, 295, 296, 319; VI.25.
Chan Chi 29; 11.58.
Ch'en Yin-k'o 101 ; 111.46, 85, 248, 307.
ch'an, see Jhytina.
Cheng-choi ching 168; App. 111.59.
Chang family, rulers of Liang-chou 58.
Cheng erh-chiao tun V1.72.
Chang Chan 274-275.
Cheng-hsiang lun 11.198.
Chang Ch'ang (early 4th cent.) 111.4.
Cheng Hsiian 1 19, 265.
Chang Ch'ang (early 5th cent.) 232.
cheng-shih era 87, 95.
Chang Ch'ien 20-21, 22, 251, 320.
Cheng wu lun 15, 303. 304, 31 1 ; 11.56;
Chang Chin 51.
---;t-.
V.47.
" 5
Chang Ch'iian 219, 244.
,&
Ch'eng,
Chin emperor - 86, 96, 104, 106,
"F ----.,
Chang F u 76-77.
d
I , 160;III.119.
Chang Heng 29.
h'eng-chi, (kuang-ming ting-i) ching 170,
. .-,
Chang Hua IV.513.
4($V 171; App. 111.73.
Chang Jung V1.63.
";-,? ch9eng-lu p'an ("dew receiver") 28, 188,
Chang Kuang 77.
278; 11.50.
Chang Lien 35.
Ch'engtu 21 1, 282.
Chang Ling 290, 319-320; VI.4.
chi ("traces")
91, 133, 266.
Chang Lu 290; VI.34.
chi-chiu ("libationer")
35 ; 11.9 1 ; VI.34.
Chang Pien 282.
Chichiin 78.
Chang T'ien-hsi 198.
books discovered a t - 275, 286.
a-ch'i-li (icirya) 32.
A-han k'ou-chich 11.69.
A-mi-t'o ching 50.
a-ru ("that one") 111.256.
A-~vic wang chuan 70, 277 ; V. 163.
Ai, Chin emperor - 104, 106, 109, 110,
119, 137, 141, 149, 158; 111.157.
Ai, Han emperor - 24.
An, Chin emperor - 86, 113, 156, 158,
21 1, 238, 252; IV.178.
An (erhnikon) 281.
An Ch'ing, see An Shih-kao.
An Fa-ch'in 70, 277; V.163.
An Fa-hsien (?Dharmabhadra) 55.
An lb-shih chuan 1V.97.
An ho-shang chuan IV.97.
An-hsi (Parthia) 32.
An H s ~ i a n 23, 32. 34, 53.
An-lo ssu (at Chien-k'ang) 150.
An-pan chieh 54.
An-pan shou-i ching 36, 53, 54, 127, 136,
186; 111.186.
An Shih-kao 23, 30, 32-34, 47, 53, 54,
139, 186, 208; 11. 82. 85.
An-yang (Sukhivati) 128.
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Chi Hsien-lin 275.
Chi-ku IU VI. 3 1 .
Chi Sang 84.
chi-se, see "Matter as Such".
Chi-se yu-hsiran lun 134.
Chi sha-men pu-ying pai su teng-shih 15.
Chi-tsang 138; 11.182; 111.311.
Ch'i-kuang ssu (in the Shan mts.) 143;
111.157.
Ch'i-lu 151.
Ch'i-liteh ("Seven Summaries") IV.79.
Chia, Chin empress - 58.
Chia clan IV.122.
Chia-hsiang ssu (at Jo-yeh shan) 144.
chia-tun ("noble retirement") 138.
Chiang Kuan 94.
Chiang-liang-lou-chih 7 1 ; 11.258.
Chiang-ling 113, 114, 148, 156, 180, 188,
190, 199, 207, 209, 218, 279; IV.180.
Chiang T'ung 307; 111.1.
Ch'iang people 82.
Chiao-chou, Chiao-chih 13, 23, 36, 43,
51-52, 71, 141.
Chiao-tao -196.
Chieh people 82, 84, 85, 111, 181, 185.
Chieh Ch'i 1V.141.
Chieh-mo (Karmavdcnni) 56.
Ch'ieh-wu chann 140.
Chien-ching ss; (at Chienk'ang) 153; 111.
380.
Chien-ch'u ssu (at Chien-yeh) 52, 278.
Chien-fu ssu (at Chienk'ang) 109.
Chienk'ang (before 3 17 named Chien-yeh,
q . ~ . ) 59, 65, 74, 85, 102, 103, 104.
Chien-k'ang shih-lu 111.158.
Chien Ping-tzu 320.
Chien-t'o-lo 278.
Chien-wen, Chin emperor - 86, 104, 106,
110, 112, 117, 118, 130, 134, 143, 148,
150, 189; 111.250.
Chien-yeh 24, 36, 43, 45, 46, 48, 51. 52,
59; re-named Chien-k'ang 59.
Ch'ien-k'ou shan 185.
ch'ien-mu ("old lady") 111.379.
chih ("crude material") 47.
Chih (efhnikon) 65, 189, 281.
Chih-ch'eng ssu (at Chienk'ang ?) 111.380.
Chih Chiang-liang-chieh 71 ; 11.258.
Chih Ch'ien (Chih Yueh, Chih ~ u n g - m i n g )
23, 24, 36, 47, 48-51, 54, 55, 61, 65, 74,
76, 116, 146, 272; 11.125, 136, 138, 141,
162; 111.81 ; IV.130.
Chih Fa-hu 65.
Chih Fa-ling 62.
Chih fa-shih chuan 111.154.
Chih Hsiao-lung 78-79, 98; 11.205, 210.
Chih huo lun I 3.
Chih kuai 20.
Chih Kung-ming, see Chih Ch'ien.
Chih Liang 32, 36, 48, 76.
Chih Louchiach'ien, see (?) Lokak~ema.
Zilrcher
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Chih Min-tu 99-102, 103, 123, 126, 195;
111.78. 80. 87. 88.
Chih T'Bn-c'hia& - 185.
Chih T'an-ti IV.140.
Chih T'an-tun 111.77.
Chih T'an-yiieh 144, 151.
Chih Tun (Chih Tao-lin) 8, 16-17, 77,
1039 106, 107, 109, 116-130, 131, 132,
134-135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141,
143, 149, 177-179, 189, 191; 11.182;
111.83, 151, 154, 165, 168, 212, 248, 254,
307, 316; App. 111.157; IV.151.
works of - 111.213, 248, 249, 316;
1V. 177.
Chih Tun chuan 111.152, 154, 212.
Chih Tun pieh-chuan I1I. 151, 154.
Chih Yao 32; App. 111.73.
Chih-yen IV. 168.
Chih-yuan ssu (at Chienk'ang) 213 ; IV.168.
Chih Yueh, see Chih Ch'ien.
Chin-chung ching-pu 1 5 1.
Chin-hsing IV.82.
Chin Mi-ti 266; V.85.
Chin-shih tsa-lu 294, 302, 316; 11.164;
V.163.
Chin-shrr 71, 201, 276 and notes, passim.
Chin yang-ch'iu 109, 135.
Ch'in Ching(-hsien), see Ching Lu.
Ch'in Hsi-t'ien App. 111.2.
Ch'in-lun 5 1.
Ch'in Shih-huang-ti 20, 21, 269, 270.
Ch'in-shu (by Chii P'in) 111.339; IV.31, 56.
Ch'in-shu (by P'ei Ching-jen) VI. 124.
Ching-chien (nun) V.7.
Ching-chou 113, 148, 243.
Ching-chou chi 11.71.
Ching-chiieh, see Niya.
Ching-hsien 27.
Ching Lu 24-25.
Ching-lun fu-lu 99.
Ching Lii, Ching Ni, see Ching Lu.
Ching-t'u (sect) 21 9.
Ch'ing-ching fa-hsing ching 3 13, 3 14, 3 16,
317; VI.133.
Ch'ing-miao (Maya) 301 ; V1.68.
ch'ing-t'an 75, 76, 78, 87, 93-95, 99, 102,
103, 116, 117-119, 130, 132, 134, 141,
150, 190, 211; 111.11, 45, 46; 1V.58.
110.
Ch'ing-yiian ssu (at Chienk'ang)
Chiu-ch'iian 59, 67, 68.
Ch'iung-lung shan 49.
Cho Ch'ien 7, 8, 200.
Cho-yang palace 37.
Chou, Duke of - identified with Buddhist
saints 133. 252. 267. 317-318.
Chou chVeng' 206.
Chou Hsuchih 17, 217, 218, 231, 244.
Chou I 111.98.
Chou-li V. 191.
Chou-shu i-chi 273, 286-287.
Chou Sung (Chou Chung-chih) 15; 111.363.
29
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Chu (ethnikon) 65, 68, 98, 189, 281.
Chu Chiang-yen 47, 48. 55.
Chu-ch'ien (India ?) 3 11.
Chu Fachi 138, 185; 111.288.
Chu Fach'i 11.210.
Chu Fach'ung 143-144.
Chu Fa-hsing 111.306.
(Chu) Fa-i (disciple of Chu Shih-hsing) 63.
Chu Fa-i (disciple of Chu Tao-ch'ien) 99,
151.
Chu Fa-k'uang 7, 144, 150, 151.
Chu Fa-Ian (?Dharmaratna; 1st cent.?) 20,
22, 30, 32, 49; IV.53.
Chu Fa-Ian (3rd cent.) 49-50; 11.213.
Chu Fa-shen, see Chu Tao-ch'ien.
Chu Fa-shou 183.
Chu Fa-t'ai 103, 144, 147-149, 150, 151,
181, 184, 186, 188, 190, 191, 197, 207;
111.266, 338; IV.62, 151; VI. 124.
Chu Fa-wen, see Chu Fa-yiin.
Chu Fa-ya 8, 12, 181; 11.204.
Chu Fa-yen 196.
Chu Fa-yu 136, 139.
Chu Fa-yiin 139; 111.298.
Chu Fo-nien 202.
Chu Fo-shuo, see Chu Shuo-fo.
Chu Fo-t'iao 182, 185; IV.6.
Chu Fu 14.
Chu Hao 14.
Chu Hsii 190, 198.
Chu Kao-tso 65.
Chu-ko hui 107, 160, 250.
Chu Li 69.
Chu Lu-yen, see Chu Chiang-yen.
Chu Po-k'un 1.40.
Chu Seng-fa 111.380.
Chu Seng-fu (master at Chienk'ang) 147148, 191; 111.335, 352.
Chu Seng-fu (disciple of Fo-t'u-teng) 185,
199.
Chu Seng-lang 185, 207; 1V.26, 27.
Chu Seng-tu 6, 7.
Chu ~hih-hsing 61-63, 141; 11.183, 191,
198;
so-called Han Catalogue ascribed to 11.2.
Chu-shu chi-nien 272, 274, 286-287.
Chu Shu-Ian 23,63, 64, 78, 98; 11.279, 282.
Chu Shuo-fo 32, 35.
Chu Ta-li 32, 36.
(Chu) T'an-kuo 32, 36.
Chu Tan-yu 146, 150.
Chu (Tao-)ch'ien 8, 77, 98-99, 102, 103,
104, 106, 109, 116, 137, 138, 139-140,
149, 151; 111.69, 153, 349.
Chu Tao-hu 48.
Chu Tao-i 144, 145, 149.
Chu Tao-lin 145.
Chu Tao-sheng 149, 28 1 ; App. IV. 125.
Chu Tech'eng 68.
Chu Wen-sheng 68.

Chu Yu-ts'eng 286.
Ch'u clan 86. 107. 110. 149.
Ch'u, empress.107, -109-110, 112, 151,
153.
Ch'u, ephemeral - dynasty founded by
Huan Hsiian 110, 156.
Ch'u-chi 299-300, 301.
Ch'u Hsia 107, 160, 250.
Ch'u P'ou 107, 109, 110.
Ch'u sun-(sung chi chi 10, 308.
chuan-ru 50.
ch'uan-i ("transmitted", preliminary, translation) 31.
Chuang, king - of Chou 27 1-272.
Chuatrg-tzu 9, 12, 46, 73, 75, 77, 79, 88,
118, 128-129, 137, 142-143, 201, 230, 240,
241, 290.
Chuang-tzu commentary (by Hsiang Hsiul
Kuo Hsiang) 87, 90-92, 119, 129.
Chuang-rzu yin-i 129.
Chuang-wang pieh-chuan 272.
Ch'un-ch'iu 272.
chung-cheng 44, 93.
Chung-citing mu-lu (by Fa-ching) 77, 308;
IV.237.
Chung-hsin (cheng-hsing) ching 55.
Chung-hing shu 111.266.
Chung-hsing ssu (at Chienk'ang) 111.1 19.
Chung Hui 87; 111.10.
Chung-kuan lun-shu 111.311.
Chung pen-ch'i ching 36; 11.99, 212.
Chung-shan 64; 11.204; IV.20;
king of - 64; 11.206.
Chung-ssu (at Hsiang-kuo and at Yeh)
IV.8.
ch'ung-yu ("those who exalt being") 90.
Ch'rmng-yu lun 111.25.
Chu Pin 111.339; IV.31, 56.
chid-shih, see "Retirement".
Ch'ii An-yuan 150; 111.356.
ch'iun-chu(-che), donors 3 1.
Ch'iian 1 201.
Chueh Kung-tse 111.245.

Fa-an 210.
Fa-ch'ang 1V.6.
Fach'eng (3rd cent. AD) 67, 68.
Fa-ch'eng (early 5th cent. AD) 158.
Fach'ien 140.
Fa-ching 246.
Fa-ching ching 34, 53, 54.
Fa-chit ching 47, 55, 170.
Fa-ho 185, 186, 202; IV.154.
Fa-hsien 62, 105, 152, 224; 111.377; IV.
230; V.203; Vt.69.
Fa-hsing lun 249.
Fa-hu, see Dharmarak~a.
Fa-hua i-shu 144.
Fa-hua sun-mei ching 7 1.
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Hsi-ssu ("Western Monastery", at K'uaichi)
134; 111.159.
Hsi T a n 109, 135.
Hsi Ts'och'ih 72, 105, 189. 190, 315, 317;
IV.48, 58.
Hsi wang-mu 289.
Hsi Yin 109, 135, 136.
Hsi-yu chih (by Tao-an) 224.
Hsi-yu chuan (of Hun-shu and Hou-Hun shu)

40.
Hsi-yii chuan ( = Hsi-jung chum?) 29 1, 292,
295-296, 297 ; VI.25.
Hsia-p'ei 27, 28, 144.
hsiang-chiao (pratiripakadharma) App.
IV.11.
Hsiang-erh chu VI.4.
Hsiang Hsiu 46, 73, 87, 90, 102, 122, 123,
125, 129, 133, 136.
Hsiang K'ai 21, 30, 36-38, 291, 293.
Hsiang-kuo 85, 181-182.
Hsiang-Kuo commentary, see Chuang-tzu
commentary.
Hsiang-lin 141; 11.135.
Hsiang-yang 70, 103, 112, 114, 128, 146,
180, 186, 187-198, 207;
siege of - (3781379 AD) 198.
Hsiao Ch'i 276.
Hsiao-ching 30, 281 ; App. IV 98; V.191.
Hsiao Kungeh'uan 111.10.
Hsiao Muchih 26 1.
Hsiao-ping ching 302 ; VI.73.
Hsiao tao lun 296, 302, 305.
Hsiao Tzu-liang VI. 149.
Hsiao-wu, Chin emperor - 86, 109, 112,
113, 144, 145, 150, 151-153, 154, 158, 188,
189; 111.158, IV.27.
Hsiao-wu, Sung emperor - 261 ; V.27.
Hsiao-yao lun 129; 111.248.
Hsiao-yao yu chapter of Chuang-tzu 119,
128-129;
Chih Tun's commentary on the - 129;
111.248, 249.
Hsieh clan 86, 112.
Hsieh An 86, 94, 112, 116, 117, 118, 121,
134, 141, 144, 189; 111.152.
Hsieh Ching 139.
Hsieh Fu 136-137, 139, 145; 111.168, 282,
283; IV.222.
Hsieh Ho 105.
Hsieh I 112.
Hsieh Kuang 107, 160.
Hsieh K'un 79.
Hsieh Ling-yun 207, 215, 225, 252, 253;
lV.228, 291 ;
Buddhist works by -, App. 1V.125, 129,
131: V.79.
~ s i e h ' ~ h a &94, 95, 112.
Hsieh Wan 109,112, 117, 118, 122.
Hsien-che re ching 170; App. 111.74.
Hsien-pi 82, 83, 111, 157.
Hskn tsung lun 77.

Hsin-an 111, 131, 154.
Hsin-t'ing hill 151.
Hsin-wu i (theory of the non-existence ,,f
mind or conscious thought) 100-102,
139, 191, 207; 111.87, 88, 342.
Hsin-yang 2 10.
Hsin-yeh 186.
Hsing-sheng ssu (at Loyang) 67.
Hsiu-ch'u, king of - 21 ; 11.13.
Hsiu-hsing pen-ch'i ching 36, 50; 11.53;
App. 111.151; V.117.
Hsiung-nu 45, 58-59, 67, 74, 82-83, 157.
Hsu Ch'ang 32; 11.57.
Hsuch'ang 182, 206, 240; 11.57.
Hsu-ch'ang ssu (at Loyang) 32; 11.57.
Hsii chi ku-chin fo-tao lun-heng 11.23, 150.
Hsii Chin yang-ch'iu 136; 111.262.
Hsu Hsun 117, 118, 130, 132, 134; 111.158,
262.
Hsii Kan 111.213.
Hsii kao-seng chuan 273.
Hsu Mai 111.357.
Hsii-mi hsiang-t'u shan ching 313, 319.
Hsii-nii ssu-yii ching 313, 318; VI.149.
Hsii po-wu chih 292.
Hsu-p'u-t'i ("Subhfiti", disciple of Fo-t'uteng) IV.6.
Hsu Yin IV.58.
Hsu Yung 153.
hsiian-hsiieh ("Dark Learning") 4, 46, 66,
73, 77, 87-92, 93, 95, 100, 101, 114, 116,
124-126, 137, 146, 205, 206, 2 13, 267,289;
111.12.
Hsuan-miao nei-p'ien 301,303 ;VI.68,70,72.
Hsun-yang 156, 199, 208, 210, 215.
H u t h ' i (Tiger Brook) 21 1.
Huth'iu shan 144.
Hu-hsien 37; VI.31.
Hu-mu F u e h h 79.
Hu Shih 13; 11.148.
Hu To 273.
Hu Ying-lin 13.
hua-hu theory 37, 280, ch. VI passim.
Hua hu ching 77, 293 sqq., passim;
prohibition of the - 298; V1.19.
hua-jen (m6ycikGra) 275.
Hua-/in pien-liieh App. V.3.
Hua-lin yuan IV.29.
Huai-li 290.
Huai-nun tzu 11.30.
huan (mdyd) 275.
Huan Ch'ien 232.
Huan clan 86, 98, 110, 113, 213; m.145.
Huan, Han emperor - 26, 293; V1.31.
Huan Hsuan 15, 16, 17, 72, 86, 94, 107,
110, 147, 148, 153, 154-157, 205, 211, 212,
213, 214-215, 231-238, 249-251, 252, 2569
259, 260, 261, 265, 305; 111.145, 342, I v 177; App. 1V.84; V.27.
huan-hua tsung 144.
Huan Huo 148, 190; 111.340; IV.60.
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Huan I (early 4th cent.) 79. 98, 104, 110. Jan Keng 169; App. 111.62.
Huan 1 (died ca. 392) 209, 241 ; App. IV.24.
Jan Min 184; IV.19.
Huan Wen 86, 94, 95, 96, 104, 110-112, Jen pen yu sheng ching 186;
119, 130, 156, 206; 111.253.
Tao-an's commentary on the - IV.33.
Huan Ying (var. Hao) 98; 111.71, 145.
Jen-wu (shih-i) lun 99; 111.77.
Huang-fu Mi 21 1, 292.
Jih-nan 51.
Huang-hsing ssu (at Chienk'ang) 104.
Jo-yeh shan 144-145.
Huang-lao (chiin) 26, 27, 37, 53, 289; 11.42. ju-i 245; App. 1V.59.
Huang-ti 269, 289; App. 111,135.
ju-i pao App. IV.59.
Hui, Chin emperor - 67, 76,
Juan Chan 78.
Hui-an 210.
Juan Chi 79, 90; 111.27.
Hui-chan (nun) 109.
Juan Fang 79.
Hui-ch'ang 197; IV.82.
Juan Fu 79, 94.
Hui-chiao 10, 138.
Juan Hsiao-hsu 151-1 52.
Hui-ch'ih 8, 199, 206, 207, 209, 210-21 1, Juan K'an 253.
213, 240; IV.151.
Juan Pao 199.
Hui-i 282.
Juan Yu 109, 118.
Hui-jui 6, 184, 203; 11.56, 198, 245; Jung-hua lun VI .142.
App. IV.125.
Hui-kuan 11.245 ; App. IV. 125.
K'ai-yiion shih-chiao lu 30, 66, 68, 70.
Hui-li 104, 149-150.
Kan-ch'uan palace 21.
Hui-lin 15; 111.385.
K'an Tse 11.150.
Hui-ming 3 16.
K'ang, Chin emperor - 86, 96, 107, 109.
Hui-pao 245.
K'ang (ethnikon) 102, 189, 281.
Hui-pao ssu (at Wu-ch'ang) 11.129.
K'ang Chii 32, 36.
Hui-pien IV.82.
K'ang Fa-ch'ang 99, 102, 106.
Hui-shao 282.
K'ang Fa-lang 141; 11.204.
Hui-shou 150.
K'ang Fa-shih 138-139.
Hui-ta 151, 278, 279.
K'ang Hsin 138.
Hui-t'ung 13.
K'ang Meng-hsiang 23, 32, 36, 50.
Hui-yen 158; App. 1V.125.
K'ang Seng-hui 23, 36, 43, 47, 48, 51-55,
Hui-yin (sun-mei) ching 54.
61, 74, 278, 283, 284-285; 11.149, 150;
IV.222.
Hui-yung 199, 200, 207, 209, 217, 222,
K'ang Seng-k'ai (? Sarighavarman) 55, 56.
241 ; App. IV.41.
Hui-yuan 6 , 8 , 12, 15, 17, 114, 128, 148, K'ang Seng-yuan 79, 102-103, 106, 131.
157, 158, 180, 181, 191, 192, 194, 195, 198, Kao Heng App. 111.98.
199, 204-253, 258-259, 260, 262, 263, 280, Kao-i sha-men chuan 138, 139, 185; 111.151,
154, 254, 259, 289, 307.
310, 311; IV.39;
Kao-li, see Koguryd.
works by - App. IV.132.
Kao-seng chuan (by Hui-chiao) 10, 138,
Hung-lu ssu 39, 40; 11.107, 112.
201, 209-210, 276, 293-294, and notes,
Hung-ming chi 13.
passim.
Huo-shih erh-ti lun 142.
Kao-seng chuari (by P'ei Tzu-yeh) 294.
Huo-tse 185; IV.29.
Kao-shih chuan 292: 111.289.
Kao-tso ("High Seat") 103,209,210; 11.212
I, the historiographer - 270.
i (theory, exegesis) 100, 116, 123, 137, 142- Kao-rso chuan 111.95.
Kao-tso pieh-chuan 111.95, 98.
143, 191-192, 207, 214.
Keng-sheng lun 16, 135-136.
i ("untrammeled", "free and unconventionKO, Master - 47; 11.119.
al") 138.
KO-hsien shan 143.
I-ching ("Book of Changes") 9, 12, 46,
88-89, 90, 95, 149, 178, 213, 214, 230, KO Hung 56-57, 87, 111.1 1 ; IV.133; VI.70.
ko-i 12, 184, 187; App. IV.18.
245; V.104.
k'ou-chieh (oral explanations) 3 1.
1-ching (Buddhist author) 11.53.
k'ou-shou (oral translation) 3 1.
1-ch'u shih-erh men ching 167.
Ku(-ching) lu 20.
1-hsia lun 310; V1.70, 72.
Ku-hua p'in-lu 105.
i-P'U-sai (uprisaka) 27, 29.
Ku Huan 301, 305.
/-she (charitable settlements) 254.
i-shen ("abandoning the body", religious Ku K'ai-chih 94, 132; 111.261.
Ku-shu 155, 214, 231, 250.
Suicide) 282.
K'uai-chi 26, 94, 106, 1 16, 1 17, 134, 158 ;
1-ts'un 24.
1V.133.
]-yuan 56.
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Kuan fo sun-nlei (hai) ching 224-225.
Kuari-hi ,fu hsing-hsiang ching 11.53.
Kuan-ssu (at Hsiang-kuo) IV.8.
Kuan-ring chittg 316-3 17; 111.99.
Kuan Yirelt-kuu*tgp'u-sa chi 3 15.
Kuang-ching, Bodhisattva - 3 14, 3 15, 3 17.
Kuang-chou 71, 243.
Kuang Itung-wing chi 13, 20.
Kuang 1 79.
Kuang-ling 27-28, 1 12.
Kuang-shuo p'in 300, 301.
Kuang-tsan ching 67, 68, 70, 191, 192,
197; 11.182; IV. 64, 82.
Kuang-wu, Han emperor - 26.
kuei-ming (Saray) App. 111.22.
kuei-wu ("partisans of non-being") 90, 102.
Kun (father of Yu) 169.
K'un-lun, Mt. - App. IV. 57.
K'un-ming, lake of - 20.
Kung, Chin emperor - 86, 158.
Kung-t'ing (chapel at Lu-shan) 208.
K'ung An-kuo IV.258.
K'ung-ch'i so-wen ching 313, 317; V1.145.
K'ung-clt'iieh wang tsa shen-chu 111.99.
K'ung Jung 56.
K'ung Kuo 232.
K'ung Shun-chih 143.
Kuo Hsiang 46, 73, 79, 87. 90, 102, 123,
125, 129, 136.
Kuo P'u 94, 271; 111.57, 262.
kuo-tzu chien (academy for young noblemen)
c7

J l .

(Kuo) Tzu-pi

35.

Lan-t'iao (translator ?) 11.1 19.
Lun-r'ing chi hsii 119; 111.189.
Lang-yeh 26, 38, 154.
Lao Kan 11.30, 40, 148.
Loo-mu ching 54.
Lao-tzu ch. VI, passim.
sacrifices to - 37; VI.31.
identified with MahgkaSyapa 269, 297,
3 12-318.
Lao-tzu hsu 306.
Lao-tzu hua-hu ching, see Hua-hu ching.
LO-IZU
i-wen fun-hsiin 136.
Luo-tzu ming 293; V1.31.
Lao-rzu sheng-hsuan ching 320.
Lao-tzu fa-chii'an p'u-so ching 313, 317.
Luo-rzu tsan 134.
Lei Tz'u-tsung 17, 217, 218, 231, 244,
252-253.
li ("principles") 88, 90, 125- 126.
Li-chi 23 1, 265; App. 111.27; App. 1V.115;
V.103.
Li Chi-p'ing I1I. 150.
Li huo fun, see Mou-tzu.
Li Miao V. 169.
Li-tai ming-hua chi 111.1 15, 261.
Li-rai san-pao chi 20, 24, 55, 66, 68, 70.
Li T'ung 294.

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao 13, 20, 26; 11.1, 61, 62.
Liang-chou (Kansu), siitras from - 67;
11.232;
the Kirang-tsan ching at - 70, 197;
other scriptures from - 196-197;
- conquered by Fu Chien 198;
Kumarajiva at - 226.
Lieh-hsien chwn 21, 291.
Liao-pen sheng-ssu ching 54.
Lieh-tzu 274-276; App. 111.156.
Lin-chang 182.
Lin-i (Champa) 45, 51, 57.
Lin-lii 116.
Lin-tzu 278.
Ling, Han emperor - 23, 48.
Ling-chiu shan 208.
Ling-chiu ssu (in the Shan mts.) 141.
Ling-tsung (nun) 151.
Ling-yiin ssu (on Mt. Lu) 210.
Liu Ch'eng-chih 217, 219, 221, 244, 311;
111.88.
Liu Chin 93.
Liu Chiin 21 ; 111.47.
Liu Hsi-chih 129.
Liu Hsiang 21, 291; IV.79.
Liu Hsieh VI.63.
Liu Hsin IV.79.
Liu I-ch'ing 294; 111.47.
Liu I-k'ang 111.393.
Liu 1-min, see Liu Ch'eng-chih.
Liu Lao-chih 155.
liu-min, see "vagabonds".
Liu Pei 43.
Liu Sa-ho 279; V.176.
Liu Ta-chieh 111.46.
Liu T a n 94, 95; 111.349.
Liu Tou 150.
Liu Tsun 21 5.
Liu Ts'ung 84.
Liic-tu chi-ching 14, 53, 54.
Liu Wei 96.
Liu Yao 84-85; 11.206.
Liu Ying 26-27; 32, 277.
Liu Yu 28.
Liu Yii 86, 155, 156, 157-158, 215, 216;
App. IV.121.
Liu Yiian 58, 83-84.
Liu Yiian-chen 77-78, 98.
Liu Yuan-mou 78.
Liu Yueh 11.206.
Lo Chen-yii 11.180.
Lo-fou shan 114, 182, 199, 207, 209, 241.
Lo Han 16, 135-136.
Lo-hsien hall 105.
Lo Pi 286.
Loyang, Buddhism at - 22, 28-36, 57, 59,
66, 67, 68, 69, 78, 114, 141, 181, 255, 262;
fall of - (31 1 AD) 84, 85;
- recaptured (356 AD) 111-112;
- captured by Liu Yii (418 AD) 157.
Lo-yang ch'ieh-tan chi V.8.
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LOU-fan 240.
LU Ch'en
215.
LU Ch'eng, see Fa-lun.
LU Chih 215.
LU Hsiin (early 5th cent.)
155, 157, 215,
246.
Lu Hsun (20th cent.) V.176.
Lu-hun 185-186.
Lu Ku 215, 246.
Lu Pi 11.151.
Lu-shan 114, 116, 128, 180, 199, 200,
207-208, 209.
Lu-shun chi (by Hui-yiian) 208; App. IV.25.
Lu-shun chi (by Ch'en Shun-yu) 217; IV.
188, 190, 195, 198,200,202,204; App. IV.
130, 131, 132.
Lu-shun fu IV. 140.
Lu-shih 286.
Lu Te-ming 129; 1V.250.
Lu-yeh ssu (at Chienk'ang) 111.119.
Lu Yiin IV.58.
Lun shu 138.
Lun-yu 90, 99, 204.
Lung-ch'iian vihira (on Mt. Lu) 209, 241.
Lung-kuang ssu (at Chienk'ang) 110.
Lung-kung ssu (at Chienk'ang) 104.
Lung-yiian ssu (at Ch'engtu) 21 1.
Lii Kuang 226.
Lii PO-ch'iang 77.
Mao-tun 83.
men-fa, see Great Families.
Meng Fu 35.
Meng I 279.
Mi (commentator) 54.
Mi-li 103.
Mi-ti (king of Turfan) 202.
Miao (for MByii) VI.68.
Miao-yin (nun) 153-154, 210.
Mieh huo lrtn VI.63.
Min-ch'ih 67.
Ming, Han emperor - 22, 27, 31, 49, 320.
Ming, Chin emperor - 86, 95, 96, 97, 98,
104-105, 158.
Ming, emperor - of the Toba Wei 57.
ming ("obscured, effaced") 91, 92, 143,
174, 175; 111.20.
ming-chiao ("doctrine of names") 86-87,
90, 93.
Mingji, lun 15, 20, 143,219,268, 270,271 ;
11.18; 111.314.
Ming-hsiangchi 105; 11.135, 195, 198, 204,
205, 279; 111.245, 253, 295, 310; V.176.
Ming-kan (nun) 109.
Ming-kuang ju-t'ung (Bodhisattva) 302,
303.
Ming pao-ying fun 16.
Ming-seng chuan 10, 294.
Ming-re sha-merz t'i-mu 132; 111.78.
Ming-te sha-men tsan 132.
Ming-wei Irua-hu ching 298.
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Mo-ho-ch'a-r'ou ching 11.53.
mo-yu ("final being") 87, 192.
Mou-hsien 279.
MUU-ttu 12, 13-15, 52, 130, 261, 264, 266,
284, 285; 11.259; V1.69.
Mu, Chin emperor - 86, 96, 109, 149;
111.138.
Mu, duke - of Ch'in 266.
Mu, king - of Chou 273, 275, 276, 286287; V.155.
mu, see "characterization(s)"
Mu-jung clan 1 1 1, 157.
Mu-jung Ch'ui IV.27.
Mu-hsu, country of - 276.
Mu t'ien-tzu chrran 275.
Nan-ching ssu-chi 111.1 I I.
Nan-hai (Canton) 43.
nun-wu (namah) 164, 301 ; App. 111.23.
Ni-huan ching 169, 171, 174.
Nieh Ch'eng-yuan 68, 69; 11.238.
Nieh Tao-chen 66, 68.
Nu-chi shan 207.
Nu Kua 318-319.
0-mei shan 207.
Ou-yang Chien 111.22.
Ou-yang Hsiu VI.31.
Pai-ching (Suddhodana) 302.
Pai-hei lun 15; V.53, 63.
Pai-ma ssu (at Loyang) 22,31-32,69; 11.71;
- (at Chienk'ang) 107, 119, 129;
- (at Hsiang-yang) 187.
Pai-shih shen-chun stela 11.9 1.
Pan Ch'ao 25.
Pan-chou sun-nrei ching 32, 35, 39, 220-221,
228.
Pan Yung 25-26; V1.90.
P'an, empress - 11.129.
P'an-chih shan 278.
Pan-yu (Canton) 26.
Paoch'ang 10, 11.
(Pao) chi-hsiang, Bodhisattva - 3 18, 319.
Pao-p'u tzrr 56-57, 87, 207, 111.1 1; IV.12.
(Pao) ying-sheng, Bodhisattva - 3 18, 3 19.
Pei-shun lu VI.86.
P'ei Ch'i 111.152, 254.
P'ei Ching-jen VI. 124.
P'ei Hsiao-yiian 111.1 16.
P'ei Sung-chih 24, 71.
P'ei Wei 111.25.
Pen-ch'i ching, see T'ai-tzu jui-j-ing pen-ch'i
ching.
oen-wu ("fundamental non-being") 46, 87,
92, 137-138, 191-192; IV.66.
pen-wu i-tsrtng ("variant school of fi~ndamental non-being") 137-138, 148.
pen-wu tsung ("school of fundamental
non-being") 191-192.
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P'engch'eng 26-28, 29, 32, 109, 277.
P'eng-tsu 289.
pi-ch'iu (bhiksu) 32.
Pi-ch'iu-ni chuan 10, 105.
Pi Cho 79, 219.
Pi-ko ssu-pu shu mu-lu 151-152.
Pi-mo, or P'i-mo (monastery at Khotan) 303.
pi-shou 31, 69, 202.
Pi Ying-chih 244.
P'i Yeh 36.
Pien-cheng lun 104, 291, 292, 319; V.7.
Pien Fanchih 155, 238.
Pien Hu 94, 96, 104; 111.349.
Pien Shao 293; V1.31.
Pien Ssuchih 238, 257.
Pien-tao lun 57.
Po (ethnikon) 28 1.
Po Fath'iao 11.204.
Po Fachu 70, 76, 183, 196; 11.233.
Po Fa-tso 8, 76, 77; 11.263, 272; IV.19.
Po Fa-tsu, see Po Yuan.
Po Seng-kuang 145-146; 111.331.
Po Tao-yu 144, 145.
Po Yen IV.82.
Po Yuan 8, 76-77, 98, 293, 294, 295, 297;
11.263; VI.33.
Po Yuan-hsin 69.
P'o hsieh lun 296.
pu "hordes") 83.
Pu Shang 270.
P'u (surname) 111.
P'u-pan 63, 280, 282.
P'u-sa ssu (at Loyang) 11.71.
P'u-yao ching 67, 174; 11.223, 31 1; App.
111.1 13.
Sa-t'an-fen-r '0-li ching 11.246.
Sun fa tu fun App. IV.73.
Son-fu ku-shih 20.
sun-kung stela 11.91.
Sun-kuo chih 24, 27, 49, 71.
Son-lrm school 131.
Sun-pao lun 16; App. IV.47.
Sun-p'o lun VI.63.
sang-men (Sramana) 27, 29.
Sengchao 6, 124, 138, 146, 217; 1.69;
111.88. 215. 218.
~eng-chen 243.
Seng-chi 9, 221-222.
Sengchi (nun) 110; 111.139.
Seng-ch'i chieh-pen 56.
Seng-chien 1V. 153.
Seng-ch'ing 282.
Seng-i 111.159.
Seng-lu IV. 137.
Seng-liieh 8, 9.
Seng-tao 158.

sha-men (Sramana) 32.
Sha-me11pu-ching wang-che lun 15,231,237,
238-239, 250-252, 3 10; App. 111.34.
Sha-men t'an-fir lun 16.
sha-mi (4ramanera) 32; 11.88.
Sha-mi shih-hui 11.88.
Shan Mts. 99, 106, 116, 117, 122, 137,
140-141.
Shun-chien lu p'i-p'o-sha V. 164.
Shun-hai chir~g 27 1.
Shun-men hsiran-i 139.
Shan-shan (Lop nor) 57-58.
Shan Tao-k'ai 182, 185.
Shan-yin 117, 143, 145.
Shang-ming ssu (at Chiang-ling) 199, 209,
241.
She-mo-t'eng, see KiiSyapa Miitadga.
shen ("soul", "spirit") 11, 12, 73, 136, 143,
144, 147, 148, 222, 234, 238-239, 244;
111.87, 335; IV.62.
Shen erh-ti lun 144.
Shen-hsien chuan V1.70.
Shen-jih ching 3 1 5 ; V1.130.
Shen Nung 293.
Shen-tu (India) V. 132.
Shen wu hsing lun 148, 149, 191; 111.337.
Shen Yueh IV.168.
Shih (S2kya) as a religious surname 189,
281; IV.9; V.196.
Shih, Vincent Y. C. VI.5.
Shih-ch'eng shan 141, 143, 146; 111.157.
Shih-chi 25, 290.
Shih-chia fang-chih V.7.
Shih-ching 9, 231.
Shih Ch'ung App. IV.59.
Shih-erh men ching 48, 170, 186; APP.
111.5 1 ;
"separate version of the -" 167; APP.
111. 51.
Shih-erh yu ching 71.
31 3, 319.
Shih-erh yu ching (apocryphal -)
Shih-fa chii-i 186.
shih-han tsung ("school of stored impressions
of consciousness") 142-143; 111.3 14.
shih-hsiang (? bhltalak~ana) App. IV. 17.
Shih Hsieh 51.
Shih Hu 85, 111, 146, 181, 182, 183. 184,
259-260, 264, 265, 278; 11.206, 269; V-27Shih-i chi 276; App. lV.59.
Shih-i lun (by Tai K'uei) 17; 111.45; IV.197;
- (by Ts'ao Chih) 56-57.
Shih-li-fang 20.
Shih Lo 84, 85. 146, 181, 182, 183.
Shih-lo (Sila?) 276.
Shih-pa hsien chuan 217; IV.188.
Shih-po fun 157, 262, 264; V.42.
Shih-shih yao-Ian App. IV.59.
Shih-shuo hsin-yii 21, 71, 93-95; 111.47, 154Shih-ssu yin-hsiin hsii App. IV. 125.
Shih Tsun 1V.29.
Shih-t'o-p'an-ni IV. 1 13.
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sbu-i (used for s a m ~ d h i ) 11.104; VI.96.
shou-leng-yen sun-mei ching, see Siirarpgrrmasomc?dhisfitra .
shou-yang Mts. 300.
shu (numerical categories, "numbers")
12,
88, 131, 139, 184, 186, 204; 111.283, 335.
shu (Ssuch'uan) 43.
shu-shu ("arts") 141.
Shui-nan ssu (at Ts'ang-yuan) 63.
Shui-pei ssu (at Ts'ang-yiian) 64.
Shun, Han emperor - 38.
Shun-yang 1 12.
so-i ("that by w h c h . . ."), peculiar use
of91, 125.
so-i chi ("that by which the traces are
made") 91, 133; 111.34.
ssu (monastery) 38-39.
Ssuch'uan, penetration of Buddhism into 185. 186. 211; IV.154.
~ s u y e n 1; ( ~ h a r m a ~ u ~ t a k a v i n aApp.
~a)
IV.59.
ssu-li hsiao-wei 48.
Ssu-ma Hung 105.
Ssu-ma I (1st half 3rd cent.) 44.
Ssu-ma I (mid. 4th cent.) 86, 109, 110, 112.
Ssu-ma Jui 59, 85.
Ssu-ma Pao 200.
Ssu-ma princes, war between the - 58,
67, 72, 83, 85.
Ssu-ma Tan 64.
Ssu-ma Tao-tzu 86, 112-113, 153, 154, 212.
Ssu-ma T e n g 83.
Ssu-ma Tsung 149.
Ssu-ma Yen 44.
Ssu-ma Yung 67, 76.
Ssu-ma Yu, see Chien-wen.
Ssu-ma Y uan-hsien 1 13, 155.
SSU-pu cheng- wei 13.
Su Chiin 96.
su Yu 273.
hi-hua chi-li 272.
Sun Ch'o 15, 77, 1 17, 122, 126, 130,
132-134, 140, 141, 284, 285; 11.198; 111.78,
248, 262; V. 216.
Sun Ch'iian 43, 46, 49, 51, 52, 278; APP.
IV.59.
Sun En 113, 154-155.
Sun Fang 1.64.
Sun Hao 52, 278.
Sun Ho 49; App. IV.59.
Sun I-jang 13.
Sun Liang 49, 50.
Sun Lin 52.
Sun Sheng 16, 95, 109, 135-136Sun T'ai 154.
Sun Teng 49.
Sun Yii-t'ang 11.40.
ra (non-conformism, eccentricity)

78-79.
Ta chih-tu lun 65.21 2,225, 227,249 ; 11.182;
App. III.26,27,30,31; IV.242; App. IV.95;
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Hui-yuan's summary of the - App. IV.
97.
To Chuang lun 111.27.
!a hung-lu (ch'ing) 38.
Ta k'ung-ch'iieh wang shen-chu 111.99.
Ta ming-tu ching 54, 61, 65; 11.140.
Ta-sheng ta i-chung 226-229; 1.41; 11.245;
IV.241.
Ta-T'ang nei-tien lu 24.
Ta-yii-t'o-lo lu ("Catalogue of Dharm)ottara"?) V1.133.
T'a-ssu chi 111.95.
Tai (Hsien-pi state of -)
198.
Tai K'uei 17, 122, 136, 316; 111.45, 269,
282; IV.197.
Tai Yen 94.
t'ai-chi 88.
t'ai-hsiieh ("great seminar") 45, 57, 206,
240.
T'ai-p'ing ching 38; 11.106.
T'ai-p'ing yii-Ian App. V.3.
T'ai-shan 185, 207; IV.27.
T'ai-tzu jui-ying pen-ch'i ching 13, 50, 171,
174, 272, 309, 310; App. 111.151; V.117;
VI.54, 68, 71.
T'ai-wu, emperor - of the Toba Wei V.27
T'ai-yiian ch'i-chii chu 111.366.
Tan-yang 27, 104.
Tan-ch'i ssu (at Hsiang-yang) 188, 206.
T'anchieh 6, 7, 8, 200.
T a n c r h 149.
Tan-hui 9, 199, 241; 1.32.
Tan-i (disci~leof Chu Fa-t'ai) 148-149;
Tan-kd-chia-lo, see DharmakBla.
Tan-lung App. IV. 125.
Tan-mo-i (? Dhannayukta) 152.
Tan-mo-shih 202.
Tan-mo-tsui 273.
Tan-pei (nun) 109.
Tan-shun IV. 180.
T'an-wu-re lii-pu tsa chieh-mo 56.
Tan-wu-ti (? Dharmasatya) 55, 56.
-

-

T'ang-i 150.
T'ang Yung-t'ung 13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22,
25, 26.49, 67, 101, 181, 185, 187, 191, 192,
201. 269, 274, 276, 280, 293, 304, 308,
a n d not&, passim.
Tao-an (4th cent.) 8, 9, 10, 12, 30, 48, 53,
55, 64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72, 99, 103, 105,
114, 128, 146, 147, 148, 151,, 160, 181, 183,
184-204, 205, 206, 207, 224, 225, 240, 241,
246. 276, 281, 308; 11.181 ; 111.830; App.
~ a o L nk6th. cent.) 272.
Taoch'ang ssu (at Chien k'ang) 104-105.
Tao-cheng (clerical name of Chao Cheng,
q.v.) 135, 203, 296.
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Tao-chin III.269.
Taoch'iung (nun) 111.362.
Tao-heng 6, 157, 262, 264; 111.388; V.42.
Tao-heng (adherent of the hsin-,vu theory)
148, 207; 111.88, 388.
Tao-hsien lun 122, 132; 111.248.
Tao-hsin 71.
Tao-hsing chih-kuei 134.
Tao-hsing (po-jo) ching 35, 61, 65, 79, 120,
131, 147, 149; 11.92, 182; App. 111.41 ;
IV.64.
Tao-hsiian 13, 20, 107, 266, 274.
Tao-i IV.151, 161.
Tao-i (nun) 210-211; IV.141.
Tao-jung 9.
Tao-jung (nun) 105.
Tao-kao V.169.
Tao-Li 9, 200.
Tao-liu 231, 11.164.
Tao-pao (early 4th cent.) 7,8,97-98; V.196.
Tao-pao (early 5th cent.) 232.
Tao-shih Chnng Ling pieh-chuan 320.
Tao-sung 147, 191.
Tao re ching 9, 12, 30, 46, 48, 75, 77, 79,
87, 89, 137, 149, 193, 201, 214, 230, 240,
289, 290, 300; 11.62.
Tao-ti ching, see Yogicirabhlmi.
Tao-tsu 214, 231; 11.164; IV.162, 176.
Tao-tz'u 1V.152.
Tao-wang IV. 154, 162.
Tao-wen 21 1.
Tao-yao 214.
T a o Ch'ien (Later Han) 27.
T'ao Fan App. IV.13.
T'ao K'an 1-6,243, 279; 111.4; App. 1V.
23. 41.
Te-hu chang-che ching 315.
T'eng Han 190; IV.61.
Ti people 82.
t'i ("substance") 87, 88, 92.
Tiao Hsieh 94, 96.
T'ien-lu pavilion 21.
r'ien-shih chiao ("doctrine of the Heavenly
Master") 1 35.
T'ien-shui 77.
T'ien-t'ai school 69.
Tien-tu (India) 27 1.
TO-10 312; V1.115.
T'o-pa Kuei IV.27.
To-pa Wei 157, 266.
Tsa p'i-yu ching 53.
tsai-chia ("staying in the family") 75.
Ts'ai Hsi 122.
Ts'ai ku-lai neng-shu jen-ming 138.
Ts'ai Mo 105, 107.
Ts'ai Yung V1.31.
Tsan p'u-sa lien-chii fan-pai 5 1.
Ts'ang-wu 1 3.
Ts'ang-yuan 63-64.
Tsao-li t'ien-ti chinu 300.
Ts'ao Chih 51, 56-57.

Ts'ao P'ei 43.
Ts'ao P'i 20.
Ts'ao Ts'ao 43, 44, 56, 290.
Tso-chuan 272, 286, 287; 111.196.
Tso-yu nring ("Inscription to the Right of
[the Teacher's] Seat") 111.157.
Tsou Yen V.98.
Tsung-li chung-ching mu-lu 10, 30, 70,
195-196, 308; 11.65.
Tsung Ping 15, 20, 21, 143, 217, 218-219,
244, 252-253, 263-264, 268-269, 269-271,
305; 11.18; 111.314; V.79.
rir-chiang, see "antagonist".
tu-hsi (chanting in chorus) 255.
Tu Pa V.27.
Tu Wen-Ian App.IV.43.
T'u-shan 286.
Tun-chen (-t'o-lo so-wen ju-lai sun-mei)
ching 35, 54.
Tunhuang 23, 59, 65, 66, 67, 68, 182.
Tung-an ssu (at Chienk'ang) 120, 149, 21 1.
Tung Cho 36.
Tung-fang Shuo 20.
Tung-kuan 148.
Tung-kuan Hun-chi 11.47.
Tung-Lin ssu (on Mt. Lu) 209, 210, 213,
239, 241, 280; App. IV.24.
Wa-kuan ssu (at Chienk'ang) 104, 109, 133,
140, 147, 148-149, 150, 158; 111.261, 352,
375; IV.162.
Wan Wei-ta 8, 76.
Wang clan from Lang-yeh 85, 86, 95, 97,
106, 107, 135, 156, 212, 219.
Wang clan from T'ai-yiian 21 1; 111.67.
Wang, empress - 151.
Wang Ch'en 199.
Wang Ch'i-chih 219, 224; IV.185, 204.
Wang Chia 276; App. IV.59.
Wang Ch'ia 116, 130, 134; 111.266.
Wang Ch'iao-chih, see Wang Ch'i-chih.
Wang Fou 77, 293-298, 302, 307.
Wang Hsi-chih 110, 117, 119, 129, 132;
111.254, 357.
Wang Hsieh 95.
Wang Hsien-chih 94, 119.
Wang Hsiu 94, 117; 111.159.
Wang Hsii 113.
Wang Hsiin 21 1, 213; 111.212; IV.151, 161.
Wang Hu-chih 1 17.
Wang Huan IV.1613.
Wang Hui (first half 4th cent.) 144.
Wang Hui (early 5th cent.) IV.168.
Wang Hui-chih 94, 118, 119.
Wang 1 105.
Wang I-chih 1 19.
Wang I-t'ung 1.5; 111.60; IV.122.
Wang Kung 113, 151, 154, 213; 1V.153.
Wang Kuo-pao 112-1 13, 154.
Wang Kuo-wei 286; 11.1 79, 180.
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Wang Meng (early 4th cent.) 8, 95, 116,
118, 134; 111.151.
Wang Meng (collaborator of Fu Chien) 197.
Wang Mi (confederate of Liu Yiian, early
4th cent.) 83, 84.
Wang Mi (early fifth cent.) 16,72, 113, 155,
156, 213-214, 231-236, 238, 245-246, 256;
111.342; IV.161;
letters of - t o Kumgrajiva IV.171.
Wang Min 104, 213: IV.151, 161.
Wang M o 245; 1V.161.
Wang Mu IV.161.
Wana Ninn-chih IV. 147.
~ a n Pi
g 4 6 , 87, 89-90, 91, 95, 116, 124,
126, 136; 111.10, 23.
Wang Piao (magician) 53.
Wang Po 183, 265; 11.46.
Wang P'u-yang 111.357.
Wang Seng-ch'ien 138.
Wang Shao (late 4th cent.) 213; IV.168.
Wang Shao (early 7th cent.) V.190.
Wang Sheng 111.379.
Wang Shu 95. 119.
Wang Shu-min 111.29.
Wang T'an-chih 119, 141, 143,150; 111.153.
Wang Tao 8, 85, 86, 94, 95-96, 97, 98, 102,
103, 104, 106, 110, 113, 134, 212; 111.6,
102, 103.
Wang Tu 183, 265; 11.46.
Wang Tun 8, 77, 86, 95-96, 97, 104;
App. lV.59.
Wang-wu (shan) 185, 207.
Wang Ya 150, 154; 111.370.
Wang Yao 111.12, 46, 262, 1269.
Wang Yen (early 4th cent.) 94.
Wang Yen (late 5th cent.) 105; V.176.
Wei-ch'i-nan, see Vighna.
Wei-liieh 22, 24-25, 291, 292, 295; V1.17,
19, 25.
Wei-mu (-chi) ching, see Virnalakirtinirdeia.
Wei-shih ch'un-ch'ilc 135, 1 36.
Wei-shih lu 11.164.
Wei Shih-tu 6, 7, 78, 11.263; 111.245.
Wei Shou 20-21, 57; V.8.
Wei-shu 20, 57, 272.
Wei Yao 49; 11.150.
wen ("culture") 47.
Wen, king - 266.
Wen-shih chuan 300, 302, 303; VI.56.
Wen-shu-shih-li an-nieh-p'an ching 11.18.
Wen-rzu (pseudo-) 12.
W U ("non-being")
73, 88-89, 90, 91-92,
139, 174, 175, 228.
Wu (dynasty) 43, 4445;
Buddhism in the state of - 46-55.
Wu, Chin emperor - 57, 58.
WU, Liang emperor - 279, 317.
Wu, Sung emperor - (= Liu Yu) 158.
Wu-ch'ang 46, 47, 96, 243.
Wu-chin 182.
Wu-chiin 26.

Wu-hsien 1 17.
Wu-hsing 134.
Wu-huan 83.
Wu-i 185.
Wu-p'in 53, 11.158-159.
Wu Shih (= Yii Chi) 320.
Wu-shih lu 11.164.
Wu-shu 49, 150.
Wu-shu (pseudo -)
11.23, 150.
wu-wei (for nirvdw) 13, 37, 133,
-(in
hsuan-hsiieh) 73, 91,
121-122: 133.
Yang clan, supremacy of the - 58.
Yang Hsin 138.
Yang K'o 111.269.
Yang Lien-sheng 11.174, 181.
Yang Man 79.
Yang-shan 137-138, 140.
Yao Hsiang 111, 112, 206, 211.
Yao Hsing 146, 157, 212, 216, 226, 249;
111.282; IV.27.
Yao Hsii 280, 282.
Yao Ming-ta IV.79.
Yao Sung 212, 226, 246, 249; App. IV.75.
Yeh 148, 181, 182, 183.
Yeh-clrung chi IV.9, 29.
Yen, state of - 11 1, 157, 185.
Yen Chih-t'ui 21.
Yen chin i Iim 111.22.
Yen Fo-t'iao 34, 53.
Yen-hsing ssu (at Chienk'ang) 110.
Yen Hui 169; App. 111.62;
identified with Buddhist saints 309-318.
Yen Keng-wang 11.9 1.
Yen K'o-chun IV. 121 ; VI. 124.
Yen-men 206, 240.
Yen-shih rlria-hsiin 2 1.
Yen Shih-ku 11.13, 14.
Yen-t'ieh lun App. 111.44.
Yen Yen-nien IV.236.
yin (for skandha) 101 ; App. 111.40.
Yin-ch'ih-ju ching 54. 186.
Yin-ch'iu ssu (at Shih-ch'eng shan) 146.
Yin Chung-k'an 113, 154, 213, 216, 230,
245, 249.
Yin Chung-wen 155.
Yin Hao 95, 102, 110-111, 116, 118, 130132, 206; 111.45, 254, 307.
Yin Hsi 290, 291, 294, 299-200, 302, 304,
311, 312.
Yin Jung 116.
Yirl-wen tzu 304, 3 1 1.
12, 45, 88, 89, 227, 262, 306;
~~in-j~ong
IV.52; V1.70.
Ying-ch'uan 36, 61. 79.
Ying Shao 21 : 11.1 12; V.64.
vu ("being") 88-$9,90.92,174,175,I76,228.
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Yu Yu 266; V.84.
yung ("function") 87, 88, 89.
Yung-an ssu (at Chienk'ang) 109.
yung-chia era, troubles of the - 84.
Yu 169, 266.
Yu (ethnikon) 281.
Yu, Chin empress - 96.
Yu clan 86, 96, 106.
Yu Ai 79, 94.
Yu Ch'an 106.
Yuchang 63, 102, 106, 206; App. IV.6.
Yu Chi 38; VI.159.
Yu Chia-hsi 13.
Y u Chung-yung 11.7 1.
Yu Fa-k'ai 110, 135, 140-143, 149; 111.138.
Yu Fa-Ian 50, 140-141, 189; 11.135; 111.
316; IV.53.
Yu Fang-chih 110: 111.92.
Yu-hang mts. 116.
Yii hsiang kung-re ching 11.53.
Yu Huan 24, 56, 291.
Yu I 86, 96, 97.

Yu i lun 11.56, 198; IV.24.
Yii Liang 86, 95, 96, 98, 99, 102, 104,
106; 11.135; 1V.47.
Yu-lin 111.152, 154, 254.
Yu Ping 86, 96, 98, 106-108, 160-162, 231232, 250, 256.
Yii tao lun 15, 130, 132-134, 284; 111.306.
Yii Tao-sui 140-141 ; 11.135; 111.306, 316.
Yu Yuan-chih 110; 111.92.
Yuan, Chin emperor - 85, 86, 95, 96,
97, 98, 104, 158; 111.95.
yuan-ch'i ("primeval ether") 88.
Yuan-hua ssu (in the Shan mts.) 140,
141, 143.
Yuan Hung 122, 137.
Yuan K'ochih 238, 257.
Yuan-shih hsien, inscription of - 35.
Yiian Yueh-chih 154, 238.
Yueh-chih, Indo-scy thes 22, 23, 24-25, 32,
36, 48, 65, 68, 71, 144; 11.241.
Yueh Kuang 78.
Yueh-kuong t'ung-tzu ching VI. 130.
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dbhdsvaradeva 3 19.
Abhidharma 139,202,203-204,230; IV. 151
(?) Abhidharmahyhya(S(5stra) 16, 203, 230,
246; App. IV. 47, 72.
AbhidharmakoSa 11.140; App. 111.21, 27,
33, 37, 43, 44, 151; App. IV.47; V.203;
V1.153.
abhijtii 228; 111.343; 1V.62; V1.54.
Academy, see t'ai-hsiieh.
rsCdrya 32.
Acker, W. B. 111.1 14.
adhigt&ruz 220.
advisers, monks as - in secular matters
75, 201-202.
dgamas 47, 202, 204.
Agaiiiasutta 1.30.
AjdtaSatrukaukrtyavinohm 35.
Ajstasattu 262.
Akanuma Chizen 11.69; VI.67.
a k ~ a w eight
,
- V.67.
Amitiibha, ArnitZiyus 50, 128, 145, 194,
219-223, 244-245, 3 18, 319; 111.245; App.
IV.45.
"anachoretes" 145-147.
Ananda 312.
dncipdnasmrri 33, 53; App. 111.151.
andrmya 100, 173; 111.87.
AnchB 139.
dnimirra 101.
"antagonist" (in debate, tu-chiang) 118.
anticlericalism,
anti-clerical arguments 108, 156-157, 231
-236, 254-285.
anti-ritualism 78-79, 87, 90, 122.
anwuddhu ("scratcher"?) App. IV.59.

anusmrti 165, 220; App. 111.30.
anutpattika-dharmak~dnti214 ; App. 111.
157.
anuttara-samyak-sambodhi 193.
apocryphal scriptures 103, 196, 308-309.
apocryphal stories,
about the introduction of Buddhism
19-22;
about K'ang Seng-hui 52;
about Ts'ao Chih 56;
about immunity to fire 63.
apologetic and propagandistic literature
11-17, 71-72.
apramdpa, see brahmavih6t-a.
apranihita 101.
archaic translations, importance of34;
Tao-an and - 186.
art, first traces of Buddhism in Han - 11.30
ASoka, - and Shih-li-fang 20, 7 1 ;
150, 243-244, 277-280, 3 12;
"relics of-"
early works on - V.162.
ASokarLijcivadcSna, see A-yii wang chuan.
As/asikasrikd prajiidHramit6 35, 50, 53,
54, 61, 65, 78, 101, 149, 150; 11.182, 254.
dtmabhdvaparitycfga 282.
autonomy. factual - of the Taoist church
289-290.
autonomy of the sorigha, controversies
about -,
106-108, 120, 149, 160-163,
205, 230, 23 1-238, 250-251, 254-259.
Avaivartikacakrasritra 66.
AvalokiteSvara 3 18, 3 19.
Avararlrraka-sdtra 62; App. IV. 71.
rSyatana 33, 167; App. 111.45.
avij@&
. -> App. 111.44.
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Bagchi, P. C. 32; 11.19, 74, 79, 258, 279.
Bailey, H. W. 11.168, 187.
bola, the five - 33.
Balazs, Et. 111.46, 47.
Bareau, A. 11.168.
"bathing the Buddha" 28, 52, 182; 11.53.
Beal, S. 11.1, 63, 119.
"being" (yu) 88-89, 90, 92, 174, 175-176,
228.
Bhadrakalpivacicinn 67.
Bhai~ajyarija 282.
bhcijanaloka 3 19.
bhaurika rllpa 228.
bhavcigra 186.
bhikju 32.
Bhikjuni-prdtirnoksa IV.82.
bhCmi 196, 225; App. 111.157.
bhirjapattra 63.
bhCrako!i
193, 228, 270.
bibliography, Buddhist - 10, 30-31, 66,
99, 187, 195-197, 231; 11.65, 219; IV.79.
Biot, E. App. V.1.
bizarre, cult of the - 78-79, 103, 117.
bodhi (see also Enlightenment) 74, 142-143.
Bodhisattva, term - applied to monks and
lay devotees 32;
gnostic Wisdom of the -, 100-101,
175-176;
- versus Arhat 228, 229.
"Bodhisattva protecting the Doctrine"
App. IV.84.
"Bodhisattva with the Sealed Hand" 199;
1V.89.
Bodhisattvabh~mi App. 111.157.
bons mots 93, 94, 102, 117, 190; 111.47, 58.
Boodberg, P. A. 11.30; 111.3.
Book of Chatrges, see I-ching.
brahmacuryd 254.
brahmavihdra, four - 164, 170-171, 175;
App. 111.76.
bronze, as a gift for casting images etc. 158,
190, 210:
scarcity of - and building materials 261.
Buddha, the - as the embodiment of truth
130, 133;
identified with Chinese sages 133; ch. V
(passim) ;
ten epithets of the -, VI.63.
Buddha-vehicle (as taught in the Saddharma~up&zrika) 69.
Buddhabhadra 212, 222, 224, 225; 1V.184,
235; App. IV.71.
buddhdn~srn~ti214,220,221,224,225,228;
App. 111.30; 1V.161, 226, 227; App. IV.51.
Buddhasena 223.
Buddha~aias 226; App. lV.71.

Candrapra bha(-kumiira) 3 14, 3 15, 3 17.
Canton, see Pan-yii, Nan-hai, Kuang-chou.
capital punishment 121-122.
castes 9; 1.30.
catalogues of Buddhist works, see "bibliography".
causation, interdependent - (pratityasamutpcida) 123-124, 227, 228.
celibacy 281, 298, 304, 306.
Central Asia 24-26, 29,44,47-58,59,62-63,
65, 66, 112, 114, 141, 182, 198, 200-201,
202; 11.179, 180, 190; App. IV.86, 95.
Ceylon 152; 111.375, 377, 378.
"change" (hua)
versus truth (li) 125-126.
chanting siitras before execution 151;
111.363.

characterology 86, 93.
Chavannes, Ed. 24-25, 275, 292, 295; 11.13,
30, 32, 35, 39, 47, 140, 150, 156, 157, 160,
178, 179, 180, 190; IV.73; App.lV.11;
VI.17, 19, 21, 25, 45, 49.
cinrcimapi App. IV.59.
cities, as trade centres 40;
- as centres of Buddhism 59.
collective punishment 169.
commandments (five -), see Rules
commentaries, earliest Chinese Buddhist 3 1
53, 54, 65, 136, 140, 143-144, 186, 187, 191,
194; 11.159, 161, 162; 1V.33, 64.
commiseration (karuM) 171.
compassion 120, 137.
Confucianism 45, 46, 87, 88, 137, 230-231,
234-235, 257, 267; V.78.
Confucius, new evaluation of - 90; 111.24;
-identified with Buddhlst saints 133,
252, 267, 269, 309-318;
- and the Western Sage 274-276.
conquest of the North, attempted by Yin
Hao 110;
- by Huan Wen 110-111;
- by Liu Yii 157.
Conrady, A. 11.180.
contemplation (of the body; of the impure)
33; App. 111.70.
Conze, E. 111.84; IV.227.
Coomaraswamy, A. K. App.IV.86.
cosmic justice, karman as - 92.
court Buddhism, at the capital of Wu 53.74;
- under the Chin 61. 64, 98, 104-106.
110, 147-159, 189;
- under the Later Chao 61. 182-183;
- under the Former Ch'in 2 0 4 ;
- under
the Later Ch'in 226;
cakravartin 270, 3 10; V. 1 17.
at
Khotan
62.
calligraphy practised by cultured n~onks
covering
sins,
see
nivarana.
75, 138-139, 145, 21 1, 294.
Creel, H. G. VI.1.
Cambodia 45.
-~
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cultural superiority, feelings of - 264-266.
cultured clergy 6-9, 47, 52, 71, 74-75,
97-104, 116-122, 137-145, 158, 183, 195196, 199, 206, 21 1,230-23 1.
dcina 173.
Da~&ika mts. 300.
Dark Learning, see hsiian-hsiieh.
Ddabhirnikasurra 196-197; 11.233 ; App.
111.157.
date of the Buddha's birth and Nirvdpa,
speculations about - 271-274, 286-287.
degeneration. cosmic - 192, 3 19.
Demieville, P. 11.19, 84, 221, 223, 242;
111.28, 138, 203, 230, 307; App. 111.151 ;
IV.73, 74, 76, 77, 105, 206, 211, 226;
App. IV.95, 125.
devat&tusmyti App. 111.3 1.
devotionalism 73, 109, 114, 127-128, 171172, 180, 194-195, 200, 205.
dhdrani 103, 146.
(?) Dharmabhadra 55.
dharmadhitu App. IV. 17.
*dh.arrnadhritujakri~va 227 ; App. 111.157.
(?) Dharmadhi 202.
Dharmaguptakas, karmavieand of the 56;
canonical scriptures of the - 11.168 ;
vinaya of the - App. IV.59.
Dharmakiila 55, 56.
dharmakriya 130, 143, 193, 214, 220, 225229; lV.227, 242.
Dharmamitra 111.119.
Dharmanandin 202, 204, 246; App. IV.72.
Dharn~apada 47, 48, 50, 55, 62; 11.118,
119; App. 111.72.
(?) Dharmaphala, see (Chu) Tan-kuo.
dharmarija 277.
Dharmarakw 14, 23, 64, 65-70, 76, 98,
183, 196-197, 275; 11.221; VI.130, 145.
Dharmaratna (late 4th cent.) 55; see also
Chu Fa-lan.
Dharmaruci 248 ; App. IV.89.
(?) Dharrnasatya 55, 56.
DharrnaSiras 23 ; 11.279.
dharrnutd 101, 214, 225, 228, 270, 309;
App. IV.17.
Dharmatrata 223.
"dharrna-wisdom" (fa-hrii) vs. True Wisdom
193.
(?) ~ h a r r n a ~ u k t a152.
Dharmodgata 1V.204, 227.
(?) Dharmotbra IV. I 14; App. IV.72.
dhy5w 18, 33.36, 53'54, 127, 141, 145-146,
173, 174, 175, 180, 186, 187, 190, 200,
210, 219-223, 229, 246; App. 111.116;
1V.64.
Dialecticians, school of - 46.
dialogue (in Buddhist treatises) 93;
(in the Vimalakirri-nirdeda) 132.
Dipambra, Buddha - 31 3, 314.

-

Ihigharitro(mn) 142.
"dissolution of the body" (shih-chieh) 1V.12.
divyacak~us 220.
divyairotra 220.
dream, apparition of the Buddha in a 221. 222. 228.
~rumbkinnbrardjapari~rcchd35, 54.
drunkenness, see wine.
Dubs, H. H. 11.4, 13, 30, 69; VI.49.
durgati App. 111.39.
Duyvendak, J. J. L. App. 111.98; V.17, 19.
Eastern Chin, establishment of the - 85;
periodization of the - 86;
restoration of the -, (404 AD) 86.
eccentricity as an ideal 78-79.
Eichhorn, W. 111.47.
Ekortar~garna 204, 28 1.
elements, five - 88, 306, 308;
four great - (rnahibhfita) 138, 176, 227,
228; IV.2 16, VI. 124.
elephant(s), six-tusked - 11.30.
"Emotions of the Saint", ch'ing-t'an theme,
95; 111.159.
emptiness (Sinyard) 35, 73, 100, 101-102,
123-124, 127, 134, 139, 173, 175-176,
191, 228;
the four kinds of - 174;
contemplation of - 174.
Enlightenment 74, 100, 142-143, 178; App.
IV.125.
equality, concept of - 73
equanimity, see kp711ti.
etymological explanations of Sanskrit words
VI.63.
"evil practices" of monks 261-262, 283.
Evil Works, Ten - 166.
"exaltation of being" (ch'ung-yu) 90, 92,
102, 126.
execution, reciting scriptures or prayers
before - 151.
exegesis (i) 100, 1 16, 137, 142, 146.
exodus to the South (early
..
- fourth century)
59, 85.
exorcism 145-146. 150: 111.331. 356; APP.
IV.22.
expediency (upwa) 73, 90, 125, 132, 133,
139, 214, 266; V.32.
faith 73, 228, 235.
fasting 27, 75, 164-165; App. 111.27.
fatalistic tendency in hsiian-hsiieh 92.
feelings, six - , see iyutana.
Feer, L. 11.62.
Ferghana 57, 58.
filial piety (hsiuo) and Buddhism 134, 281,
283-285 ; App. IV.98 ; V. 191.
fire-ordeal 63.
fly-whisk, use of the - in ch'ing-fan 95 ;
lfl.60; App. IV.59.
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foreigners on Chinese soil, Buddhism
among23-24, 72;
colonies of foreigners 59; 11.30;
infiltration of - 82-83.
*'forget fulness" (wattg, chien-wang) 126,
174.
Former Chao (dynasty) 84.
Former Ch'in (dynasty) 1 1 1, 197-198.
formlessness of the "Spirit"
147.
Franke, H. 1.6, 17.
Franke, 0. 20, 21; 11.32.
Fukui K6jun 13; 11.47, 55, 56, 106, 148;
App. 111.26; V.4; VI.34, 45, 47, 56, 73,
110, 157, 159.
function (yrrt~g) 87, 88, 89.
gali, five - 166, 167, 171.
Geiger, W. 111.378.
Gentry, use atid definition of the term 4-6.
Gernet, J. 261 ; 1.2; V.9, 32, 37, 38.
Giiamirrn 62, 67.
Godhika V.203.
Good Works, Ten
165-166, 174; App.
111.32;
- must be done in secret 168.
Granet, M. V.2; V1.70.
Great Dream (of existence) 142-143.
Great Families 5, 44, 57, 85-86, 156.
GrdhrakCita 208.
Great Seminar, see t'ai-hsiieh.
Grube, W. 111.189.
glrhydharma 11.245.
Gulik, R. H. van - I. I .
Gunabhadra 105, 122.

Hackmann, H. 11.63; App. 111.102.
Han Buddhism, earliest documents o n 11.67.
Har Dayal VI.54.
Harlez, C. de - 11.63.
Hatani Ry6tei 11.1, 13, 185.
Hayashiya Tomojird 11.2, 19, 65, 95, 219,
220, 232; 111.79.
Henning, W. B. 111.5.
heretical teachers 174-175; App. 111.108.
heterodox cults", Buddhism identified with
- 27, 52, 183, 265; 11.46.
hetupratyaya-simagri 123.
"hidden Saintliness", concept of - 90.
Hikata Ryusho 111.84; App. IV.95.
Hinayiina, coeistenoe of - and MahayZina
34;
- at Khotan 62;
predominance of - a t Kucha 62.
historical precedent used as pro-Buddhist
argument 108, 133, 233, 235, 258.
Holzman, D. 111.27, 169.
"hordes" (pu) 83.
Hulsewe, A. F, P. 111.379; APP. UI.44;
V.36, 199; VI.49, 51.
66
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human relationships, the five sacred 107-108.
Huns, see Hsiung-nu.
Hurvitz, L., 16, 238; 1.40; 11.11, 46, 173;
1V.121; App. IV.115; V.8, 54, 61; V1.105.
hymns, Buddhist -, see fin-pai.
icons, iconography, see images.
Illusion, School of phenomenal -, see
huatr-hua tslmng.
images, Buddhist - 28, 105, 128, 144, 145,
152, 158, 180, 182, 188, 210, 219, 220,
223-225, 242-243, 243-244, 277-280, 282,
303-304; 111.375; IV.8; App. 1V.94.
immortality 73, 87, 136, 143, 230, 239.
Immortals (Taoist -)
182, 289; 1V.12.
immunity to fire of sacred objects 63, 243.
imjxrmanence I I, t 72-1 73; App. III.87,96.
impersonality (fei-shen) 173.
India, Indians 23, 30, 32, 51, 55, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 78, 98, 114, 141, 182, 200-201,
242, 291, 304-305; 11.241; V. 132, 133.
Indo-China 26.
Indo-scythian, see Yiieh-chih.
ineffability, sce words.
Inouye Ichii IV.121, 228.
interpreters 40, 103, 11.1 12, 113; APP. IV.
85.
Itano Chdhachi 1.40.
It6 Giken IV.75.
Jao Tsung-i VI.4, 96.
Japan, tribute from - 111.378.
Jivaka 67, 141.
Jriinaprasthim 203.
kalpa 11, 20. 229, 3 19.
Kaltenmark, M. V1.14, IS.
Ktin~amithyicdra App. 111.33.
Kapilavastu (chia-wei-b- wei) 11.99;
- (wei-wei) V1.67.
Karlgren, B. V1.49.
karm&dtina 144.
karman 1 1, 12, 52, 53, 73,92, 133, 136, 137,
167. 168. 168-169. 169-170, 178, 227, 230.
234; 235; 319; App. 111.44, 83.
Kartnavdcand 56; 11.168.
-ka$iya, five - App. 111.163.
Kashgar (Su-Le) 58, 62, 226.
Kashmir (Chi-pin) 66, 67, 202, 224, 246,
299. 300. 301, 302.
~ a s u g aReichi I 1.
KiiSyapa (the Elder - and the Bodhisattva
-)
292, 297, 303 ; VI. 1 15.
278.
KZiSyapa (image of the Buddha -)
(?) Kadyapa MBtadga 22, 30.
Khotan 14, 57-58, 62-63, 66, 68, 303; 11.
k i e ~ 228;
~
Koguryd, monk from
77, 116, 190;
tribute from - 111.378.
'

-
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k$dnti 170, 173, 282.
KuchB, Kucheans 57, 58, 65, 66, 68, 69,
76, 103, 226; 11.241; App. IV.95.
Kumarabodhi 202.
Kumlrajiva 12, 65, 66, 69, 72, 102, 114,
143, 146, 192, 193, 202, 205, 210, 212,
2 13-214, 225-227, 229, 230, 239, 246-249;
11.245; 111.159; 215, 258; 1V.89, 238;
App. IV.17, 84, 85, 89.
kundi(kd) ("sprinkler bottle") App. IV.86.
kdala-karm-ni App. 111.32.
lakg178, 227.
Lak~rni 318.
Lalitavistara 67, 174; 11.223, 31 1; App.
111.1 13.
Lamotte, Et. 11.140, 182; App. 111.21, 26,
27, 37, 44, 157; IV.75, 228; App. IV.17,
95; V.120, 202; V1.71, 126.
Later Chao (dynasty) 85, 111, 181.
Later Ch'in (dynasty) 112, 156, 157.
laymen, lay devotees, cultured laymen 12,
38, 48, 68, 194, 21 1-219.
Legalism, rivived - 46, 87, 88.
Legge, J. App. V.I.
Uvi, S. 292, 11.32, 118, 124, 185, 186, 258;
111.375, 378; App. 111.27, 157; IV.73;
App. IV.11; V1.21, 23.
Levy, H. S. VI.6.
Liebenthal, W. 15, 16, 17, 101; 1 40, 60,
61, 69; 11.56, 198; 111.12, 85, 88, 214, 218;
IV.24,66,121,144,204; App. IV.71; V.53,
60, 96, 100, 101, 106.
Link, A. E. IV.3, 8, 14, 23, 28, 30, 32, 36,
44, 51, 95, 98, 100, 102, 103, 104, 112;
App. IV.20.
literary education, characteristic of the
gentry 4-5;
the monastery as a centre of - 9, 138;
monks with a - 52, 65, 78, 116, 183,
206, 211, 230-231.
lokadhdtu 11.
(?) Lokaksema 32, 35-36, 48, 50, 61, 65,
78, 131.
lokdnuvarrana 309.
lokottara 309.
Long Night (dirghurrttra) 142.
Lop Nor 82.
Lot us sitra, see Saddharmapuqiarika.
Love (mitri) 170-17 1.
"mad monk" 79.
madhyad4Sa 266; App. 111. 133.
Madhyam-gama 204, 21 1.
Madhyamika 65, 72, 100-101, 124, 142,
192, 212, 225, 228; 111.35.
(?) Mahlbala, see Chu Ta-li.
&kta
138, 176.
MahSkBByapa, see KBSyapa.
MohoUikcipariprcchd 54.
Mah6&yuri-vfdyd-rdjfii 111.99.

Maht3parinirvdnaslrtm (MahayBna-) 105,
131, App. JV.91, 92; V1.I 15.
(?) Mnh(iprajF~prSmmitd-Sristra,see Ta chihtu lun.
M a h i a g h i k a s , prcitimokgcl formulary of
the --, 56.
Mahbthimaprfipta 3 18.
Mahiiyana Buddhism,
coexistence of - and Hinayina 34;
Lokakwma credited with the introduction
of - 35, 72;
at Khotan 62-63;
the classics of - in China 69-70;
Mahayina and hsiian-hsiieh 73.
Maitreya, cult of - 128, 185, 194-195, 199,
200; IV.75.
mairri 170- 171.
Malaya 26.
mo-wakciya App. 111.157.
M a ~ a v a(Sumedha) 3 14-315, 317.
MafijuSri 11.18.
Margoulibs, G. 111.189.
Maspero, H. 13, 14, 20, 21, 22, 32, 33,
38-39, 55; 11.19, 20, 21, 23, 42, 47, 54, 55,
57, 63, 104, 165, 179, 180, 190, 272;
App. 111.2; 1V.12, 19; App. IV.57; V.3, 5,
47, 82; VI.3, 34, 56.
Mather, R. App. 1V.125.
Matsumoto Tokumyo 11.92, 279; 111.84.
matter, see ripa.
"Matter as Such", theory of - 123-124,
132, 142; 111.214, 215.
rmiyd (illusion) 142, 275.
May2 (the Buddha's mother) 292; App.
111.131 ; IV.68, 69.
mtivtiktira 275.
medical art and Buddhism 141, 145, 182,
262; 111.138, 275, 307.
Meisddenshd I 1 ; 111.298.
messianic notions 58, 308.
Milindapaiiha 262-263 ; V.49.
mind, dangerous nature of the - 167.
all dharmos born from the - 172.
miracles, Buddhist - 22, 52, 53, 114,
145-147, 181, 182, 209, 241, 243-244, 278s
279, 280; 111.253; V.190.
Miroku-nyorai kanndshb I I .
Miyagawa Hisayuki IV.26.
Mochizuki Shinkb 11. 61, 109; 111.99.
Mohism 46.
Mokwla 62, 63, 70, 131, 191.
monastery, monastic life,
at Loyang 22;
at P'engxh'eng 28;
the Chinese term for - 38-39;
the - as a centre of secular learning 9%
74;
the - as a hiding-place 74, 259-261 ;
the - and metaphysical thought 126127;
the - identified with "retirement" 6, 74,
97-98, 102-103, 143, 145, 216-217;
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donation of private mansions to be made
into - 32, 150, 188.
money,
possession of -- by monks 68, 139.
moral objections against Buddhism 281-285
moralistic appreciation of Buddhism 137,
205.
Moriya Mitsuo 111, 67.
mountains, Buddhist masters and - 207208.
MuUer, F. Max IV.211; App. 1V.45, 57;
Vt. 152.
Mus, P. V1.71.
mutilation of the body 249, 281-282, 283,
298.
mystery (hsiian) 87, 89, 126, 136.
Nagarahiira 224, 225, 242; IV.235.
NWrJuna 101, 212, 225, 249; 11.182;
App. IV.95.
nagas 241, 242, 243; App. 1V.22.
NBlandi 200.
Nanai Vandak 84.
Nationalism, race-consciousness 83, 85,
1 1 1-1 12, 264-266.
"Neo-taoism" V1.2.
New Text School 45.
Nobel, J. IV.238.
nirm-nakciya 225, 309, IV.242.
nirodhasamiparti 229.
Nirviina (see also wu-wei) 13, 74, 100, 133,
171, 174, 226, 227, 228, 238, 249, 252.
nivaraw 166-167; App. 111.34.
Niya (Ching-chiieh) 62; 11.179, 180, 190.
non-activity, see wu-wei.
non-being (WU) 73, 88-89, 90, 91-92, 139,
174, 175, 228.
"fundamental non-being", see pen-wu.
non-existence of mind (or mentation), theory
of the - 100-102, 139.
"Northern" Buddhism 61, 114-115, 146,
180-187, 200-204.
"Numbers", numerical categories, see shu.
nuns 103, 109-1 10, 153-154, 159, 183,
210-21 1 ; 111.253,
Och6 Enichi 1.69; 111.168.
Odes, see Shih-ching.
oficials, monks requested or fo&
to
become - 75, 77, 214, 250.
Oldenberg, H. App. 111.131.
Old Text school 45.
omens, see portents.
ontological problems,
interest in - 87.
Ono Gemya 11, 1, 11, 258; 111.79.
Original non-being, see pen-wu.
Otani Seishin 11.50, 54, 71, 79, 82, 109.
painting Buddhist themes in - 75, 105-106
218, 225; 111.261; 1V.231.
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pa2caJila 164; APP. 111.21.25.
Pafi~aviviatisfihasrikd praj,xpdramiti 14,
61-65, 66, 101; 11.182.
param-nu 228.
P a r a m c i ~ t h a s a ~ ~ ~ r 67.
i~~~~~-~j~
p ~ r a r n f i r t h ~ -87,
~ ~ 142,
t ~ 144.
Piramitfi 100, 173-174; 11.140; App. 111.121
"worldly" - 174, 175.
parivarta 63, 64.
Parthia, Parthians 23, 25, 32, 33, 45, 70.
"partisans of non-being" (kuei-Wu) 90, 126.
Paths, Three - 166.
peasant revolts, see revolutionary movements
Pelliot, P. 13, 14, 290, 292, 205; I. 38, 39,
46, 47; 11.23, 33, 47, 54, 63, 141, 164, 165;
IV.251; V.39, 59, 75, 163; V1.2, 21, 33, 45.
periodization of early Chinese Buddhism
72-73, 205.
permission of parents required for novices
283-284.
persecution of Buddhism 52.
physiognomy practised by monks 262.
Pindola 194; IV.73.
pilgrims, Buddhist travellers 59, 61-62, 65,
141, 229, 246; IV.82.
poetry, Buddhist themes in - 111.262;
App. IV.27.
political influence of the clergy 147, 153154, 159, 201-202.
political "neutrality" of the monastic
community 215-217.
popular Buddhism, scarcity of information
on -, 3;
glimpses of - 28, 52, 146, 183portents 52, 146, 150, 158; 111.356; V.189,
190.
popular sayings and ditties used as App. IV.43.
poverty (of monks), 7, 2069 2 4 ;
(relative) "poverty" of gentry families
7, 74.
prajfi 73, 74, 100, 124, 173, 174, 213,
222-223.
Prajiiiptiramiti 35, 61, 65, 70, 78, 79, 98,
100-101, 102, 116, 120, 124-126, 131, 137,
139, 141, 143, 147, 148, 149, 187, 191,
196, 203, 206, 264.
- and hsian-hsiieh 73, 101, 114,124-126,
137, 187, 190, 191, 193; 11.182;
IV.39, 64. 227.
prajilupti 10 1.
pr&rit lingua franca in Central Asia 11.190.
Prdtimoksa 56.
prarirripaka-dharma APP. IV-11pratyurp~nna-buddha-~~vmukhdvasthitasamGdhi 220.
pratyutpcmnabuddh~arlrmukhciv~~hi~~am~dhislitra, see Pan-chou ~Un-meithing.
preaching, see sermons- 'Itered by Hui-yiim
preaching, way
209-2 10.
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prognostication texts (ch'an) 27, 308; IV.
101.
Przyluski, J. IV.228; V.163.
psalmodists, see fan-pai.
Pulleyblank, E. G. 1.4; App. 111.66.
punishment,
the four - s App. 111.65;
the five - s V.191;
the eight-s
V.191;
collective - App. 121.66;
"abolition of - s" V.69.
(?) Punyadhana 63; 11.201; 1V.19.
Punyatara 248; App. IV.89.
"purity" regarded as characteristic of
Buddhism 37, 98, 120, 137, 153, 205,
211, 257; 111.250;
as an ideological justification of the
"retired life" 90.
PUwa App. IV.81.

racial feelings, see nationalism.
rationalism i n gentry Buddhism 73, 127,
229.
Ratnamudrahasta Bodhisattva) IV.89.
yddhipida 33.
rebirth 11, 12, 73, 92, 136, 166, 230, 234.
recluse life, see Retirement.
recollection 166, 167, 229.
reducrio ad absurdurn (prasariga) 100; IV.
244.
"refeudalization" of society 44.
Refuge, threefold - see rriiaraya.
registration of the clergy 17, 231, 260-261 ;
IV. 177.
relatives of the sinner, karman does not
involve - 168-169.
relics of the Buddha 52, 150, 151, 188,
278, 279-280.
Remembrance(s), see anusmrri, buddhinusmrri.
retirement, retired life, chii-shih 6, 74,
97-98, 102-103, 114, 132, 134, 138, 143,
145, 205, 206, 216-217; 111.269; App. IV.6,
7.
retribution, see kurman.
three kinds of - 244; App. IV.47.
revolutionary movements, peasant revolts,
rebellions 58, 83-84, 113, 154-155, 183,
215, 289-290; V1.5, 6.
ridicule, mocking remarks about Buddhism
or Buddhist devotees 109, 118-119.
Rites (li), ritual 9, 75, 86, 95, 108, 218,
23 1, 237, 252, 259, 267.
Rocklull, W. W. 11.185; App. 111.72.
Roman Orient (Ta-ch'in) 51.
Rotours, R. des - 11 107; VI.34.
Routes and trade centres 40.
Rules, five - for laymen 75, 105, 108, 120,

partial observation of the - App. 111.37.
Rules, monastic -, see vinuyo.
p a 102, 123, 134, 138, 139, 166, 228.
rfipadhatu 186.
sacrifice(s), in Han Buddhism 26-27;
- to Lao-tzu and the Buddha in 166 AD
37, VI.31;
imitation of non-Buddhist sacrificial rites
55.
Sadaprarudita 223; 1V.204.227.
Saddharmapundarika 69, 70, 98, 99, 131,
141, 143-144, 145, 228, 282; 11.245, 246;
111. 168; IV.211; V.101.
Sigaratzcigarijaparipycchi App. l V.22.
Saint, Saintliness (sheng) in hsiian-hsiieh 73,
87-88, 91-92, 125, 129-130, 266-267.
Sakaino K6y6 11.61, 92, 201, 205; IV.238;
App. 1V. 71.
Sakyamuni, the life of - as described by
early Chinese authors 130;
Chih Tun's eulogy on - 177-179.
samcidhi 193, 194, 222, 223.
Samantabhadra V1.140.
Samantapisi~fiki V. 164.
Samarkand 54.
samatd (see also Equality) 74.
sar)lbhogakciya 1V.242.
saalkera 101.
satpskyra (dharrna) 193; App.III.118; IV.72.
savvrri-sarya 87, 142, 144.
Sadghabhadra 202.
Sadghadeva 16, 202, 203, 204, 21 1, 230,
246; VI.151; App. 1V.47, 72.
Sanghananda 279.
Satlgharak~a 66, 21 1; IV. 151.
Sanghasena App. IV. 73.
(?) Safighavarman 55, 56.
Sanskrit, knowledge of - 2, 5 1, 69, 76,78,
202, 203; 1.1 ; 11.107; App, 1V.125;V.216.
Sdnri 73.
(?) sarvadharma-bh2tu-lakma 101.
sarvadharnta.ilnyuti 100.
sar vajfiari 2 14.
sar vasarr vapriyarlorSana 282.
Sarvdstivcidavitiaya 248; App. IV. 89.
Sarvastivedin school 202, 203, 230.
~~ras6hosrikfi-~rujfi~~5rarniti
11.182.
satkdyadr~ti I I.
"schools" of early Chinese Buddhism 99,
100, 123, 137, 142-143, 148, 191-192, 207,
214.
scriptures, Buddhist - in the Imperial
library 151-152.
Quckij, J., 12; 1V.121.
secular historical works, Buddhism in -,
18. 269-27 1:
~ i d d h i s tbibliography patterned after 195.
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rnularization, compulsory - of monks 75,
77, 214, 250, 259-260, 265.
"selection" (sha-t'ai) of the sarigha 214,
216, 231, 236-237, 250, 259-261; V.27.
self-characterization 99.
painful or pleasant - 166.
"Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove" 78.
"Shadow of the Buddha" 220, 224-224,
242-243 ; IV.228.
Shibata Norikatsu IV.19, 38.
Shiratori Kurakichi 11.13.
ShiishB 11; 111.298.
Silo 173.
skandha 33, 101, 102, 123, 166, 167, 175;
App. 111.40, 41.
SiUa 116.
Siren, 0.111.261.
sn~rtyupasthdna 33.
social virtues and Buddhism 133, 256,
281-285.
Sogdiana, Sogdians 23, 32, 51, 55, 68, 79,
84, 102, 130, 138, 148; 11.241.
SoymiC, M. IV.lO.
soothsaying practised by monks 262.
Southern gentry 74, 85, 95.
spells 103, 145, 146.
spirit, see shen.
Sramaga, archaic transcription of -, 27.32;
fancy explanation of the term - VI.63.
framagdF Sdkyaputriydh 9 ; V. 197.
Sramapera 32.
Srirnahadevi 3 18, 3 19.
Srimitra 65, 103-104, 106, 316; 111.95, 97,
98, 103.
status of the sarigha, see autonomy.
Stein, Sir Aurel - 11.178, 179, 180, 185.
"stimulus and response" (kan-ying) 52, 73,
91, 125-126, 132, 133, 175, 266-267.
substance (t'i) 87, 88, 92, 123, 125.
subversive elements, five - (wu-heng) V.42.
"Suchness", see tarhatd.
Sudiina 284.
Sudden Enlightenment (tun-wu) App. 111.
157; A ~ ~ . - I 125.
v.
suffering 11, 136, 172, 173; APP. 111.85.
Suicide and Buddhism 158, 282; 111.393;
v.202.
Sukhavati 128, 219,220,221,222,244245;
App. IV.57.
S~khdvativ~riha50, 70, 131, 145, 221 ;
1V.211, 214; App. lV.45, 57.
~ C k ~ t 101.
a
Sung (Liu-) dynasty, establishment of the 86.
dlinyatd (see also Emptiness) 73, 100-102,
134, 139, 191, 192, 228.
Supernatural powers, see nbhiitfd.
~fira~garnasam6dhi.vfitra35 , 36, 50, 63 70,
76, 78, 99, 1 4 , 197, 294; 111.80. 82, 168.
Suratapariprcchd 197.
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surname, original -of priests, 7.
changing the - at ordination 65, 189,
281; 11.86, 213; App. IV.9; V.197.
"Siitra in 42 Sections" 14, 22, 29-30, 38,
50; 11.62, 141; App. 111.102; V.88.
svab&va 100.
syncretism, consciously applied ? 12-13,134.
synoptic editions of Buddhist scriptures
(ho-pen) 99-100; 111.80, 81, 82, 83.
Takakusu Junjir6 11.53.
"talents and nature" (ts'ai-hsing) 95, 118;
111.169.
Taoism, Taoist arts, Taoist masters 26-27,
33, 37, 38, 53, 56-57, 63, 73, 77, 87, 109,
113, 114, 135, 136, 142-143, 150, 154, 182,
192, 201, 207-208, 226; VI, passim; 111.
275, 357; IV.12, 247; App. IV.57; V.47.
Taoist philosophy, revived interest in 46, 79, 88-89, 288-289.
Tathcigatajiidnamudrtisamc3dhi 54.
tathatd ("Suchness") 74, 100, 125, 126, 191,
192-193, 228, 309; IV.67.
temple, see monastery.
terminology, Taoist in Buddhist translations, 33, 184.
misleading - of the early p'p' scriptures
in Chinese 101.
Terrien de Lacouperie 11.1.
Territorial expansion,
of Buddhism under the Later Han 40;
- under the Western Chin 59-60;
-under the Eastern Chin 82;
- in the North 114-1 16.
thaumaturgy, see miracles.
Thomas, E. J. App. 111.131.
thought-and-memory 166.
Three Saints,
theory of the - going East 3 13-318.
Tibetans, (proto-) 82, 157, 199.
Tjan Tjoe-som App. V.3.
Toba Wei,
penetration of Buddhism in the state of 114.
Tokiwa Daijd 13, 15; 11.2, 61, 65; IV.121.
tonsure 55, 1 18,249,256,281,283,298,304.
rrailokya App. 111.35.
transcription,
the Buddhist "system" of - and
its secular origin, 39-40.
translation instead of - 50.
"transforming influence" (hua)
of the ruler 108;
- of the Buddha 133.
translation(s) ;translation teams 3 1,202-203;
importance of earliest - s 34;
problems of - 47, 203, 11.138;
Chih Ch'ien's - s 50, 11.136, 138;
Dharmaraksa's - s 66. 69-70;
state-sponsored - projects 1 14, 201,
202-203 ;
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-a predominantly Northern phenomenon
146;
Kumiirajiva's - s 1 14;

Tao-an's rules for - 203.
tribute and envoys 23, 24-25, 57-58, 59,
66, 152, 202; 111.375, 378.
rrikiya 225.
trisdhasramahrSsdmra/okad&fu V. 100.
triiarapa 164, 175; App. 111.21.
Tsuda Sayiikichi 1.40.
Tsukamoto Zenryii 1.40, 69; 11.13, 173;
111.88, 245, 257; IV.22, 121, 238, 241.
Turfan 193, 202.
Tu~itaheaven 128, 194.
twelve classes of scriptures 164, 284; V.216.
Uddnavarga, see Dharmapada.
uqlumbara flowers 3 13; VI. 120.
Ugradatrapariprcchhci 34, 54, 283.
Ui Hakuju App. 111.51; IV.3,29,33,34,64.
Unkrig, W. A. 12.
"unveriliable" tenets of Buddhism 234-235,
267-269.
upam-nu 142; 111.312.
upisaka, archaic transcription of - 27 ;
fancy explanation of the term - V1.63.
upisiki, rules for the - on fast-days 165;
fancy explanation of the term - VI.63.
upiya (see also Expediency) 73, 90, 125,
132, 133, 139, 214, 310.
upiyakauialya 309.
uposafha(upavasatha, [ulpo~adha),see fasting.
utilitarian armments against Buddhism
262-264.
Utsunorniya Kiyoyoshi 11.40; 111.47.
vagabonds, vagabondage,
"vagrant people" (liu-nlin) 5, 259, 260261.
vaipulya 14, 61, 137; 1V.42.
Vairocana (monk from Kashmir named -)
11.185.
Vajracehediki-prajAo'piramitd App. I V. 125.
Val& Poussin, L. de la - VT.55; see also
AbhidharmakoJa.
vandanam (ho-nun) App. 1V.83.
visatui 227, 228.
Vasubhadra App. IV.73.
v i y u m a ~ u l a 3 19.
Vehicles, Three - 118, 140, 214, 229;
111.168; IV.62.

Vessanraru-jcitako 14.
Vibhd~a 203.
vidyd, three - 111.343; V1.55.
Vighna 47. 48, 50, 55.

- inside the imperial palace

I5 1, 158.
142.
VimalakirrinirdeSa 35, 50, 54, 70, 78, 99,
114, 131-132, 172, 174, 175; 111.80, 215,
257, 258; IV.89; App. IV.125.
Virnaliiksa App. IV.89.
vimok~a 254.
v i ~ y a 32, 55-56, 103, 144, 148, 183, 188,
196, 197, 229-230, 246, 253, 283-284.
Vi~aSvin 278.
virya 173, 174.
visualization, of coloured images 33;
of Maitreya 194;
of Arnitabha and other Buddhas 194,
214, 220, 221-222, 223; 111.245; IV.227,
243: App. IV.51.
VOWS
128, 182, 194, 217, 219-220, 244-245;
1V.145.
vydkarana 227-228.
vijiirfna

- .

Walleser, M. 11.182.
Ware, J. R. 11.2, 13, 15, 276; V.8.
Whitaker, K. P. K. 56; 11.169, 170.
"White Lotus Society" (Pai-lien she) 219.
Wieger, L. 11.80.
Wilbur, M. VI.49.
Wilhelm, M. H. 111.262, 263.
wine, alcoholic liquors, drunkenness 28,
78-79, 164, 254, 306; App. 111.26.
words unable to express the highest truth
89-90, 132.
worldly things, eight - 171.
Wright, A. F. 10, 11, 181; 11.204, 206,
272; 111.213, 262, 269; IV.1, 6, 7, 8, 14,
17; App. IV. 125; V. 176; VI.37.
Yiima 294.
Yarkand (Sochii) 62.
Yellow Turbans 38, 43, 154, 235, 254-255,
292; 11.42; VI.2.
Yogdcdra Buddhism 2.
Yogdcdrabhlmi 54, 66, 186; App. 111.151.
Yoshikawa K6jir6 111.47.
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo V1.46.
Zach, E. von

-

11.58.

Erik Ziircher, geboren 13 september 1928 te Utrecht, volgde aldaar het
lager en voorbereidend hoger onderwijs, en legde in 1947 het eindexarnen af
aan het Stedelijk Gymnasium te Utrecht. Zijn universitaire studie volbracht
hij te Leiden (1947- 1953, candidaatsexamen 12 decernber 1949). Hij studeerde
hier Chinese taal- en letterkunde onder de hoogleraren Dr. J. J. L. Duyvendak
en Dr. A. F. P. Hulsewe, en Japans onder Prof. Dr. F. Vos. In 1952 was hij
gedurende een half jaar werkzaam te Stockholm als assistent van de kunsthistoricus Prof. Osvald SirCn. Na zijn doctoraalexamen, afgelegd op 11 December 1953 met als keuzevakken Japanse taal en cultuurgeschiedenis en Boeddhologie, legde hij zich toe op de bestudering van de cultuurgeschiedenis der
Chinese Middeleeuwen, in het bijzonder de rol welke het Boeddhisrne in die
periode in China heeft vervuld. Hiertoe las hij gedurende drie jaren (1954-1957)
Tibetaanse Boeddhistische teksten onder leiding van Prof. Dr. J. W. de Jong,
en orienteerde hij zich voorts op dit gebied onder leiding van Prof. P. DemiCville
gedurende een studieverblijf te Parijs in 1957. Hij is sinds 1949 verbonden aan
het Sinologisch Instituut te Leiden.

